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ABSTRACT 

 

Within the State of Western Australia, from its early years, education has been provided 

not only by the State, but also by religious denominations, particularly the Catholic 

Church, the Anglican Church and other Christian groups. This thesis is concerned with 

Anglican education in the State from the years 1917–92. The particular focus is on the 

structures established for the provision of Anglican education in the Diocese of Perth 

throughout the period.  

 

The central argument of the thesis is as follows. During the period 1917–92, the 

structures established for the provision of Anglican education in the Diocese of Perth 

changed across four sub–periods: 1917–50, 1951–60, 1961–80 and 1981–92. During the 

first sub–period, provision was made under structures which allow for the schools which 

existed to be classified according to three ‘types’: ‘religious–order schools’, ‘parish 

schools’, and ‘schools of the Council for Church of England Schools’. The first two 

types continued during the second sub–period and were joined by two new types, 

namely, ‘Perth Diocesan Trustees’ schools’ and ‘synod schools’, while ‘schools of the 

Council for Church of England Schools’ ceased as a type. During the third sub–period 

‘synod schools’ continued as a type, but the other three types ceased to exist. At the 

same time, one new type emerged, namely, ‘schools of the Church of England Schools’ 

Trust’. During the fourth sub–period there were also two types of schools within the 

Diocese, but the situation was not the same as in the previous sub–period because while 

‘synod schools’ continued as a type, ‘Perth Diocesan Trustees’ schools’ ceased to exist. 

Furthermore, a new type was established, namely ‘schools of the Anglican Schools 

Commission’. This two–type structure for provision which was established during the 

sub–period 1981–92, is still that which exists to the present day for the provision of 

Anglican education within the Diocese of Perth. 

 

As the structures for the provision of Anglican education changed through each sub–

period, some existing schools changed in terms of their type, new schools came on the 

scene and were of one of the existing types, and only one school ever went out of 



existence. Also, during each sub–period, tensions existed between those who supported 

the notion of Anglican schools being almost exclusively for the better–off sections of the 

Anglican community and those who believed that Anglican education should be 

available to all those Anglicans and non–Anglicans who wished to access it, regardless 

of wealth or status. In the first sub–period, 1917–50, the balance of favour was very 

much towards the former notion. Nevertheless, the view that Anglican schools should be 

accompanied by schools for the less well–off was occasionally voiced. Furthermore, 

while it was not a strong voice in this first sub–period, it became more and more 

amplified through each sub–period. Finally, the notion was expounded very loudly 

during the fourth sub–period. It was during this sub–period that pressure from Synod, 

which is where it had come from in previous stages, took on unprecedented momentum. 

The outcome was the establishment of the Anglican Schools Commission, with its 

commitment to low–fee schools, although a commitment by Synod to maintaining and 

expanding provision in the more exclusive Anglican schools also continued. In this way, 

the Anglican Church in Western Australia demonstrated that while in the interest of 

social justice it favoured the provision of access to Anglican schooling to a much wider 

spectrum of society than had hitherto been the case, it was not committed to the use of 

schooling in order to facilitate a radical reconstruction of society. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Introduction 

 

Within the State of Western Australia, from its early years, education has been 

provided not only by the State, but also by religious denominations, particularly the 

Catholic Church, the Anglican Church1 and other Christian groups. This thesis is 

concerned with Anglican education in the State from the years 1917–92. The 

particular focus is on the structures established for the provision of Anglican 

education in the Diocese of Perth throughout the period. 

 

The central argument of the thesis is as follows. During the period 1917–92, the 

structures established for the provision of Anglican education in the Diocese of Perth 

changed across four sub–periods: 1917–50, 1951–60, 1961–80 and 1981–92. During 

the first sub–period, there were five Anglican schools within the Diocese of Perth. 

Two of these schools, Perth College and St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, 

provided education under their own individual structures, totally independent of the 

Diocese, while at the same time having the blessing of the Diocese for their activities 

and occasionally receiving financial support from it. Perth College can also be 

classified as having been a ‘religious–order school’, while St Mary’s Church of 

England Girls’ School was a ‘parish school’. 

 

The other three schools, Christ Church Grammar School, Guildford Grammar School 

and St Hilda’s Church of England School for Girls, also functioned as independent 

institutions in terms of determining student intake, employment of teachers and 

curriculum provision. However, when it came to issues of determining fees, 

provision of buildings, and the sale and acquisition of land, control was exercised by 

the Council for Church of England Schools. This structure was established by the 

                                                 
1 Within Australia, the Church of England was renamed the Anglican Church of Australia in 

1981. 
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Diocese in 1917 and functioned until 1950. While Guildford Grammar School and 

Christ Church Grammar School were under this structure from the very 

commencement of the sub–period, St Hilda’s Church of England School for Girls 

was not, as originally it was not an Anglican school. In 1930 it changed from being a 

private–venture school to being a school of The Council for Church of England 

Schools in 1930. 

 

The second sub–period stretched from 1951 to 1960. No new Anglican schools were 

established during this sub–period, but an existing non–denominational school, Hale 

School, became an Anglican school. At the same time, the Council for Church of 

England Schools was disbanded. Accordingly, all of the Anglican schools in the 

Diocese provided for education totally independent of each other. However, if any of 

the schools of the former Council for Church of England Schools needed to be 

closed, Synod had to give its approval. Synod is the governing body of the Diocese 

comprising both clerical and lay members of the Church presided over by the Bishop 

of Perth who is also the Archbishop of the Province of Western Australia2. The 

Diocese of Perth also took financial responsibility in 1952 for Kobeelya Church of 

England Girls’ School, an Anglican school which had existed in the nearby Diocese 

of Bunbury since 1921. However, control of the school remained with the Diocese of 

Bunbury and financial responsibility for running it reverted to that Diocese in 1958. 

 

The third sub–period stretched from 1961–80. During this sub–period, all of the 

Anglican schools in the Diocese of Perth continued to provide education independent 

of each other. At the same time, they were all able to obtain financial assistance to 

aid provision through the Church of England Schools’ Trust established by Synod in 

1961. The Trust also established one school of its own, All Saints’ College, but gave 

it independent status. Furthermore, Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School was 

once again in need of financial assistance and this was provided by the Church of 

                                                 
2 The several Dioceses within Western Australia form the Province of Western Australia. 

Between 1856, when the Diocese of Perth was founded, and 1904, it consisted of the total land 
mass of Western Australia. In 1904, a portion of the Diocese was excised in the south–west to 
form the Diocese of Bunbury. This was followed in 1910 by a further excise of land from the 
Diocese of Perth, north of the 26˚ parallel of latitude, to form the Diocese of the North–West. 
Finally, in 1914, by a further excise of a portion of land from the Diocese of Perth, the Diocese 
of Kalgoorlie was formed.  This Diocese was re–incorporated into the Diocese of Perth in 
1967. 
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England Schools’ Trust between 1967 and 1976, but with ultimate control still 

remaining with the Diocese of Bunbury. It ceased to function as an Anglican school 

in 1976. 

 

The fourth sub–period stretched from 1981–92. During this sub–period, the Church 

of England Schools’ Trust went through a number of changes until it eventually 

became subsumed by a new structure, Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.)3, 

established by Synod. The existing Anglican schools – All Saints’ College, Christ 

Church Grammar School, Guildford Grammar School, Hale School, St Hilda’s 

Anglican School for Girls4, St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School5 and Perth College – 

continued to function independently of each other in all matters relating to the 

provision of education. However, they could now apply to the Anglican Schools 

Commission, as they previously could to the Anglican Schools’ Trust, for financial 

assistance for provision. The main function of the Anglican Schools Commission, 

however, was as a structure for the provision of low fee–paying Anglican schools. 

Within this structure, the individual schools which were established were given a 

certain amount of independence in terms of provision, yet on particular crucial 

matters they were subject to the authority of the Commission. 

 

The nature of the structures for the provision of Anglican education throughout the 

period 1917–92, are, as outlined above. It will also be noted that they were structures 

which underwent changes through each sub–period. Concurrently, tensions existed 

during each sub–period between those who supported the notion of Anglican schools 

being almost exclusively for the better–off sections of the Anglican community, and 

those who believed that Anglican education should be available to all those 

Anglicans and non–Anglicans, who wished to access it, regardless of wealth or 

status. In the first sub–period, 1917–50, the balance of favour was very much 

towards the former notion. Nevertheless, the view that Anglican schools should be 

accompanied by schools for the less well–off was occasionally voiced. Furthermore, 
                                                 
3 The Commission registered its name without an apostrophe. 
 
4 St Hilda’s Church of England School for Girls was re–named St Hilda’s Anglican School for 

Girls in 1981 to reflect the new name of the Church. 
 
5 St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School was re–named St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School in 

1981 to reflect the new name of the Church. 
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while it was not a strong voice in this first sub–period, it became more and more 

amplified through each sub–period. Finally, the notion was expounded very loudly 

during the fourth sub–period. It was during this sub–period that pressure from Synod, 

which is where it had come from in previous stages, took on unprecedented 

momentum. The outcome was the establishment of the Anglican Schools 

Commission, with its commitment to low–fee schools, although a commitment by 

Synod to maintaining and expanding provision in the more exclusive Anglican 

schools also continued. Five schools had been established under the Commission by 

1992: St Mark’s Anglican Community School, John Wollaston Anglican Community 

School, Frederick Irwin Anglican Community School, Thomas Scott Anglican 

Community School and John Septimus Roe Anglican Community School. Thomas 

Scott A.C.S. and John Septimus Roe A.C.S. amalgamated in 1997 under the name 

John Septimus Roe A.C.S. 

 

The main body of this thesis constitutes an elaboration on the central argument 

already provided. The remainder of this chapter now gives a contextual background 

within which the argument can be located. It is in four parts. First, the establishment 

of the Church of England (the Anglican Church) in Western Australia and its class 

orientation are outlined. Secondly, the provision of education by the Anglican 

Church in Western Australia up to the end of the 19th Century is presented. Thirdly, 

an exposition is given of the existing historical literature relating to Anglican 

education in Western Australia. Fourthly, an overview is offered on the historical 

sources upon which this thesis is based. Finally, the focus of the remaining chapters 

of this thesis is outlined. 

 

The Establishment of the Church of England in Western Australia 
and its Class Orientation 

 

Anglicanism is a form of Christianity having its origins in England during the 

Reformation under the leadership of Henry VIII (1509–47) which created a 

distinctive English Church. Unlike other Reformation movements in Europe, Henry 

VIII’s break from the Roman Catholic Church under Pope Clement VII, was 

personal and political rather than theological. While the King replaced the Pope as 

head of the Church in England, Anglican Christianity retained many basic mediaeval 
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practices, including an Episcopal polity and a number of theological beliefs. 

Although the Archbishop of Canterbury remained the most senior English cleric, his 

role, which had previously included both spiritual and political matters, was now 

restricted to the former, in theory at least, although not always in practice. The 

English Reformation also produced a number of ‘non–conformist’ groups whose 

beliefs were much more biblically based than Anglicanism. Further, whereas ‘non–

conformist’ groups reflected ‘class’ origins and occupation, Anglicanism attracted 

the ‘middle classes’, particularly during the first half of the 19th Century, the time at 

which Western Australia was colonised.6 

 

Letters patent issued by Queen Victoria on 11 January 1856, were important in both 

practical and symbolic terms for the colony of Western Australia, founded in 1829. 

As a result, the main settlement, Perth, had its status elevated to that of a city and the 

Diocese of Perth was established. Symbolically, the creation of both the City and 

Diocese concurrently gave the Anglican Church tacit recognition as being an integral 

part of the civil administration. While this situation was more apparent than real, the 

close connection between Government House and the Church of England has, 

nevertheless, been a dominant feature of the relationship between Church and State 

for much of the history of Western Australia. Just as the Church of England played 

an integral part in English national life, it was a quite natural extension that the early 

colonists accepted that it would play an equally important role in the development of 

Western Australia. 

 

Following the establishment of the Anglican Church in Western Australia in 1829, a 

number of other religious denominations followed. The first Roman Catholic priest 

appointed was Rev. John Brady, who in 1843, was given oversight of the entire 

western colony with the title of Vicar–General of Perth. Brady became the first 

Roman Catholic Bishop of Perth in 1845. The Methodists, or Wesleyan Methodists 

as they were known at the time, arrived in 1830. The first of their clergymen to 

arrive, although not the first appointed, the Rev. J. Smithies, arrived in 1840. The 

next group to establish themselves were the Congregationalists, who although active 

                                                 
6 E.P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 

1968), p. 437. 
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from 1846 onwards, were without an ordained clergyman until the arrival of Rev. 

James Leonard in 1851. It was not until 1879, under the leadership of the Rev. David 

Shearer, who had a joint commission from the Established and Free Churches of 

Scotland to establish a place of worship in Perth, that the Presbyterian Church began 

to flourish. Three other groups established themselves in the early 1890s, namely, the 

Church of Christ (1890), the Salvation Army (1891) and the Baptist Church (1892). 

Then, in 1911, the Seventh Day Adventist Church was established in the State. 

 

The first Anglican Bishop of Perth, the Rt. Rev. Mathew Blagden Hale7, was 

ordained Bishop at Lambeth Palace, the official residence of the Archbishop of 

Canterbury, on 25 July 1857. Hale had spent nearly 10 years as an Archdeacon under 

Bishop Augustus Short in South Australia before accepting the leadership of the 

newly created Diocese of Perth. However, even though Western Australia had been 

part of the Bishopric of Calcutta from 1829 to 1836, part of the Bishopric of 

Australia under Bishop Broughton residing at Sydney from 1836 to 1847, and part of 

the Bishopric of Adelaide under Bishop Short between 1847 and 1856, it remained a 

foundling for nearly the first twenty years of its existence, with little or no 

supervision from external authority. Essentially, it was “Spiritually, as in other 

respects…derived from England”.8 This is made all the more clear from the 

instructions of the Colonial Secretary, Sir George Murray, who, in providing for the 

religious well–being of the colonists, emphasised the need to establish structures for 

the provision of religious observance “as far as may be compatible with the 

circumstances”.9 

 

On 1 January 1901, Western Australia became a State within the Commonwealth of 

Australia, occupying approximately one–third of the continent. By 1911, the 

                                                 
7 See Appendix 1: ‘The Diocese of Perth and Province of Western Australia Episcopal 

Oversight, Colonial Chaplains, Bishops and Archbishops: 1829 – 1992’. 
 
8 A. Burton, Church Beginnings in the West (Perth, Western Australia: Diocese of Perth, 1941), 

p. 5 
 
9 ‘Sir George Murray to Captain Stirling, Despatch No. 1, 30 December 1828’, Historical 

Records of Australia, Series III, Vol. 6 (Canberra: Commonwealth Parliament, 1923), pp. 601–
602. 
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religious affiliation of the total population of 282,11410 was such that 93.5% 

professed some form of Christianity, with 41.1% Church of England, 21.5% Roman 

Catholic, 13.0% Methodist, 10.0% Presbyterian, 6.% undefined, with the remaining 

8.0% being Baptist, Lutheran, Church of Christ and minor sects.11 

 

By 1917, the year in which the main focus of this thesis commences, the religious 

landscape was dominated by Anglicans, Roman Catholics, Methodists and 

Presbyterians, in that order. At the end of the period, namely 1992, the order 

remained the same, but those professing Christianity and the percentages in each of 

the categories had declined, (as had the percentage of the total population professing 

some form of Christianity) from 93.5% to 73.58%. The overall change in the 

situation between 1911 and 1981 has been outlined as follows: 

 
Table I 

 
Religious Affiliation, Western Australia 1911 – 1981 

 
 

 Number 1911 (%) Number 1981 (%) 

Church of England 109,435 41.10  375,800 29.51 

Roman Catholic 56,616 21.50 316,300 24.84 

Methodist 34,348 13.00 51,200 4.02 

Presbyterian 26,678 10.00 32,000 2.52 
 
Source: J.S. Battye, The Cyclopedia of Western Australia, Vol. II, 1911. p. 81; and Western 

Australian Year Book 1985, p. 135. 
 

At the same time, the total number of those professing Christianity increased from 

253,902 in 1911 to 956,582 in 1981, an increase of 702,697.  

 

The relationship between the social status and religious affiliations of the different 

waves of settlers who arrived in Western Australia from the United Kingdom during 

the Crown Colony period (1829–90), is not straightforward. This is because the 

                                                 
10 Western Australian Year Book 1985, Australian Bureau of Statistics, Western Australian 

Office, Government Printer, Perth, No. 23, 1985, p. 135. 
 
11 J.S. Battye, The Cyclopedia of Western Australia, Vol. II, First Published by Hussey & 

Gillingham Adelaide, 1911. Facsimile Edition (Perth, Western Australia: Hesperian Press, 
1985), p. 81. 
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notion of class as a social and economic construct at that time is difficult to define 

due to its range of meanings and complexity. The tendency to classify British society 

into ‘lower class’, ‘middle class’, ‘upper class’, ‘working class’, and a number of 

sub–groups, originated between 1770 and 1840, resulting from the reorganisation of 

society during the Industrial Revolution. By 1840, ‘middle’ implied a hierarchy and, 

therefore, also implied the existence of a ‘lower class’.12 Over the next fifty years, 

the distinction between ‘middle’ and ‘lower classes’ became clearly codified. The 

‘lower’ or ‘working classes’ came to be regarded as earning their living through the 

receipt of wages, whereas the ‘middle classes’ earned theirs through the receipt of 

salaries or fees. This resulted in areas of ambiguity, but the ‘middle classes’ pressed 

their claim of superiority over the ‘lower classes’, not only as an expression of 

relative social position, but also of social distinction.13 What facilitated the operation 

of this process was that British society not only recognised the notion of class, but 

was also conscious of class as a formation and as a category. As R.H. Tawney, in his 

seminal study of the class system in British society in the 19th and early 20th century 

noted in this regard, “the fact creates the consciousness, not the consciousness the 

fact”.14 

 

The early colonists in Western Australia brought the British class system with them 

and they were keen to perpetuate it, particularly as it provided opportunities for the 

predominantly ‘middle class’ members to emulate English county society, where a 

country gentleman could enjoy a life of leisure maintained by inherited income doing 

things that generally pleased him.15 Regarding the structure of early society in 

Western Australia, a visiting ship’s captain, Nathaniel Ogle, commented: 

                                                 
12 R. Williams, Keywords (London: Fontana, 1988), p. 65. 
 
13 Ibid. 
 
14 R.H. Tawney, Equality (London: Unwin, 1964), p. 58. For Tawney, class was “not merely of 

economic métier, but of social position, so that different groups have been distinguished from 
each other, not only like different professions, but the nature of the service they render, but in 
status, in influence and sometimes in consideration and respect”. 
 

15 J.F.C. Harrison, Early Victorian Britain 1832–51 (Bungay: Fontana/Collins, 1979), pp 117–
118. Unlike the Aristocracy who lived in country houses on a grand scale, the country gentry 
lived on estates of between 1,000 and 10,000 acres and undertook leadership at the local level, 
including the position of Justice of the Peace responsible to some degree, for the enforcement 
of law and order. Some of the gentry were knights and baronets, but most had no title beyond 
that of ‘gentleman’ who prospered from the rents of their tenant farmers. The hereditary system 
of primogeniture ensured that estates were passed down to the most eligible family member. 
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In point of society, the settlement of Western Australia stands pre–
eminent. The higher order consists of families well–born and well–
educated, and many of them men of rank in the army and navy. The 
elegancies of life are sedulously cultivated by them, and constitute 
a distinguished feature of their intercourse. 16 

 

Whether or not such a perception was accurate, there is no doubt that a considerable 

number of settlers believed themselves above any involvement in trade or service of 

any kind. From its inception, Western Australia, as Rich puts it, “was…distinguished 

by a large number of settlers who claimed origins in the upper echelons of British 

society and whose aspirations would have vastly amused Jane Austen”.17 

Nevertheless, this perception had an impact on the provision of education in the 

Crown Colony “where pretentiousness, oligarchy and private schooling have long 

kept close company”.18 

 

As the Western Australian economy began to slow in the 1840s, the Registrar–

General, G.F. Stone, complained that with nearly one–fourth of the landed 

proprietors being professional and educated men, the result was that it was “near 

impossible for any community to thrive with such an undue proportion of those 

whose habits and education are supposed to render them averse to manual labour.19 

The shortage of labour and the expectation of a suitable education for settlers’ 

children caused Samuel Moore, a leading farmer in the 1840s, to complain that “a 

difficulty now arises: my children want education and I want pig feeders and 

shepherds”.20 There were those too in the Colony who complained that the type of 

education available to all should be based on intellect rather than class: 

 

                                                                                                                                           
 
16 N. Ogle, The Colony of Western Australia (London: James Fraser, 1839), p. 83. 
 
17 P.J. Rich, ‘Perth’s The cloisters’ as an icon of educational élitism: Romancing the stone’, 

Education Research and Perspectives, Vol. 18, No. 1, June 1991. Jane Austen (1775–1817), a 
British novelist, was a shrewd observer of the life of middle–class families in early 19th 
century England. 

 
18 Ibid. 
 
19 Census of Western Australia, Perth, October 1848. Battye Library: Perth, Western Australia. 
 
20 Samuel Moore, Farm Journal, 16 May 1867, Documents IV, 5. Battye Library: Perth, Western 

Australia. 
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…and although it may not, and probably will not, be in our day, yet 
the time will arrive when the world will be governed by the 
intellects of, and not, as now, by the titles of its inhabitants.21 
 

The reality, however, was that the British concept of class and its implications 

regarding the education of the young in Western Australia remained until well into 

the 20th century, although it slowly began to decline with the foundation of the State 

Education Department in 1893. 

 
Given the class structure of Western Australian society, it is not surprising that the 

pursuit of a classical education was regarded as desirable by the ranks of the well–

to–do as an essential element in the preparation of their sons to take their rightful 

place in the upper echelons of colonial society.22 There was also general agreement 

that religious instruction was an essential and integral part of secular education.23 

“Without education founded on religion”, wrote an Anglican correspondent to the 

Inquirer, in 1841, “man would be of little more value than any other animal”.24 

 

The desire of the colonists of Western Australia to encourage more English clerics of 

the Established Church to come to Western Australia, provides not only an insight 

into their religious and social aspirations, but also the direction that the Church 

would take in providing education during the 19th century, and for the greater part of 

the 20th century. As has already been argued, many of the early colonists coming 

from ‘middle–class’ backgrounds, wished to establish a social structure similar to 

that which they had left behind them in Britain, and without which their outpost of 

Empire would have been incomplete. The Church of England clergy appointed to the 

Colony were from ‘middle–class’ backgrounds and their endeavours to promote 

educational activity mirrored their own. Their aspirations were consistent with the 

times in which they lived and the class to which they belonged. 

 

                                                 
21 The Inquirer, 10 January 1855. 
 
22 Perth Gazette, 2 April 1836. 
 
23 G. Best, Mid–Victorian Britain 1851–70 (Bungay: Fontana/Collins, 1979), p. 208. 
 
24 Inquirer, 14 July 1841. 
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The Church of England and the Provision of Education 
in Western Australia 1829 to 1900 

 

From 1829 to 1900 much of the educational activity in Western Australia was 

concerned with the foundation of schools and with efforts to improve their quality. 

This period can be divided into two sub–periods: the Colonial Period from 1829 to 

1890, and the years from 1890 to 1900, when the British Government granted 

Responsible Government to Western Australia. During the first sub–period, it was 

the will of the Colonial Office in London and the will of its representative, the 

Governor, which dominated educational decision–making. It was during the second 

sub–period that the State Education Department was established, which was 

eventually to lead to the provision of State schools in rural districts throughout 

Western Australia and the establishment of a State comprehensive secondary school 

system. 

 

The origins of what eventually became the ‘Western Australian State School System’ 

can be traced back to 31 August 1847, when Governor Irwin appointed a ‘Committee 

of Management of Colonial Schools’. The Committee’s primary task was to arrest 

the drift of Protestant children into Catholic Schools through the establishment of 

Colonial Public Schools, which were to be unashamedly Church of England schools. 

The Colonial Chaplain, the Rev. J.B. Wittenoom, was appointed Chairman, a 

position which he held until his death in 1855. Several educational initiatives by the 

Catholic Church encouraged Governor Clarke (1846–47) to open all Western 

Australian government schools to all classes of children and religious denominations, 

regardless of gender. Amongst the Catholic Church’s initiatives were the opening in 

Perth of a convent school by the Sisters of Mercy in 1846 and the establishment in 

the same year of a mission for Aborigines by Benedictine Monks at New Norcia, in 

the Victoria Plains north–west of Perth. Such initiatives prompted the reconstitution 

of the Committee of Management of Colonial Schools into a General Board of 

Education in September 1847. Its responsibilities were to include the spending of 

public moneys voted for educational purposes, the management of local boards of 

education and the drafting of regulations for public schools. Although these free 

public schools could not be used as an aid to any sect or persuasion, the dominant 

role of the Church of England in providing religious instruction to pupils was 
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recognised.25 As the formation of the General Board of Education was intended as a 

bulwark against the Roman Catholic Church, Bishop Brady refused to let Catholic 

children attend government schools overseen by the Board. 

 

Structures for the provision of education by the Church of England 

 

During the period 1829 to 1900, the Church of England established structures for the 

provision of education in Western Australia based on a reconfiguration of the three–

tier class system inherited from the United Kingdom. Those from the United 

Kingdom who regarded themselves as ‘middle–class’, assumed the position of the 

élite or colonial aristocracy. Those colonists who achieved wealth through trade 

adopted an aristocratic status “by assuming a lifestyle of privilege and comfort 

beyond the reach of ordinary people”.26 The remainder of the old ‘working–class’ 

became the burgeoning ‘middle–class’ consisting of all those who earned their 

income through trade. The new ‘working–class’ consisted of labourers (who, after 

1850, included convicts) at the lowest end. Aboriginals were attached to this 

structure as an underclass whose integration into the culture and customs of colonial 

society as labourers and servants could only be achieved, it was believed, by the 

destruction of their way of life. Consequently, the sub–period was marked by the 

imposition of restrictive and paternalistic practices by both the Christian Churches 

and the government to ‘civilize’ the Aboriginal population. Although the Church of 

England endeavoured to improve the provision of education within each of the 

classes, most effort went into providing education for the élite, the group to which 

approximately twenty–five percent of the population belonged, including the colonial 

clergy. A broad overview of educational provision for each of the groups identified 

                                                 
25 General Board of Education, Education Committee Minute Book, 1847–1856. State Archives: 

Perth, Western Australia. 
 
26 P.M. Brown, The Merchant Princes of Fremantle, The Rise and Decline of a Colonial Élite 

1870–1900 (Perth, Western Australia: The University of Western Australia Press, 1996), p. 
127. See also: J. Gregory, ‘Education and upward mobility in interwar Western Australia: The 
case of Perth Modern School’, in J. Gregory (ed.), Western Australia Between the Wars 1914–
1939, Studies in Western Australian History, Vol. XI, 1990, pp. 83–95. Gregory’s study of the 
status of students attending Perth Modern School between World Wars I and II demonstrates 
that occupation was one way in which individuals were assigned to a particular class by 
themselves and by others. See also: J. Gregory, The Manufacture of Middle class Suburbia 
(Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, The University of Western Australia), 1988, pp. 168–170. 
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will now be outlined, with particular emphasis in each case of the role played by the 

Church of England. 

 

Educating Aboriginals 

 

From the commencement of British settlement of Western Australia in 1829, 

Aboriginals were regarded as an underclass whose way of life was an anathema 

which could only be raised above its primitive state by the benefits of Christianity 

and adoption of British culture. It was not until 1840 that the first school for 

Aboriginal children was established by the Wesleyans (Methodists). They considered 

that such children were unsuitable for ‘rigid scholastic methods’ and so only a 

rudimentary education for two hours each day was provided.27 Those who were 

considered old enough were expected to work with the settlers for a part of each day, 

the girls in domestic work, including sewing, and the boys in labouring and farming. 

The school eventually moved to Wanneroo and then to York, where it operated for 

another fourteen years. On being relocated it was known as the York Wesleyan 

Native Mission Farm School from 1850 until 1852. Its failure to attract enough 

interest resulted in it becoming a government institution in 1852 and being re–named 

Gerald Native Institution after its Patron, Governor Charles Fitzgerald (1848–55). 

This failed in less than a year because of absconding children and a lack of suitable 

staff. Once again, it changed its name to the York Benevolent Institution, languishing 

until 1864, when it finally closed. 

 

Aboriginal education was intended to serve three purposes: First, the removal of 

children from the perceived barbarism of their parents; secondly, implanting the fear 

of God in them, including ‘civilized’ standards of morality and thirdly, training them 

as servants.28 Between 1840 and 1900, Aboriginal Schools, Missions and 

Orphanages were established at Perth, Fremantle, Guildford, Albany, Moore River, 

New Norcia and Beagle Bay in the Kimberly Region of the North–West, catering for 

                                                 
27 D.H. Rankin, The History of the Development of Education in Western Australia 1829–1923 

(Perth, Western Australia: Carrolls, 1926), pp. 15–16. 
 
28 Ibid., p. 94. 
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both full–blood and half–caste children. Most of these missions were under the 

control of the Roman Catholic Church and the Church of England. 

 

Both the attitude of the Church of England and its response to the problem of 

‘civilizing’ ‘native’ and ‘half–caste’ children is exemplified by the actions of 

Archdeacon John Wollaston. He was appointed Archdeacon of Western Australia in 

1849, a position which he held until his death in 1856. The education which 

Wollaston thought appropriate for indigenous children, including ‘half–castes’, was 

one in which they would be educated separately from the children of the colonial 

settlers. He recorded in his Journal between 23 and 26 May, 1842, his desire to 

establish, on a large scale, a school at Rottnest which was “already being used as an 

Island Prison for delinquent natives”.29 The plan provided for the removal of 

Aboriginal children from their parents and educating them in isolation with qualified 

teachers from England under the superintendence of the colonial clergy. Wollaston 

thought this was the only way to ‘civilise’ them: 

 

Our Church Societies wd [sic] surely support such a plan as this; 
the only one that I can see, wh [sic]will effectually remove the 
pitiable objects of it out of the reach of the baneful influence of 
Heathen customs, & (the greatest obstacle) the Evil example of the 
White people of the Common Sort, during their education.30 

 

The plan was never implemented, but the notion of permanently removing 

Aboriginal children from their families to civilize them suggested despair beyond 

which there was no hope unless Aboriginal culture could be eradicated. This attitude 

was to prevail in Western Australia into the latter half of the 20th Century  

 

                                                 
29 G. Bolton, H. Vose and G. Jones (eds.) The Wollaston Journals, Vol. 1, 1840–1842 (Perth, 

Western Australia: The University of Western Australia Press, 1991), p. 222. 
 
30 Ibid. Wollaston responded to an advertisement by the Western Australian Land Company in 

1840, offering land at Australind on the understanding that he would be appointed a Colonial 
Chaplain. Although this appointment did not eventuate, the British Government offered him an 
official stipend of £100 per year. Governor Hutt refused to pay him until he had built a church. 
Consequently, St Mark’s Picton was opened on 18 September, 1842, resulting principally from 
the work of Wollaston and his five sons. Governor Fitzgerald transferred Wollaston to Albany 
in 1848, where he established an orphanage in 1852. Wollaston was appointed Archdeacon of 
Western Australia in 1849 by Bishop August Short of Adelaide. He died on 3 May 1856, aged 
65 years. In 1984, the Province of Western Australia elevated him to be a Local Saint and 
Hero. 
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A much smaller institution was established by Wollaston at Albany in 1852, the 

Albany Annesfield Home for Aboriginal Children,31 administered by Amy Camfield, 

wife of the government resident there. The orphanage at Albany was re–located to 

Perth in 1872 by Matthew Blagden Hale, the first Bishop of Perth, eventually 

merging with the Church of England orphanage at Middle Swan. The merger, under 

Hale’s successor, Henry Hutton Parry (1877–93), finally brought to an end 

Wollaston’s experiment in social engineering which he considered to be “the 

smallest return that can be made by a Christian Government to which God has given 

the lands of the heathen in possession”.32 This implied that if converting Aboriginals 

to Christianity failed, God had a right to withdraw the mandate of the colonisers who 

would presumably depart. Ownership of the land was not an issue because the British 

Government regarded it as terra nullius, predicated on the presumption of ‘certain 

wild and unoccupied lands’33 existing, to which they had a God–given right to 

occupy, not only to spread the blessings of civilization, but also to profit from it.34 

 

Like Archdeacon Matthew Blagden Hale’s isolated mission at Poonindie, near Port 

Lincoln in South Australia, established in 1850, it was Wollaston’s intention to 

establish Christian villages of Western Australian natives. As at Poonindie, such 

aims could only be achieved by “isolation, industrial education, as well as the usual 

schooling; marriage, separate dwellings, hiring and service for wages; gradual and 

progressive moral improvement based upon Christian instruction, Christian 

workshop and Christian superintendence”.35 Wollaston’s social experiment was 

unsuccessful. This was not of much concern to the colonists who had little regard for 

the fate of the native population. 

 

                                                 
31 The orphanage was renamed the Albany Camfield Home for Aboriginal Children in 1857. 
 
32 The Wollaston Journals, p. 222. 
 
33 Great Britain, CAP XXII, George 11, IV Regis, 14 May 1829. 
 
34 J.J. Brown, Policies in Aboriginal Education in Western Australia 1829–1897 (Unpublished 

M.Ed. Thesis: The University of Western Australia, 1979), p. 10. 
 
35 P. Brock, Outback Ghettos; A History of Aboriginal Institutionalisation and Survival 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), p. 25. 
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‘Civilizing’ Aboriginals was seen as a God–given right by Christian missionaries. 

This ‘right’ extended to the education of young Aboriginals, which in the eyes of the 

most dominant religious groups, including Anglicans, Wesleyans and Catholics, 

could best be achieved by separating them permanently from the dark influences of 

their families and their wandering tribes.36 Although early Protestant missionaries 

attributed their lack of success to a lack of finance and personnel,37 the considerable 

divergence between Aboriginal and British cultural practices relating, “to work, to 

the land, to religion and to material possessions”38 resulted in a near impenetrable 

barrier to any meaningful understanding between the two cultures. 

 

Educating the Lower Orders 

 

The lack of urgency on the part of the Government to make provision for elementary 

education during the colonial period in Western Australia is reflective of the situation 

in England, from which most settlers came. The ill–treatment of children in England 

resulting from the Industrial Revolution and the recognition by the State of the 

necessity to regulate the working conditions of children and provide for their 

education resulted in ‘The Factory Act of 1833’39 and ‘The Education Act of 1833’. 

The Factory Act restricted the working hours of all children in England up to 

eighteen years of age and The Education Act required children employed in cotton 

mills to attend school each day for two hours. Previously, the provision for the 

education of working class children in England was afforded by Sunday Schools, 

                                                 
36 Extracts from notes by Rev. George King in connection with his work in Western Australia 

1841–1849. PR 7568. Battye Library: Perth, Western Australia. 
 
37 S. Barley, ‘Out of step: The failure of the early Protestant missions’, in B. Reece and T 

Stannage (eds.), European–Aboriginal Relations in Western Australia (Perth, Western 
Australia: The University of Western Australia Press, 1984), p.26. 

 
38 N. Green, ‘Aborigines and White Settlers in the nineteenth century’, in C.T. Stannage (ed.), A 

New History of Western Australia (Perth, Western Australia: The University of Western 
Australia Press, 1981), p. 72. 

 
39 S.G. Checkland, The Rise of Industrial Society in England 1815–1885 (London: Longman, 

1964), pp. 246–251. The Factory Act 1833 applied to children up to eighteen years of age. 
Children under nine years could no longer be employed.  Those between nine and thirteen were 
limited to 48 hours each week and not more than 9 hours each day. Children between thirteen 
and eighteen years were limited to 13 hours each day. 
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Dame Schools and ‘ragged schools’40 where reading, writing and arithmetic were 

taught. The Education Act provided for £20,000 per year to teach needy children 

alongside fee–paying students in existing schools. Although this was the beginning 

of state–funded education for English children, the notion of universal compulsory 

education tended to be considered to be an invasion of freedom of choice. 

 

When the Swan River Colony was founded in 1829, the establishment of elementary 

schools as private ventures, or by Church bodies, was also reflective of the British 

origins of the settlers. These schools were to provide for the children of those settlers 

who, according to the Governor, Captain James Stirling (1829–39), were ‘a majority 

of highly respectable and independent persons’.41 The eventual provision of 

education for children of the ‘working classes’ was initiated only as a result of 

Roman Catholic initiatives in the Colony. 

 

The founding of a boys’ and girls’ school in 1846 by the Roman Catholic Church 

was the catalyst for the establishment of the Committee of Management of Colonial 

Schools in 1847, which became the Board of Education in the same year. This laid 

the foundation for what was later to become the Western Australian State School 

System. It also constituted a structure for the provision of free education to all “to a 

certain degree of teaching” endorsed by the Church of England.42  

 

The Colonial Chaplain, Rev. John Burdett Wittenoom, who was inaugural Chairman 

of the Board of Education from 1847 until his death in 1855, exercised an important 

role in limiting the influence of Roman Catholics in the provision of education in the 

colony through his promotion of the Colonial School System. At the Committee of 

Management’s first meeting on 31 August 1847 access to the provision of religious 

instruction, a matter of considerable importance to the colonists, was determined: 

                                                 
40 J. Cannon (ed.), The Oxford Companion to British History (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

1997), p. 787. Here he states that “ragged schools were elementary schools for street children 
pioneered at the beginning of the 19th Century by John Pounds, a Portsmouth cobbler, ‘to 
chase away ignorance, to relieve distress, and to teach the Gospel’”. 

 
41 D. Adams, ‘Superior boys’ schools in a pioneering community: the Swan River Settlement, 

1829–1855,  Early Days, Journal of the Royal Western Australian Historical Society, Vol. 
VIII, Part V, 1981, p. 75. 

 
42 General Board of Education, Education Committee Minute Book, 1847–1856. 
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That the Public Free Schools are not to be viewed as an aid to any 
sect or persuasion; and that any Established Church School that 
may be forced should not be viewed as more entitled to public aid 
than the Romanist, etc. That the principle of the “Colonial Schools” 
should be professedly to provide a Secular and Scriptural education  
for all; and also to instruct those otherwise unprovided and attached 
to no persuasion in the principles of the Church of England, at 
particular times, in a class which all scholars are at liberty, and 
compelled to attend.43 

 

The foundation of the Board of Education left no doubt in the minds of Roman 

Catholics as to its purpose. While they believed that they had every right to found a 

school in every town in the Colony, a writer to the Inquirer in 1847, who identified 

himself as a ‘Friend to Education’ declared that the “opposition to the Roman 

Catholic Mission by the bigots in this colony has been exceedingly fierce and 

unmanly”.44 He had no hesitation in identifying the bigots, declaring that “these 

zealots ostensibly belong to the Church of England”.45 In a largely Protestant colony, 

the actions of the Roman Catholic Bishop Brady in both promoting Catholic 

education and continually demanding financial support from the government, created 

dislike for, and suspicion of, him. This antagonism between the Roman Catholics on 

one hand and the Protestants on the other (particularly the Church of England), who 

saw the development of the Roman Catholic educational structures as a threat to their 

existence, was a feature of the colonial period. 

 

The arrival of the Rev. John Ramsdem Wollaston, a country vicar from West 

Wickham Cambridgeshire, at Australind, 160 kilometres south of Perth, on 13 May, 

1841, increased the number of Anglican clergy in the colony to four. He established 

a school at Picton, a hamlet within the Australind settlement, where he built his first 

Church.46 This school, St Mary’s School, opened with an enrolment of 100 pupils. 

He commented as follows, that his undertaking was a most difficult one: 

 

                                                 
43 Ibid. 
 
44 The Inquirer, 24 November 1847, p.1. 
 
45 Ibid. 
 
46 The Wollaston Journals, Vol. 1, 1840–1842. See Introduction by G. Bolton, p. xxi. 
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There is a prospect of a daily school being established in connexion 
with the church – I have long had it in my thoughts, & have an 
excellent Master in my eye, who is willing to undertake it – but as I 
cannot yet tell whether it can be made worth his while) he havg  
[sic] an increasing family to support), I will say no more about it at 
present. There are many difficulties in the way, & greater than 
persons in England have any idea of.47 

 

Wollaston despaired of the ignorance of the colonists’ children and regretted not 

having brought any elementary school books with him to further their education. 

With only 365 inhabitants at Australind in 1842, the small number of children who 

may have attended his school was widely spread throughout the settlement. At the 

first service in his new church, only 10 children between the ages of 5 and 14 were 

brought to him at the commencement of Sunday School.48 The school failed to 

develop. The population of the settlement declined thereafter and Wollaston was 

transferred to Albany,49 403 kilometres south of Perth in 1848, where his next 

undertaking concerned the provision of education for Aboriginal children. 

 

In 1879, the first Anglican Bishop of Perth discussed the possibility with the 

Governor of establishing a school on Rottnest Island to be conducted by a 

schoolmaster–catechist50 to instruct the children on the island, both European and 

Aboriginal.51 Lack of money and the unavailability of a suitable candidate were 

contributing factors to its non–establishment. Unlike Bishop Hale (1857–75) who 

had substantial means, his successor, Bishop Parry (1877–93), had little, having to 

rely upon the Church for his stipend. Lacking business acumen and physical strength, 

the Bishop’s scholarly and idealistic temperament, combined with his lack of private 

means to aid “the work of a new diocese was a serious drawback throughout his 

administration”.52 From now on, the significant developments in the provision of 

                                                 
47 Ibid., p. 252. 
 
48 Ibid. 
 
49 Albany was known as Frederickstown from its foundation in 1826 until 1831. 
 
50 A schoolmaster–catechist was a teacher skilled in the oral instruction of the Christian religion, 

in the form of questions and answers. 
 
51 F. Moncrieff, ‘Henry Hutton Parry’, in F. Alexander (ed.), Four Bishops and Their See, (Perth, 

Western Australia: The University of Western Australia Press, 1957), p. 35. 
 
52 Ibid., p. 46. 
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Anglican education related to provision for children of the colonial élite. It was left 

to the government and the Roman Catholic Church to provide for the education of 

the lower orders. 

 

Educating the Colonial Élite 

 

The involvement of the Anglican Church in the education of the colonial élite began 

with the appointment of the first Colonial Chaplain, the Rev. John Burdett 

Wittenoom, previously Headmaster of Magus College, Newark in England. He was 

educated at Winchester and later at Oxford University, where he obtained both a 

Bachelor of Arts and Master’s Degree. From there he was appointed Rector at a 

church in Southampton, later returning to Oxford as a lecturer at Brasenose College. 

Wittenoom was appointed by the British Government to be “Chaplain to the Civil 

Establishment of the Colony of Western Australia”, a position which he held 

between 1829 until his death on 23 January 1855.53 His prior involvement in 

educational matters in England was a significant feature of his work in Western 

Australia. 

 

Wittenoom held a privileged position in colonial society. His appointment as 

Chaplain to the infant colony brought with it a stipend of £250, paid for by the 

British Government.54 In 1830, the year of his arrival, he was the only ordained 

minister in the Colony. His civil role was confirmed by his appointment as a Justice 

of the Peace by Governor Stirling on 23 April 1830. Wittenoom represented both 

church and state, giving him a high degree of official status in both the civil and 

religious community. As Colonial Chaplain, any decision in which he was involved, 

or pronouncement he made regarding education, was regarded as legitimate.55 One of 

                                                                                                                                           
 
53 Letter, Colonial Secretary to Surveyor General, 30 June 1830, quoted in C. L. M. Hawtrey, 

The Availing Struggle: A Record of the Planting and Development of the Church of England in 
Western Australia 1929–1947 (Perth, Western Australia: Diocese of Perth, 1949), p. 20. 

 
54 R.E. Cranfield, The Wittenoom Family in Western Australia (Perth, Western Australia, 

Cranfield, n.d.), pp. 8–9. Wittenoom’s salary was increased to £350 per annum in 1831, to 
defray expenses associated with his long hours of work and travelling. It also included 2/6 per 
week for his horse. 
 

55 D. Hilliard, ‘Anglicanism’, in S.L. Goldberg and F.B. Smith (eds.), Australian Cultural History 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), pp 15–32. Hilliard’s view is that when 
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his schools, Wittenoom’s Private Seminary (school) commenced in March 1833, at 

the parsonage located on the corner of the Esplanade and Barrack Street in Perth. 

Apart from the period 1838 to 1840, this school existed for some twenty years. 

Wittenoom also established a similar school at Pinjarra, located on the banks of the 

Murray River some eighty–six kilometres south of Perth on the South Western 

Highway.56 Both schools emphasised the teaching of English and the classics, and 

were typical of ‘rectory’ or ‘parsonage schools’ in England. Wittenoom’s ‘rectory 

school’ in Perth merged with the ‘colonial elementary school’ in 1838 to become the 

‘Classical and English School’ conducted under his supervision in the newly 

constructed Court House.57 A small subsidy from the government enabled him to 

operate the school with about 40 pupils. The subsequent withdrawal of the subsidy 

by the Governor resulted in the reopening of the ‘rectory school’ in 1840, which 

continued until the early 1850s.58 The fate of the Pinjarra school is unknown. Given 

the ephemeral nature of most colonial schools, it probably closed through lack of 

pupils.  

 

Wittenoom had previous experience in the difficulties arising from maintaining 

enrolments with a distinctly classical curriculum while Headmaster at Newark. His 

response was to introduce a shorter ‘English’ curriculum. He then took this model to 

Western Australia.59 With small numbers, a diversity of interests and a degree of 

financial stringency, it was a model which in time gained currency with the 

formation of the General Board of Education in 1847, in which Wittenoom played a 

pivotal role. 

 

The involvement of the Anglican Church in collegiate education began with Bishop 

Hale’s School (1858–72), which ultimately failed. The term ‘collegiate education’ 
                                                                                                                                           

comparing itself to other religions, the Church of England in Australia adopted an ‘assumption 
of automatic superiority’, a position which persisted until the mid 20th Century. 
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was used at the time to denote “a voluntary association (collegium), or society of 

scholars, otherwise formed, for the purpose of study and instruction”.60 While on his 

way to England from Adelaide in 1856 for his enthronement as Bishop of Perth, Hale 

took the opportunity to enquire into the spiritual and pastoral needs of the colony at 

first hand. As a result, he was approached by the wealthier colonists to provide 

“advice and counsel with respect for the education of their sons”.61 Hale left for 

England in no doubt that he should establish a suitable school from which the sons of 

the leading colonists could benefit, and so “fit them for the performance of those 

high and important duties which at no distant period will devolve upon them”.62 On 

his return to Western Australia, the Bishop’s school opened on Monday 28 June 

1858, with an enrolment of twenty–two pupils.63 The curriculum was essentially 

classical and the claim was that it was designed to give the boys an appreciation of 

their Christian heritage, and to enable them to think and express themselves clearly.64 

By 1863, enrolments had declined to 15 pupils. Despite a short–lived recovery in 

1865, with an enrolment of 22 or 23 boys, the school was in serious decline.65 

Financial support was gained from the Society for the Promotion of Christian 

Knowledge (S.P.C.K) and the Bishop also made a personal contribution. 

Nevertheless, the school did not survive. The curriculum, based as it was on the 

classical English Grammar School, including a strong emphasis on sporting prowess, 

appealed to a small, influential, but declining sector of colonial society. 
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Essentially, Hale’s school lacked relevance. While he was aware of the problem, he 

was unable to prevent its closure. Writing to his daughter Amy on 1 March, 1872, 

Hale gave his reasons for the decision: 

 
You will be sorry to hear that the collegiate school, after all the 
labour, anxiety and money I have spent on it, has come to an end. 
There is no such thing as convincing the people that education 
pays. Making their sons messengers on a sheep station pays, and 
that settles the question…But the parents won’t use the school, so 
it’s no use to keep it struggling on.66 

 

Having struggled to endure over the last fourteen years, the closure of Hale’s school 

was not unexpected. Although it occurred at a time when it appeared to be thriving, 

Hale decided to withdraw his support. The passage of the High School Act of 1876, 

gives some indication as to the reason.67 During the debate on the Act in the 

Legislative Council, Walter Padbury, a staunch philanthropic Anglican and member 

of the Legislative Council for the Swan District from 1872 – 1878, explained to the 

Council that Hale would not permit the governors to support the school further. 

However, it may well have been that the governors had lost interest and were 

unwilling to contribute further to its continuing deficits.68 What is clear is that Hale 

paid £400 to clear the debt of the school on its closure, a total personal contribution 

of more than £1,000. The school continued as a private venture until the passing of 

the High School Act in 1885. 

 

During the period of the existence of Hale’s School, Western Australia, a convict 

settlement since 1849, benefited from a steady increase in population from 4,622 in 

1848 to 24,785 by 1870.69 The influx in population stimulated farming, trade and 

industry in the long term, as well as educational endeavour, all of which had lasting 

economic benefit. With only one–third of the population residing in the Perth area, 

the end of transportation of convicts in 1868 restricted the growth in professional 
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opportunities, particularly in legal and administrative positions to which the sons of 

the more wealthy colonists were attracted. The expansion of the pastoral industry 

also coincided with the end of transportation with its cheap labour, low prices for 

farm products and a decline in wheat farming. Settlers preferred their sons to work 

on the land to reduce labour costs rather than pay for schooling, which was of less 

immediate profitability. From 1829, the problems of maintaining schools had 

remained consistent: 

 
Indifference to education amongst the majority of the settlers, a 
chronic shortage of funds to promote schools, and the inability to 
find suitable teachers, had all beset the colony since its 
foundation.70 

 

Parents who wished their sons to pursue a ‘classical’ education sent them to the 

eastern colonies, or to England. 

 

The next school with Anglican affiliations to be opened in Western Australia was the 

High School. Grants by the Legislative Council to establish the High School enabled 

it to open in March in 1876. A grant of £700 was given for the first year, £600 for the 

second and £500 for the third, and thereafter a maximum of £500 or twice the 

amount received in private fees, a total contribution of £1,800 over a period of three 

years.71 Religious education was prohibited at the High School as it was established 

by the Legislative Council as a secular institution. To deal with this situation, Bishop 

Parry opened the Bishop’s Boys’ College, a hostel, in January 1878, in the buildings 

of Bishop’s College. Its purpose was to provide board and lodgings for boys 

attending the High School where they could be given religious instruction out–of–

school hours. It was also to be used for theological students who would reside and be 

trained there. By 1880, this too had failed, as only seven boys and two theological 

students remained.72 Thereafter, the Bishop gave the responsibility for the religious 
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education of the boys to the staff of St George’s (Anglican) Cathedral, with the 

theological students residing at Bishop’s House. The hostel was leased by the Church 

of England Girls’ School and College, established by Bishop Hale in 1879. It too was 

short–lived, closing on 31 December 1888, from a lack of financial support. 

Ownership of the property upon which the Bishop’s school was built remained with 

the Diocese. Known as the ‘Cloister’s Trust’, the objects of its founder remained 

dormant until the Diocese became involved in the acquisition of Charles Harper’s 

Guildford Grammar School. 

 

Hale’s legacy was to make a lasting contribution to the provision of education by the 

Church of England in Western Australia. Historically, the ‘Cloisters Trust’, the 

property upon which Bishop Hale’s school was built, resulted from an ordinance of 

the Legislative Council (No. 12) of 1863, which established the Perth Collegiate 

School as a body corporate, with the primary function being to raise funds for a 

school.73 By the Anglican School Lands Act, 1896, Lots H1 and H7 were vested in 

“The Standing Committee of the Synod of the Western Australian Branch of the 

Church of England” for educational purposes consistent with the objects for which 

the school was originally established.74 This land was vested in the Perth Diocesan 

Trustees by the Anglican Church of Australia Lands Act, 1914. 

 

Hale also established a college for girls in 1860. Having bought a house to establish a 

boarding and day school for girls, no boarders were forthcoming and only eight or 

nine day–pupils enrolled. The Sweeting sisters, one of whom came from England 

especially to take up a teaching post at the school returned to England, the dual 

expense being borne by the Bishop. Although the school began a few months later as 

a day school, it too was short–lived, finally closing in 1866, because of financial 

difficulties. Despite the Bishop’s philanthropy, his schools could not attract sufficient 

of the wealthier colonists’ children for whom they were intended. 
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The impetus for the foundation of the Fremantle Grammar School for boys in 1882 

came from the Vestry of St John’s Church of England, Fremantle. A grant of land 

from the government, a subsidy from the Society for Promoting Christian 

Knowledge in England, and donations by gentlemen of Fremantle’s mercantile 

community75 enabled it to open debt–free on 12 April, 1882, with an initial 

enrolment of 29 pupils, which had increased to 40 by the end of the year.76 

 

Before the school opened, the Church relinquished its control over the foundation by 

vesting its property, and the control and management of the school, in a Board of 

Governors. The Rev. W. Glyn Watkins, Rector of St John’s, was the inaugural 

Chairman. The school opened as a Public School espousing the rites and traditions of 

the Church of England: 

 

This is a Public School which aims at providing a sound education based 
on Religion. The religious teaching is in accordance with the doctrines of 
the Church of England, but no boy will be permitted to be present during 
the time allotted to religious instruction whose parents object to the 
same.77 

 

It was a Public School in the same vein as an English Public School, “open to all, 

without distinction, who could afford to pay the fees”.78 It was intended to provide 

the sons of well–to–do mercantile Fremantle families with a superior education to 

prepare them for business, the professions, or life at sea through the study of 

navigation.79 The school’s first Headmaster, Henry Briggs, had been Headmaster of 

Mottram Grammar School in England for three years prior to his appointment in 

1882. He was a graduate of St. Mark’s College, Chelsea, where he achieved his 

initial teaching qualification. Briggs purchased the school in 1896, at which time its 

name was changed to Fremantle School. Following his appointment as the Member 

for the West Province on the resignation of Mr E.W. Davies in 1896, Briggs 
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continued to operate the school until 1897, when he sold his interest in it. Within 

eighteen months, the school closed due to a lack of enrolments. 

 
By 1900, all Anglican and Anglican–affiliated schools ceased to exist in the Diocese 

of Perth. In other words, there were no Anglican schools in the State of Western 

Australia at the beginning of the 20th century. Over the next seventeen years, 

however, three Anglican schools which have survived to the present day and which 

continue the tradition of élite Anglican schooling in the state, were established. It is 

to a consideration of the establishment of these three schools that the next chapter of 

this thesis, the first to be concerned with the years to which the thesis proper relates. 

 

Literature Review 

 

Neill’s Anglicanism80 is still regarded as a classic work on the history of the 

Anglican Church, particularly regarding the first half of the 20th century, although 

the approach is generally narrative, and his attitudes to theology and the Prayer Book 

would now be regarded as traditional. Moorman’s, A History of the Church in 

England 81 also provides an historical overview of Christianity in Britain from the 

second century to the 1950s. Welsby’s volume, A History of the Church of England 

1945–1980,82 provides a more contemporary approach to the writing of Anglican 

history, particularly its contribution to contemporary Anglican historiography. This 

body of parent literature constitutes the general background to the present study. 

 

More specifically, this thesis contributes to the history of Anglicanism in Australia. 

Currently, no national history of the Church exists. There are, however, area–

focussed studies such as Hilliard’s83 work on South Australian Anglicanism, 

Godliness and Good Order: A History of the Anglican Church in South Australia, 
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and Judd and Cable’s84 volume, Sydney Anglicans: A History of the Diocese. Two 

significant books on the contemporary state of the Church in Australia also appeared 

in the 1990s. Bruce Kaye’s A Church Without Walls – Being Anglican in Australia,85 

discusses contemporary issues in Church life from a theological standpoint. Tricia 

Blombery’s The Anglicans in Australia86 is concerned mainly with an analysis of the 

Anglican population in Australia demographically and geographically, using the 

1991 Census. 

 

At the specific level, this thesis contributes to the history of Anglicanism in Western 

Australia. Early general histories of Western Australia gave little attention to the 

contribution of the Church of England to Western Australian society. The first 

comprehensive history was written in 1897 by Kimberly, History of West Australia: 

A Narrative of her Past Together with Biographies of her Leading Men.87 The work 

contains references to Churchmen within the overall context of secularism and 

material progress. Battye’s, Cyclopedia of Western Australian History88 (2 Volumes) 

covers the period 1828 to 1913 and includes sections on both ‘Ecclesiastical’ and 

‘Educational Affairs’. The former is considered on a denominational basis and is 

concerned mainly with governance and statistics, with greater attention being given 

to the Church of England than to any other denomination. The section on 

‘Educational Affairs’ is concerned with educational provision by The University of 

Western Australia, denominational schools and the High School, the latter being an 

undenominational institution established by the legislature in 1876, and assisted by 

annual grants from the Government. 
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Battye also considers the State Education Department by providing an historical and 

statistical account covering the period 1894 to 1913. His later book, Western 

Australia: A History From its Discovery to the Inauguration of the Commonwealth,89 

is a narrative account covering the period 1829 to 1901. It omitted an historical 

review of religion as an area of particular interest. Similarly, Colebatch’s centenary 

volume, A Story of a Hundred Years: Western Australia 1829–1929,90 also excluded 

religion as a special subject. The few writings emanating from within the Anglican 

Church in the first half of the 20th Century tend to focus on chronicling events. 

Canon Patrick’s, A History of St George’s Cathedral, records the processes leading 

to the building of the new cathedral and its subsequent additions.91 Canon Burton’s 

Church Beginnings in the West,92 was an attempt to redress errors which he believed 

he had found regarding the history of the Church in Western Australia from the 

foundation of the Colony to the end of Bishop Mathew Blagden Hale’s episcopate in 

1875. 

 

By the end of the first half of the 20th century, developments in the writing of history 

resulted in the publication of three studies regarding the Church of England in 

Western Australia. Hawtrey’s, The Availing Struggle93 is presented as a record of 

“the planting and development of the Church of England in Western Australia” from 

1829 to 1947. Written at the end of World War II, Hawtrey’s work was a ‘call–to–

arms’ to the ‘faithful’ to continue to support the Church, now that the scourge of war 

and the religious fervour which accompanied it, had begun to recede. To mark the 

centenary of the consecration of the first St George’s Cathedral and the sixtieth 

anniversary of the new Cathedral, the Dean of Perth, Geoffrey Berwick (1947–1953), 

wrote a scholarly account of the development of the Cathedral’s role from the 
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foundation of the colony.94 The third study was that edited by Alexander, Four 

Bishops and Their See: Perth, Western Australia 1857–1957,95 written to mark the 

centenary of the Church in Western Australia. In addition to detailing conventional 

histories of the first four Bishops of Perth, it focussed on regional studies and on 

such matters as Church schools and Church–State relations. 

 

Two works appeared in 1979 at the time of the State’s sesquicentennial celebrations. 

Stannage’s The People of Perth96 does not deal specifically with religion, but it 

permeates the whole work. Aveling’s essay on religion in the New History of 

Western Australia,97 ‘Western Australian society: The religious aspect (1829–1895)’ 

is concerned with what ‘ordinary’ men and women thought about God and his/her 

purposes for humankind. Tonkin’s edited collection, Religion and Society in Western 

Australia98 is concerned mainly with Anglican and Roman Catholic affairs, 

providing examples not only of social interaction but also of how each religious 

group responded to such issues as the Great Depression in the 1930s and to matters 

relating to religion and education. Williams’s, West Anglican Way: The Growth of 

the Anglican Church in Western Australia from its Early Beginnings,99 provided a 

brief, episodic and anecdotal account covering a wide range of issues. 

 

Two publications appearing in the 1990s dealt with the life and work of two 

important Anglican clerics. The first, The Wollaston Journals, edited by Bolton and 

Vose, record the activities of John Ramsden Wollaston, who arrived in Western 
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Australia in 1841 to take up the position of Colonial Chaplain. Holden’s book, 

Ritualist on a Tricycle,100 is an insightful and well–documented study of Frederick 

Goldsmith, the fourth Dean of Perth and first Bishop of Bunbury. Tonkin’s, 

Cathedral and Community appeared at the beginning of the new millennium101. This 

is not only a history of the Cathedral but also a history of a worshipping community, 

of which the Cathedral was a focal point as the ‘mother’ church of the Diocese of 

Perth. 

 

While building in a general way on the works considered to date, most specifically, 

this study will be a contribution to the history of Anglican education in Western 

Australia. There is no history of Anglican education similar to Tannock’s 

unpublished M.Ed. Thesis, A History of Catholic Education in Western Australia, 

1829–1929, with Special Reference to the Teaching Orders.102 Rather, historical 

accounts of Anglican schools in Western Australia have focussed mainly upon 

narrative, chronological accounts celebrating significant events, although more 

general works have also dealt with Anglican education in the State. 

 

Mossenson’s, State Education in Western Australia 1829–1960,103 is mainly 

concerned with State education, but deals with Anglican education within the context 

of educational provision generally. This reflects the approach by Rankin in The 

History of the Development of Education in Western Australia 1829–1923.104 

Anglican education is also considered in Neal’s edited volume, Education in Western 

Australia. This was written to celebrate the State’s 150th anniversary celebrations, 

and covers a wide range of historical issues by Western Australian writers, including 
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educational historians, regarding the provision of education from colonial times until 

1979. Fletcher also edited, Pioneers of Education in Western Australia, dealing with 

eleven individuals from both the government and denominational sectors who made 

substantial contributions to the provision of education, including Anglican education. 

Riordan’s, Private Venture Schools in Western Australia Between 1829 and 1914: 

An Analysis of Their Contribution to Education,105 provides insights into Anglican 

schools which were previously private–venture schools, while Adam’s study, The 

Schools of the Public Schools’ Association of Western Australia 1829–1929,106 is 

also helpful by way of further background. 

 

There is also a collection of episodic accounts of issues relating to Anglican 

education in Western Australia, written during the second half of the 20th Century. 

White’s article, ‘The Council for Church of England Schools in Western Australia, 

1917–1950’107 provides significant insights into the working of the Council for 

Church of England Schools, particularly the role of the Trustees of the Diocese of 

Perth in the foundation, growth and demise of the Council. Two studies by Leinster–

Mackay and Adams are also relevant, ‘The education of the colonial gentleman – and 

lady and the independent schools of the twentieth century’.108 The former examines 

the education of well–to–do children between 1829 and 1900, while the latter 

considers independent schools of the twentieth century. Cowan’s article, ‘Bishop 

Hale and secondary education’109 gives a brief overview of Bishop Hale’s 

contribution to the development of secondary education in Western Australia. 
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Leinster–Mackay’s, ‘Australian variations on an English educational theme’,110 

discusses the early history of private schools in Western Australia, particularly in 

comparison to their antecedents in England. An article by Leinster–Mackay and 

Hancock, ‘Godliness, manliness and good learning: Victorian virtues and western 

Australian exemplars’,111 identifies the Victorian virtues which became firmly 

established in Western Australia in the late 1890s and the first two decades of the 

20th century. 

 

Overviews of the development of Church of England schools have been provided by 

Rolfe in ‘The development of Church of England schools in Western Australia 

1858–1958’,112 by Reynolds in The Role of the Church in Secondary Education in 

Western Australia113 and by Neuman in The History of Anglican Education in 

Western Australia114. The history of The Church of England School’s Trust 1961–

1985 has been considered by Melville, in ‘The Foundation of the Church of England 

Schools’ Trust of Western Australia’.115 Melville has also written a brief account of 

the foundation, growth, decline and demise of Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ 

School in the Diocese of Bunbury.116 
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Published historical accounts of most of the Anglican schools in the Diocese of 

Perth, or associated with the Diocese are readily accessible. Five volumes have been 

written to recognise significant milestones in the history of Guildford Grammar 

School. Aikman and Honniball’s, The Chapel of SS. Mary and George, Guildford 

Grammar School,117 was written in honour of Cecil Henry Oliverson, whose single 

donation resulted in the construction of the school’s majestic chapel. It is also a 

history of the school as it relates to the chapel. Wilfred Henn’s, A Life so Rich,118 is a 

biographical account of his father, the Rev. Canon P.U. Henn, with particular 

emphasis on the latter’s headship of Guildford Grammar School. E.J. 

Merryweather’s, The First Half Century,119 is a narrative account of the school from 

its origins in 1896 until the retirement of Rev. R.E. Freeth, who was Headmaster 

from 1927 to 1949. Finally, White’s centenary volume, Go Forward – Guildford 

Grammar School 1896–1996,120 is a closely woven narrative providing a significant 

scholarly contribution to the literature of the school. 

 

Canon Burton’s, Hale School, The Story of its Foundation and Early Years121, 

indicates that Hale School did not become an Anglican school until 1956. 

Tregonning’s Young Hearts Run Free – Hale School 1858–1988,122 is an in–house 

chronological history of the school. A short history of the school, A History of Hale 

School from 1858 to the Present Day,123 was also written by Surman. 

 

                                                 
117 R.G. Aikman and J.H.M. Honniball, The Chapel of SS. Mary and George, Guildford Grammar 

School (Perth, Western Australia: Guildford Grammar School, 1962). 
 
118 P.U. Henn, A Life So Rich (Perth, Western Australia: W.E. Henn, 1982). 
 
119 E.J. Merryweather, The First Half Century (Perth, Western Australia: Guildford Grammar 

School, 1988). 
 
120 M.A. White, Go Forward: Guildford Grammar School 1896–1996 (Perth, Western Australia: 

Guildford Grammar School, 1996). 
 
121 A. Burton, Hale School Perth: The Story of its foundation and early years 1858–1900 (Perth, 

Western Australia: Diocese of Perth, n.d.). 
 
122 Tregonning, K.G., Young Hearts Run Free (Perth, Western Australia: Hale School, 1993). 
 
123 V.J. Surman, A History of Hale School from 1858 to the Present Day (Perth, Western 

Australia: Royal West Australian Historical Society, Lee Steere History Competition c1960). 
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The only comprehensive history of Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School is 

Synott’s edited volume, Kobeelya, 1922–1982: Nemo Sibi Vivat.124 The first two 

decades of Perth College is recorded in Perth College, Its Story.125 A history of the 

school, Perth College: First Fifty Years,126 was written by Sr. Rosalie. A third 

history was written by Curtis, The Sisters’ Vision Continues: Perth College 1952–

1977: A Continuation of the History of Perth College From the 50th to the 75th 

Year.127 May’s volume, Built on Faith: a Centenary History of Perth College,128 is a 

comprehensive chronological and narrative account of the Sisters’ schools in 

Western Australia. 

 

St Hilda’s did not become an Anglican school until 1930, although it did have an 

association with the Diocese when its owner, Miss Parnell, sold her school, known as 

the Girls’ High School, to the West Australian Church Schools Company in 1927. 

Ann Carnley’s centenary history of the school, Treading Lightly in Their Steps – A 

Pictorial History of St Hilda’s 1896–1996129, is the only published history of St 

Hilda’s. St Mary’s also has only one published history, St Mary’s Church of England 

Girls’ School: History of the School 1921–1937.130 Currently, there are no published 

histories of Christ Church Grammar School, established in 1910, or of All Saints’ 

College, established in 1981, or of any of the five schools of the Anglican Schools 

Commission, the first of which was established in 1986. 

 

                                                 
124 F.I. Synott (ed.) Kobeelya, 1922–1982: Nemo Sibi Vivat (Albany, Western Australia: Kobeelya 

Historical Society, 1986). 
 
125 Author Unknown, Perth College: Its Story (Perth, Western Australia: Perth College, 1922). 
 
126 Sr Rosalie, Perth College: First Fifty Years (Perth, Western Australia: Perth College, 1951). 
 
127 T.P. Curtis, Perth College 195 –1977: A Continuation of the History of Perth College from the 

50th to the 75th Year (Perth, Western Australia: Perth College, 1979). 
 
128 C. May, Built on Faith, A History of Perth College (Perth, The University of Western Australia 

Press, 2002), 
 
129 A. Carnley, Treading Lightly in Their Steps: A Pictorial History of St Hilda’s 1896–1996 

(Perth, Western Australia: St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls Inc., 1996). 
 
130 E. Beatou, St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School: History of the School 1921–1937 

(Perth, Western Australia: St Mary’s G.E.G.S., 1981). 
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Overall then, it is clear that there is no comprehensive history regarding the provision 

of Anglican Education in Western Australia covering the period of this study from 

1917 to 1992. Indeed, the approach taken to the writing of the history of Anglican 

Education from the settlement of Western Australia as a Crown Colony by the 

British Government in 1829, until the end of the period addressed in this thesis, has 

tended to be one of consideration of education within general histories of Western 

Australia and those of the Church of England. In addition, of the numerous articles 

written covering the period in this study, the approach has been one of addressing 

specific issues within limited timeframes. Furthermore, where histories of schools 

have been written to mark significant events, they have tended to assume that the 

schools were independent entities, having some connection with the Anglican 

Church. This study arose partly out of a recognition that the situation was much more 

complex. Schools within the Diocese during the period were of several types. 

Furthermore, these types changed from time to time with changing allegiances, 

ownership and control. 

 

The provision of education in the Diocese of Perth during the period covered by this 

thesis also reflects the changing attitudes and aspirations of Anglicans during the 

sub–periods. This is an aspect of the provision of education in the Diocese which has 

not been considered in any published works so far. Particularly significant was the 

movement from the early 1980s, whereby ‘rank–and–file’ Anglicans at the Church’s 

Annual Synods began to press the Hierarchy to establish low–fee schools for the 

children of Anglicans who could not afford to send their children to the existing 

‘collegiate’ Anglican schools. This movement was an integral part of a demand for 

social justice and inclusiveness throughout the Anglican Church in Australia. At the 

same time, however, the provision of education for less well–off Anglicans was not 

new, having been identified as a need within the Diocese early in the 20th century. 

However, it is likely that without ‘State Aid’, which resulted from an initiative of the 

Commonwealth Government in 1973, Anglican schools for the less well–off would 

not have emerged. 
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Historical Sources 

 

Both primary and secondary sources form the basis of this thesis. Details regarding 

all schools in Western Australia from 1830 to 1880 are to be found in a collection of 

primary sources compiled by Rikkers.131 His four volume work on educational 

provision in Western Australia contains extracts from State sources, including Year 

Books, Annual Reports, Colonial Secretaries’ correspondence, ‘Blue Books’ 

(Colonial Book of Accounts), Almanacks, Newspapers, Circulars, Journals, 

Departmental Correspondence and the Government Gazette. The four volumes are 

arranged chronologically as follows: 1830 to 1871; 1872 to 1895; 1896 to 1945; and 

1946 to 1980. Three volumes consisting of compilations of documents with 

commentaries have proved most useful, not only because of the scope of the 

material, but also because they indicated the whereabouts of sources from which 

additional information regarding schools in Western Australia were all the more 

readily identified, particularly within the Battye Library of Western Australia. The 

volumes include Haynes’s et al. Documents on Western Australian History 1830 to 

1973,132 Miles’s, Non–Government Girls’ Schooling in Western Australia 1900–

1950: Selected Documents with Commentaries,133 and Adam’s, Non–Government 

Schooling in Western Australia: Selected Documents with Commentaries.134 

Wickham’s, Merging Streams, is also an excellent source of primary material. 

 

Primary historical sources regarding existing Anglican schools were consulted at the 

archives of Guildford Grammar School, which has substantial archival material 

relating to the Council for Church of England Schools, at St Hilda’s Anglican School 

for Girls, at St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, at Christ Church Grammar 

School and at Hale School. Documents relating to these schools were also examined 
                                                 
131 J. Rikkers, Schools and Teachers 1830–1980, 4 Volumes (Perth, Western Australia: The 

Education Department of Western Australia, 1984). 
 
132 B.T. Haynes, G.E.B. Barrett, A. Brennan and L. Brennan, Documents on Western Australian 

Education 1830–1973 (Perth, Western Australia: Claremont Teachers’ College, 1976). 
 
133 J.G. Miles, Non–government Girls’ Schooling in Western Australia 1900–1950. Selected 

Documents with Commentaries (Perth, Western Australia: Committee for Research in the 
History of Education in Western Australia, Curtin University, 1987). 

 
134 D. Adams, Non–government Schooling in Western Australia: Selected Documents with 

Commentaries (Perth, Western Australia: Faculty of Education, Western Australian Institute of 
Technology, 1984). 
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in the Battye Library. Records relating to All Saints’ College, a school founded by 

The Church of England Schools’ Trust, and files relating to schools of the Anglican 

Schools Commission (Inc.), were examined in the archives of the Commission. 

 

The Diocesan Archives of the Anglican Church yielded sources relating to 

educational provision both within the Diocese and the Province of Western Australia. 

Diocesan Year books were also consulted. These record the Archbishop’s Charge to 

Synod each year. The ‘Charge’ is a statement by the Archbishop regarding the 

performance of the Church in the previous year and a statement of future intent, 

including matters relating to educational provision.  
 

The Battye Library, within the State Library of Western Australia, contains the 

papers of several significant Anglicans, both clerical and lay, as well as a number of 

significant Diocesan records. All of these were consulted. The records of The Church 

of England Schools’ Trust 1961–85 were also consulted. These are maintained by the 

Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.). Other records maintained by the Commission 

which were reviewed, include those of the Diocesan Council’s School Task Force 

(1981–82), the Interim Anglican Education Commission (1982–83), and the 

Anglican Education Commission (1983–85). The Anglican Schools Commission’s 

(Inc.) records for the period 1985–92, were also useful. Private papers relating to the 

Anglican Schools’ Trust which have been consulted include those of Mr Peter Henry 

Atkins. Papers of the inaugural Chairman of the Anglican Schools Commission 

(Inc.), Mr Peter Moyes, are held by the Commission and others are in his possession. 

These were all reviewed. Moyes also provided significant information during both 

formal and informal discussions regarding his life and work as Headmaster of Christ 

Church Grammar School and his involvement in Diocesan affairs, which eventually 

led to the formation of the Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.) in 1985 and his 

appointment as inaugural Chairman. 

 

Structure of the Thesis 

 

Following this chapter, Chapter 2 provides a descriptive background by detailing 

developments in Anglican education in the Diocese of Perth in the years immediately 

prior to the point at which the main focus of the work commences, namely the year 
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1917. Chapter 3 is concerned with the provision of Anglican education for the sub–

period 1917–1950, under the two main types of structures which existed. The chapter 

is in two parts. Part One is concerned with provision under the Council for Church of 

England Schools and with the schools that came under the Council. Part Two deals 

with provision in the other group of schools which existed at the time, namely, Perth 

College and St Mary’s Church of England School for Girls. These schools provided 

education under their own individual structures. 

 

Chapter 4 takes up the exposition from 1950, when the Council for Church of 

England Schools was disbanded. Within five years four categories of Anglican 

Schools could be discerned within the Diocese of Perth. First, there were schools 

overseen by Synod. A second category was that of the ‘parish school’. A third 

category was that of the ‘religious–order school’. A fourth category was that of 

‘schools controlled by the Trustees of the Perth Diocese’. The emphasis in the 

exposition on each type is on changes in the structures for the provision of education, 

and the relationships between these changes and actual provision. At the end of this 

period only three types of Anglican school continued to exist, namely, ‘religious–

order schools’, parish schools’ and ‘synod schools’. This situation changed with the 

establishment of the Church of England Schools’ Trust. This matter is considered in 

Chapter 5, which focuses on the sub–period 1961–80. 

 

The Church of England Schools’ Trust, which functioned until 1985, saw itself as 

constituting an overarching structure for maintaining existing provision and 

facilitating expansion of Anglican schooling of all types. This chapter deals with the 

role of the Trust in this regard. It is in four parts. Part One deals with the manner in 

which the Trust was organised and functioned. Part Two considers the Trust’s brief 

to establish new schools, a situation which led, however, to the establishment of only 

one new school and that being a school of an existing type, namely, a ‘synod school’. 

Part Three, deals with the extent to which such lack of involvement by the Trust in 

the provision of new schools, resulted from distractions including a number of 

existing Anglican schools using the Trust to finance their own expansion. Finally, 

Part Four of this chapter considers the role of the Trust in the emergence in 1967 of 

four types of Anglican schools, once again. The new fourth type of Anglican school 

introduced in that year was that of a ‘trust–controlled school’. 
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Chapter 6 deals with the structures for the provision of Anglican education during the 

period 1981–92 in the light of the scenario outlined so far. It is in three parts. First, 

the replacement of the Trust with a new organisation, the Anglican Schools 

Commission, is considered. Secondly, the establishment of a number of low fee–

paying schools for the less well–off by the Anglican Schools Commission is 

outlined. Thirdly, provision of education under the existing ‘synod schools’ (which 

continued to operate quite independently of the Commission), is examined. Overall, 

this means that by 1986, with the establishment of St. Mark’s Anglican Community 

School in Hillarys in the northern suburbs of Perth, there were now two types of 

Anglican schools in Perth, namely, ‘Anglican Schools Commission schools’ and 

‘synod schools’. Finally, Chapter 7 revisits the central argument of this thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 

EDUCATIONAL PROVISION IN THE DIOCESE OF PERTH: 

1901–16 

 

This substantially descriptive chapter provides an overview on the provision of 

Anglican education from 1901 to 1916 within the Diocese of Perth. Such an 

overview is necessary so that when reference to particular schools occurs in later 

chapters, it will not be necessary to go into detail about their early history. Rather the 

reader can refer back to this chapter. The chapter opens with an outline of provision 

of education by the State and other denominations during the period 1901 to 1916. It 

then has separate sections on each of the Church of England schools existing in Perth 

in 1917, namely, Perth College, founded by the Sisters of the Church in 1902; Christ 

Church Grammar School, founded in 1910 by the Rev. Canon W.J. McClemans, 

Rector of Claremont; and Guildford Grammar School purchased in 1911. This was a 

major contraction from the situation which existed regarding Anglican provision of 

education throughout much of the 19th century. During that century, provision 

pertained to ‘natives’ and the ‘lesser well–off’ as well as to the ‘better–off’ sections 

of W.A. society. Now, however, the tendency was to concentrate on the ‘better–off’ 

sections of society and to leave ‘native’ education and that of the ‘lesser well–off’ to 

the State and the Roman Catholic Church. 

 

The Provision of Education by the State and Other Denominations: 
1901–16 

 

At the beginning of the 20th century Western Australia had a population of 184,124, 

having increased from 49,782 in 1891, resulting from the discovery of gold in the 

early 1890s.1 Perth too increased its population during the same period from 16,700 

to 92,138, transforming it from a sleepy market town into a thriving city.2 The State 

                                                 
1 Western Australian Year Book 1985, No. 23 (Western Australia: Australian Bureau of 

Statistics, Western Australian Office, 1985), p. 135. 
 
2 K. Tully, ‘State secondary education 1912–1972’, Education Research and Perspectives, 

Vol. 29, No. 2, 2002, p. 9. 
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seized the initiative in the provision of education through the Elementary Education 

Act Amendment Act of 1893, to establish the Education Department of Western 

Australia. This was followed by further amendments in 1894 and 1895. The period 

immediately preceding the Act, namely, 1891 to 1893, was one marked by irregular 

attendance, overcrowded classrooms, inferior teaching and poor examination results. 

Between 1893 and 1908, the number of government schools increased from 100 to 

400 and the number of pupils from 3,352 to 28,927.3 By 1903, the State had a 

Technical College, evening continuation classes, elementary schools of varying sizes 

and types and a Teachers’ College. However, it was not until 1911 that it established 

its first secondary school, Perth Modern School. Despite the downturn in educational 

endeavour by the Government resulting from the outbreak of World War I in 1914, 

between 1901 and 1916 Government expenditure on education increased from 

£89,694 to £305,130, an increase of some 340.20%.4 

 

The reason for the delay in the Education Department establishing its first secondary 

school resulted partly from the urban bias of the Legislative Assembly of the 

Western Australian Parliament, which commenced with Responsible Government in 

1890. This situation lasted until 1960, when it could no longer be ignored that the 

largest centre of population, the Perth metropolitan area, was clearly under–

represented in parliament. Another factor was that the élite generally considered that 

the State had no role in providing secondary education, as it would undermine the 

role of independent schools. 

 

The growth in the provision of State secondary schooling took place under Cecil P.R. 

Andrews who assumed the position of Inspector–General of Schools in 1903, and 

who, in 1912, became Director–General of Education of State education on the 

retirement of Cyril Jackson. Andrews viewed secondary education as being of two 

types, the ‘grammar’ and the ‘modern’. Existing denominational and independent 

secondary schools belonged to the former classical tradition with the teaching of 

ancient languages, while the latter emphasized the sciences and living languages. As 

the Western Australian economy was largely dependent on mining and agriculture, 
                                                 
3 Education Department Annual Reports (Perth, Western Australia: Government Printer). 
 
4 Ibid. 
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existing secondary schools of the ‘grammar’ type, including the non–denominational 

High School, which was supported by Government grants, did not have science 

laboratories to facilitate the type of learning required. For Andrews, this justified the 

need to establish ‘modern’ schools. There were increasing numbers of pupils in the 

‘ex–seventh’ category, it was felt, who could benefit from this initiative as they had 

completed their primary education at an elementary school and remained to receive 

some secondary schooling. Before this could occur, it was necessary that the 

Teachers’ College at Claremont, established in 1902 be provided with more qualified 

entrants. As a result, Andrews’ opened a Normal School in 1907, a secondary school 

for potential teachers to supply the college with suitable candidates. 

 

Andrews took the initiative in pressing the government for the foundation of a 

‘modern’ school. In 1906, he addressed a detailed Memorandum to the Minister for 

Education, Mr Frank Wilson, indicating the need for such a school.5 The 

Government’s submission to Parliament in December 1907, allocating funds for a 

higher grade school was not well received by the ‘independent’ sector.6 

Consequently, the period 1901 to 1916 was marked by increasing animosity between 

the Education Department and independent schools, particularly those of the 

Secondary Schools’ Association. These schools included Church Schools and the 

secular, government subsidised, Perth High School, all of whom objected to the 

State’s intrusion into the provision of secondary education, which these schools 

regarded as their exclusive preserve. The influential newspaper, The West Australian, 

under the leadership of Winthrop Hackett, a prominent businessman and staunch 

Anglican, attacked the proposal on the grounds of cost.7 Andrews’ view, that without 

a healthy State secondary system the proposed university would struggle from a lack 

of suitable candidates, appears to have mollified much of the opposition.8 

 

The Government’s first secondary school, Perth Modern School, opened in 1911 

with an initial enrolment of 250 students, including those from the ‘Normal School’ 
                                                 
5 F.G. Bradshaw, State Secondary Education in Western Australia (Unpublished B.Ed. Thesis, 

The University of Western Australia, 1953), p. 15. 
 
6 Western Australian Parliamentary Debates, (New Series) XXIX, 1350; 1907; XXXII, 1906. 
 
7 The West Australian, 3, 23, 24, 28, 30 April and 31 July 1908. 
 
8 Ibid., 4 and 5 August 1908. 
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which ceased to exist. Perth Modern School provided 100 places in each of the 4 

years available, which were constantly full. Scholarship holders were not required to 

pay the £6 per annum fee payable by the majority of students. In time, the children of 

the wealthier residents of Perth, and the State’s intellectual élite, dominated the 

school. This was not what Andrews had intended. However, it remained a reality 

until 1956, when Mr J. Tonkin, Minister for Education in the Hawke Labor 

Government, decided that Perth Modern School should comply with the 

Government’s decision that all high schools should be of the comprehensive type. 

 

Andrews considered that without a strong primary sector, efforts to increase 

secondary education would be jeopardised. On his return from the Second Imperial 

Conference held in London in 1911, he advocated 7 years of primary schooling 

extending from Infants to Standard 6, which most students would complete by 13 

years of age. At the time, the only State secondary school in existence was Perth 

Modern School and further developments in the provision of secondary schools, 

technical education and continuation classes, for those who had already left school, 

and the establishment of a university were all necessary to sustain a ‘modern’ 

economy. 

 

The foundation of The University of Western Australia in 1913 under the leadership 

of Winthop Hackett, free of tuition charges, with an emphasis on equal opportunity 

between the sexes and the provision of practical and vocational schools of study, was 

widely accepted. Shortly after the commencement of classes in temporary 

accommodation in the centre of Perth, the Public Examinations Board was 

established. This body represented the University’s Professorial Board, the State 

Education Department and independent secondary schools. For the first time in 1914, 

students were able to sit for a Western Australian Junior and Leaving Certificates 

under the auspices of the Public Examinations Board of Western Australia, rather 

than through The University of Adelaide. Initial results were poor, a clear indication 

to Andrews that the expansion of secondary education was urgent.9 Consequently, in 

1917, the Junior Certificate was awarded after three years, rather than two; and the 

                                                 
9 D. Mossenson, State Education in Western Australia 1829–1960 (Perth, Western Australia: 

The University of Western Australia Press, 1972), p. 14. 
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Leaving Certificate after a further two years, following satisfactory completion of the 

Junior Certificate. As the number of students applying for entry into Perth Modern 

School increased, the Government introduced vocational courses in Central Schools, 

increasing the length of post–primary education in these schools from two years to 

three. By removing the technical classes from the Perth Boys’ School, it was possible 

to establish a new specialised Central School, the Junior Technical School, to 

provide for vocational education. 

 

Post–war expansion following the end of hostilities in 1918, resulted in an additional 

two years being added to Perth Boys’ School and Perth Girls’ School on a shared site 

which, for all practical purposes, resulted in a second high school. The extension of 

Perth Modern School in 1923 ended this arrangement, with the school reverting to its 

pre–war role where successful students could proceed to the school through Central 

Schools. Despite Andrew’s attempts to establish a second high school at the port city 

of Fremantle, this did not occur. Consequently, Perth Modern School “acquired 

competitive entrance features of a type he had consistently opposed”.10 Nevertheless, 

Andrews proceeded to develop other forms of government secondary schools. In 

1909, eight of the largest elementary schools, six in the metropolitan area and two in 

the Eastern Goldfields, absorbed the older pupils from neighbouring schools to 

become Central Schools. Consequently, Standard 6 became the upper limit in 

government town schools, other than those concerned with secondary education. 

Central schools were gradually reorganised to include commercial courses for both 

sexes, industrial courses for boys, and domestic training for girls, thereby providing a 

training ground for those about to enter the workforce. Andrews also reorganised 

continuation classes along vocational lines. Perth Technical College opened in 1910, 

heralding the beginning of ‘day release’ for apprentices in certain trades. In 1913, the 

Department of Agriculture opened the Narrogin Farm School to train youths for 

work in the agricultural sector. 

 

The schools listed below indicate the progress made by the Education Department in 

the provision of secondary education between 1909 and 1918: 

 

                                                 
10 Ibid., p. 116. 
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Table II 
 

State Government ‘Secondary’ Schools 1909–1918 
 

 C.S.: Central School 
 H.S.: High School 
 D.H.S.: District High School 
 

Year Name Duration of Secondary Course 
at Commencement with 
Changes During the Period 

1909 Boulder C.S. 3 years 
1909 Claremont C.S. 3 years 
1909 Fremantle Boys’ C.S. 3 years 
1909 Kalgoorlie C.S. 3 years 
1909 Midland Junction C.S. 3 years 
1909 Perth Boys’ C.S. 3 years 
1909 Perth Girls’ C.S. 3 years 
1909 Princess May Fremantle Girls’ C.S. 3 years 
1911 Perth Modern School H.S. 4 years Inc. to 5 years in 1917 
1914 Eastern Goldfields H.S. 4 years Inc. to 5 years in 1917 
1915 Perth Junior Technical 3 years 
1917 Geraldton D.H.S. 3 years 
1917 Northam D.H.S. 3 years 
1918 Albany D.H.S. 3 years 
1918 Bunbury D.H.S. 3 years 
 

Source: The Education Circular and Annual Reports of the Education Department of 
Western Australia, 1909 – 1918 (Perth, Western Australia: Government Printer). 

 

Despite the impact of World War I (1914–18), increases in the provision of both 

primary and secondary education continued. Only three new secondary schools were 

established between 1923 and 1936, and it was not until the end of World War II 

(1939–45) when, as a result of post–war reconstruction, that the demand for 

increased primary and secondary education progressed with considerable vigour. 

 

Between 1908 and 1914 denominational schools, which produced the state’s first 

high schools, experienced a period of consolidation. The High School, established in 

1878, had both its statutory limitation on fees and government subsidy removed by 

the Scadden Government in 1912.11 While this, to some extent, may have resulted 

from that school’s opposition to the foundation of Perth Modern School, it enabled 

the High School to charge higher fees which allowed it to move to a more suitable 

site. Before the foundation of Perth Modern School, Christian Brothers’ College, 

established in 1894, was the largest school in the state and the most successful in the 

                                                 
11 Report of the Select Committee of the Legislative Council of Western Australia on the High 

School Amendment Bill, No. 44, Votes and Proceedings, 1912, A5. 
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Adelaide examinations. During this period, two convents were also recognised by the 

Education Department as secondary schools. These were the Convent of the Sacred 

Heart, located at Highgate, and the Convent of the Sisters of Mercy located at 

Victoria Square, opposite St Mary’s Roman Catholic Cathedral. A number of 

Catholic schools which opened during the decade developed into secondary schools, 

including Loreto Convent at Claremont, established in 1897. The Roman Catholic 

Church was the most active in the provision of education throughout the state, 

resulting mainly from the contribution of their teaching orders whose services were 

voluntary: 

 

The Roman Catholic Church always to the fore in its care and 
development of the young minds, maintains admirable convent 
schools in nearly every centre of population throughout the state.12 

 

This was an area of endeavour which other denominations, particularly the Anglican 

Church, could only admire, if not somewhat grudgingly at times. 

 

Scotch College, a school of the Presbyterian Church, had its origins in the Alexander 

Scotch College established in 1877, resulting from a single donation by a Mr and 

Mrs Alexander. It began in temporary accommodation in Beaufort Street, Perth, 

relocating to Swanbourne in 1904, having come under the control of the General 

Assembly the previous year. Scotch College, Christian Brothers’ College and Perth 

Modern School developed a competitive spirit in the annual Adelaide Examination 

before the foundation of the Western Australian Public Examinations Board in 1914. 

The Methodist Conference established Methodist Ladies College in 1908, having 

made a decision to concentrate on the provision of education of girls two years 

earlier. A number of private venture schools also operated, including Ms Parnell’s 

Girls’ High School at Claremont. 

 

Although the Church of England had only three schools by the end of the sub–period, 

it actually enlarged its activities “in a manner which indicated that the head of the 

Church [Archbishop Riley] was inclined to entrust fuller responsibility to the State 
                                                 
12 J.S. Battye, The Cyclopedia of Western Australia, Vol. II, First Published by Hussey & 

Gillingham Adelaide, 1911. Facsimile Edition (Perth, Western Australia: Hesperian Press, 
1985), p. 78. 
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for secondary education than was the case with the other larger denominations”.13 He 

had a much greater interest in the foundation of The University of Western Australia 

than in the foundation of Anglican schools. Riley openly supported the initiatives of 

the State Education Department in founding secondary schools on condition that 

Anglican clergy were permitted to provide religious instructions. 

 

At a meeting of religious leaders in October 1908, from which Roman Catholic 

leaders were excluded, chaired by the Church of England Bishop of Perth, the Rt. 

Rev. C.O.L. Riley, resulted in a three–part resolution giving qualified support to the 

provision of secondary education by the State Education Department. The first 

resolution is unequivocal: 

 
That in the interest of higher education this meeting cordially 
approves of the proposal of the Government to establish an 
adequate system of Secondary Education.14 

 

It is unlikely that the Protestant Churches15 could have prevented the growth of 

secondary education. However, the second and third resolutions provide a clear 

indication of the role which the Churches intended to have as secondary education 

developed: 

 
That this meeting disapproves of any Boarding House being 
provided by the Government in connection with Secondary 
Schools. 
 
That this meeting trusts that the government will afford the same 
facilities for Religious Instruction in Secondary schools as those 
afforded in Elementary Schools.16 
 

The view taken by the Churches was that if they could not provide secondary 

education from their own resources, then they would do so through the provision of 

boarding accommodation for students so they could attend State schools. This was to 
                                                 
13 D. Mossenson, State Education in Western Australia 1829–1960, p.118. 
 
14 Memorandum, Bishop C.O.L. Riley to Premier James. Education Department File 379/1903, 

18 September 1903. 
 
15 Ibid., The meeting included representatives from the Anglican, Methodist, Presbyterian, 

Congregational and Baptist Churches. 
 
16 Ibid. 
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be in addition to their access to secondary schools for the purpose of religious 

instruction. Through these initiatives, the Churches hoped to increase their influence 

over the State’s youth as educational provision increased. When this resolution was 

passed in 1908, the Church of England in the Diocese of Perth had no schools of its 

own, apart from the schools of the Sisters of the Church over which the Diocese had 

no control. Lacking the means to establish either elementary or secondary schools at 

the beginning of the 20th century, Bishop Riley saw the expansion of the State 

system as an opportunity to further the cause of Anglicanism by praising and 

endorsing the State secondary schools at no cost to the Diocese. At the same time, 

two new Anglican schools emerged on the scene, namely, Guildford Grammar 

School and Christ Church Grammar School. The background to Perth College and 

these two schools up to 1916, will now be considered. 

 

Perth College 

 

‘The Sisters of the Church’, founded in London in 1870 was an order of nuns within 

the Church of England whose vocation was the provision of education, particularly in 

British colonies. The order, essentially Anglo–Catholic, was founded by Emily 

Ayckbowm, a clergyman’s daughter. For Emily, education was a spiritual work. 

Between 1892 and 1894, schools were founded by the Order in Hobart, Adelaide, 

Melbourne and Sydney. In 1890, a request to the Provincial Superior of Australia, 

Sister May, for the sisters to come to Western Australia, came from the Rector of St 

George’s Cathedral, Frederick Goldsmith, Dean of Perth, who, as Manager of the 

Girls’ Orphanage, was keen to have the Sisters’ Assistance. The Dean wrote to Sister 

May as follows: 

 
As Manager of the Girls Orphanage in the Diocese, I venture to 
make known to you one of our many needs in the hope that you 
may be willing and able to come to our assistance…the Bishop will 
welcome you, indeed it is his personal hope to see a Community 
established here…The colony is not rich in worldly wealth, but we 
would make every effort to do what is necessary to the provision of 
means to carry on the work…I may mention that there is much 
other work waiting to be taken up – Education, visiting the sick.17 

                                                 
17 Quoted in C. May, Built on Faith, A History of Perth College, (Perth, The University of 

Western Australia Press, 2002. pp. 15–17. 
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In encouraging the Sisters to come to Western Australia, Dean Goldsmith sought “to 

provide a dedicated and non–mercenary staff for his orphanage” and, secondly, “to 

extend the work of the [Anglo] Catholic Church in Australia”.18 

 

On the death of the Anglican Bishop of Perth, Bishop Parry, in 1893, the Bishop 

elect, Charles Owen Leaver Riley, realised that the discovery of gold in the Eastern 

Goldfields of Western Australia in the 1890s had substantially changed Perth and its 

growing suburbs since the beginning of Parry’s episcopate. As May notes, “the new 

bishop arrived to a town that was overcrowded, chaotic and disease ridden, but also 

dynamic and expanding”.19 He was well aware that it was beyond the resources of 

the State Education Department to provide more than elementary education to those 

between the ages of six and fourteen. The number of children in this age group rose 

from 10,191(20.47%) in 1891 to 35,572 (17.69%) in 190120. Although the Bishop 

had reservations about the Sisters’ Anglo–Catholic leanings, he was a pragmatist. He 

realised that without them much of the work necessary for the care of orphans, the 

sick and needy, might continue with little success. 

 

In 1901, the Order decided that it should establish a presence in Perth. This presence 

began with the arrival of members at Fremantle on 20 November 1901. Such was the 

lack of preparation for their arrival that there was no one there to meet them, nor had 

any accommodation been arranged. According to Hawtrey, Bishop Riley was less 

than enthusiastic at the Synod of 1902, in welcoming the Sisters to Western 

Australia.21 

 

                                                 
18 Ibid., pp. 18–19. 
 
19 Ibid., p. 20 
 
20 I.H. van Driesen, Essays on Immigration Policy and Population in Western Australia 1850–

1901 (Perth, Western Australia: The University of Western Australia Press, 1986), p. 4. 
Although the percentage of the cohort increased by 25,381 it declined as a percentage of the 
total population by 2.78%. Immigration during the peak periods of the 1880s and 1890s 
resulted from the discovery of gold. This led also to a marked increase in the adult population 
over 21 and an increase in the masculinity ratio of the 21–60 year age group from 194.04% in 
1891 to 203.66% in 1901. 

 
21 C.L.M. Hawtrey, The Availing Struggle, A Record of the Planting and Development of the 

Church of England in Western Australia, 1829–1947 (Perth, Western Australia: C.L.M. 
Hawtrey, 1949), p. 113. 
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The five Sisters who came to Western Australia included Sisters Vera, Rosalie and 

Susannah, who were to be responsible for educational work, and Sisters Kate and 

Sarah, who were to be responsible for the work with orphans and ‘waifs’. Vera, who 

was in charge, arrived first, along with Rosalie and Susannah.22 Within a year they 

were joined by Kate and Sarah who were accompanied by a group of twenty–eight 

children. The children formed the nucleus of the home for destitute children. 

 

The main concern of the Sisters of the Church was to provide secondary education 

for ‘middle–class’ Anglican girls in Western Australia. Since the 1850s, secondary 

education remained largely in the hands of the Roman Catholic Church. The Sisters 

of Mercy were the real pioneers of education in the colony, having arrived in 1849. 

Their schools were also patronised by Anglicans who considered that a high quality 

Anglican girls’ school was urgently required. The establishment of private venture 

schools, usually conducted by ‘middle–class’ females, were also important in 

providing education for girls in Western Australia. As there was no local 

examination structure, students who aspired to further their education, either through 

secondary qualifications or through higher education, were required to sit for the 

Adelaide University examinations. Because of a dearth of boarding facilities outside 

of the Roman Catholic system, parents who were sufficiently well–off, including 

those of country students, often sent their children to Adelaide or ‘home’ to England. 

 

The Bishop’s problem regarding the Sisters of the Church was how to deal with a 

fiercely independent order who would not accept even the authority of Benson, the 

Archbishop of Canterbury.23 Riley was aware they had adopted the position that no 

man was going to be their official ‘Visitor’. From Riley’s point of view, they were 

independent of his jurisdiction. Indeed, Sister Emily had removed Archbishop 

Benson as one of the Order’s Patrons. This caused considerable rumblings among the 

Anglican Hierarchy in Britain. The professional classes of Perth and the local gentry, 

however, accepted the Sisters not only for their charity, but also for their refinement 

as part of the Perth ‘establishment’. 

                                                 
22 The Sisters were generally well–connected, Susannah being from aristocratic stock. Her 

father, Admiral Nelson, was from the same branch as Lord Horatio Nelson. 
 
23 May, Built on Faith: A History of Perth College, p. 33. 
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Perth College was the first Anglican school for girls in Western Australia. It began 

and continued as an Anglican school whose purpose, according to the Sisters, was to 

provide a broad cultural education based upon the principles of the Church of 

England in preparation for their lives as wives and mothers: 

 

The Sisters’ schools aim at forming an increasing number of the 
future wives and mothers of Western Australia, making them sound 
and thorough in the Church principles, and giving them that wide 
culture and outlook which will enable them to play an important 
part in shaping the future of this growing promising country.24 

 

Unlike the Sisters’ schools in England, their colonial schools were fee–paying 

intended for the social élite, not the poor. The Sisters were the preservers of English 

gentility, despite their work among the poor and destitute. As Sister Vera wrote, “for 

the children of the upper class such education is especially important, because many 

of them will be leaders by–and–by and upon us devolves the task of training them for 

future responsibility”.25 Concurrently, the opening of The University of Western 

Australia in 1913 contributed substantially to the opportunities available for 

scholarship and higher education for Perth College girls. 

 

Within a year of the Sisters’ arrival in Western Australia, they responded to the 

request of the Rector of Kalgoorlie, the Rev. Gordon Saville, to assume 

responsibility for a struggling private venture school of some thirty–five students 

conducted by Miss Stewart in St John’s Church Hall, which was under threat of 

closure. Saville strongly felt the need for religious education for Goldfields 

children.26 This led to the formation of the Girls’ High School in 1902. The school, 

staffed by the Sisters of the Church, closed in 1914, when the State Government 

opened the Eastern Goldfields High School in the same year. The reason for the 

closure was a decline in enrolments, presumably because education at the State 

school was free. 

 

                                                 
24 Sisters of the Church, Our Work, April 1914. 
 
25 Myola, April 1917. 
 
26 J.S. Battye, (ed.), The Cyclopedia of Western Australia, Vol. II, p. 79. 
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The Sisters’ third venture was the opening of St. Alban’s Preparatory School in 1907, 

in Beaufort Street, Perth, at the request of Archdeacon Huddleston, to cater for 

children in the suburbs of Highgate and Mt Lawley until they were old enough to 

attend Perth College. At its height, enrolments at St Alban’s reached approximately 

50 pupils. This was followed in 1908 by the Sisters taking over Miss Best’s Central 

High School of some 47 students, one of the pioneer schools of Western Australia. It 

was renamed St. George’s High School, much to the delight of Bishop Riley and the 

Dean of Perth, Very Rev. Guy Latham (1906–11).27 

 

In 1909, the Misses Scott facilitated the subsuming of their own large private venture 

school of 70–80 pupils, at Cowandilla, located in West Perth, within Perth College 

without encumbrances of any kind, as they wished to join the Order.28 As a result, 

the Cowandilla residence became responsible for juniors from kindergarten to class 

IV, the older girls being educated at Perth College. This was followed by the opening 

of the Lady Margaret School in St Matthew’s Hall at Guildford, resulting from the 

request of local residents for the Sisters to undertake the education of juniors.29 At its 

height, enrolments at the school numbered about 50. Overall, the Sisters’ schools 

now numbered six and this school was to be the last of the ‘scattered’ schools. By 

1911, the Sisters’ schools were referred to as ‘The Schools of the Sisters of the 

Church’ and they had a total enrolment of 300 students, with 100 at Perth College. 

 

The Sisters now entered upon a period of consolidation. They were particularly 

proud that two of their girls were among the first students to be enrolled at The 

University of Western Australia in 1913, the year of its opening. In the Sisters’ 

Report to the Church Extension Society in 1913 they noted: “This brings us into 

direct communication with the University, and stamps ours as the leading girls’ 

school in the State…” 30 In the same year, the Sisters decided that it would be best to 

have one large school rather than several small ones. 

                                                 
27 Ibid. 
 
28 C. May, Built on Faith: A History of Perth College, p. 66. 
 
29 Named after Lady Margaret Beaufort, mother of Henry VIII. 
 
30 Church Extension Report 1913, quoted in C. May, Built on Faith: A History of Perth 

College, p. 76. 
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The Sisters eventually settled on a site in Mt Lawley as the home for their school, on 

the corner of Beaufort St and Lawley Crescent. Money was short, but the Sisters 

were sufficiently well liked and connected to be able to overcome such an obstacle. 

Vera’s stepmother donated £1,100, and £100 came from the Church Extension 

Society. On the advice of the Diocesan Secretary, James Fisher, the Mt Lawley site 

was purchased as security, and further donations were forthcoming from two 

prominent Anglicans, William Loton and Septimus Burt. The total project was to 

cost £6,859, of which amount Loton lent £560, with a further £500 coming from 

family and friends at ‘home’. The Sisters’ schools were systematically amalgamated: 

St Margaret’s and St Alban’s closed in 1915, St George’s in 1917, Cowandilla and 

Hawkesbury in 1920. Progressively, the schools amalgamated at the Mt Lawley site 

which officially opened on 4 March 1916 as Perth College. 

 

Christ Church Preparatory School 

 

In his charge to the 1908 Synod of the Diocese of Perth, Bishop Riley announced 

that the time had come when “we should be thinking of following the example of 

other States and have a Church of England Grammar School here. I commend this to 

your serious attention.”31 It was not long before the Bishop had a positive response to 

his call from the Rector of Christ Church, Claremont, Rev. W.J. McClemans, who, in 

a letter to the Diocesan Secretary of 2 August 1909, made application to the 

Diocesan Trustees for them to purchase a portion of land opposite Christ Church on 

the corner of Queenslea Drive and Stirling Highway, to establish a Diocesan 

Preparatory Schools for boys. From the outset, it was clear that the Diocesan 

Trustees, ever mindful of making a profit from a commercial venture, whether it be a 

school or not, approved the purchase by lending McClemans a sum of some £500. 

Consequently, Christ Church Preparatory School opened on 7th February 1910, with 

an enrolment of nine day–boys, with McClemans filling both the role of Headmaster 

and Rector of Christ Church parish Church. Following the outbreak of World War 1 

in 1914, McClemans resigned as Headmaster joining the Australian Imperial forces 

(A.I.F.) as a Chaplain. Commissioned as a Captain he served with distinction 

although his health declined considerably during his war service. 

                                                 
31 Archbishop’s Charge to the Synod of the Diocese of Perth, 1908. Perth Diocesan Archives. 
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By 1917, when the Council for Church of England Schools took control of the 

school, it had an enrolment of some 63 boys; 48 days boys and 15 boarders.32 

Boarders were housed initially in the Rectory and later at Lucknow, now Bethesda 

Hospital, a few minutes walk from the school, overlooking the lower reaches of the 

Swan River.33 In 1911, 1913 and 1914 additional land was purchased in Queenslea 

Drive and additions to the school were carried out in both 1912 and 1913. Although 

the school’s enrolments increased from 9 in 1910 to 63 in 1917, the lack of funds for 

expansion forced McClemans to erect two classrooms at his own expense. However, 

the necessity for boarding accommodation and the Diocese’s insistence that a loan 

would be approved only if the school agreed to come under the control of the 

proposed Council for Church of England Schools, gave McClemans no option but to 

acquiesce to the demands of the Diocese. 

 

McClemans was also active in promoting other areas of education provision in the 

Diocese. He was instrumental in the acquisition of Guildford Grammar School from 

Mr Charles Harper. He served as honorary administrator of Guildford in addition to 

his duties as Rector of Claremont. In this period also, McClemans assisted Miss M. 

Parnell to open a small school for girls in the Christ Church Parish Hall, which later 

moved into a house overlooking the Swan River, adjoining Christ Church 

Preparatory School. Miss Parnell’s school was later re–named the Girls’ High 

School, and later still became St Hilda’s Church of England School for Girls. 

 

McClemans’ influence in the provision of education on behalf of the Church of 

England was considerable despite his brief career as an Anglican clergyman. Shortly 

after his return to Western Australia at the end of World War I, still in his early 40s, 

he resigned his Ministry within the Church and retired to his farming property near 

Moora in the Central Midlands of the wheat–belt of Western Australia. In his 

obituary in The Mitre, the magazine of Christ Church Grammar School in 1960, the 

Chairman of the School Council, Mr J.E.D. Battye, noted: 

 

                                                 
32 Christ Church Chronicle, May 1970, p. 1. 
 
33 Ibid., February 1967, p. 3. 
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Our Founder was a man of exceptional mental and physical energy 
who devoted his full capacities to building in his parishes the 
material structures necessary for Church Extension. His 
contribution towards Church education reflected his vision… He 
achieved these things in the face of strong opposition from the 
highest quarters as well as the lowest.34 

 

It may well be that McClemans felt betrayed that the school which he founded was, 

under the leadership of Bishop Riley, permitted to struggle for its survival, despite 

the Bishop’s call for such a school to be established. During a visit to the school in 

1936, McClemans was neither willing to talk about his foundation nor seek praise for 

what he had accomplished: 

 

When a man is beginning a self–imposed and difficult task it is not 
the time to talk about it, and when the task has been accomplished 
talk is not necessary. Besides a sense of decency should prevent a 
man from talking about what he has done.35 

 

Whether it was through a sense of betrayal or modesty, McClemans did not wish to 

talk about his creation. It was nevertheless an achievement of considerable merit. 

The Diocese of Perth was prepared to accept his generosity of spirit and the 

substantial contribution from his own resources to support the financial stability of 

the school he founded, but they lacked his vision and entrepreneurial skill. That 

Christ Church was frequently confronted with closure by the Diocese was indicative 

of the Church’s attitude towards education provision – it was prepared to recognise 

and celebrate, in varying degrees, the contributions of others, but reticent to invest in 

schools, preferring instead to promote its mission through the establishment and 

maintenance of its parishes and priests. 

 

Guildford Grammar School 

 

The origins of Guildford Grammar as a Diocesan School are in a small school of the 

same name established by Charles Harper to teach his children at and several others 

at “Woodbridge,” his home, on the banks of the upper reaches of the Swan River in 
                                                 
34 Quoted in The Mitre, the Magazine of Christ Church Grammar School, Vol. XVI No. 3 

December 1960, Claremont, Western Australia, p. 7. 
 
35 Ibid. 
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1896. His school was conducted in the billiards room, with Mr Frank Bennett as 

Headmaster. Harper was a man of considerable achievements, not the least of which 

was his part ownership of The West Australian newspaper in partnership with John 

Winthrop Hackett, who was well–known for his philanthropy, particularly in support 

of the Church of England and the foundation of The University of Western Australia. 

Harper was also the founder of the weekly newspaper, The Western Mail. He was 

active in the political life of the State, at one time serving as Speaker of the 

Legislative Assembly. 

 

Frank Bennett was well–qualified for the position of Headmaster, a position which 

he held until his untimely death by suicide in October 1898. Although regarded as a 

talented teacher, he had what was known as “creeping paralysis”36 and suffered from 

depression. His successor, Alexander David Gillespie, was also considered well–

qualified for the position. He was a graduate of the University of Melbourne, and 

taught at Melbourne Grammar School before coming to Guildford. He soon 

persuaded Harper to build a classroom on the main road about half a mile from 

Woodbridge, which became known as ‘The Big Schoolroom’.37 Although there was 

an immediate increase in enrolments, girls were no longer accepted.38 

 

The appointment of the school’s third headmaster, William Stewart Corr, in 1904, 

coincided with a period of considerable growth, beginning with the formation of 

‘The Council of the Guildford Grammar School’ in the same year. By 1904, the 

school had 28 boarders and 38 day boys, rising to 39 boarders and 42 day boys the 

following year. To accommodate the school’s ever–increasing enrolments additions 

commenced in 1904 which, when complete, contributed greatly to the school’s 

capacity for further enrolments, and may have provided its owner with considerable 

optimism for the future.39 The additions were described as follows: 

                                                 
36 “Creeping paralysis” is what is known in contemporary medicine as “Motor Neurone 

Disease”, a progressive degenerative disease of the muscles leading to complete paralysis, 
and eventually death. 

 
37 It became affectionately known as the ‘Big School’. 
 
38 By 1900, the only girls remaining in the school were the sisters Enid and Frederica Drake–

Brockman. 
 
39 E.J. Merryweather, The First Half Century (Perth, Western Australia: Guildford Grammar 

School, 1988), p. 15. 
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The structure is two storeys high, and built of brick faced with 
white stucco. The eastern wing contains the Big Schoolroom (the 
old School built four years ago) and above it the large dormitory, 
with accommodation for over 20 beds. In the main buildings, on 
the ground floor, are 3 commodious classrooms, the dining hall, the 
Master's common room, the Headmaster's sitting room and office, 
the drawing room, the Matron's dining room and the kitchen, 
pantries, etc. Upstairs are the dormitories, accommodating about 16 
boys in each, the master's bedrooms and the matron's and servants' 
quarters. The rooms are lofty, and special ventilation arrangements 
have been made to mitigate the heat of the summer months.40 

 

Initiatives and achievements continued. In October of 1904, Guildford Grammar 

School Old Boys’ Association was formed, followed in 1905 by the formation of the 

Secondary Public Schools Sports Association, comprising Scotch College, the High 

School (later Hale School) Christian Brothers’ College and Guildford. In 1905, too, 

Prescott Harper, son of the founder of Guildford Grammar School, achieved the 

distinction of being the second Western Australian Rhodes Scholar, the first having 

been awarded the previous year. The following year saw the formation of a School 

Library with approximately 100 books, and in 1906 the School Cadet Corps was 

formed with the Headmaster as Officer Commanding (O.C.) of the Secondary 

Schools’ Battalion of Western Australia. 

 

According to Harper, his decision to relinquish control of the school in 1908 was 

motivated by his advanced years and a desire to protect his heirs from any financial 

difficulties that may arise in the future.41 That he decided to offer it to the Church of 

England may well have seemed a quite natural decision for him to make, as his 

father, the Rev. Charles Harper, was the first Anglican clergyman to be ordained in 

Western Australia. Having established the school for the education of his children, 

this need had dissipated. For him to continue with his charge, would no doubt have 

involved ongoing and increasing financial commitments. The school was, 

nevertheless, a private venture with leanings towards the Church of England. Harper 

was faced with either selling the school or continuing on as owner. That he decided 

                                                                                                                                           
 
40 The Swan, November 1904. 
 
41 Letter, Charles Harper to Bishop Riley, 2 January 1909. Perth Diocesan Archives. 
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to take the former course was a wise commercial decision because while the school 

had prospered since its foundation in 1894, by 1908 it was running at a loss. At a 

Council Meeting on 25 March 1908, Harper intimated that he had been taking part in 

certain negotiations with the Diocese of Perth to sell the school. The Council then 

passed the following motion: 

 
That the Council is of the opinion that it would be beneficial to the 
welfare and prosperity of the School to become associated with the 
Church of England with a view to securing its influence, and that a 
conference be arranged with the Church School Committee to deal 
with the subject.42 

 

The Rev J.W. McClemans was instrumental in the Diocese of Perth purchasing 

Guildford Grammar School. At the 1908 Synod he moved the following motion: 

"That in the opinion of this Synod, considering the responsibility of the Church in the 

matter of Secondary Education, the time has come when the Church in this Diocese 

should take steps to establish a secondary school for boys". 43 

 

The motion was carried and at the last meeting of the School’s Council on 1 

February 1909, the Chairman, Mr Charles Harper, announced the transfer of the 

School to the Church of England. A minute from the meeting states: 

 

That the new Council with the Bishop of Perth as Chairman should 
control the School while Mr Harper financed it for two years. At 
the end of that time the Church should have the option of taking 
full control, paying 5% interest with twenty years in which to pay 
off the capital.44 

 

During the interim period Harper was to appoint five councillors. The Bishop was 

also to appoint five, with himself as Chairman. At the end of two years, the Trustees 

agreed to purchase the school for £7,400. The reticence of the Diocese to purchase 

the school is understandable. Despite increasing enrolments the school continued to 

run at a loss. 
                                                 
42 Minutes of the Council of Guildford Grammar School, Quoted in Merryweather, The First 

Half Century, p. 17. 
 
43 Proceedings of the Perth Diocesan Synod, November 1908. Perth Diocesan Archives. 
 
44 Ibid. 
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The new Council met on 2 February 1909, renaming the governing body, ‘The 

Church of England Grammar School Council’. On 5 April 1909, Bishop Riley wrote 

to Rev. Percy Umfreville Henn, who was then Organising Secretary of the Society 

for the Propagation of the Gospel in the united dioceses of Canterbury and 

Rochester, requesting him to consider taking up the position of Headmaster, initially 

for a period of two years: 

 

I am hoping to be able to have a Clerical head for the Guildford  
C of E Grammar School which I have taken over for two years to 
see if I can make it a success. Supposing that I can arrange it, 
would you come over and help us?45 

 

However, Canon McClemans, wrote to Bishop Riley regarding Henn’s suitability, 

advising as follows: “I think he is too old (49) and not remarkable for hard 

work…Personally, I consider it rather a risky experiment in a new venture to appoint 

a clergyman as headmaster”.46 As Bishop Riley had already written to Henn six 

weeks previously offering him the position, McClemans’ concerns could not be 

considered further. 

 

The conditions offered to Henn were the current Headmaster’s salary of £300 per 

annum and a house. In return, he was expected to care for 30 boarders and 30 day 

boys. The Council at its meeting on 3 June 1909, confirmed Henn’s acceptance of 

the offer. Although Henn was recruited from England, both he and Bishop Riley 

were well–acquainted, as the former had served the Diocese in several positions 

between 1900 and 1905. He was Assistant Priest in Kalgoorlie for six weeks, and 

then served successively as Priest–in–Charge, Rector and Rural Dean at Geraldton 

over a period of two years, during which time he married the daughter of the 

Resident Medical Officer, Dr Elliott, in 1902. Following his marriage, at his request, 

he was moved to Northam where he remained for the last three years of his service in 

Western Australia before returning to England in early 1905. Henn was highly 

regarded in Northam47 and the Bishop was less than pleased with his decision to 

                                                 
45 Letter, Bishop Riley to P.U. Henn, 5 April 1909. Perth Diocesan Archives. 
 
46 Letter, W.J. McClemans to Bishop Riley, 21 May 1909. Perth Diocesan Archives. 
 
47 W.E. Henn, A Life So Rich (Perth, Western Australia: Guildford Grammar School, 1982), p. 

39. 
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return to England, commenting: “This is just what these young Englishmen do; they 

come here for five years, and then just when they begin to be of some use, they go 

back home”.48 Henn is reported to have remarked, “Rather Ungracious”.49 However, 

the Bishop could be gracious too. In a testimonial letter to the Bishops of the Church, 

Riley said of Henn’s missionary period in Western Australia: “He has done very 

good work in very difficult parishes”.50 

 

Henn was to approach his appointment at Guildford with enthusiasm and a vision for 

the future of Anglican boys’ schools in Western Australia. He hoped to emulate the 

considerable achievements of Nathaniel Woodard, founder of the Woodard 

Corporation in England, in whose schools he served from 1888 to 1899: first, as 

Assistant Master and subsequently as Chaplain at Hurstpierpoint College from 1888–

1895 and, secondly, as first Headmaster at Worksop College from 1895 to 1899. 

 

Henn knew Western Australian conditions well. On leaving Western Australia for 

the first time in 1905, the following was said of him: “much sincere regret is 

expressed at his approaching departure from our town. The Reverend Mr Henn we 

may add is the most accomplished and intellectually gifted of the Anglican clergy in 

this diocese”.51 In his own view, Henn’s past experiences in schools were of 

particular value: “I had been brought up in a most democratic school, not in one of 

those public schools which are considered to foster snobbishness and class 

distinctions”.52 Henn was referring to ‘the religious, royal and ancient foundation of 

Christ’s Hospital’ founded by Edward VI in which Henn was a ‘charity’ scholar from 

1873 to 1883. 

 
                                                                                                                                           
 
48 Ibid. 
 
49 Ibid. 
 
50 Quoted in Ibid., Letter Testimonial, 16/02/1905 Bishop of Perth to the Bishops of the Church 

of England. 
 
51 Quoted in Henn, A Life So Rich, p. 39. The extract is from an unknown newspaper cutting, 

presumably a Northam newspaper. 
 
52 P.U. Henn, An Autobiographical Retrospect on the Occasion of the 50th Anniversary of His 

Ordination to the Priesthood 1891–1941 (Perth, Western Australia: M.H. Kopke & G.G. 
Henn, 1977), p. 27. 
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Henn was well aware of the path that he must tread if he were to be successful as a 

Headmaster of a Church School in the Diocese of Perth. Apart from his academic 

and intellectual capacity, Henn’s vision went well–beyond his invitation from the 

Bishop: 

 
My religious sympathies were with a moderate type of 
Churchmanship, in spite of associations with the Woodard Schools. 
I even dreamed that such an appointment might be a God–given 
opportunity of trying to do what Woodard himself had once 
regarded as not outside the possibilities of his own scheme, namely 
to reproduce in the Empire his plan for Church education on a large 
scale in cheap boarding schools which should give the best type of 
education.53 

 

Before Henn took over as Headmaster, he conceived a structure consisting of a 

society of some twelve or eighteen fellows forming a corporate body to erect and 

manage church schools presided over by a warden.54 Modelled on the Woodard 

Schools in England, Henn pursued the idea, eventually leading to the formation of 

the Council for Church of England Schools in 1917, which will be considered in the 

next chapter. 

 

Henn also formulated plans to develop the school before he took up the position. He 

considered that Harper’s school was suitable for about 50 boarders and 80 day boys – 

and as such – the site, size and equipment were adequate although requiring a little 

expenditure to bring it into line with the best of its class.55 Henn assumed that the 

school which ‘Churchmen’ in Western Australia desired would be a large public 

secondary boarding school similar to St Peter’s Adelaide, or the larger English Public 

Schools with accommodation for 300 boarders and “a certain number of boys”.56 

Given that 39 boarders and 26 day boys were enrolled at the end of Term 4, 1909, 

and 61 boarders and 26 day boys in Term 3, 1909 – a total enrolment of 65 and 87 

                                                 
53 Ibid. 
 
54 P.U. Henn, Secondary Education in Church Boarding Schools, An Ideal and a Scheme, 

Handwritten, n.d. Perth Diocesan Archives. 
   
55 P.U. Henn, Report on taking over the Guildford Grammar School, Handwritten note, 1910. 

Perth Diocesan Archives. 
 
56 Ibid. 
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respectively – Henn’s outlook was optimistic.57 From the outset, Henn’s vision for a 

predominantly boarding school fell far short of the existing facilities. Nevertheless, 

he considered that the school was worth purchasing for three reasons. First, it was a 

going concern with a good reputation; secondly, it was known for its successes in 

both athletics and scholarship; and thirdly, “it has the promise of a first rate school in 

tone, discipline, and traditions of gentlemanly behaviour, and seems to hold a focal 

place in the affections of its old boys”.58  

 

Although Henn considered the site convenient, he also considered that its lack of 

conveniences would need to improve as soon as possible, at a cost of between £1,500 

and £2,000, depending on the work undertaken.59 When added to the purchase price 

of £7,400, the cost of acquiring and improving the school, not including an additional 

20–30 acres for future expansion, was an ambitious plan given the current 

enrolments. Indeed, on one occasion Henn estimated an additional 50 acres would be 

necessary to provide the facilities he had in mind.60 

 

To provide suitable accommodation and facilities for 300 boarders and an 

unspecified, but considerably lower number of day boys, Henn proposed four major 

requirements. Additional facilities should be developed for games and sports; 

secondly, at least six boarding houses should be built catering for 50 boarders each, 

and perhaps a separate one for the headmaster; thirdly, “an adequate, convenient and 

dignified site for the central block of school buildings, comprising Chapel, Big 

School Room, Classrooms, Laboratories (physical and chemical), Library, Infirmary, 

Gymnasium, Armoury, Pavilion and Tuckshop” should be provided; and fourthly, 

these buildings should be sited so that they would not be encroached upon by 

surroundings houses and shops. These were ambitious plans for a Headmaster whose 

                                                 
57 No. of boys in School. Handwritten notes regarding enrolments at Guildford at the end of 

Terms 1 to 4 inclusive in 1909; and Terms 1 and 2, 1910. The date given for the collection of 
data during Term 4 is 22 August 1910. The note is signed W.J. McClemans. Perth Diocesan 
Archives, n.d. 

 
58 P.U. Henn, Report on taking over the Guildford Grammar School. 
 
59 Ibid. 
 
60 Ibid. 
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school the Diocese of Perth had acquired for an initial period of two years and whose 

Bishop was uncertain whether or not a success could be made of it.61 

 

Henn realised that attracting additional boys to ‘The Grammar School’ would require 

an appeal to Church of England clergy throughout Western Australia. In December 

1910, the year before the Diocese took control of the school, Henn wrote to clergy 

appealing to them for support: 

 

I hope I may therefore take this opportunity of appealing to the 
clergy throughout the whole of W.A. to bear in mind the Guildford 
Grammar School, as the Church’s one secondary School for boys, 
whenever the education of the better class boys in their parishes is 
under discussion62 

 

It was not the hoi polloi that Henn desired for his school but a better class of boys. In 

1910, fees ranged from 3 guineas (£3.3.0) per term for day boys under 14 years, to 

16 guineas (£16.16.0) for boarders over 13 years of age, plus additional fixed 

charges, extras, and clothing, which were substantial.63 While those of modest means 

may have been able to pay fees for a ‘day boy’, only the well–to–do would have been 

able to pay those of a boarder over 13 years of age. However, additional costs would 

have limited the enrolment of those of modest means to a few. Henn was not averse 

to taking boys from State Schools, particularly those who had won Secondary School 

Scholarships to Perth Modern School (which opened in 1911) who, if belonging to 

the Church of England, could hold them at Guildford.64 Although the £10 

scholarships were, in theory, tenable for students who wished to attend private 

schools such as Guildford, the amount was such that only those pupils from 

comparatively well–off families could make use of the scholarship in this way.65 

                                                 
61 Letter, Riley to Henn, 5 April 1909. Perth Diocesan Archives. 
 
62 Letter, Percy U. Henn to parish Clergy, December 1910. Perth Diocesan Archives. 
 
63 Prospectus, Church of England Grammar School, 1910. Perth Diocesan Archives. 
 
64 Letter, Percy U. Henn to parish Clergy, December 1910. Perth Diocesan Archives. 
 
65  J. Gregory, ‘Education and upward mobility in interwar Western Australia: The case of Perth 

Modern School’, in J. Gregory (ed.), Western Australia Between the Wars,1919–1939, 
Studies in Western Australian History, Vol. XI, June 1990, p. 86. 
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Consequently, the ‘class’ of students attending schools such as Guildford were 

predominantly ‘middle’ and ‘upper class’. 

 

There is no doubt that initially, Riley regarded Henn as the most suitable man for the 

job. Regrettably, relationships between the two were frequently acrimonious. 

Temperamentally, Riley was more concerned about controlling his clergy while 

Henn had vision and drive which the former wished to curtail. Not only did Henn 

experience problems with both the Diocesan Trustees and the Bishop (who became 

Archbishop from 1913) regarding the management of the school, he also had 

problems with the Council for Church of England Schools, which he founded in 

1917, and which he saw as the blueprint for the education of boys in Anglican 

schools in Western Australia. 

 

Before Henn took up his appointment in 1910, the school’s third Headmaster, Mr 

W.S. Corr, was forced to resign. However, it was the Bishop’s desire that as 

Guildford was now an Anglican School it should have a clerical Headmaster. Corr 

returned to Kings School Parramatta as a Housemaster, from which he had been 

recruited in 1904 some five years earlier. Although Corr may have felt disgruntled at 

the reason for his departure from Guildford, he wrote to Bishop Riley expressing his 

gratitude at what lay before him: 

 

Naturally, I am extremely grateful at the opportunity of getting 
back to my home of sixteen years in such a responsible position, 
and incidentally at a salary far in advance of my present one.66 

 

Henn’s impact on the future growth and development of Guildford was substantial. 

During his fifteen years as Headmaster the school prospered, at times under difficult 

circumstances “because of the cautious financial policy of the Trustees who had had 

neither experience of educational work nor the necessity of faith in the 

headmaster”.67 That Henn was able to convince the Trustees to form the Council for 

Church of England Schools in 1917 was a major achievement. Henn believed the 

                                                 
66 Letter, Stewart Corr to Bishop Riley, 5 August 1909. Perth Diocesan Archives. 
 
67 C.L.M. Hawtrey, The Availing Struggle, p. 116. 
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Council, based on the Woodard Model, would provide a solid base for the future of 

Church of England boys’ Schools in Western Australia. 

 

By way of concluding this chapter, it is important to recall that without the 

determination of Canon W.J. McClemans and the Sisters of the Church, it is likely 

that no Church of England School would have been established until much later in 

the 20th century. Not only was McClemans a leading proponent of the purchase of 

Guildford Grammar School by the Diocese of Perth in 1908, of which the Diocese 

finally took control in 1911, but he was also the founder of Christ Church 

Preparatory School in 1910. McClemans’ persistence resulted in the Diocese 

becoming involved in educational provision. It was he, too, who assisted Ms Parnell 

to establish the Girls’ High School at Claremont, which, in time, became St Hilda’s 

Church of England Girls’ School. Indeed, it can be said legitimately that he was the 

father of Diocesan education in Western Australia.68 

 

                                                 
68 J.N. Rolfe, ‘The development of Church of England Schools in Western Australia 1858–

1958’, Early Days, Western Australian Historical Society Journal and Proceedings, Vol. 5, 
No. 4, 1958, p. 59. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 

THE PROVISION OF ANGLICAN EDUCATION WITHIN 

THE DIOCESE OF PERTH 1917–50 

 

During the first sub–period of this thesis, 1917–50, there were five Anglican schools 

within the Diocese of Perth. Three of these schools, Christ Church Grammar School, 

Guildford Grammar School and St Hilda’s Church of England School for Girls, 

functioned as independent institutions in terms of determining student intake, 

employment of teachers and curriculum provision. However, when it came to issues 

of determining fees, provision of buildings and the sale and acquisition of land, 

control was exercised by the Council for Church of England Schools. This structure 

was established by the Diocese in 1917 and functioned until 1950. While Guildford 

Grammar School and Christ Church Grammar School were under this structure from 

the very commencement of the sub–period, St Hilda’s Church of England School for 

Girls was not an Anglican school until it changed from being a private–venture 

school to being a school of The Council for Church of England Schools in 1930. 

 

The two other Anglican schools in the Diocese, Perth College and St Mary’s Church 

of England Girls’ School, provided education under their own individual structures 

and were totally independent of the Diocese, while at the same time having the 

blessing of the Diocese for their activities and occasionally receiving financial 

support from it. Perth College can also be classified as a ‘religious–order school’, 

and St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School can be classified as a ‘parish school’. 

 

This chapter is concerned with the provision of Anglican education for the sub–

period under the two types of structures outlined above. The chapter is in two parts. 

Part One is concerned with the direct involvement of the Diocese of Perth in the 

provision of education during the period 1917–50. Part Two deals with provision in 

the other group of school already mentioned, namely, Perth College and St Mary’s 

Church of England School for Girls. 
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PART ONE: 

 
EDUCATIONAL PROVISION AND THE DIOCESE OF PERTH 1917–1950. 

 
This part of the chapter is concerned with educational provision in the Diocese of 

Perth from 1917–50. Part One opens with an exposition on the establishment, growth 

and decline of the Council for Church of England Schools within the Diocese of 

Perth and the provision of education at the three schools associated with the Council, 

namely, Christ Church Grammar School, Guildford Grammar School and St Hilda’s 

Church of England School for Girls. This is followed by an outline of the argument 

that during the sub–period 1917–50, the Diocese also took the approach of praising 

and endorsing the initiatives of other schools not under the umbrella of the Council 

on the grounds that they had an Anglican ethos. These schools are not to be confused 

with Perth College and St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ school, the focus of Part 

Two of this chapter. Thirdly, the discontent of some Anglicans that schools under the 

umbrella of the Council were not accompanied by Anglican schools for the less 

well–off is highlighted. While this discontent did not constitute a strong voice during 

the sub–period, it was important in keeping alive a notion that the Church should be 

making educational provision for all Anglican children, regardless of parental 

wealth. 

 
The Establishment, Growth and Decline of the Council for 

Church of England Schools 
 

No sooner was the Rev. Percy Umfreville Henn appointed Headmaster of Guildford 

Grammar School than he began to press for the formation of a council to co–ordinate 

and develop secondary education by the Church of England in the Diocese of Perth, 

similar to that of the Woodard schools in England, founded by Nathaniel Woodard, 

of which Henn had first–hand knowledge. His first appointment at a Woodard school 

was as an assistant master at St John’s Hurstpierpoint from 1888 to 1892. Following 

his ordination in 1891, he became chaplain of that school until 1895. 

 

Henn was appointed Headmaster of the newly established St Cuthbert’s College, 

Worksop, in 1895, another Woodard school, a position which he relinquished in 

Deleted: The foundation of 
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1899 to take up ‘missionary work’ in Western Australia. During Henn’s eleven years 

in Woodard’s schools, he came to admire Woodard’s vision and accomplishments 

describing him as: 

 

…a remarkable man, who conceived a project and carried it out to 
an extent with an energy and success which entitled him to be 
classed with the great founders of the English public schools, 
William of Wykeham and others. Indeed, his aim was far wider and 
more ambitious than theirs: for he designed to found not one school 
but a whole series of schools…carried out to an extent which 
justified his foresight.1 

 

Henn’s first stay in Western Australia was short–lived and he returned to England in 

1905. At the Lambeth Conference in England in 1908, Bishop Riley discussed with 

Henn the possibility of his accepting the position of Headmaster of Guildford 

Grammar School, which the Diocese of Perth was interested in acquiring from its 

owner, Charles Harper, a prominent Anglican and businessman in Western 

Australia.2 A formal offer was made by the Bishop to Henn in 1909, which he 

accepted. He commenced as the school’s first clerical headmaster in January 1910, 

the year before the Diocese of Perth purchased the school. From the outset, Henn 

saw his appointment to Guildford as an opportunity to promote Woodardism in 

Western Australia.  

 

Nathaniel Woodard (1811–91) matriculated at Magdalen Hall, Oxford, in 1834 and 

was ordained Deacon by the Bishop of London, Charles James Blomfield, in 1841. 

While at Oxford, Woodard was greatly influenced by the Catholic revival in the 

Church of England. The associated Oxford Movement,3 also known as 

Tractarianism, supported ‘High Church’ practices which evangelicals within the 
                                                 
1 P.U. Henn, An Autobiographical Retrospect on the Occasion of the 50th Anniversary of His 

Ordination to the Priesthood 1891–1941 (Perth, Western Australia: M.H. Kopke and G.G. 
Henn, 1977), p. 16. 

 
2 W.E. Henn, A Life So Rich (Perth, Western Australia: Guildford Grammar School, 1982), p. 

44. 
 
3  The Oxford Movement was greatly influenced by John Henry Newman (1801–1890), Fellow 

of Oriel College, Oxford, and vicar at St Marys. He and others, resident at Oxford, began 
writing Tracts for the Times in 1833 promoting Anglo–Catholic practices. Some 90 tracts 
were written, the last in 1841 after which Newman withdrew his support. Newman, and the 
Oxford Movement, temporarily fell from grace with his conversion to Roman Catholicism in 
1845. 
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Church regarded as an attempt to re–introduce ‘popish’ practices. It was at Bethnal 

Green that Woodard came under the influence of Frederick Oakeley, an influential 

member of the movement, whom John Henry Newman described as “a man of 

elegant genius, of classical mind, of rare talent in literary composition”.4 Between 

these extremes were the Latitudinarians,5 or Broad Churchmen, including Blomfield, 

who “were more concerned than High or Low–Church clergy with the reform of the 

administration and finances of the Church”.6 Following a sermon by Woodard on 

Confession, a singularly High Church practice, Blomfield refused to appoint him 

Vicar of St. Bartholomews, going against an earlier promise. Instead, he was 

appointed as a curate at St James, Clapton, where he remained until his appointment 

as assistant curate at New Shoreham in Sussex in 1845, from which he resigned in 

1849 to devote his life to establishing schools for the ‘middle–class’. He founded ten 

such schools between 1847 and his death in 1891, at the age of 81. 

 

To understand the importance of Woodardism in the development of 19th century 

English society, and the Church of England’s role in the provision of education, it is 

necessary to understand the social context in which it operated. A class system 

existed in Britain from earliest times and was an essential element in the growth of 

feudal society, which held its essentially agrarian character together by a series of 

hierarchical relationships. Between 1840 and 1880, industrialisation brought with it 

new tensions in many aspects of life which could have resulted in an overthrow of 

the political system. That the movement of farm labourers into the growing factory 

towns and rising discontent among the ever–growing number of factory workers did 

not result in a revolution, appears to have resulted, in the main, from an acceptance 

of deference, “the common cult of respectability and independence”.7 Despite 

inequalities of wealth, power and position, deference was the glue which held society 

together, despite the hardships which those at the bottom end, the ‘working–class”, 

endured. 

                                                 
4  J. Otter, Nathaniel Woodard A Memoir of His Life (London: John Lane the Bodley, 1925), p. 

31. Frederick Oakeley followed Newman into the Roman Catholic Church by a few days. 
 
5  L. Woodard, The Age of Reform (London: Oxford University Press, 1962), p. 506. 
 
6  Ibid., pp. 507–508. 
 
7 G. Best, Mid–Victorian Britain 1851–70 (Bungay: Fontana/Collins, 1979), p. 260. 
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Underlying all aspects of British society was the notion of a three–tier system of 

‘hereditary nobility’ and ‘country gentry’, ‘middle’, and ‘working–class’. Although 

the relationship, of one to the other, was not based on any caste–like system, the 

aristocratic social élite were nevertheless, a small homogeneous group who were 

expected to provide leadership in all aspects of society. To give meaning to ‘class’, 

Thompson8 believes that it is important to regard its existence in terms of human 

relationships, rather than categorise its various components in terms of encapsulated 

descriptions, because even although it is possible to typify the essential 

characteristics of each, one cannot exist without the other. Sub–hierarchies existed 

also where each gave and received deference, no doubt grudgingly at times, by those 

of inferior status. To improve one’s status in society, deference was essential, for if 

one was not prepared to give it, one could not expect to receive it either. 

 

The success, establishment, growth and development of what became known as the 

Woodard Corporation or the SS of Mary and Nicolas College, resulted just as much 

from an ever–growing ‘middle–class’ desirous of cementing and affirming the 

legitimacy of their position in society. The object, according to Nathaniel Woodard 

was, “to provide a good and complete education for the middle classes at such a 

charge as will make it available for most of them.” 9 It was intended that three levels 

of schools would be provided according to the ability of a boy’s parents to pay. 

However, as time progressed, this hierarchical structure was abandoned in favour of 

schools with a common fee–paying structure. 

Woodardism, in its original form, takes ‘class’ and the deference which one class 

should show to the other, as a social imperative. Although class mobility must have 

been a phenomena not unknown to Woodard, his ‘Plea to the Middle Classes’ sets 

                                                 
8 E.P. Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 

1968), pp. 9–15. Thompson’s observation that, “class is a relationship, and not a thing”, is 
important to our understanding of class in British society in the 19th century, and beyond. As 
Thomson explains, “class happens when some men, as a result of common experiences 
(inherited or shared), feel and articulate the identity of their interests as between themselves, 
and as against other men whose interests are different from (and usually opposed to) theirs. 
The class experience is largely determined by the productive relations into which men are 
born – or enter involuntarily. Class–consciousness is the way in which these experiences are 
handled in cultural terms: embodied in traditions, value–systems, ideas and institutional 
forms”. 

 
9 Quoted in Otter, Nathaniel Woodard A Memoir of His Life, p. 38. 
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out the blueprint for his schools in which the ‘middle–classes’ must be trained–up to 

take their rightful place in society as masters of the working class: 

 

…till the Church does educate and train up the middle classes, she 
can never effectually educate the poor. All national and parochial 
schools must, to a great extent, prove unsuccessful; our money, 
labour, and anxiety be in a great measure, thrown away, so long as 
we seek to form religious principles in the minds of the poor, while 
we neglect their masters10 

 

The ‘middle–classes’, according to Woodard, and as they were generally recognised 

at the time, consisted of three grades. First, “gentlemen with small incomes, 

solicitors and surgeons with limited practice, unbeneficed clergymen, naval and 

military officers”; secondly “respectable trades folk” and; thirdly, those who could 

afford the fees, but who were not strictly respectable – the keepers of “second–rate 

retail shops, publicans, gin–palaces keepers” and the like.11 

 

It was Woodard’s intention to establish three types of school, which were to be 

mainly boarding: the first were mini–Etons, which would educate boys until they 

were eighteen and then send them to university or into the army; the second type 

would keep them until sixteen; and the third type would keep them until they were 

fourteen.12 It was Woodard’s intention to organise his schools on a Diocesan basis. 

However, this was abandoned because of the distrust of some bishops regarding 

Tractarianism. In 1869, Woodard outlined a different plan in ‘A Letter to Lord 

Salisbury’ and in 1880 drew up outline statutes for a federal body, the Corporation of 

SS Mary and Nicolas, but it got no further.13 The 1893 constitution, which took final 

form two years after Woodard’s death in 1891, is based on his 1869 draft, and would 

have been well–known to Henn.  

 

                                                 
10 Ibid., p. 51. 
 
11 Ibid., pp. 38–39. 
 
12 A.N. Wilson, The Victorians (London: Arrow Books, 2003), p. 282. 
 
13 N. Woodard, The Scheme of Education of St. Nicolas College with Suggestions for the 

permanent constitution of that Society in a letter to the most Noble Marquis of Salisbury, 
D.C.L., Chancellor of the University of Oxford (Oxford and London, James Parker and Co., 
1869). 
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Although the notion of class was an important element in the structure of Western 

Australian society at the turn of the 20th century, a more egalitarian spirit prevailed. 

For Henn to consider that an Antipodean version of Woodardism would succeed in 

Western Australia, was a bold vision considering the financial constraints which he 

endured at the hands of the Archbishop and the Diocesan Trustees from the time of 

his appointment to Guildford in 1910. Nevertheless, Henn considered how well–

placed he now was to implant Woodardism in Western Australia: 

 

I even dreamed that such an appointment might be a God–given 
opportunity of trying to do what Woodard himself had once 
regarded as not outside the possibilities of his own schemes, 
namely, to reproduce in the Empire, his plan for Church education 
on a large scale in cheap boarding Schools, which should give the 
best type of education.14 

 
It was this dream which Henn developed in his ‘Secondary Education in Church 

Boarding Schools – An Ideal and a Scheme’ in which he developed a structure to 

implant Woodardism in Western Australia.15 

                                                 
14 P.U. Henn, An Autobiographical Retrospect of the Occasion of the 50th Anniversary of His 

Ordination to the Priesthood, 1891–1941, p. 27. 
 
15 P.U. Henn, Secondary Education in Church Boarding Schools, An Ideal and a Scheme, 

Handwritten, n.d. Perth Diocesan Archives. 
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What Henn had in mind is captured in the following table: 

 
Table III 

 
Proposed Structure for a Council to Coordinate 

Church of England Schools in Western Australia, 
1910 

 
 
“Following on the lines of old foundations, which 
have stood the test of time…” 
 

COLLEGE 
(a body corporate) 

To be responsible for the erection and management 
of schools for the children of the Church managed 
by Statutes this will define their duties and offices 
and consist of: 
 

Visitor 
(The Bishop of the Diocese) 

 
Trustees 

An independent body to hold property in land and 
buildings 
 

Warden 
Responsible for organising and administering the 
work of the Society and the only Fellow that will be 
paid. 
 

Fellows 
(12 to 18 members) 

Some will live in the neighbourhood of a school and 
able to take an active part while the remainder will 
attend the “Chapters” to provide consultation and 
advice. 
 

Headmasters 
Appointed by the Council and responsible to it for 
the management of schools. 
 
 
Source: Adapted from: P.U. Henn, Secondary 

Education in Church Boarding Schools – 
An Ideal and a Scheme, Handwritten, n.d. 
Perth Diocesan Archives. 

 

This approximates Woodard’s structure, particularly as it manifested itself in the 

Woodard Corporation. 

 

Woodard’s scheme ignored female education and as a result of his assisting a girls’ 

school in Sussex, which eventually became a Woodard school, he remarked: “So 
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slippery are women that we must watch our progress before we promise more”.16 By 

the time of his death in 1891, the Woodard Corporation consisted of eight boys’ and 

three girls’ schools. Henn too makes no mention for the provision of girls in his 

‘Secondary Education in Church Boarding Schools – An Ideal and a Scheme’, in 

1910.17 However, the Council for Church of England Schools included provision for 

girls also. When the Council was established in 1917, apart from Perth College, a 

school owned by the Sisters of the Church, no other Church of England Girls’ school 

existed. What eventuated, however, in the form of the Council for Church of England 

Schools in 1917 varied somewhat from Henn’s model. The comparison between the 

two models is demonstrated below. 

 

                                                 
16 L. & E. Cowie, That One Idea: Nathaniel Woodard and his Schools (Ellesmere:The 

Woodard Corporation, 1991), p. 11. 
 
17 P.U. Henn, Secondary Education in Church Boarding Schools – an Ideal and a Scheme. 
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Table IV 
 

A Comparison of the Modified Woodard Structure which Rev. P.U. Henn Proposed in 1910  
and that which Resulted in the Diocese of Perth in 1917 

 
PROPOSED STRUCTURE FOR A COUNCIL TO 

COORDINATE CHURCH OF ENGLAND SCHOOLS IN 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

1910 
 
“Following on the lines of old foundations, which have stood 
the test of time…” 

THE COUNCIL FOR CHURCH OF ENGLAND 
SCHOOLS 

1917 
 

The Statute provided for the establishment of schools for both 
boys and girls in the Diocese of Perth and other parts of 
Western Australia. 

COLLEGE 
(a body corporate) 

To be responsible for the erection and management of schools 
for the children of the Church managed by Statutes which will 
define their duties and offices and consist of: 

Visitor 
(The Bishop of the Diocese) 

 
Trustees 

An independent body to hold property in land and buildings 
 

Warden 
Responsible for organising and administering the work of the 
Society and the only Fellow that will be paid. 

 
Fellows 

(12 to 18 members) 
Some will live in the neighbourhood of a school and able to 
take an active part while the remainder will attend the 
“Chapters” to provide consultation and advice. 
 

Headmasters 
Responsible to the Council for the educational management of 
schools 

COUNCIL 
 

President 
(The Archbishop of Perth) 

 
Bishops of the Province 

(Ex–Officio) 
 

Warden 
(Executive Officer) 

Appointed by the Council subject to confirmation by the 
Archbishop of Perth for a period not exceeding five years. 
Remuneration and duties to be defined Regulations made by 
the Council. 

 
Fellows 

Not more than 18 residing in or near one of the Council’s 
schools consisting of two Fellows appointed by the 
Archbishop in Council, two by the Diocesan Trustees; and 
three by the Synod of the Diocese of Perth for period of five 
years, the remaining vacancies to be filled by the Fellows for 
the same period, provided three Fellowships be reserved for 
both the Dioceses of Bunbury and Kalgoorlie. 

 
SCHOOLS 

 
SCHOOL COMMITTEES 

 
Visitor 

(The Archbishop of Perth) 
 

Chairman 
(The Archbishop of Perth) 

 
Vice Chairman 

(Warden of the Council) 
 

Members 
Five additional committee members appointed by the Council 
from its members. Duties defined by Regulation by the 
Council. 

 
Headmaster 

(Appointed by the Council) 
 

Assistant Masters 
(Appointed by the Headmaster subject to the approval of the 

School Committee) 
 

 
Source: Henn’s structure on the left is adapted from: P.U. Henn, Secondary Education in Church 
Boarding Schools – An Ideal and a Scheme, Handwritten, 1910, 11 pp, Perth Diocesan Archives. The 
structure on the right is adapted from, Province of Western Australia, Diocese of Perth, Statute and 
Regulations of the Council for Church of England Schools 1918, PR 3978. Battye Library: Perth, Western 
Australia. 
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Although Woodard’s structures were modified in Henn’s 1910 proposal to establish 

similar schools in Western Australia, a comparative analysis of the Council for 

Church of England Schools (C.C.E.S) established in 1917, indicates a simplified yet 

more tightly controlled structure. Both are hierarchical, with the Woodard model 

organised into five divisions (Eastern, Western, Northern, Southern and Midlands)18 

each with the Bishop of the Diocese as Visitor. The C.C.E.S. is Diocesan–based 

rather than regional, with the Bishop of Perth, who is also the Archbishop of the 

Province of Western Australia, as Visitor. Each of Woodard’s ‘Divisions’ or 

‘Chapters’ consisted of a Provost, who was the administrative head and ‘Fellows’ 

who were divided into at least two groups. First, were ‘Senior Fellows’ of ‘The 

Seniority’ also consisting of two groups: First, 12 stipendiary resident ‘Teaching 

Fellows’ who were to plan and build day and boarding schools and; secondly, 12 

‘non–resident’ Fellows elected from among the ‘gentlemen of the District’. 

Secondly, ‘Ordinary Fellows’ not of ‘The Seniority’ consisting of Headmasters, 

Masters of Forms, Chaplains, Stewards, Bursars, Organising Secretaries, “or some 

kindred occupation productive of profit to the society”.19 In addition, there was also 

provision for ‘Probationary Fellows’ and Associates. 

 

By comparison, the C.C.E.S was presided over by the Bishop of Perth, rather than 

the Provost in Woodard’s model. Further, the Council also consisted of the Bishops 

of Province (ex–officio), and the Warden, appointed by the Council, subject to the 

approval of the Bishop. In addition, the Council was to consist of not more than 

eighteen ‘Fellows’ representing significant groups within the Church of England, 

including the Dioceses of Bunbury and Kalgoorlie. With regard to the management 

of individual schools, Woodard’s Headmasters were appointed by the Divisional 

Chapters and were directly responsible to the Provost. Headmasters were to appoint 

their assistant masters, and staff their schools as they saw fit. By comparison, schools 

controlled by the C.C.E.S. would have ‘School Committees’ answerable to the 

Council. Each ‘School Committee’ would consist of the Bishop as Visitor and 

Chairman, and the Warden as Vice Chairman. To complete the complement, five 
                                                 
18 The Southern Division was established in 1848. By the time of Woodard’s death in 1891, the 

Northern and Midlands Divisions had been established also. The Western Division was not 
established until 1903, and the Eastern until 1968.  See: B. Heeney, Mission to the Middle 
Classes: The Woodard Schools 1848–1891 (London, S.P.C.K., 1969), Ch. 2, pp. 21–47. 

 
19  Ibid., p. 29. 
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additional members were appointed by the Council from among its members. 

Headmasters were to be appointed by the Council; and ‘Assistant Masters’ by the 

Headmaster subject to the approval of the ‘School Committee’.  

 

What irritated Henn was that the Statute establishing the C.C.E.S. in 1917 varied 

from the model which he proposed: 

 

It fell to my lot to draw up that Statute, and it was drawn up very 
closely on the lines of the Statutes of St. Nicolas College i.e. the 
Woodard Schools – as one would discover, if the two were 
carefully compared. Only the Archbishop insisted on certain 
changes and additions being made and inserted, as the price of his 
assenting to the Statute. Some of these were futile and some 
foolish; but as it soon became apparent only the minimum of 
attention was paid to Statute at all.20 

 

Although Henn is not specific regarding his objections to the structure,21 when 

compared to the Woodard Corporation, which had financial control over its resources 

and independence from and the Dioceses in which the Divisions and schools were 

located, the C.C.E.C. and ‘School Committees’ had no such freedom. The 

Archbishop took upon himself the role of Chairman of the Council similar to that of 

the Provost in the Woodard Model, in addition to being Chair of each ‘School 

Committee’ and ‘Visitor’ to both. Consequently, the position of Warden, whose 

independence was critical to the promotion of Woodardism, was emasculated from 

the beginning. Financial control of the C.C.E.S. was not in their hands but that of the 

Diocesan Trustees, with whom Henn had not fared well in building up Guildford 

since he became Headmaster in 1910. Henn described the Trustees as: 

 

an excellent body of able and aged men, whose proper function – 
admirably discharged by them…But by no stretch of the 
imagination could they, either jointly or severally, be conceived as 

                                                 
20 P.U. Henn, An Autobiographical Retrospect of the Occasion of the 50th Anniversary of His 

Ordination to the Priesthood, 1891–1951, p. 28. 
 
21 Ibid., Henn asserts that “at best it served the purpose of transferring the government of the 

schools, and of such other schools as might hereafter come in – to a body of men 
representative of the Church authorities, and selected (in theory) for their knowledge of, and 
interest in, Church education”.  The Council for Church of England Schools, established in 
1917, was a poor reflection of Henn’s interpretation of Woodardism. 
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a suitable or competent body to build up and carry on a modern 
secondary boarding school.22 

 

Henn’s reservations regarding the ability of the C.C.E.C. to carry forward its 

mandate was compromised initially and subsequently, by the lack of suitable 

candidates for the position of Warden, resulting in the position being, from the 

outset, “merely nominal and valueless…and the advancement of the work throughout 

the State, was left to the chances of fortune”.23 

 

Henn was too preoccupied with his duties as Headmaster at Guildford to consider 

taking up the position. Even if it had been offered to him, it is doubtful that the 

Archbishop would have been willing for this to occur. The role fell to the 

Archdeacon of Perth, the Venerable C. Hudleston, who occupied the position from 

1918 until 1923.24 From the outset, the duties which he was expected to perform, in 

addition to his other responsibilities, were beyond his resources. The Statute required 

the Warden possess “sound practical habits of business”, to enable him to: 

 

…govern the schools of the Council with Christian zeal,…be Vice–
Chairman of every School Committee…in the absence of the 
President shall take the chair at meetings of the Council,...(and be) 
responsible for the Secretarial work of the Schools and together 
with the audited balance–sheets of the several Schools shall present 
to the Council an annual report showing the exact position of the 
Schools. He shall further use every means in his power to extend 
the work of the Council by watching for opportunities to establish 
new Schools, and by helping to raise funds for them or for the 
extension of existing Schools.25 

                                                 
22 Ibid. 
 
23 Ibid. 
 
24 Province of Western Australia, Diocese of Perth, Statute and Regulations of the Council for 

Church of England Schools 1918, P.R. 3978. Battye Library: Perth, Western Australia. 
  

C.L.M. Hawtrey, The Availing Struggle, A Record of the Planting and Development of the 
Church of England in Western Australia, 1829–1947 (Perth, Western Australia: C.L.M. 
Hawtrey, 1949), p. 125, Archdeacon Hudleston’s appointment was meant to be temporary. 
Hawtrey lists his numerous responsibilities: “Rector of St. Alban’s 1907–19, Warden of the 
Church of England Schools 1918–23, Acting Principal of St. John’s (Theological) College 
and Priest–in–Charge of St. Patrick’s Mount Lawley 1923–29, Canon of Perth (St George’s 
Cathedral) 1904–40, Archdeacon of Perth 1910–40, Examining Chaplain to the Archbishop, 
Commissary and Administrator 1916–41”. To this list could also be added Manager of the 
Perth Girls’ Orphanage 1917 and Chaplain to Perth College. 

 
25 C.C.E.S., Statute and Regulations 1918. 
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It is difficult to see how one man could manage the diversity of functions required of 

the Warden, in addition to his clerical duties, which were substantial. He relinquished 

the position in 1923, to be succeeded by Henn who, on his retirement as Headmaster 

at Guildford, was given a year’s leave as Warden by the Council. Henn, who had 

returned to England, wrote to Archbishop Riley advising him that he was planning to 

return to Western Australia “on account of my private affairs, and also because the 

School Council did me the honour of giving me a year’s leave of absence as Warden, 

instead of accepting the resignation which I tendered.”26 Henn indicated his 

willingness to take up the position of Warden for a period and assist in the Diocese 

where required. Responding on behalf of the Council, Archbishop Riley wrote: 

 

I called a meeting of the Council and put before them your 
proposal. It was unanimously agreed that I should write to tell you 
that, under the circumstances, the council were of the opinion there 
should no longer be a Warden of the schools. The Council thought 
it right that I should tell you this before you definitely made up 
your mind to come out.27 

 

The Council, which had unanimously agreed to Henn’s leave of absence as Warden, 

had now, six months later, unanimously agreed to abolish the position. The decision 

was of doubtful validity as the Statute which Synod approved in 1917 required that 

“the council shall consist…of a Warden”.28 Henn protested that the Council had 

acted unconstitutionally: 

 

the Archbishop’s plan of trying to keep every Church organization 
under his own immediate control…simply reduces the Council to 
one more of those ‘Church Office’ Committees whose bureaucratic 
control has stifled and strangled Church life and work in the 
Diocese for the past twenty years.29 

 

                                                                                                                                           
 
26 Letter, Rev. P.U. Henn to Archbishop Riley, 21 October 1925. In private possession of W.E. 

Henn. 
 
27 Letter, Archbishop Riley to Rev. P.U. Henn, 3 December 1925. In private possession of W.E. 

Henn. 
 
28 C.C.E.S., Statute and Regulations 1918, p. 4. 
 
29 Letter, Rev. P.U. Henn to Major General Sir Talbot Hobbs, 12 January 1925. In private 

possession of W.E. Henn. 
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Henn’s assessment is essentially correct. With the removal of the position of 

Warden, Archbishop Riley was now firmly in control of every aspect of both the 

Council and School Committees, of which, at this stage, only two existed. The 

Council’s decision removed any hope of establishing a school system based on 

Woodardism. 

 

At the 1945 Synod, some twenty–five years after the position had been ‘abolished’, 

the anomaly was rectified by amending the 1917 Statute, to read, “The Council may 

appoint a Warden” rather than “The Council shall consist of a Warden.” 30The 

Woodard vision in Western Australia had dissipated and became lost in time and 

memory, never to be revived. 

 

The Statute to establish the C.C.E.S. passed at the Second Session of the Sixteenth 

Synod on 18 October, 1917, recognized the purchase of Guildford Grammar School 

by the Diocese in 1911, as the direct descendant of Bishop Hale’s Church of England 

Collegiate School resulting from the Church of England School Lands Act 1896, in 

which: 

 

…power was given to the said Diocesan Trustees to apply the 
interest of moneys coming to their hands under the provisions of 
that Act towards the maintenance of a proposed Grammar School 
for boys AND WHEREAS the Diocesan Trustees have established 
such a School as was contemplated in the aforesaid Acts by the 
purchase of the Church of England Grammar School at Guildford. 
31 
 

To ensure the financial viability of the Council, a ‘Common Fund’ was established 

into which income from endowments and other sources of income, other than school 

fees, would be paid to provide for the Council’s functions. Salaries of the Council’s 

Secretariat, including the Warden’s salary, were to be paid from a sliding capitation 

fee imposed on all full fee–paying boys, to be reviewed annually. Both the ‘Common 

Fund’ and capitation fee were abolished by the Council in 1925, when finances 

                                                 
30 Diocese of Perth, Diocesan Year Book, 1945. P.D.A. 
 
31 C.C.E.S., Statute and Regulations 1918, p. 3. 
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became so tight that neither Christ Church nor Guildford could afford to pay them.32 

An increasing lack of financial resources for the Council to promote its mission, 

hindered at the outset by a flawed Statute, consigned it to a long slow demise. Such 

difficulties came at a time when the Council was being approached to take over 

schools, including Miss Parnell’s Girls’ High School at Claremont, Girton College 

for Girls in Fremantle and a ‘parish school’ in South Perth. 

 

Of the two schools which formed the original schools of the Council, Guildford was 

the predominant partner. In 1917, Guildford had a total enrolment of 176 boys in the 

senior school and 40 in the preparatory school with a profit of £1,718; whereas Christ 

Church, with an enrolment of 63, had a deficit of £761.33 Although both schools were 

under some threat from the growth of free State secondary schools,34 particularly in 

country regions from which most boarders originated, they each embarked upon 

plans for expansion. During the Headmastership of S.C. Noakes (1915–1917) at 

Christ Church, secondary classes were added to its preparatory school base, resulting 

in the Council agreeing that it be regarded as a secondary school in 1919.35 

Achieving secondary school status not only provided opportunities for the school to 

expand its enrolments, but also to achieve representation on the C.C.E.S. in 1920. 

While Christ Church’s expansion was modest, Henn had a bold plan for Guildford – 

to construct buildings designed by Walter Tapper, the architect of the School Chapel, 

on a scale and grandeur similar to the best public schools in England, at an initial 

cost of £50,000.36 The appeal was not well received. From when it opened in March 

25, 1919, until November of the same year, only £355/8/6 was raised.37 A much 

                                                 
32 C.C.E.S., Minutes. P.D.A., 30 June 1925. 
 
33 M.A. White, ‘The Council of Church of England Schools in Western Australia, 1917–1950’, 

in Australia and New Zealand History of Education Society, Collected Papers, Annual 
Conference, 22–25 September 1994, Perth, Western Australia, p. 5. 

 
34  By the time Henn retired from Guildford Grammar School, State High Schools had been 

established in Perth (Perth Modern School 1911), Kalgoorlie (Eastern Goldfields Senior High 
School, 1914), Northam, 1922, Bunbury, 1923 and Albany 1924. 

 
35 C.C.E.S., Minutes, 10 November 1919. 
 
36 Ibid. 
 
37 E.J. Merryweather, The First Half Century (Perth, Western Australia: Guildford Grammar 

School, 1988), p. 42. 
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more modest proposal of £12,000 was agreed to which consigned Guildford to 

ongoing ad hoc development of its buildings and grounds. 

 

Christ Church’s plight became critical as the world–wide economic Depression 

began to take hold in the late 1920s. The Rev E.H. Parry, who had taken over as 

Headmaster in 1922, had been buoyed by assurances from both Henn and 

Archbishop Riley that the Council would continue to support the school.38 With 

Christ Church facing a loss of £111 in 1928 and with Guildford making a profit of 

£5,601,39 Parry’s school could hardly have been in a worse position. Having spent 

£3,000 of his own money to prop up the school, and with having made a modest 

profit in only two years from when he took it over in 1922, closure appeared 

imminent. 

 

The decision by the Trustees in November 1929 to take over Christ Church from 1 

January 1930, after two decades of uncertainty and latterly, decline, resulted in the 

Trustees investing £15,000 to upgrade accommodation and provide boarding 

facilities for 60 students.40 This investment also assisted the school to rectify 

numerous ongoing problems, including a lack of money for land, facilities and 

equipment. Educationally, too, problems prevailed at Christ Church. It had never 

really lived up to its function as a Preparatory School to provide secondary students 

for Guildford, and its success as a Secondary School showed little improvement until 

the appointment of Mr P.M. Moyes as Headmaster in 1950, at which time the school 

was also under threat of closure by the Diocesan Trustees. However, the death of 

Archbishop Riley in June 1929 and the ongoing opposition of the Diocesan 

Secretary, James Fisher, to any further investment in Christ Church nearly threw the 

plans into disarray. The Trustees were somewhat nervous about committing the new 

Archbishop, Henry Le Fanu (1929–46), to such a debt. 

 

In July 1929, the Council agreed to take over the Church of England Girls’ High 

School, Claremont, from the Western Australian Church Schools Limited 
                                                 
38 C.C.E.S., Minutes, 6 July 1928 – letter from Rev. E.H. Parry, 21 June 1928. 
 
39 C.C.E.S., Minutes, 27 March 1928. 
 
40 C.C.E.S., Special Meeting, 25 July 1929. 
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(W.A.C.S.L.), which came into existence in 1927.41 Despite the name, it was not a 

Church School. The W.A.C.S.L. had been established to “purchase, acquire and take 

over as a going concern the Girl’s High School, Claremont and provide religious 

instruction in accordance with the doctrines of the Church of England” in addition to 

classical, mathematical and general education.42 Its purposes for the future, however, 

were much more ambitious, including the desire to purchase, acquire or take over 

schools and colleges, not only in the Claremont area, but also throughout Western 

Australia. 

 

The management of the Church of England Girls’ High School by the WACSL was 

under the direct control of a Warden, who had under his control a Headmistress, 

Teachers and Matron. The initial appointments of Warden and Headmistress were 

Rev. L.W. Parry and Miss M. Rooney. Despite its Anglican affiliation, which was 

“supported by an influential body of people and definitely and officially organised 

and recognised as a Church of England girls’ school”, the school was, nevertheless, a 

public company consisting of five directors and a body of shareholders. 43 

 
Rather than the schools of the Council acting as one entity, Guildford Grammar 

increasingly resented its resources being siphoned off to support Christ Church. As 

far as Guildford was concerned, it was the only school actually owned by the 

Church, and as a boys’ school it was the natural successor to Bishop Hale’s 

Collegiate School and, therefore, the sole beneficiary of the Trust.44 This view 

conflicted with the spirit of the Statute establishing the Council and was the source of 

much debate in the ensuing years. Guildford was, nevertheless, the sole beneficiary 

from the Schools Endowment Land (Lots H1 and H7) until 1929. With the Council’s 

bank agreeing to interest payments from its three schools being regarded as one, a 

                                                 
41 ‘Prospectus of Western Australian Church Schools Limited Girls’ High School (Established 

1905)’, in J.G. Miles, Non Government Girls’ Schooling in Western Australia 1900–1950, 
Selected Documents with Commentaries (Perth, Western Australia: Curtin University of 
Technology, 1987), p. 159. 

 
42 Ibid. 
 
43 Ibid., p. 160. 
 
44 M.A. White, Go Forward: Guildford Grammar School 1896–1996 (Perth, Western Australia: 

Guildford Grammar School, 1996), p.7. 
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common fund, de facto established a situation in which the overdrafts of one school 

were automatically imposed on the other two, as indicated in Table V below. 45 

 
Table V 

 
The Council for Church of England Schools: 

Rents Received from Endowment Property 1929–39 
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    – 
1929 £3,061.18.10 £2296.9.1 £765.9.9 – 
1930 1,339.4.0 199.12.0 385.6.4 £754.5.8 
 
TO INTEREST 

– – – – 

1931 102.19.10 – 51.0.0 51.19.10 
1932 1,172.11.3 – 586.5.7 586.5.8 
1933 791.10.7 263.16.11 263.16.10 263.16.10 
1934 1,555.12.1 414.10.3 414.10.9 726.11.6 
1935 1,338.12.1 446.4.1 892.8.0 – 
1936 1,388.14.0 462.18.0 925.16.0 – 
1937 1,668.17.3 270.13.11 1,398.3.4 – 
1938 1,863.9.9 – 1,863.9.9 – 
1939 1,320.15.1 – 1,320.15.1 – 

 
Source: Minutes of Council for Church of England Schools, 20 June 1940. 

 

The actual disbursement of income from the endowment was clearly more favourable 

to Christ Church and St Hilda’s, particularly the former. From 1935, St Hilda’s no 

longer required support from the endowment, while Christ Church more than 

doubled its requirements from £414 in 1934 to £892 in 1935, continuing to grow 

thereafter. The profit–and–loss statements for the Council’s Schools, 1928–39, 

indicate the ongoing precarious situation in which Christ Church operated, in 

comparison to both St Hilda’s and Guildford.46 See Tables VI, VII and VIII, below: 

 

                                                 
45 C.C.E.S., Minutes, 14 April 1930. 
 
46 Ibid., 23 October 1940. 
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Table VI 
 

The Council for Church of England Schools: 
Comparison of Yearly Profit and Loss Statements 1928–39 

Guildford Grammar School 
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1928 338 255 £23,256 £26,043 £1,546 £27,850  £4,994 
1929 339 259 25,681 26,749 2,296 29,311  3,629 
1930 340 267 25,367 26,161 200 26,541  1,174 
1931 262 191 21,901 18,820  18,929 £2,572  
1932 224 161 19,117 16,277  16,340 2,777  
1933 195 147 18,442 15,123 264 15,516 2,926  
1934 203 141 17,863 15,238 414 15,684 2,177  
1935 211 152 17,838 16,241 446 16,771 266  
1936 217 156 17,624 16,308 463 17,095 529  
1937 208 158 17,470 16,260 271 16,629 841  
1938 225 166 18,576 17,366  17,519 1,057  
1939 250 250 19,464 19,655  19,816  352 
TOTAL   241,399 230,481 5,900 238,003 13,143 9,749 
 

Source: Minutes of Council for Church of England Schools, 23 October 1940. 
 

Table VII 
 

The Council for Church of England Schools: 
Comparison of Yearly Profit and Loss Statements 1928–39 

Christ Church Grammar School 
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1930 90 23 £4,525 £3,064 £385 £3,449 £1,076  
1931 95 19 6,019 2,962 91 3,131 2,065  
1932 77 12 5,593 2,309 586 2,947 2,646  
1933 75 12 4,625 1,547 264 2,001 2,622  
1934 100 22 4,160 1,962 414 2,330 1,610  
1935 119 30 4,281 2,419 892 3,311 970  
1936 135 39 4,428 2,714 926 3,873 555  
1937 154 52 4,823 2,965 1,398 4,619 204  
1938 157 43 4,808 3,052 1,863 5,054  £246 
1939 152 44 5,094 2,836 1,320 4,277 817  
TOTAL   48,354 25,830 8,099 35,212 1,3358 246 

 
Source: Minutes of Council for Church of England Schools, 23 October 1940. 
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Table VIII 
 

The Council for Church of England Schools: 
Comparison of Yearly Profit and Loss Statements 1928–39 

St. Hilda's Church of England School for Girls 
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1930 91 48 £6,144 £4,972 £754 £5,897 £247  
1931 92 27 6,333 3,320 52 3,372 1,961  
1932 104 29 5,662 3,817 586 4,403 1,259  
1933 141 60 6,630 6,136 264 6,400 230  
1934 165 68 6,712 7,499 726 8,225  £1,513 
1935 173 70 7,577 7,558  7,558 19  
1936 173 63 7,947 7,256  7,256 691  
1937 190 74 8,604 8,733  8,733  129 
1938 199 88 9,223 9,605  9,605  382 
1939 209 90 9,697 9,721  9,721  24 
TOTAL   74,529 68,617 2,382 71,170 3,407 2,048 
 

Source: Minutes of Council for Church of England Schools, 23 October 1940. 

 

Christ Church’s position in 1932 was most precarious as its recovery from the 

world–wide depression was slow to take effect. Enrolments of both day–boys and 

boarders were too low to sustain the school. As the latter were more costly to 

accommodate, the Trustees decided to close the boarding house, which resulted in its 

Headmaster, Canon Parry, resigning.47 The incoming Headmaster, Mr B.T. Walters, 

a classics master from Guildford, took over the school, personally operating a 

boarding house from which any profits were added to his salary. 

 

While the outbreak of War in 1939, had little impact on the attendance of ‘local’ 

students in the Council’s schools, the fall of Singapore in 1942 had a devastating 

effect on enrolments of overseas students. All three schools had benefited from a 

campaign by the Council in the late 1930s to recruit students from south–east Asia, 

extending its arm as far as Madras, Calcutta and Ceylon in 1938.48 

Financial problems at Christ Church in 1941 not only brought the school to the brink 

of closure once again, but also highlighted the uncharitable and aggressively 

                                                 
47 Ibid., 5 April 1932. 
 
48 Ibid., 1 November 1938. 
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defensive attitude of Guildford towards any further financial support of Christ 

Church. Unwilling to see the school close, Archbishop Le Fanu wholeheartedly 

supported the Council’s decision to invest further in the school for boarding 

accommodation, classrooms and a house for the Headmaster.49 By now, dissatisfied 

with the decision, the Rev. R.E. Freeth, who was now the Headmaster of the school, 

and his supporters, decided to find ways to channel, “the banking and investment of 

Guildford profits and credit balances in an endeavour to keep them out of the hands 

of the Council and the Diocesan Trustees”.50 Such a position was untenable, neither 

did it succeed. 

 

The war years brought other problems to each of the Council’s schools and at its end 

several significant changes of personnel had taken place, or were about to take place. 

Walters, Headmaster of Christ Church, resigned in November 1942. He was replaced 

by the Rev. L. Jupp who resigned in 1947. He was followed by Mr Alexander Todd, 

who died of a heart attack in 1949. Throughout the school’s history, frequent changes 

of headmaster highlighted its instability and the invidious position in which most 

headmasters were placed. In 1946, Miss Small retired as Headmistress of St Hilda’s 

and was replaced by an ‘Old Girl’ of Perth College and a graduate of The University 

of Western Australia, Miss Una Mitchell. In the same year, Archbishop Le Fanu died 

and was replaced by Archbishop R.W.H. Moline (1947–62). In 1947, the Diocesan 

Secretary, Mr J.O. Fisher, retired after 43 service, followed by Bishop Freeth’s 

retirement at the end of 1949.  

 

Changes in personnel, particularly the appointment of a new Archbishop, provided 

an opportunity to reassess the role of the Diocese in the provision of education 

through the C.C.E.S, and to make changes to ensure the long–term survival of its 

schools. Fuelled by Synod’s decision in 1945 to permit the representation of parents 

and old boys and girls on committees at the three schools, by the mid 1940s, the 

mood of individual school committees towards the Council had become much more 

aggressive. When combined with the appointment of ex–students to the Council 

                                                 
49 Ibid., 13 October 1941. 
 
50 M.A. White, The Council of Church of England Schools in Western Australia, 1917–1950, p. 

22. 
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itself, the Trustees found that they too had to contend, not only with the complaints 

from individual school committees, but also with an increasingly aggressive Council. 

Caught between the school committees and the Trustees, the Council, without any 

prospect of endowments, found itself in the invidious position of having to increase 

fees in its three schools by thirty–three percent in 1948,51 with another increase in 

1950. 

 

The catalyst, which resulted in setting up the commission by Synod to consider the 

future of the Council, resulted from complaints from the Council in 1948 that the 

endowment properties H1 and H7 were not earning sufficient income to pay the 

Council’s interest owing to the Trustees. This was all the more serious, as it was the 

Trustees who had responsibility for the management of the endowment properties. 

Although the Council and the Trustees attempted to reconcile the matter, it was the 

continuing lack of funds for capital works that prompted the Council to decide to 

report directly to Synod in 1948 on their plight. 52 Consequently, the following 

resolution was passed at Synod in August, 1949: 

 
1. That a Commission be appointed by the Archbishop under 

the Chairmanship of the Archbishop, and including four 
laymen who are in no way connected with the working of 
any of the schools: and 

 
2. That its terms of reference be:– 
 

(a) To consider the Statute for C. of E. Schools and report 
upon its working, and advise whether, and if so how, it 
needs amendment; 

 
(b) To consider the whole question of the financing of our 

schools and to recommend measures for raising capital 
for buildings and for endowment; 

 
(c) To consider the status and position of Christ Church 

Grammar School, Claremont, and the prospect of its 
ever becoming self–supporting; 

 

                                                 
51 C.C.E.S., Minutes, 26 August 1948. 
 
52 Ibid., 14 July 1949. 
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(d) To report to the next, or to a special, session of 
Synod:53 

 

The resulting report recognized that the Diocese’s financial commitment to schools 

had not extended to grants or gifts of money. The report stated: “It [the Diocese] has, 

from time to time, invested its capital in the schools; but it has always received a 

very fair rate of interest from the schools for its investments, except during the 

depression in 1929/1935”.54 Recognizing the lack of gifts and endowments from ‘the 

faithful’, the report recommended a vigorous appeal, a position supported by the 

Archbishop.55 The appeal called upon those who might consider endowing schools, 

to reflect upon the heroic generosity of English monarchs and prelates who had 

endowed institutions with considerable wealth in the hope that the Diocese’s schools 

could also be relieved of their “financial anxiety” and develop into institutions of 

similar standing: 

 
Ultimately, the survival, not only of Christ Church but also of St. 
Hilda's and of Guildford as Church Schools, depends upon whether 
we can recapture the spirit and the vision of men like William of 
Wykeham, the founder of Winchester and New College, or Henry 
VI, the founder of Eton and King's College, Cambridge; and 
whether in our generation men will follow their example and use 
their wealth to make their country truly great.56 

 

Such sentiments, while heroic and full of hope, fell upon deaf ears. 

 

The abolition of the Council for Church of England Schools on 1 January, 1951, as a 

consequence of a decision by Synod in 1950, resulted in each school becoming 

independent of the other. However, as the Trustees owned each school’s assets, only 

they could approve any substantial loans which the schools wished to acquire. 

Consequently, the gains were more apparent than real.57 The C.C.E.S. was replaced 

                                                 
53 Diocese of Perth, Enquiry into the Church Schools, P.R. 3973. Battye Library: Perth, 

Western Australia. 
 
54 Ibid. 
 
55 Diocese of Perth, Diocesan Year Book, 1945, pp 52–57. P.D.A. 
 
56 Diocese of Perth, Enquiry into the Church Schools, p. 6. 
 
57 M.A. White, The Council of Church of England Schools in Western Australia, 1917–1950, p. 

29. 
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by the Church of England Schools’ Board (C.E.S.B.), which took control over the 

property of the three schools which were now vested in the Diocesan Trustees.58 The 

upshot was that although each school now had an independent Council, and the funds 

of one could not be used for any other, the Trustees retained responsibility for each 

school’s debt and for trust properties and other endowments. Any income from these 

was paid to the C.E.S.B., which was also responsible for paying interest on any loans 

from the Trustees. Each school too was required to pay an annual rent to the 

C.E.S.B.: Guildford £2,000 Christ Church £1,000 and St Hilda’s £1,250. Essentially, 

the financial management of the three schools previously under the Council was in 

the hands of the C.E.S.B. and the Trustees, acting in concert. In terms of financial 

management, the Statute treated the schools as though they were in receivership of 

the Trustees, their ‘independent’ Councils unable to make any decisions regarding 

loans or mortgages without the permission of the C.E.S.B. So restrictive was the 

Statute that an ’Old Boy’ of Guildford, Justice John Wickham commented: “this 

remarkable piece of legislation (was) conceived by persons not clearly identified but 

jointly sharing the mind of an unqualified plumber”.59  

 

Legal argument ensued regarding the rightful ownership of the income from the 

endowment properties H1 and H7 (the Cloisters Trust) in which legality over–

shadowed goodwill, particularly on the part of the Guildford Council. Although the 

three schools concerned were incorporated under the Associations Incorporation Act, 

commencing with Guildford in 1952, issues relating to the distribution of income 

from the endowment properties was not finally agreed to until 1956. The agreement 

provided for the Diocesan Trustees to continue control of Perth Town Lots H1 and 7 

and to retain the right to apply any proceeds from the properties for its maintenance 

or improvement. All parties finally agreed that 9/16ths would be allocated to 

Guildford, 5/16ths to Christ Church and for a period of 25 years the remaining 

2/16ths would go equally to the two boys’ schools, but thereafter allocated to 

                                                                                                                                           
 
58 J. Wickham, Merging Streams, Typescript 5th Draft, September 1993, p. 218. The Statute 

also provided for an Education Advisory Committee consisting of the Archbishop, the Dean, 
the Archdeacon and two persons elected by Synod, namely J.H. Reynolds (Warden of St 
George’s College within the University of Western Australia), and P.N. Thwaites 
(Headmaster of Guildford). Its role was purely advisory. 

 
59  Ibid. 
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appropriate educational projects for boys within the Diocese. The Trustees were also 

empowered to allocate any proceeds after this period to both Christ Church and 

Guildford Grammar schools.60 

 

The thorny issue of who had the legal right to the proceeds from the endowment 

properties was resolved retrospectively by the Church of England Schools Lands 

Amendment Act, 1896–1957, which was agreed to by Guildford, Christ Church and 

the Diocesan Trustees: 

 

In order to resolve any doubts which, but for the enactment of this 
subsection may exist or arise as to the proper application thereof by 
the said Diocesan Trustees…shall be deemed to have been 
authorised by this Act and the said Diocesan Trustees shall be 
deemed not to have committed any breach of trust in respect of the 
application of those moneys.61 

 

Parliament, having retrospectively expunged any illegality on the part of the Perth 

Diocesan Trustees’ past actions, effectively silenced Guildford Grammar’s claims. 

 

The price of financial independence of both Guildford and Christ Church from the 

Trustees was also prescribed in the Amendment Act of 1957. The amount due by 

Guildford was fixed at £42,750 with interest at 4%. Christ Church’s debt, which 

amounted to £67,000 was, by resolution of Synod in 1959, compounded to £40,000 

as at 1 January, 1958, and the balance written off at 4%. With the proclamation of the 

Amendment Act on 28 February 1959, the remaining vestiges of the Council for 

Church of England Schools were dissolved. 

 

While Guildford and St Hilda’s prospered in the early 1950s, the same could not be 

said for Christ Church. In 1951 the Diocesan Trustees decided to hold a Conference 

to determine the school’s future: 

 

If at that conference no evidence is forthcoming that the school can 
economise sufficiently to live within its income, the School 

                                                 
60 Church of England Schools Lands Amendment Act, 1896–1957, 6 Elizabeth II, XLI, No. 41 

of 1957. 
 
61 Ibid. 
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Council be informed that the Trustees propose to recommend 
Synod close the school.62 

 

Although the school’s annual losses in 1951–52 were approximately £3,000 in each 

calendar year, the school survived and prospered under its new Headmaster, Peter 

Morton Moyes. At the time, however, Western Australia was undergoing a period of 

strong migration and substantial economic growth which contributed to the success 

of all three schools previously under the control of the Council for Church of 

England schools. Apart from St Hilda’s, enrolments in these schools declined as a 

result of the Depression in the 1930s. Guildford’s enrolment of 340 pupils in 1930 

did not achieve this again until 1948 with 350 pupils. Between 1930 and 1948, Christ 

Church’s enrolments fluctuated markedly and it was not until 1946 that it reached a 

peak of 291 pupils, declining thereafter (See Table IX below). Although enrolments 

in all three schools declined as a result of World War II, Christ Church, with its 

comparatively small enrolments before the War, recovered quickly. With 94 pupils in 

1948, Christ Church was not able to prosper as Guildford and St Hilda’s did from 

enrolments of 350 and 306, respectively, in the same year. 

                                                 
62 Diocese of Perth, Diocesan Council Minutes, 13 December 1951. P.D.A. 
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Table IX 
 

The Council for Church of England Schools: 
Enrolments 1928–48 
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1928    255 83 338    
1929    259 80 339    
1930 23 67 90 267 73 340 48 43 91 
1931 19 76 95 191 71 262 27 65 92 
1932 12 65 77 161 63 224 29 75 104 
1933 12 63 75 147 48 195 60 81 141 
1934 22 78 100 141 62 203 68 97 165 
1935 30 89 119 152 59 211 70 103 173 
1936 39 96 135 156 61 217 63 113 173 
1937 52 102 154 158 50 208 74 116 190 
1938 43 114 157 166 59 225 88 111 199 
1939 44 108 152 250 0 250 90 119 209 
1941 48 100 148 236 61 297 91 141 232 
1942 45 111 156 212 23 235 68 145 213 
1943 63 142 205 201 17 218 69 128 197 
1944 81 182 263 261 55 316 80 147 227 
1945 85 206 291 274 61 335 90 140 230 
1946 89 175 264 261 66 327 90 127 217 
1947 94 116 210 273 60 333 86 129 215 
1948 100 94 194 280 70 350 92 214 306 
 

Source: Minutes of Council for Church of England Schools, 23 October 1940. 
 

The formation of the Council for Church of England Schools in 1917 could have 

resulted in a fully–developed system of Anglican schools had it not been for World 

War I (1914–18), the world–wide depression in the 1930s, World War II (1939–45), 

and the resulting instability arising from these catastrophic events. Apart from the 

Depression years, the Trustees received a fair rate of interest on their investments. 

Personal rivalry between Diocesan personnel, particularly Archbishop Riley and 

Canon Henn, is well–documented. It is clear too, that the Archbishop regarded the 

Church as having a limited role in the provision of schools. The conservatism of the 

Trustees and its Diocesan Secretary, James Fisher, who dominated Diocesan affairs 

for nearly half a century, was responsible for the Diocese’s lack of direct 
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involvement in the provision of education. Apart from the construction of the Chapel 

at Guildford Grammar School from a single donation, Anglican schools in Western 

Australia were unable to attract large endowments, relying mainly on the generosity 

of local Anglicans of lesser means. 

 

The Diocese and Schools with an Anglican Ethos 

 

The lack of income within the Diocese of Perth since colonial times was a dominant 

feature of Diocesan life. Perhaps this is why Bishop Riley, Archbishop from 1914, 

surrounded himself with wealthy and influential Anglicans who were prepared to 

help him in his mission. Pre–eminent among them were Lord Forrest and Sir 

Winthop Hackett. It was Forrest, who, as Premier of Western Australia at the end of 

the ‘Dual System’63, was largely responsible for the £20,000 compensation awarded 

to the Church. Hackett, a wealthy newspaper proprietor and philanthropist, gave 

considerable assistance to the Church as a member of Synod, member of Diocesan 

Council and the Board of Trustees, and Chancellor of the Cathedral. To these 

stalwarts could also be added Sir William Loton, Sir James Lee Steere, Walter 

Padbury, Sir Luke Leake, Hon. J. Throssell, Mr Justice Stone, Octavius and 

Septimus Burt and Major Sherwood. 

 

A lack of finance was a distinguishing feature of the history of the Diocese of Perth 

during the sub–period. In 1910, for example, the income of the Diocese was only 

£6,000, although it rose to a healthy £15,000 by 1947.64 Throughout the period, the 

Diocesan Trustees, who had the responsibility of managing Diocesan finances, were 

conservative in their approach to the funding of schools, none of which they 

endowed, demanding that loans given by them be repaid promptly and with interest. 

The approach of the Trustees was matched by that of James Fisher, the Diocesan 

Secretary, who occupied the position from 1897 to 1945, and whose conservatism in 

                                                 
63 The ‘Dual System’ resulted from the Elementary Education Act 1871 (35 Vic. No. 14), 

Western Australia’s first educational legislation. Although it remained on the statute book 
with numerous amendments until its repeal in 1928, it brought about the ‘Dual System’ of 
government and assisted (state–aided) church schools which lasted until 1895. See also: D. 
Mossenson, State Education in Western Australia 1829–1960 (Perth, Western Australia: The 
University of Western Australia Press, 1972), p. 46, pp. 68–70 and 77–83. 

 
64  C.L.M. Hawtrey, The Availing Struggle, p. 107 
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financial matters was well known and respected by Archbishop’s Riley, LeFanu, and 

Moline, all of whom Fisher served.65  

 

The strategy adopted by the Diocesan Trustees under Fisher with regard to the 

acquisition of schools was based on commercial principles. During the sub–period, 

costs associated with the acquisition of schools by the Diocesan Trustees on behalf of 

the Diocese, were transferred to the schools. Consequently, the school ‘owned’ the 

debt and was required to repay capital, plus interest, to the Trustees. Little changed 

before the advent of the Church of England Schools’ Trust in 1961, when that body 

began to make loans to schools of its own volition. The Diocesan Treasurer, Mr J.H. 

Worthington, in a Memorandum to the Diocesan Trustees regarding the request by 

Christ Church for a loan of £40,000 from the Trustees in 1960, wrote: 

 

My view is that schools…should be treated as “adults” charged 
with the prudent management of their respective ventures in a 
businesslike fashion which will make available to them all the 
borrowed funds for expansion which can be justified within our 
total Diocesan structure…This means that Father Christmas is a 
thing of the past, and (schools) will be in the same position as the 
management of any business concern relying solely on its own 
resources to meet new challenges calling for the outlay of money.66 

 

Throughout the history of the Diocese, it is doubtful that the Diocesan Trustees could 

ever have been likened to Father Christmas. Meagre endowment funds prevented the 

Diocese from developing its spiritual role, added to which the provision of education 

was clearly an additional burden which the Diocesan Trustees resented. 

Consequently, the Diocese adopted the practice of praising and endorsing the 

initiatives of those who relieved it of the financial burden of educational provision on 

its behalf. Examples of this practice will now be considered. 

 

St Hilda’s Church of England School for Girls had its origins in a small private–

venture school founded by Mrs Edith Ross in the Church Hall of Christ Church, 

Claremont, in 1896. It was named the Claremont Ladies’ College and Kindergarten 

                                                 
65 Western Australian Church News, May 1947. 
 
66 Memorandum, J.H. Worthington (Diocesan Treasurer) to Diocesan Trustees, 2 November 
1960. 
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in 1898, when it was acquired by Misses E. and M. Allen. In 1905, it was purchased 

by Miss Melina Parnell, who renamed it the Girls’ High School. During Speech Day 

in 1912, Miss Parnell made it clear who owned the school: “I work under no 

committee; the school is owned and controlled by me”..67 The ethos of the school, 

however, was clearly Anglican. In 1927, Miss Parnell sold the school to the Western 

Australian Schools Company, whose shareholders were Anglican Churchmen, both 

lay and clerical. Despite the name of the company, it was not a Church of England 

school, although Archbishop Riley encouraged members of Synod to take out shares 

in the company. In 1930 it was purchased by the Diocesan Trustees through the 

Council for Church of England Schools, making it the first Synod school for girls in 

the Diocese of Perth. As early as 1918, however, the C.C.E.S. was considering 

acquiring the school, but nothing came of it. Reference is made to this in the 

Archbishop’s Charge to Synod each year, before its purchase by the Church and its 

renaming as St Hilda’s Church of England School for Girls in 1931, which clearly 

identifies it now as Anglican.68 As such, it joined Guildford and Christ Church 

Grammar Schools as schools of the Council for Church of England Schools. 

 

The acquisition of the Girls’ High School was prompted by the need to expand Christ 

Church by taking over the grounds of the girls’ school adjoining Christ Church and 

relocating the newly formed St Hilda’s to a new site nearby. This necessitated the 

Diocesan Trustees advancing both schools a combined total of over £50,000. As the 

economic downturn resulting from Depression began to take effect, Archbishop Le 

Fanu, who succeeded Archbishop Riley following his death in 1929, expressed some 

reservation regarding the decision, commenting that “it is unfortunate that our 

development of Christ Church Grammar School and St Hilda’s, Cottesloe, should 

have been made just before this difficult moment.69 Although St Hilda’s survived and 

prospered following the Depression, Christ Church barely survived, and was still 

under threat of closure when Peter Morton Moyes was appointed Headmaster in 

1951. 

                                                 
67 A. Carnley, Treading Lightly in Their Steps: A Pictorial History of St Hilda’s 1896–1996, 

(Perth, Western Australia: St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls Inc., 1996), p. 22. 
 
68 Diocese of Perth, Diocesan Year Book, 1919, p. 14. P.D.A. 
 
69 Western Australian Church News, September 1931, p. ii. 
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At the 1925 Synod, Archbishop Riley paid special tribute the girls’ schools in the 

Diocese. It will be recalled that Perth College, a school of the Sisters of the Church 

was independent of the Diocese, although as an act of courtesy the Sisters recognised 

the Archbishop as ‘Visitor’. The Archbishop commented that “the sisters of the 

Church had done marvellously I think. Without any substantial backing they have 

managed to build up a first class school of 400 girls at Mt Lawley, and every year 

seems to be developing”.70 Likewise, the Archbishop congratulated the Vestry of St 

Mary’s West Perth for the progress of their girls’ school, St Mary’s Church of 

England Girls’ School, founded by his son, the Rev. C.L. Riley. It was not a ‘synod 

school’, although like Perth College, the Archbishop was ‘Visitor’. 

 
During the sub–period several schools existed which were not affiliated with the 

Church of England, but which promoted an Anglican ethos. Girton College for Girls 

at Fremantle was one of these schools. In his Annual Report to Synod in 1931, 

Archbishop Riley reported that “Girton College for Girls at Fremantle is doing really 

good work and merits more support from Church people than at present [it] is 

getting”.71 A Miss Haines operated the school from 1909 until 1917 when it was 

taken over by Miss Besie Scott and Miss Barbara Lightly. It continued as a private 

venture school even though it was renamed the Church of England School for Girls. 

The school closed in 1938. Similarly, in 1927, the ‘Raith School’ in South Perth was 

recognised in the Archbishop’s Annual Report as a Church school. It too was a 

private venture school with an Anglican ethos. It was established by Miss A.C. Cross 

as the Girls’ Grammar School in 1921, in St Mary’s Hall, South Perth. It was 

renamed ‘Raith’ Church of England Girls’ School in 1923, finally closing in 1932 

from a lack of pupils. 

The abolition of ‘State Aid’ in 1895 provided the various religious denominations 

with the right to provide religious instruction either in the form of teacher–presented, 

non–denominational lessons, or by visiting clergymen. This meant that the Anglican 

Church was provided with access to all State government schools without any direct 

cost in conducting them. Riley’s relationship with both Cyril Jackson, Inspector 

General 1897–1903 and Cecil P.R. Andrews, Inspector–General, later Director 

                                                 
70 Diocese of Perth, Diocesan Year Book, 1925, p. 19. P.D.A. 
 
71 Ibid. 
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General of Education 1903–29, was one of long–lasting friendship. Both Jackson and 

Andrews were staunch Anglicans. On Jackson’s death in 1924 Riley commented as 

follows: 

 

When Sir Cyril Jackson died, a good man was lost to the Church 
militant here below. He came out here at a most critical time, and 
his lead in education was splendid…Sir Cyril was a personal friend 
of mine, and a very good friend too, and anxious to help in every 
way.72 

 

Had Andrews outlived Riley, who died in the same year that Andrews retired, there 

is little doubt that Riley would have been just as effusive about him. During Andrews 

stay in Western Australia, he held numerous positions within the Church, including 

Lay Reader, which entitled him to take services within the Church, except the 

Eucharist. He was also a prominent member of the Lay Readers’ Association, was 

appointed a member of the Diocesan Council in 1910, serving on that body until his 

retirement in 1929, was a member of the Council of St John’s Theological College, 

attended Synod each year often as Chairman of Committees, and was a member of 

the Clergy Superannuation Fund.73 Added to this were his skills as an organist and 

supporter of the Fairbridge Farm School at Pinjarra. His influence and importance 

was such that he moved in an élite circle, his close associates including Sir Talbot 

Hobbs, Sir Winthrop Hackett74, Septimus Burt, Octavius Burt, Bishop Riley and Sir 

John (later Lord) Forrest. While Andrews remained in the ascendancy, the influence 

of Anglicanism in State education remained as unchallenged as it was unstated. 

Government schools were de facto Anglican schools. Had Bishop Riley been in the 

position to appoint a Director/Director–General of State schools, he could have done 

no better in terms of furthering the interests of the Church than appoint Cecil 

Andrews or Cyril Jackson. The latter continued to have an influence in Church of 

England education in Western Australian for the remainder of his life. 

                                                 
72 Diocese of Perth, Diocesan Year Book, 1924, p. 18. P.D.A. 
 
73 A.E. Williams, ‘Cecil Andrews Director of Education’, in Early Days, Journal and 

Proceedings of the Royal Western Australian Historical Society, Vol. 10, Part 4, 1992, p. 
375. 

 
74 P.J. Boyce, Four Bishops and Their See, p. 105. When Hackett died in 1916, Riley said of 

him: “From the first day of my arrival he was my friend and helper in all kinds of work. 
There was little of his work that we did not discuss”. 
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Discontent by Some Anglicans with the Lack of Educational Provision for less 
well–off Anglicans in the Diocese of Perth 

 

The Annual Synods of the Anglican Church provide an insight into both the 

complaints and aspirations of Anglicans over a wide range of issues. That education 

began after World War 1 to become an issue for the Synod is, of itself, not 

surprising. Although the demand for more affordable education by less wealthy 

Anglicans was subdued, it was nevertheless being heard. Furthermore, the 

momentum increased substantially after World War II. 

 

The Synod of 1918 is particularly important. In the Archbishop’s ‘Charge to Synod’ 

regarding education, he commented first, on the opening of Girton College at 

Fremantle, which he believed would be a success. Also, he announced that Diocesan 

Council had considered taking over a girls’ school. Furthermore, he commented that 

“one great want which will have to be faced, is the provision of a school to which 

parents of limited means may send their children”.75 He also said that there was a 

need for two hostels for male and female students to attend The University Western 

Australia. Finally, he made an appeal for funds to support Anglican schools. The 

Archbishop concluded as follows: “some day, perhaps, one of those who owed so 

much to the Bishop’s School will be moved to help others of the present generation 

to have the same advantages which he enjoyed”.76 To this he added the following 

favourable comment on the provision of State schools: 

 

The State Schools of this State are excellent of their kind, and we 
are very grateful for the devotion of the teachers, and for our “right 
of entry” to teach our own children, but I suppose few will deny 
that they will be no worse, but all the better for a friendly rivalry 
with Schools built up on a distinctly religious basis. 

 

Archbishop Riley’s comments are not those of one who was disinterested in the 

provision of Anglican primary and secondary schools. However, a more universal 

approach to the various levels of education, and how best the Church could respond 

to the demands being placed upon it, was lacking. Thus, the “one great want” of 

                                                 
75 Diocese of Perth, Diocesan Year Book, 1918. P.D.A. 
 
76 Ibid. 
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schools for the children of parents with limited means was to remain until the advent 

of the Anglican Schools Commission, in 1985. 

 

Archbishop Riley also recognized the importance of the Church taking advantage of 

the opportunity of establishing hostels at locations where the State had established 

high schools, so that children could receive the benefit of religious education, which 

they might, or might not have had at home. He recognised that hostels attached to 

State high schools in country areas would be a cheaper alternative than attempting to 

establish Anglican schools in these areas. There were those too within the Anglican 

Church who regarded the Archbishop as having little interest in the foundation of 

schools. The Rev. P.U. Henn was the Archbishop’s harshest critic: “Bishop Riley 

was not oblivious of the Church’s traditional work for education…But his first 

concern was for the University rather than the public school type of education”.77 

 

Further, certain members of the Anglican clergy in the Diocese of Perth were less 

than satisfied with the provision of education for their sons during the sub–period. 

Between 1925 and 1950, Guildford Grammar School was increasingly perceived by 

them as a bastion of the sons of the wealthy. Many parish priests, with small salaries 

and parishes struggling to exist, could not themselves afford the fees to send their 

children to such establishments, thus challenging their social consciences. 

 

Just as with Archbishop Riley before him, Archbishop Le Fanu was also of the view 

that Anglican education should be made available to a much wider cross section of 

Anglicans than was the case at the time. Le Fanu was only too well aware of the 

conditions under which new Anglican schools could be founded: 

 

Even at the worst times our schools ought to be able to look to the 
wealthy people who have the interest of Church and State alike at 
heart and some of these ought to consider whether subscriptions 
towards the capital cost of the schools would not be money very 
well spent. I have suggested to one of the Old Boys’ Associations 
that they should encourage the taking out of Insurance Policies 
towards the endowment of their School, and I hope that some such 
system may be taken up by parents and others interested in all the 

                                                 
77 Ibid. 
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schools and that besides this we shall secure benefactions by gift or 
by legacy. Without State aid and without Religious Teaching 
Orders, no denomination can hope to pay the capital cost of its 
schools from its earnings alone. We would have been in an 
impossible position were it not for the foresight of Bishop Hale 
whose benefaction to this church made 50 years ago is still our only 
endowment.78 

 

Le Fanu’s statement not only sums up the Diocese’s continuing problems regarding 

the extension of Anglican education, but also the reason why Roman Catholics in 

Western Australia were so successful in keeping pace with the provision of State 

education, namely, the contribution of religious teaching orders. Apart from the 

schools of the Sisters of the Church, the Church of England had no comparable 

support. 

 

The matter of benefactions was also an issue which all three Archbishops during the 

sub–period under review wrestled with. Although Sir John Winthrop Hackett left 

£5,000 for the founding of a school in Perth, it never eventuated. Throughout 

Archbishop Le Fanu’s episcopate, he frequently called upon Anglicans to support 

their schools, as indeed other members of Synod did too, including Henn whose 

paper, ‘The Church and the Education of her Children’ was appended to the Year 

Book for 1931.79 There was a recognition too that without ‘State Aid’ Anglican 

education would always struggle. Similar sentiments were expressed by Archbishop 

Moline (1947–62) in 1951, when the Council for Church of England Schools was 

disbanded: 

 

If we are asked to produce arguments in favour of the schools, we 
need only to point to the schools themselves, and the men and 
women whom they have trained for citizenship in Church and 
State. We may quote on their behalf the words which 
commemorate Sir Christopher Wren in his masterpiece, St. Paul's 
Cathedral, London: "Si monumentum requireris circumspice." If 
you seek a sign to justify the schools, look around upon the schools 
themselves and upon those whom they have trained to take their 
part in the nation's life.80 

                                                 
78 Diocese of Perth, Diocesan Year Book, 1931, p. 19. P.D.A. 
 
79 Ibid. (See Addendum) 
 
80 Diocese of Perth, Enquiry into Church Schools, P.R. 3973, p. 9, 1949. P.D.A. 
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Archbishop Moline too was to complete his episcopate without any new school being 

established. Following the demise of the C.C.E.S. a committee was formed to 

investigate the feasibility of establishing new Anglican schools in the Diocese. This 

issue will be considered further in Chapter 5. 

 

___________________________________ 

 

So far, the concern has been with Part One of this chapter. The focus has been on the 

direct involvement of the Diocese of Perth in the provision of education within the 

Diocese during the period 1917–50. The Part was divided into four sections. First, it 

opened with an exposition on the establishment, growth and decline of the Council 

for Church of England Schools, which was established in 1917, and disbanded in 

1951. This was followed by an outline of the argument that during this sub–period 

the Diocese also took the approach of praising the achievements of other schools not 

under the umbrella of the Council on the grounds that they had an Anglican ethos. 

Thirdly, the discontent of some Anglicans that the schools under the umbrella of the 

Council were not accompanied by Anglican schools for the less well–off was 

considered. While not a strong voice during this sub–period, the expression of 

discontent was important in keeping alive a notion that the Church should be making 

educational provision for all Church of England children, regardless of parental 

wealth. 

The chapter now proceeds to Part Two. This Part deals with provision in the group of 

schools outside those under the Council for Church of England Schools. These, it 

will be recalled, were schools which provided education under their own individual 

structures wholly independent of the Diocese. 
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PART TWO: 

 

ANGLICAN SCHOOLS OUTSIDE THE COUNCIL FOR CHURCH OF 
ENGLAND SCHOOLS: 1917–1950. 

 

The previous Part of this chapter was largely concerned with schools which operated 

under the aegis of the Council for Church of England Schools in the Diocese of Perth 

during the sub–period 1917–50. At the time, however, it will be recalled that another 

group of Anglican schools existed. There were two schools in this group, namely 

Perth College, established in 1902, and St Mary’s Church of England School Girls’ 

School, established in 1921. They provided education under their own individual 

structures, totally independent of the Diocese, while at the same time having the 

blessing of the Diocese for their activities and occasionally receiving financial 

support from it. Both schools were for girls only. This part of the chapter now deals 

with the provision of education in each of these schools. 

 

Perth College 

 

Perth College, it will be recalled, a school of the Sisters of the Church established in 

1902, and not under the Council for Church of England schools, progressed well in 

its early years. By 1913, the Sisters contemplated the benefits of having their other 

schools on one site rather than be concerned with the impermanency of rented 

buildings, which had emerged in the interim, along with tenuous leases and ever–

increasing rent. They desired permanency, not only for themselves, but also for the 

girls, so that the whereabouts of their lodgings each year would not be precarious. 

Their boarding accommodation too was crowded, and expansion was difficult to 

achieve. The economies of scale associated with a large school were becoming more 

evident, particularly as teachers were expected to move between one site and 

another, often during a school day. Such activity was clearly uneconomic. The 

Sisters also recognised the need for one big school which they would own. Without 

this, they felt, they could hardly expect their Community in England to send out 

more Sisters to teach, if the prospect of permanency remained uncertain. 

During the period 1917 to 1929, improvements to the Mt Lawley site, that of the last 

of their schools to be opened, continued, reflecting ever–increasing enrolments and 
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the Sisters’ desire to provide a modern school for middle–class Anglican girls, with 

up–to–date facilities and a curriculum to match. It has been argued that, in every 

way, “the post–war period and the twenties are remembered as a golden age of hard 

work and achievement when the school was building itself up in every sense of the 

word”.81 The first of a number of minor improvements in 1917 was the development 

of two gravel courts and an irrigation plant. This was followed in 1918, with an 

additional wing to the main building providing two Science rooms and three 

classrooms. In 1919, a house on the corner of Queen’s crescent was bought for less 

than half its value, resulting from the generosity of its owner. In time, this house was 

transformed so that it could be used as an Intermediate School. A multi–purpose 

Studio was built in 1920 and 2½ acres of land adjacent to the school was acquired for 

a playing field on very generous terms from the owner. In keeping with English 

schools of similar character, the building of a school chapel was undertaken by the 

Sisters. In 1922, land adjoining the school was bought to accommodate it. This was 

also an important milestone for the Sisters, as it was the 20th anniversary of their 

arrival in Western Australia. To enable the sisters to provide more commodious 

accommodation for the Junior School and Kindergarten, a house and grounds 

opposite the college were purchased in 1924. The foundation stone of the Chapel was 

laid by the Governor of Western Australia, Sir William Campion, on 20th November, 

1926, the 25th anniversary of the landing of the Sisters in Western Australia. It was 

dedicated by the Archbishop, the Most Rev. C.O.L. Riley, on 14 December 1927. Sir 

William and Lady Campion were staunch supporters of the Sisters’ work in Western 

Australia. Before the world–wide depression took hold in 1929, the Sisters were also 

able to provide additional dormitories. These were considerable achievements over a 

period of some thirteen years. 

 

Schools do not experience such growth without good financial support and sound 

management. Apart from religious education, which to some extent was optional, the 

1916 Prospectus characterised the essential ethos of the school which would have 

appealed to ‘middle–class’ Anglican parents, and other parents too, who wished their 

daughters to be both educated and accommodated in modern buildings where they 

                                                 
81 C. May, Built on Faith, A History of Perth College (Perth, Western Australia: The University 

of Western Australia Press, 2002), p. 103. 
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could be prepared for life after school in a manner considered befitting their status 

and consequent aspirations, including those who wished to proceed to the newly 

established University of Western Australia. According to the Prospectus, there were 

“beautiful class–rooms, an open–air dormitory, veranda sleeping accommodation for 

all who prefer it, and each of the older pupils…a small dressing room to herself”.82 

Although dormitory accommodation was somewhat Spartan, the demand for 

enrolments clearly indicated a wide appeal for what the Sisters had to offer: 

 
The school life is planned so as to give a wide outlook, to awaken 
varied interests, and to stimulate thought and effort. Girls who are 
qualified to do so, are prepared to pass University Examinations, 
and it is hoped that the successes already attained may be 
considerably increased now that there is better accommodation, and 
the possibility of greater concentration in the work. 
 
The Sisters' aim, above all, at forming character, and strive so to 
educate their pupils that they may not merely gain distinction in 
examination lists, but also be fitted to gain distinction in the greater 
business of life. For this they must learn truthfulness, self–reliance, 
alertness of mind, trustworthiness, discipline, loyalty to GOD and 
Country – qualities worth cultivating, and worth many sacrifices to 
attain. In years to come these children may have a great work to do. 
Their education should be such as will enable them to play an 
important part in shaping the future of this growing and promising 
country, of which all are justly proud.83 

 

The call to arms, intellectually, physically and morally, particularly for ‘God King 

and Country’ on the outbreak of World War I in 1914, was inherent in the aims of 

the school. Not surprisingly, the girls participated in patriotic causes, particularly the 

war effort, by knitting socks, scarves and balaclavas for soldiers at ‘the front’. Each 

Monday, during the war, boarders made up kits for soldiers in ‘tin billies’ containing 

matches, toothpaste, small tins of baked beans, cakes and puddings – indeed anything 

which the girls considered they would not have on the field.84 Both the girls and the 

Sisters took obvious delight in the letters received from grateful soldiers. Between 

1914 and 1918, excerpts from their letters, were recorded in the school’s Myola: 

 

                                                 
82 Perth College, Prospectus, 1916. Perth College Archives. 
 
83 Ibid. 
84 Ibid., 101–102. 
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With the greatest pleasure I beg to acknowledge that the honour of 
drawing your 'Xmas billy' came my way. All the soldiers were 
delighted and spent a very merry Xmas with the aid of the billies 
and their contents; not forgetting the messages contained therein. 
But I was extra fortunate in getting my billy from 14 little girls, 
because I have three girls and three boys of my own…I am going 
to try and take the billy home as a souvenir, but I am afraid the 
chances of my doing so are pretty small.85 

 

Such a response in the service of ‘God, King and Country’ could not have been more 

gratifying to both the girls and the Sisters. These servicemen were the chivalrous 

young knights of Arthurian legend, who throughout the war, and following it, would 

be remembered in memorial windows with St. George and St. Michael as knights in 

armour fighting for a just and noble cause 86 Inherent in such sentiments was the 

notion of service and sacrifice, not only by soldiers in the muddy trenches of war–

torn France, but also by the Sisters and girls of Perth College, who nobly supported 

the British Empire through their charitable works. 

 

Throughout World War I, the heroic ideal was an integral part of the call to arms at 

Perth College. It was an expectation that boys and girls at Church of England 

Schools, being trained as they were, to be ladies and gentlemen, would exhibit the 

‘right spirit’, not only in fighting for what was right, but also by providing medical 

care to the enemy wounded in battle. A student whose father wrote to Sister Vera 

from the Dardanelles in 1915, made clear what he considered was the purpose of 

Anglican Education: 

 

West Australians have done quite well, especially I think Brig. 
Gen. Hobbs, and the Australians as a whole have shown 
remarkable courage, possibly the great physical strength they 
possess helps them, but they have the right spirit too, and if only 
our boys under Canon McClemans and at the Guildford Grammar 
School as good training as gentlemen as you and Sister Rosalie 
give to the girls as ladies, we shall have much to be thankful for. 87 

                                                 
85 T.G. Miles, Non–Government Girls’ Schooling in Western Australia 1900–1950, Historical 

Documents in Western Australia (Perth, Western Australia: Curtin University of Technology, 
1987), pp. 35–36. 

 
86 M. Girouard, The Return to Camelot, Chivalry and the English Gentleman (New Haven: 

Yale University Press, 1981), p. 291. 
 
87 C. May, Built on Faith, A History of Perth College, p. 35. 
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The girl’s father concluded with a salutary warning about the fighting capacity of the 

Turks: “As a fighter, whatever he is otherwise, the Turk is a great gentleman”.88 By 

promoting ‘manners and bearing’ in the 1917 Prospectus, the Sisters looked to 

Tennyson as their mentor in preparing the girls as handmaidens in the service of 

Empire, and perhaps Guinevere too, as the apotheosis of womanhood. Such noble 

thoughts are likely to have made an indelible impression in the hearts and minds of 

the girls.89 

 

Perth College prospered because the Sisters were able to conduct their school with 

near absolute autonomy. While they were autonomous of the Diocese, they used the 

expertise of officials such as the Diocesan Secretary, Mr J.O. Fisher, in arranging the 

purchase of property and the management of mortgages. For his part, Fisher admired 

the Sisters for the work which they had undertaken at no cost to the Diocese 

whatsoever. He was responsible in 1926, on the twenty–fifth anniversary of the 

Sisters’ arrival in Western Australia, for the passing of a motion supporting their 

endeavours: 

 
…this Synod records its deep appreciation of the work of the 
Sisters of the church in the Diocese. It congratulates the Sisters on 
the completion of twenty–five years of devoted work for the 
Church of God in Western Australia, and on the realisation of their 
great desire by commencing the erection of a School Chapel at 
Perth College, Mt. Lawley.90 

 

With enrolments having reached 400 by 1923, the Sisters had a thriving school of 

which the Chapel was to be the crowning glory of their achievements. The individual 

Sisters and the congregation were, however, not autonomous, but subject to the 

authority of the Mother Superior in London. Given the distance from such oversight, 

however, they were to all intents and purposes, self–sufficient.91 This brought with it 

numerous responsibilities too. In addition to the religious aspects of their work, 

                                                 
88 Ibid. 
 
89 Perth College, Prospectus, 1917. Perth College Archives. 
 
90 Diocese of Perth, Diocesan Year Book, 1926, p. 20. P.D.A. 
 
91 C. May, Built on Faith, A History of Perth College, p. 118. 
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which were in themselves onerous, “they did the work of a School Council, setting 

fees, raising funds, planning buildings and directing basic school policy”.92 

 

Although Perth College prided itself on the academic achievements of an academic 

élite, who were few in number, it also recognised the importance of preparing girls 

for the many walks of life into which they would proceed, regardless of ability. 

Although both the Junior and Leaving Certificates, conducted by The University of 

Western Australia, placed considerable constraints on the academic subjects being 

taught (particularly the latter, which enabled successful candidates to matriculate), 

subjects were also taught which did not require external examinations.93 An 

extensive extra–curricular program provided a wide range of educational experiences 

in which the girls were required to participate, including music, debating, elocution, 

literary pursuits, sport and natural history. The school’s enrolments in the mid–1920s 

indicated that despite the small academic élite, enrolments were substantial, with 

ninety in the Junior School, fifty in the Intermediate and two hundred and eighty in 

the Senior School. 

 

Both the service and sacrifice which the Sisters perceived that they gave to the 

College as an integral part of their vocation, was also expected of both students and 

lay staff. The Prefect System, which was an integral part of English Public Schools, 

was used by the Sisters to instil their values into the girls. When fully operational, 

sixteen Prefects – eight day girls and eight boarders – were directly responsible to the 

Sisters, rather than the teaching staff, many of whom were ‘Old Girls’. The Prefects 

were ambassadors for the Sisters in matters of pastoral care, preserving order out of 

class and setting and maintaining the all–important ‘tone of the school’, while 

developing leadership skills.94 Although there is no evidence of the Sisters openly 

recruiting the girls to join the Order, it would have been unusual if this did not occur, 

even in an indirect way, particularly through loyalty to the Sisters. Sisters Zoe, Fanny 

                                                 
92 Ibid., p. 123. 
 
93 Myola, October 1916. Subjects included English, French, Mathematics, Geology, Biology, 

Politics and Entertainment. Commercial subjects were offered from 1921. The girls were also 
provided with tuition in Mothercraft and Dressmaking. 
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and Ruth, were Western Australian recruits to the order, but little is recorded of them 

taking the habit.95 

 

In the life of any institution the ‘old order’ passes. After twenty–eight years in 

Western Australia, Sister Vera, the Principal and Head of the Order in Western 

Australia died on 29 June 1928, aged eighty–five. Sister Rosalie, who towards the 

end of Sister Vera’s life had de facto assumed responsibility for most of her duties, 

replaced her. With Sister Vera’s passing, the school lost most of its direct link with 

Sister Emily, the founder of the Order,96 setting in motion a process of gradual 

distancing of the Order in Western Australia from the Mother House in England. The 

College was about to recognise the first anniversary of Sister Vera’s passing, when 

Archbishop Riley, who had been in failing health, died several days before the 

service. His passing too, signalled another significant break with the past. Any 

concerns that the Archbishop may have had when the Sisters arrived in 1901, were 

either forgotten or ignored. In 1928, he was praised in the school magazine, Myola, 

as “one who has always been such a kind friend to the cause of education and 

especially to our schools”.97 

 

The world–wide Depression in the 1930s, was a testing time for the Sisters. Without 

Sister Vera’s missionary zeal to see them through, they were forced to readjust to 

cope with financial pressures. This, combined with the decline in the number of 

Sisters, resulted in anxiety and constraint.98 During the 1930’s, Perth College had a 

substantial advantage over other denominational schools in Western Australia. The 

college was not only the largest non–Catholic girl’s school in Western Australia, but 

also the largest of the Sisters’ overseas schools, despite there being no more novices 

after 1913, not a single Perth College girl joined the order.99 Perth College survived 

the Depression very largely because of the Sisters’ donated services. Students whose 
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parents found themselves in financial difficulties were either ‘carried’ by the Sisters, 

or paid fees in kind. 

 

The Sisters of Perth College extended their influence both within and beyond the 

school by establishing and supporting traditions which would ensure the on–going 

support of ‘Old Girls’ and the influence of the College in the community. The Guild 

of St Hilda, founded by Sister Rosalie in 1913, provided the basis whereby ‘Old 

Girls’ could support the school in a number of ways, including providing them with 

opportunities to renew their allegiance to the Sisters and the College through 

religious retreats and other activities. Retreats were usually held to coincide with St 

Hilda’s Day or on the anniversary of Sister Vera’s death. The name of the guild was 

changed to the Guild of St Michael and all Angels in 1933, so that it would not be 

confused with the newly formed St Hilda’s Church of England Girls’ School. The 

guild was for girls who had been pupils in the schools of the Sisters of the Church, 

Perth.100 

 

The girls of Perth’s denominational schools were united through the Pleiades Club 

known as ‘The Seven Sisters’101 The club included the ‘Old Girls’ of Perth’s major 

girls’ schools including Perth College, Methodist Ladies College, Presbyterian 

Ladies College, St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, St Hilda’s Church of 

England Schools for Girls, Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School (located in the 

Diocese of Bunbury) and Loreto Convent. 

 

The death of Archbishop Riley in 1929, also provided the Sisters with an opportunity 

to extend the influence of Anglo–Catholicism in Western Australia. Riley was 

succeeded by Archbishop Henry Frewen Le Fanu, a high churchman and avid 

supporter of the Sisters whose Anglo–Catholic temperament combined with his, 

resulted in close links being established with St Georges Cathedral during his 

episcopate. 

 

                                                 
100 Ibid., p. 133. 
 
101 The Seven Stars, according to legend, are the seven daughters of Atlas by Pleione (Electra, 

Halcyone, Celaeno, Maia, Sterope, Taygete and Merope) 
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Not unexpectedly, by 1952 Perth College had passed into a new era which began 

dramatically with the declaration of war in August 1939. Although the fall of France 

in June 1940, was devastating to the Allies both psychologically and physically, the 

fall of Malaya and Singapore, ‘the great fortress’ of the east, resulted in considerable 

fear and uncertainty among many of the girls whose fathers and brothers were 

captured, or whose fate was not known for some months, and in some cases, years. 

 

The fear of Australia being invaded in 1942, resulted in Perth College being taken 

over by the military, first as a hospital and subsequently as the headquarters of 

General Bennett for some twenty–one months, resulting in considerable dislocation 

for the girls and the Sisters. Although day girls remained at Mt Lawley, their 

movements around the school, including access to the Chapel, were substantially 

restricted. Boarders in the senior and intermediate years were re–located to 

Parkerville Children’s Home and the juniors to a cottage at Mundaring, which the 

Sisters had purchased as their retreat in 1940. On leaving, the army made a number 

of improvements to the school as well as donating a flagpole to commemorate the 

bond between the school and General Bennett. Charitable works resumed with the 

return of the Sisters to Mt Lawley and, after a hiatus of 4 years, the publication of 

Myola resumed in 1945. 

 

Although teaching and domestic staff were difficult to find after the end of the War, 

it was events in 1947 that were pivotal in determining the school’s future. The death 

of the Reverend Huddleston the previous year, one of the Sister’s most ardent 

supporters, contributed to breaking the school’s bonds with the past. The Mother 

Superior of the Order visited each state and school, directing a number of changes, 

some of which impacted directly on Perth College. Sister Rosalie, who was by now 

eighty–two years old, was sent into retirement. The Headmistress, Louise Russell 

Smith retired in 1948, aged seventy–two. Both women had worked well beyond 

retirement age and their departure was the end of an era. The Year 1947 also saw the 

formation of a Parents’ and Friends’ Association (P. and F.). Although many of the 

‘Old Girls’ remained active, it was the P and F which became the major fund–raising 

arm of the school. 
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Reflecting on the College’s growth in 1945, two years before her retirement, Sister 

Rosalie commented on the way in which the various crises had been overcome: 

 
One of the most noticeable things about the growth of the College 
is the fact that, in every crisis, the necessary house, or the necessary 
money, has materialised just when the need was greatest. Sisters 
might spend sleepless nights over ways and means, but invariably 
joy came in the morning, invariably the God in Heaven prospered 
them.102 

 

The establishment and growth of Perth College for nearly half a century by the 

Sisters of the Church was a significant achievement by a small group of determined 

religious, whose single–mindedness contributed to the Diocese of Perth and Province 

of Western Australia, at no direct cost to the Church whatsoever. The influence of 

the Sisters on the school continued to decline through the 1950s, and in 1968 the 

Diocese of Perth assumed responsibility for the school. 

 

St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School 

 

St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, West Perth, was opened on 14 

September, 1921, in the parish hall adjoining the Church, with an enrolment of 98 

girls. It resulted from the amalgamation of four girls’ schools operating in the parish. 

The authorities of two of these schools approached the vestry of St Mary’s to 

recommend that a single school be opened under the auspices of the Church of 

England. The Alexandra High School, already operating in the parish hall under Miss 

Hilfirty was combined with Mrs B. Gouly’s Girls’ Grammar School whose lease at 

Meerilinga, in Hay Street, was about to expire. In addition, pupils from Perth College 

who did not wish to follow the Sisters of the Church from Cowandilla, a junior 

school, to Mt Lawley, joined the school. Finally, in 1923, Rosebury School, 

conducted by Miss Tothill, at 64 Ord Street, West Perth, amalgamated with St 

Mary’s. Ms Tothill brought 42 pupils with her and she was appointed to teach Form 

One. 

 

                                                 
102 Sisters of the Church, Our Work, Perth College, September 1945. 
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From the outset, the Vestry of St Mary’s decided that it would be a parish school 

known as St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School controlled by a Board of 

Governors consisting of the Rector as Chairman, four members appointed by the 

Vestry, three by the parishioners and two by the parents. The Board103 decided that 

the Rev. C.L. Riley, Rector of the parish and son of the Archbishop, would be the 

Principal. He had previously served as a Master at Guildford Grammar School. Mrs 

Gouly was appointed Head of the Upper School and Miss Hilfirty, Head of the 

Lower School, both initially for one year with a salary of £260 per annum. Five 

additional teachers were appointed, completing the required staffing complement.104 

It was also agreed that in the event of either Miss Hilfirty or Mrs Gouly leaving the 

school, neither would set up another school for a period of three years within a radius 

of three miles of St Mary’s. While it could be said that these conditions were 

intended to restrict future educational provision in St Mary’s immediate catchment 

area, they were commercially prudent. 

 

Although the Vestry was anxious to emphasize the school’s Anglican orientation, it 

was also keen to promote its intention to be independent and self–supporting. In a 

Circular from St. Mary’s Vestry regarding the opening of the School, of 1 August, 

1921, it announced: 

 

(a) The school is a Church of England School, the official visitor 
being His Grace the Archbishop. 

 
(b) The Trustees of the school will be the Rector, the two 

Church–Wardens, and the Secretary and Treasurer of the 
Vestry; 

 
(c) The Church will derive no pecuniary benefit from any 

surplus revenue of the school, the whole of which is to be 
devoted to the latter’s advancement. 105 

                                                 
103 J.G. Miles, Non–Government Girls’ Schooling in Western Australia 1900–1950, Document 

99, pp. 130–131.  The inaugural Board consisted of the Rev. C.L. Riley, O.B.E., M.A., 
LL.B., Chairman; Mrs James Cowan, M.L.A., Mrs R.A. Rolland, Mrs M.K. Moss, the Hon. 
J.J. Holmes, M.L.C., B.H. Darbyshire, Esq., H.F. Wilkinson, Esq., J.M.H. Lefroy Esq., R. 
Russell Esq., and P.D.F. Mills Esq. 

 
104 St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, Minutes of the Board of Governors, 26 August 

1921. S.M.A.G.S Archives. 
 
105 St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, Letter to parents from the Vestry of St Mary’s 

Colin Street, n.d. S.M.A.G.S. Archives. 
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The wholehearted support of the Rector and his father, the Archbishop, was an 

important factor in the school’s immediate success. Although the latter had 

reservations regarding the Church’s involvement in secondary education, he would 

have been aware that the closure of Cowandilla by the Sisters of the Church would 

have restricted access to Anglican education, particularly for younger girls, whose 

parents may have been unwilling for them to travel to Perth College. The Interim 

Prospectus of 1921, indicated that the establishment of St Mary’s would overcome 

such problems for ‘day–girls’ of every age from around the district, as well as 

provide for boarders at some time in the future: 

 

From West Perth today parents are sending their girls far afield to 
Day Schools, and West Perth is a portion of the Metropolis which 
should undoubtedly be self–supporting in this direction…It (The 
Vestry) has realized the need for a School on a larger scale and 
with a wider range than is normally possible for private enterprise, 
and a School which shall supply the requirements of Day Scholars 
of every age from the district round, and which later shall be able to 
cater for Boarders from all over the State.106 

 

It is unlikely that the school was meant for the poorer classes. In terms of provision, 

the appeal may have been to encourage Anglican families living within the parish 

boundaries of St Mary’s, in what was becoming an increasingly fashionable suburb, 

to send their daughters to the newly formed school. Moreover, living within West 

Perth were many citizens prominent in Government, in the professions, the civil 

service, business and commence.107 It is significant that the school’s ethos was 

congruent with the status of the parents whose girls attended the school which was 

“fashioned on the independent girls’ schools of the English model; a country from 

where the two principals drew their training and traditions”.108 

 

Factors contributing to the formation of the school may have included the extension 

of the parish boundary in 1908 and the renaming of the High School as Hale School 

                                                                                                                                           
 
106 St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, Interim Prospectus, 1921. S.M.A.G.S. Archives. 
 
107 S. Wallis, St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School: A History (unpublished typescript, 

n.d.). S.M.A.G.S. Archives. 
 
108 Ibid., p. 15. 
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in 1929, creating an opportunity for a complementary girls’ school. Although the 

previous parish boundary established in 1899, when the parish was excised from St 

George’s Cathedral,109 would not have excluded pupils from attending the school, the 

extended boundary provided an opportunity for the parish to attract more parents into 

the parish. More importantly, only members of the Vestry were eligible to serve as 

Governors on the School Council: “It was in effect a sub–committee of the vestry: if 

you weren’t on the vestry you weren’t on the board, and there was no room for 

outsiders”.110 While this arrangement was a factor in its initial success, as Perth grew 

and as girls came from further afield, it precluded those who may have had both an 

interest and expertise in managing the school’s affairs. 

 

The school’s success in the first three years was immediately evident from its 

enrolments. The inaugural 98 pupils in September 1921, when the school opened, 

increased to 260 by Term 1, 1924. This is shown in Table X below: 

 
Table X 

 
St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School: 

Enrolments 
Term 3, 1921–Term 4, 1924 

 
 

Term 3 
1921 
 

Term 1 
1922 

Term 2 
1922 

Term 3 
1922 

Term 1 
1923 

Term 2 
1923 

Term 3 
1923 

Term 4 
1924 

110 153 162 170 195 211 231 260 
 
Source: Church of England Girls’ School: An Appeal, p. 1. S.M.A.G.S. Archives 
 

Boys were admitted to the lower school from 1925, when the kindergarten was 

established with an initial enrolment of 34 boys. It was not until 1942 that the 

greatest enrolment occurred with 77 boys, reflecting the necessity of mothers to work 

while their husbands were at War. This is shown in Table XI below: 

 

                                                 
109 The parish of St George’s Cathedral was abolished in 1904, after which it was regarded as a 

‘District’ See C.L.M. Hawtrey, The Availing Struggle, p. 124. 
 
110 Atkins, Peter Henry, St Mary’s School Board of Governors 1955–1984, edited transcript of 

an interview by Justine Coverdale. J.S. Battye Library Oral History Unit, 16 August 1994. 
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Table XI 
 

St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School: 
Enrolment of Boys 

1925–42 
 
 

1925 34  1931 5  1937 23 
1926 0  1932 0  1938 17 
1927 23  1933 11  1939 0 
1928 11  1934 12  1940 2 
1929 4  1935 11  1941 22 
1930 0  1936 8  1942 77 
 
Source: Old Boys’ File, n.d. S.M.A.G.S. Archives. 
 

Such was the optimism of the Governors that “after four terms, (the school) had 

grown solid enough to justify the appointment of a Headmistress, the position being 

advertised in newspapers in the Eastern States and New Zealand”, as well as in 

Western Australia111 From the many applicants, Miss E.H. Dannett, aged 42 years, 

an honours graduate in mathematics from Oxford, and who was teaching in Dunedin, 

New Zealand, was chosen with a commencing salary of £450, which rose to £500 

within two years. 

 

As St Mary’s enrolments increased, so too did the problem of suitable 

accommodation and the payment of salaries. School fees in 1921, ranged from 2½ 

guineas (£2.12.6)112 per term for students under 8 years, to 5 guineas (£5.5.0) for 

those 13 years, and older,113 increasing in 1925 to £2.17.6 and £6.0.0, respectively.114 

Although the initial enrolment fees were modest, so–called ‘Extras’ including 

Drawing, Latin, Piano, Elocution, Dancing, Physical Culture and Sports fees, could 

add as much as £8.0.0 per term to total tuition fees.115 Funding from other sources 

enabled the school to extend the school buildings. The Diocesan Trustees gifted £500 

to the school from their Building Fund, in addition to giving a loan of £900 and 

                                                 
111 St. Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, History of the School 1921–1937 (Perth, St 

Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, 1981), p. 15. 
 
112 1 Guinea = 21/–, £1.1.0. or ($2.10) Fees for professional services were usually stipulated in 

guineas. 
 
113 St. Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, Prospectus, 1921. S.M.A.G.S. Archives. 
 
114 St. Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, Prospectus, 1925. S.M.A.G.S. Archives 
 
115 Ibid. 
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guaranteeing a further loan of £1,600 from the Commonwealth Bank.116 As St 

Mary’s was not a Diocesan school, it was not eligible for Diocesan funding. In 

March 1924, the Board of Governors launched an appeal to raise £25,000, appealing 

to those “who are interested in educational work, especially in the outposts of 

Empire”.117 Sufficient money was raised by the school that the Diocesan Trustees 

bought a house adjoining the school which opened as its kindergarten in 1925. A 

donation by Mr Frank Wittenoom of £330 to build a Memorial Hall bearing his 

name, resulted from his willingness to assist the school deal with potential 

overcrowding. Of considerable importance too, was a bequest from the estate of the 

late Sir John Winthrop Hackett (d.1916) to maintain a Church of England Girls’ or 

Boys’ school. This was augmented in 1927 by the Loton Bequest of £500 per 

annum.118  

 

As the school was established in a closely–settled urban area in West Perth, suitable 

accommodation remained a problem throughout the period under review. The 

provision of sporting facilities were so restricted that various venues in close 

proximity to the school were utilised, including those of Hale School, with which it 

had a close association. Connections with Hale School were established early, with 

the Rector conducting confirmation classes there as well as at St Mary’s. 

Confirmation Services involving pupils from both schools were conducted by the 

Archbishop either at St Mary’s Church, or at separate services in the small Chapel in 

the grounds of Bishop’s House. 

 

The 1930s was significant for St Mary’s, not only because of the world–wide 

Depression, but also because of changes in personnel. Enrolments decreased 

markedly to 182 in 1930, 162 in 1931, and 127 in 1932.119 In an attempt to overcome 

declining enrolments and save the school from closure, teaching salaries and school 

fees were reduced. Ten scholarships, to be awarded by examination, were offered at 

                                                 
116 St. Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, History of the School 1921–1937, p. 14. 
 
117 St. Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, Church of England Girls’ School: An Appeal 

1924. S.M.A.G.S. Archives 
 
118 St. Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, History of the School 1921–1937, p. 14. 
 
119 Ibid., p. 49. 
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£10 each, tenable for three years to attract able girls to the school. Furthermore, the 

Old Girls’ Association was reorganised to make it more effective in building up the 

school’s numbers. The latter was also expected to contribute directly to the school’s 

financial viability through fund raising. Included among the initiatives to save the 

school, was the acquisition of Ms McQuie’s Kindergarten in Nedlands, which 

became St Mary’s Junior School, opening in August 1936 with 31 children, 14 girls 

and 17 boys.120 

 

It was changes in personnel, however, that had a more lasting impact on the school. 

The death of the Archbishop in 1929, its Visitor and staunch supporter, and the 

transfer of the Rector, his son, to Northam in 1930, following his promotion to 

Archdeacon, destabilised the school. Miss Dannatt, the Headmistress, who enjoyed 

the unequivocal support of both father and son, began to fall from grace. Although 

Miss Dannatt’s relationship with the Board’s Secretary, Mr E. Stephen Hart, had 

always been strained, the new Rector, the Rev. (later Canon) Stillwell, had little 

rapport with her. To add to the Headmistresses’ problems, she suffered from poor 

health between 1934 and 1936. 

 

Demands by the Board of Governors in 1937 for increased economies, including the 

reduction of student numbers from 200 to around 130, strained relationships with 

Miss Dannatt who resigned, on principle, at the lack of consultation. That the Board 

refused to re–consider her resignation, recording in their minutes in July 1937, that 

her reason was “due to staff alterations”121 effectively ended Miss Dannatt’s 16 years 

as Headmistress, which was greatly resented by the parents, two–thirds of whom 

demanded that she be reinstated. The Board refused to do so, or meet a deputation of 

parents.122 Without any official recognition of Miss Dannatt’s contribution to the 

growth and development of the school, her departure lacked the recognition by the 

Board normally afforded to a retiring Headmistress. During the period under review, 

                                                 
120 Ibid., p. 50. 
 
121 St. Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, Minutes of the Board of Governors, 19 July 

1937. S.M.A.G.S. Archives 
 
122 St. Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, History of the School 1921–1937, p. 51. 
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the school struggled on under Miss K. Carter 1938–1941, Miss B. Hamilton 1942–

1944 and Mrs G.L. Myles 1945–1956. 

 

By February 1940, affected by outbreaks of diseases of epidemic proportions, 

including polio and diphtheria, and the opening of a convent kindergarten nearby, 

enrolments declined to 98, the lowest ever. The resulting financial problems 

prompted the Board to suggest to the Trustees that, without financial assistance, it 

would be forced to consider closing the school.123 Once again, this was averted by 

economies, followed in 1943 by rumours that the school, once again, was about to 

close.124 

 

Mrs G.L. Myles, who had joined the staff of the school in 1942 and had been acting 

Headmistress with Miss Tothill, following the death of Miss Hamilton in 1944, was 

appointed fourth Headmistress in 1945. In 1944 too, the Rector and Chairman of the 

Board, the Rev. F. Stillwell, was elevated to Archdeacon and transferred. He was 

replaced by Rev. W.E. Jones. The final five years of the period under review, 

involved dealing mainly with the lack of adequate boarding facilities. By 1949, three 

boarding houses operated – School, Hamilton and Mitchell houses – all of which 

were inadequate, and in need of considerable renovation and repair. A sub–

committee of the Board approached the Diocesan Trustees to assist with financing 

the necessary work. Of the £1,000 requested from the Hackett Bequest, the Trustees 

would only agree to the school’s allocated income from the bequest plus £185 

interest, and a loan of £600 at 4½% interest, with 40 Colin Street being used as 

security.125 This left the Board in an invidious position. It unwillingly accepted the 

Trustees’ arrangement only to find, on further investigation, that the alterations were 

clearly beyond its means. Discouraged by the lack of support, the Board decided to 

advise parents of the unsatisfactory conditions in which their daughters lived, 

postponing any further consideration of the matter until 1953. 

_____________________________ 

                                                 
123 St. Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, Minutes of the Board of Governors, 9 May 

1940. S.M.A.G.S. Archives. 
 
124 Ibid., 30 March 1943. 
 
125 Ibid., 25 April 1952. 
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By way of conclusion, it is helpful to recapitulate that during the first sub–period of 

this thesis, 1917–50, Anglican education in the Diocese of Perth was provided under 

two types of structures. This chapter considered the provision in two parts. Part One 

was concerned with provision under the Council for Church of England Schools, 

while Part Two dealt with provision in those schools which provided education under 

their own individual structures. Chapter Four now proceeds to consider the structures 

which existed for the provision of Anglican education in the Diocese for the next 

sub–period, namely, 1951–60. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

 

THE PROVISION OF ANGLICAN EDUCATION DURING THE PERIOD 

1951–60 

 

In 1951, the Council for Church of England Schools was disbanded. Within five 

years four categories of Anglican Schools could be discerned within the Diocese of 

Perth. First, there were ‘synod schools’. A second category was that of ‘parish 

schools’. A third category was that of ‘religious–order schools’. A fourth category 

was that of  ‘schools controlled by the Trustees of the Perth Diocese’. 

 

The development of the structure for the provision of schools within each of these 

categories is considered in this chapter. In the first category, the experience was one 

of growth in pupil numbers in all associated schools, namely, Christ Church 

Grammar School, Guildford Grammar School and St Hilda’s Church of England 

School For Girls. The one school in the second category, St Mary’s Church of 

England Girls’ School, was unable to expand its accommodation because of 

insufficient land and in the latter years of the sub–period, experienced a decline in 

pupil numbers. With the one school in the third category, namely, Perth College, the 

experience was one of little fluctuation in pupil numbers and the structures for the 

provision remained unchanged. By contrast, the experience of the one school in the 

fourth category, Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School, was that its very 

existence became threatened through a gradual decline in pupil numbers. The 

response was one of change in the structures for provision instituted through its being 

repositioned as a school controlled by the Trustees of the Diocese of Perth. 

 

In this chapter, each of the four types of Anglican schools is considered in turn. The 

emphasis in the exposition on each type, is on changes in the structures for the 

provision of education, and the relationships between these changes and actual 

provision. Also, background on each school type, and the schools within each, is 

provided, so that the various developments can be appropriately contextualised. 

Before doing so, however, the broader social, economic and educational 
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developments in Western Australia are outlined, so that the various developments 

can be appropriately contextualised. 

 

The Broad Social, Economic and Educational Developments 
in Western Australia: 1917–60 

 

The prosperity which followed the end of World War I in 1918, was favourable to 

the expansion of denominational schools in Western Australia. New Catholic 

institutions included St Ildephonsus’ located in New Norcia, conducted by the Marist 

Brothers, three Christian Brothers’ Colleges located in Fremantle, Geraldton and 

Kalgoorlie, and several schools for girls located in the suburbs around Perth. Two 

new Protestant schools opened, Presbyterian Ladies College in Claremont, and 

Wesley College for boys in South Perth. A significant feature of these developments 

was that Catholics endeavoured to maintain a balance between their provision of 

primary and secondary schools, whereas the Protestants concentrated their efforts at 

the secondary level. While private venture schools disappeared, several commercial 

schools were established primarily for girls wishing to pursue a career as a secretary, 

which was increasingly regarded as ‘respectable’ work in which girls could be 

employed. A significant feature of denominational schools, particularly Protestant 

schools, was their pursuit of English grammar school traditions.1 In terms of 

academic work, however, denominational schools and State schools were all 

preoccupied with public examination results.2 

 

The expansion of State education during the 1920s, was mainly in rural districts 

where there had been a significant degree of rural development. Although the ‘Boom 

Times’ resulting from the ‘Gold Rushes’ in the 1890s had long since dissipated, 

immigration contributed to a growth in population, although less significant than at 

the turn of the 20th century. Consequently, enrolments in State schools in Western 

Australia increased from 50,307 in 1922 to 53,549 in 1929.3 During the 1920s also, 

there was significant growth in the number of small country schools resulting from 
                                                 
1 D. Mossenson, State Education in Western Australia 1829–1960 (Perth, Western Australia: 

The University of Western Australia Press), p. 121. 
 
2 Ibid. 
 
3 D. Mossenson, State Education in Western Australia 1829–1960, p. 132. 
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Group Settlement Schemes aimed at encouraging more people to become involved in 

agricultural pursuits. To accommodate students disadvantaged by the tyranny of 

distance, a uniquely Australian system of primary school tuition by correspondence 

was introduced. Correspondence classes were pioneered in Victoria and New South 

Wales prior to their introduction into Western Australia in 1918. In time, the Western 

Australian initiative developed to include tuition for kindergarten, primary and 

secondary students. 

 

The collapse of world markets in 1929 signalled the onset of the Great Depression, 

resulting in economic stringency in all aspects of education in both government and 

non–government schools. The year 1932, generally regarded as the worst year, 

witnessed considerable contraction of employment opportunities for teachers and a 

decrease in their salaries. Whereas in 1928 a teacher’s average salary was £278, by 

1932 this had been reduced to £234, not including the loss or reduction of specific 

allowances.4 In 1936, teachers’ salaries were returned to the classifications 

established in 1931. 

 

Similar restrictions were imposed in all non–government schools where declining 

enrolments placed an even greater burden. Catholic schools displayed a greater 

facility for survival than the State system and although enrolments declined in 

Catholic primary schools, this was only temporary. On the one hand, it was the 

independent secondary schools which fared worse. With a considerable number of 

these students being boarders from the country and with high tuition fees, salaries 

were reduced commensurate with the State system, and significant economies were 

made in other areas. On the other hand, between 1930 and 1939, no less that twenty–

six new Catholic schools were established. These included schools for boys 

conducted by the Christian Brothers at Highgate and Leederville, St Louis’ Jesuit 

College at Claremont and Aquinas College at Mount Henry; and for girls, Santa 

Maria College at Attadale and Loreto Convent at Nedlands. This development in 

                                                 
4 M.H. Helm, ‘The democratization of state secondary education’, W.D. Neal (Ed.) Education in 

Western Australia (Perth, Western Australia: The University of Western Australia Press, 1979), 
p. 241. 
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Catholic education mirrored developments in State education, achieving a balance 

between the provision of both primary and secondary education.5 

 

Of the total school population in Western Australia in 1935, 17.27 per cent were 

being educated in Roman Catholic schools. Of the other denominations, the Church 

of England catered for 1,179 students (1.98 per cent) in 9 schools6, Methodist, 289 

(0.45 per cent) in 3 schools, Presbyterian 282 (0.47 per cent) in 2 schools, Seventh 

Day Adventists 138 (0.23 per cent) in 4 schools and Undenominational schools 1,087 

(1.83 per cent) in 34 schools. At the same time, the State system operated some 895 

primary schools and 5 high schools, catering for 57,985 and 1,418 students 

respectively.7 

 

World War II resulted in considerable disruption to the provision of education in 

both government and non–government schools, although the latter, many of which 

had boarding facilities, were able to accommodate students whose parents were 

involved in overseas service and wished to leave their children in the relative security 

and isolation of Western Australia. The 1950s experienced a much more buoyant 

economy resulting from post–war expansion stimulated by the Commonwealth of 

Australia’s immigration program which brought significant numbers of British and 

European migrants to Western Australia. Significant too, was additional revenue 

coming to Western Australia from the Commonwealth, to assist in the growth of its 

infrastructure, including education. An upward trend in the birth rate at the end of the 

war, resulted in a ‘bulge’ moving through the schools, first primary, and then 

secondary, so that by 1955 secondary schools experienced the heaviest impact. The 

total State school population increased from 68,327 in 1950 to 119,931 in 1960, an 

increase of 75.52 per cent.8 During the 1950s, no less than 2,000 permanent and 

                                                 
5 D. Mossenson, State Education in Western Australia 1829–1960, p. 149. 
 
6 Only six of these schools were under the control of the Church of England, namely, Perth 

College, Christ Church Grammar School, Guildford Grammar School, St Mary’s Church of 
England Girls’ School, St Hilda’s Church of England School for Girls and Kobeelya Church of 
England Girls’ School. 

 
7 Education Department of Western Australia, ‘The Private and Denominational Schools’ 

Statistical Progress, typescript, 1937. 
 
8 D. Mossenson, State Education in Western Australia 1829–1960, p. 154. 
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temporary classrooms were erected to accommodate the sudden increase in 

enrolments. During this period too, the Director General of State Education, Dr T.L. 

Robertson, was responsible for the establishment of schools of the ‘co–educational, 

comprehensive, community high school’ type in the Perth Metropolitan Area and in 

larger country towns throughout the State. 

 

With the exception of provision by the Roman Catholic Church, non–government 

schools experienced little growth in the same period. Indeed, the growth in Roman 

Catholic education was commensurate with that of State schools. While the growth 

in all non–government primary and secondary schools increased from 20,322 in 1950 

to 32,789 by 1960, for the same period the number of students enrolled in Roman 

Catholic schools increased from 15,934 to 27,935.9 The demand for places in 

Catholic schools resulted in additional religious teaching orders becoming active in 

Western Australia and assistance being given by the Education Department to train 

some of their teachers. Apart from Hale School, no new non–Catholic secondary 

school was established during the decade 1950–60. During the same decade also, the 

issue of ‘State Aid to Church Schools’ was also raised. Recognising the contribution 

of the Churches to education in Western Australia, the Hawke Labor government 

amended the Education Act (No. 44 of 155) thus authorising subsidies to provide 

consumable items to non–government schools.10 This represented the first departure 

by the State regarding aid to non–government schools since the Assisted School 

Abolition Act 1896. This issue, however, became a matter of significant debate 

during the next sub–period, namely 1961–80. 

 

Schools Overseen by Synod 

 

Synodal government of the Church of England in Western Australia began on 21 

August 1872, when the Constitution of the Diocese of Perth was passed and adopted 

under the direction of Mathew Blagden Hale (1856–1875), the Diocese’s first bishop. 

Hale prepared both the clergy and laity for Synodal government from 1860 onwards 

when the first conference of clergy was held. By 1866, laymen were permitted to 

                                                 
9 Statistical Registers of Western Australia, 1950 and 1960. 
 
10 W.A.P.D., 1955, CXLII, 1618,1619,1621. 
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attend quarterly meetings of clergy on the second and third day of each session. 

Annual Meetings of clergy and laity commenced in January 1869, culminating in the 

following voluntary compact being provisionally agreed to by the bishop, clergy and 

laity on 13 July 1871: 

 

Whereas it is desirable that the Members of the Church of England 
in the Colony of Western Australia, should be associated together 
in voluntary compact as a Branch of the said Church for the 
ordering of the affairs, the management of the property, the 
promotion of the discipline of the Members thereof, and for the 
inculcation and maintenance of sound doctrine and true religion 
throughout the Colony.11 

 

The voluntary compact, passed the following year at the first Synod, resulted in the 

appointment of a Select Committee to perform the role of Executive Council, the 

forerunner of Diocesan Council, the Standing Committee of Synod.12 

 

As originally perceived and enacted, Synod is the ultimate authority and policy–

making body of the Diocese which meets annually with the Archbishop, the 

permanent President of Synod. Synod has power to constitute statutes and amend 

those previously enacted. Diocesan Council, Synod’s administrative arm, is 

responsible for the day–to–day management of all aspects of the Diocese including 

both spiritual and temporal matters, under the leadership of the Bishop of the 

Diocese who, as Bishop of Perth, is also the Archbishop of the Province of Western 

Australia. Further developments in the formation of Dioceses in Western Australia 

and concomitant Synodal structures, were established between the first synod in 

1872 and 1973, when the current boundaries were established. 

 

Between 1950 and 1960, four schools were under Synod. Three of these, Christ 

Church Grammar School, Guildford Grammar School and St Hilda’s Church of 

England Girls’ School had previously been members of the Council for Church of 

England Schools. All three came under Synod in 1951. Hale School, which was not 

an Anglican foundation, and consequently has not been considered up to this point in 
                                                 
11 Diocese of Perth, Constitution Act of the Diocese of Perth, 1871. P.D.A. 
 
12 Burton, A., Church Beginnings in the West (Perth, Western Australia: Diocese of Perth, 1941), 

p. 110–111. 
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the thesis, also came under Synod in 1958. This section now focuses on changes in 

the structures for provision brought about by the schools being overseen by Synod 

and concomitant changes in provision, particularly increases in pupil numbers. This 

section opens with an exposition on the structures established by Synod and goes on 

to consider the increase in student numbers at the three original schools which came 

under Synod, and the extent to which this increase was facilitated by Synod 

structures. Separate consideration of these matters, as they pertain to Hale school, 

follows. 

 

The Structures Established by Synod 

 

The 1950s in Western Australia experienced a period of economic growth, 

stimulated by the ending of World War 11 in 1945, which was accompanied by a 

marked increase in the birth rate, a period of migration, particularly from the United 

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and an increasing demand for 

educational provision. While the State Government of Western Australia embarked 

upon a program of building new schools and upgrading existing ones, the Anglican 

Church was ill–prepared to contemplate the expansion of educational provision. 

Nevertheless, while the impetus to build additional schools was lacking, there was a 

demand for additional places within existing schools which had previously been 

associated under the Council for Church of England Schools (Christ Church 

Grammar School, Guildford Grammar School and St Hilda’s Church of England 

School for Girls). Furthermore, they remained associated with each other, although 

more loosely, through being overseen by Synod. It is in this sense that they can now 

be termed ‘synod schools’. Furthermore, Hale School joined this group in 1958. 

 

Ties continued to bind Guildford Grammar School, Christ Church Grammar School 

and St Hilda’s Church of England School For Girls’ following the disbanding by 

Synod in 1950 of the Council for Church of England Schools. A Church of England 

Schools’ Board replaced the Council and transferred all property held by the three 

schools to the Perth Diocesan Trustees. The legislation provided for a three–member 

board to consist of the Diocesan Treasurer, a trustee of the Perth Diocesan Trustees, 

and one member elected triennially by both the Trustees and Diocesan Council from 

one of their own. Consequently, the Board was firmly in the hands of the Trustees. 
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All of this was enshrined in a piece of legislation entitled ‘The Church of England 

Schools’ Statute, 1950’.13 This legislation catered for the management of the assets 

and debts of the defunct Council for Church of England Schools and the near total 

lack of its schools’ finances under its replacement, the Church of England Schools’ 

Board. This was captured in the following Section of the Act: 

 

The monies now debited against Guildford Grammar School, 
Christ Church Grammar School and St. Hilda’s Girls’ School by 
the Trustees in respect of monies invested in the Schools 
(hereinafter called “The Capital Debt”) and the sum of 
£15,137/10/2 unpaid interest shall be transferred by the Trustees to 
an account to be known as ‘Church of England Schools’ Capital 
Account’ and the said Trustees are empowered to make 
arrangements from time to time with the Board for the redemption 
of the said Capital Debt and interest.14 

 

Not only was the property of the schools to be vested in the Trustees and controlled 

by the Board, but also, school councils could neither incur capital expenditure nor 

borrow money without the approval of the Board. This was despite the fact that the 

statute provided for the establishment of individual school councils15 which had a 

provision that “the funds, profits, income and other assets belonging to or arising 

from a particular school shall not be appropriated or allocated or lent to any other 

School”.16 The latter provision was regarded as an important impetus by Guildford 

Grammar School to encourage ‘Old Guildfordians’ and others to donate money to 

provide for the school’s continuing improvement.17 The initial rents required by the 

Trustees from the schools were as follows: Guildford £2,000, Christ Church £1,000 

and St. Hilda’s £1,25018. It is not known upon what basis the rents were set, but 

given the financial standing of the schools in question, it is more than likely that their 

                                                 
13  Diocese of Perth, The Church of England Schools’ Statute, 1950, P.R. 3975 (Battye Library: 

Perth, Western Australia). 
 
14 Ibid., Section 5. 
 
15 Diocese of Perth, The Church of England Schools’ Statute, 1950, Section 11. 
 
16 Ibid. 
 
17 J. Wickham, Merging Streams. Perth Diocesan Archives: Perth, Western Australia, 

unpublished typescript copy, 1993, p. 217. 
 
18 Diocese of Perth, The Church of England Schools’ Statute, 1950, Section 9. 
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ability to pay was the principal influencing factor. The issue of finance dominated 

the first meeting of the newly formed Council of Guildford Grammar School on 15th 

September, 1950 which, in time, formed the opinion that it was the sole and rightful 

inheritor of the ‘Cloisters Trust’19 and as an asset of the Trust, it was beyond the 

jurisdiction of the Board to charge the school rent.20 The role of Guildford Grammar 

School in successfully challenging the Board and the Trustees will be considered 

later in this chapter. 

 

The 1950 legislation determined that each school was to have its own Council 

consisting of nine members (fellows), six of whom were to be Church appointments: 

one nominated by the Archbishop, three by Synod, two by Diocesan Council, two 

elected by old scholars and one by the parents’ associations. A further stipulation 

was that each was to be managed in accordance with the principles of the Church of 

England.21 With such a composition, any semblance that the schools were to be 

independent, was more apparent than real. 

 

The provisions of Section 19 of the Statute, regarding responsibilities of the fellows 

were considerable. Although the Councils had the authority to fix or vary school 

fees, they were unable to borrow money or incur capital expenditure without the 

authority of the Board because of the following Section in the Act: 

 

The Council shall not borrow money by way of Bank overdraft or 
otherwise or in any way pledge the credit of the Church or the 
School without the prior approval of the Board.22 

 

Although school councils were expected to carry out repairs to the school, pay any 

accounts owing, including any costs arising from insuring school property, they were 

deprived of the opportunity to do so without the authority of the Board. The authority 

of the Board was such that not only was the Council required to submit a report to 

the Board covering the period to 30th June each year, the Board could also require 
                                                 
19 J. Wickham, Merging Streams, p. 217. 
 
20 Ibid. 
 
21 Diocese of Perth, The Church of England Schools’ Statute, 1950, Section 10. 
 
22 Ibid. Section 19 (Part m). 
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the Council to provide the Board with “a statement of receipts together with a 

schedule of debtors and creditors…at the end of the month preceding the date of the 

Board’s request”.23 Clearly, these schools were bound together by the management 

of debt and the distrust of the Board as an agency of the Trustees of the school 

Councils to manage their own affairs. 

 

The legislation also provided for the establishment of an Education Advisory 

Committee.24 The first committee was composed of the Archbishop, the Most Rev. 

R.W.H. Moline, the Dean of Perth, the Very Rev. G. Berwick, the Archdeacon of 

Perth and two members selected by Synod “to advise Synod upon the policy of the 

Church in the matter of education PROVIDED THAT the Committee shall have no 

authority to instruct direct or control the Schools or any Headmaster or Mistress”.25 

The inaugural Synod members were Mr J.H. Reynolds, the Warden of St George’s 

College, an Anglican residential college within The University of Western Australia, 

and P.N. Thwaites, the Headmaster of Guildford Grammar School. Without any 

authority to “instruct, direct or control” regarding the policy of the Church in 

education, it was rudderless from the outset. Further, without the heads of the three 

schools, including Mr Peter M. Moyes, from Christchurch Grammar School and 

Miss Una Mitchell, from St Hilda’s Church of England School for Girls, the 

composition of the committee was little more than an extension of Church Office, 

with a degree of bias in favour of Guildford Grammar School. Thwaites made his 

position clear to Moyes regarding the future of Christ Church – it either should be a 

Preparatory School for Guildford Grammar, or be closed.26 

 

The imposition of an official Visitor was also prescribed by the legislation. The role 

originated in the late medieval period, meaning “one who visits officially for the 

purpose of inspection or supervision in order to prevent or remove abuses or 

                                                 
23 Ibid. Section 7. 
 
24 Ibid. 
 
25 Ibid. 
 
26 Interview with Mr P. M. Moyes, 4 August 2004. 
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irregularities”.27 Increasingly used to denote the ultimate authority, both spiritual and 

temporal, ascribed particularly to Bishops and Archbishops since the English 

Reformation, it has been used in the Australian Church since its inception. The 

Church of England Schools’ Statute (Diocese of Perth) 1950 states: 

 

The Archbishop shall be Visitor of each School with power to visit 
each School at such times as he shall deem expedient or when 
requested by the Council of the School and with power to hear and 
determine disputes. 

 

It is difficult to determine the extent to which such formal power was used over the 

decade as the Archbishop preferred contentious issues to be resolved amicably. 

 

The provision of Anglican schools in the Diocese of Perth was raised at the 1954 

Synod, resulting in the Archbishop–in–Council being requested “to appoint a 

representative committee to investigate all aspects of Church education with the 

purpose of formulating a comprehensive policy for future development”28 to be 

presented at the next session of Synod in 1955. Synod’s request required the 

Archbishop, the Most Rev. Robert Moline, through the Standing Committee of 

Synod, Diocesan Council, to establish a committee to deliberate on the issues 

identified in the request. The committee was required to give particular attention to 

the need for new schools, the development of a policy regarding the expansion of 

existing schools, the development of hostels, and the relationship between hostels 

and boarding schools. 

 

Membership of committees established by Diocesan Council in the 1950s were 

voluntary and they were without permanent secretariats to support their deliberations 

or co–ordinate their activities.29 The committee established to deal with the four 

matters outlined above was no exception and the committee was unable to deliver its 

                                                 
27 The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary on Historical Principles, Vol. 2 (Oxford University 

Press, 1973), p. 2483. 
 
28 Diocese of Perth, Year Book, 1954, p. 54. P.D.A. 
 
29 Most committees established by Diocesan Council continue to function in this way. There is an 

expectation that both clerical and lay members of committees will contribute to them as an 
integral part of their commitment to the progress of the Diocese. 
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report until 1956, rather than 1955, as requested by Synod in 1954. Three of the ten–

member committee were current heads of Diocesan schools: Mr P.N. Thwaites, 

Guildford Grammar School; Mr P.M. Moyes, Christ Church Grammar School; and 

Miss U. Mitchell, St Hilda’s Church of England School for Girls.30 Two members 

were retired heads of Anglican schools: the Ven. R.E. Freeth retired as Headmaster 

of Guildford Grammar School in 1949, after twenty–one year’s service, and Miss 

N.B.R Russell, retired in 1954 as Headmistress of Kobeelya Church of England 

Girls’ School, Katannning, after some six year’s service.31 Misses Mitchell and 

Russell were both ‘Old Girls’ of Perth College. 

 

Freeth’s appointment as Chairman by the Archbishop was an interesting choice.32 It 

may have been in recognition of his “administrative competence, his total control of 

detail and acute appreciation for planning and development”, while at Guildford.33 

However, when delivering his last Speech Night address in December 1949, he 

indicated his regret that the survival of both Christ Church Grammar School and St 

Hilda’s Church of England School For Girls had postponed developments at 

                                                 
30  Other members of the Committee consisted of Rev. S.H.J. Best, Professor M.N. Austin, Messrs 

R. Calder Crowther, C.O. Davis and R.J. Elphick. 
 
31  Diocese of Perth, Year Book 1956, p. 54. P.D.A. ‘Report of the Schools and Hostels 

Committee’ commented: “The committee considered the development and aims of the 
following "Church" schools, whose dates of foundation are shown in parenthesis. 
Perth College (1902) – moved to present site in 1916. 

S. Mary's Church of England Girls' School (1916). 
S Hilda's Church of England School for Girls (1905, as the "Girls' High School" – moved to 
its present site, became Diocesan and was renamed in 1930). 
Kobeelya Church of England Girls' School, Katanning (1921). 
Helena School, Darlington (1889) – for primary pupils only. (Note this school is private 
property and in no way under the control of any recognised Church authority). 
Guildford Grammar School (1895 – purchased by the Diocesan Trustees in 1911). 
Christ Church Grammar School (1910, as a Diocesan School – taken over by the Diocesan 
Trustees in 1916). Of these schools, all are for girls with the exception of the last two”. 
 

32  Freeth retired as Headmaster of Guildford Grammar School in 1949. He came out of retirement 
in 1953 following his appointment as Archdeacon of Perth, a position which he held until 
1956, when he was promoted once again, this time to Assistant Bishop of Perth. When the 
Ven. R. Hawkins, the Archdeacon of Perth, was appointed Bishop of Bunbury, Freeth once 
again performed the duties of Archdeacon until the appointment of the Very Rev. Brian 
McDonald, Dean of Perth, as Archdeacon in 1961. Freeth performed the duties of Archdeacon 
for the last time in 1962, after which he retired. He remained active in Diocesan affairs for 
many years. He died in 1979. 

 
33  M.A. White, Go Forward: Guildford Grammar School 1896–1996 (Perth, Western Australia: 

Guildford Grammar School, 1996).p. 223. 
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Guildford for many years.34 Freeth and his successor at Guildford, P.N. Thwaites, 

worried Moyes because they considered that Christ Church Grammar School was 

only suitable as a Preparatory School for Guildford.35 Moyes’ response was to take 

up the challenge. 

 

The committee’s deliberations were conservative and were aimed principally at 

maintaining the status quo. Rather than provide a ‘blueprint’ whereby future schools 

might be both funded and located, and detailing those for whom they should be 

provided, it sought not to interfere with the newly–won independence of the 

Diocese’s three schools. This position was put as follows: 

 
As Church Schools have a measure of independence, different 
conditions, and differing hopes of development, the committee has 
considered the apparent demand for Church Education and the 
possibility of supplying it under present conditions, without 
interfering with the accepted policy of the schools.36 

 

Furthermore, it further narrowed its focus by developing the following policy 

statement regarding Church education in an increasingly secular age, in which it was 

unable to find a balance between the intellectual, moral, civic and religious aspects of 

education in contemporary society.  

 

The committee accepted the principle that the Church is concerned 
with total education and did not recognize a division into Christian 
and secular parts. It wishes to stress that the intellectual, moral and 
civic aspects of religious education cannot be separated. It is in the 
light of this principle that the Church should form its educational 
policy.37 

 

Unable to separate the practicalities of provision from its principles, the committee 

reviewed existing provision and how this might be improved within existing schools, 

rather than by developing plans to provide new ones. The committee was also 

limited, in that it could not make recommendations regarding either Kobeelya 
                                                 
34 Ibid. 
 
35 Interview, Mrs J. Moyes, 4 August 2004. 
 
36 Diocese of Perth, Year Book 1956, ‘Report of the Schools and Hostels Committee’ p. 55. 
 
37 Ibid. 
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Church of England Girls’ School or Perth College, both of which were outside the 

control of Synod. Although the former was managed by a Council elected by the 

Perth Diocesan Trustees, it was located in the Diocese of Bunbury and, therefore, 

was outside the direct control and influence of the Perth Diocesan Synod. Until 1968, 

when the Sisters of the Church relinquished control of Perth College, the Diocese of 

Perth neither owned the school nor had any control over its management. 

 

Actual enrolments in all of the Anglican schools in the Diocese of Perth in 1955, 

including Kobeelya and Perth College, totalled 2,225. When compared to provision 

by other mainstream religious groups, this figure becomes less significant in terms of 

provision. The 1954 census revealed that there were twice as many Anglicans 

(41.80%) compared to Roman Catholics (22.50%) and considerably less Methodists 

(10.6%), Presbyterians (5.9%) and Others (19.20%). When compared to actual 

enrolments in other religious schools, Anglican enrolments were insignificant when 

compared to Roman Catholic schools with enrolments totalling 20,375. Roman 

Catholics, therefore, with half the number of adherents than Anglicans, had nine 

students enrolled for every one Anglican. This also must be compared to the number 

of students in other denominational and other private schools, totalling 4,870. 

Considering the proportion of Anglicans as a percentage of the total population, 

Anglican schools were not providing for the majority of Anglican children. Indeed, 

as the sub–period progressed, the percentage of Anglicans declined while the 

percentage of Catholics increased. This decline in indicated in Table XII below. 

 
Table XII 

 
Religious Denominations: Western Australia 1954–61 

 
 

Religion % of Total Population 
 1954 1961 
Anglican 41.80 39.35 
Roman Catholic 22.50 24.46 
Methodist 10.60 10.38 
Presbyterian 5.90 5.51 
Others 19.20 20.30 
TOTAL 100.00 100.00 

 
Source: A Reynolds, ‘The Role of the Church in 

Secondary Education in Western Australia 
since 1990’, unpublished paper, 1967 (Battye 
Library: Perth, Western Australia). 
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When the enrolments for both Kobeelya and Perth College are deducted from the 

total number of students in Diocesan Schools in February 1956, (which did not 

include Hale school as it did not became a ‘synod School’ until 1958), the final 

figure is 1,436. These enrolments in question are shown in Table XIII below. 

 
Table XIII 

 
Synod Schools of the Diocese of Perth: 

Enrolments 1956 (February) 
 
St Hilda’s Church of England School for Girls 
 
 Secondary Primary Total 
Boarders 90 14.90 26 4.30 116 19.20 
Day–girls 247 40.90 241 39.90 488 80.80 
Total 337 55.80 267 44.20 604 100.00 
 
Christ Church Grammar School 
 
 Secondary Primary Total 
Boarders 101 23.82 40 9.44 141 33.25 
Day–boys 143 33.73 140 33.01 283 66.75 
Total 244 57.55 180 42.45 424 100.00 
 
Guildford Grammar School 
 
 Secondary Primary Total 
Boarders 249 61.03 69 16.91 318 77.94 
Day–boys 67 16.42 23 5.64 90 22.05 
Total 316 77.45 92 22.55 408 100.00 
 
All Schools 
 
 Secondary Primary Total 
Boarders 440 30.64 135 9.40 575 40.04 
Day–students 457 31.82 404 28.13 861 59.96 
Total 897 62.46 539 37.53 1,436 100.00 
 
Source: Diocese of Perth, Year Book 1956, ‘Report of the Schools and Hostels Committee’. 
 

As far as the capacity of existing Anglican schools for the provision of girls’ 

education was concerned, all, apart from Kobeelya, were full in 1956. St Mary’s 

would like to have been able to accept more enrolments, but it was unable to do so 

without an increase in accommodation.38 Although Kobeelya could provide for an 

increase of approximately 100 boarders if new buildings could be provided, the 

committee was of the opinion that even if girls from the Diocese of Perth had been 

                                                 
38 Diocese of Perth, Year Book 1956, ‘Report of the Schools and Hostels Committee’. 
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prepared to enrol at Kobeelya, there would still be a demand for both boarders and 

‘day–girls’ in the Diocese of Perth within three years. 

 

The Diocesan Council Report estimated that Diocesan boys’ schools would meet 

their demand by 1956. Guildford Grammar School was expected to double its 

enrolments within 6 to 10 years, provided new buildings were erected. Similarly, 

with additional buildings at Christ Church Grammar School, enrolments were 

expected to reach its desired maximum within 5 years. The appointment of Mr P.M. 

Moyes at Headmaster of Christchurch began a period of unprecedented growth in 

enrolments during the sub–period as shown in Table XIV below. 

 
Table XIV 

Christ Church Grammar School: 
Enrolments 1951–60 

 
 
Year 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 
Enrolments 259 273 291 327 373 410 472 576 645 665 
 
Source:   Christ Church Grammar Headmasters Enrolments, handwritten, n.d. Moyes Papers. 
 

Based on forecasting by Anglican boys’ schools, the ‘Report of the Schools and 

Hostels Committee’ estimated that £780,000 would be required to enable them to 

provide for their proposed maximum enrolments, the least amount to be spent on 

Christ Church Grammar School.39 

 

The committee recognised that by 1958–59 there would be a need for new Church 

schools, as existing schools would have reached their capacity. Such a request for 

new schools had been made at Synod in 1955 and the committee considered that at 

least one new coeducational primary school would be desirable. At the time, the 

northern suburbs of the Perth Metropolitan Area were in the early stages of 

development and there appeared little reason to plan for new schools, nor acquire 

land to cater for projected growth. At the same time, the suburbs south of Perth were 

growing rapidly. The Committee made no suggestion regarding the purchase of 

                                                 
39 Ibid., The proposed amounts were: St Hilda’s Church of England Girls’ School £220,000, 

Christ Church Grammar School £150,000, and Guildford Grammar School £410,000. 
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suitable land. While it regarded that the increased provision of Anglican education 

should be a priority for the Diocese, it also recognised its limitations: 

 

The committee, recognising the right of individual School Councils 
to frame their own policy, has not found it within its province to 
comment on their present plans but feels that aims of expansion 
and essential improvements should be encouraged by the Diocese. 
For these, schools should continue as at present to raise money by a 
small surplus on working costs, by appeals to friends and by efforts 
of pupils and staff. The history of the past six years has shown how 
much can be done and though fulfilment of their ambitions may be 
tardy, success should ultimately be achieved.40 

 

Despite these limitations, the committee made three significant recommendations, 

which, if they had been acted upon, could have advanced the provision of Anglican 

education, not just in existing ‘synod schools’, but also in the construction of new 

ones. First, it was recommended that Synod instruct the Trustees to provide facilities 

to existing schools to raise loans. Secondly, in recognising that new day–schools for 

both boys and girls should be established in areas where the need arose, the manner 

in which the need was to be determined was not indicated. An immediate need was 

recognised in Applecross to serve Collier, Manning Park, Applecross, Mt Pleasant, 

Attadale, Bicton and Melville Heights. Rather than embark on a major building 

project, the committee recommended to Synod that buildings be rented for schools, 

and that with support from the Trustees, these schools could eventually be self–

sustaining and relocated into permanent premises. Thirdly, it was recommended that 

the establishment of a boarding school for girls within three years, and a boarding 

school for boys within ten years, could be considered in conjunction with day–

schools. Given the growth of State education in the sub–period, the recommendation 

was minimalist and did little to encourage the Trustees to make available the 

£250,000 recommended and release sufficient Church lands to facilitate the project.  

 

It will be recalled that the abolition of the Council for Church of England Schools on 

1 January 1951, as a result of a decision by Synod in 1950, had a significant impact 

on the management of the Council’s schools. Essentially, each became independent 

of the other, although because the Trustees owned each school’s assets and approved 

                                                 
40 Diocese of Perth, Year Book 1956, ‘Report of the Schools and Hostels Committee’ p. 55. 
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any substantial loans, the gains were more apparent than real.41 Further problems 

ensued regarding these matters, eventually coming to a head regarding the 

disbursement of funds emanating from the ‘Cloisters Trust’ endowment, which 

Guildford believed was rightfully theirs. The issue could have developed into on–

going disagreements involving Guildford, the Trustees and Archbishop Moline. The 

latter prevailed in convincing all parties to accept the compromise proposed by the 

Trustees in October, 1956, that the revenues from the endowment be distributed 

proportionately – 9/16ths to Guildford and 5/16ths to Christ Church, with the 

remaining 2/16ths to be allocated to each of the two schools for a period of 25 years, 

after which it would be allocated to further boys’ education in the Diocese. The 

Western Australian Parliament passed legislation ratifying the agreement in 1957 and 

it was given Royal Assent in 1958. 

 

Hale School 

 
Hale School came under Synod in 1958, seven years after Christ Church Grammar 

School, Guildford Grammar School and St Hilda’s Church of England School For 

Girls. This sub–section considers increases in the provision of education at Hale 

School and the extent to which this increase was facilitated by Synod structures. The 

acquisition by the Perth Diocesan Trustees of Hale School resulted from a loan to the 

Governors of Hale School, rather than its purchase by the Diocese. The conditions of 

the loan resulted in the school acquiring its new status as an Anglican School. 

 

Although widely regarded in Western Australia as Anglican before its acquisition by 

Synod, legally it was not. Its acquisition continued the myth of lineal descent that 

Mathew Blagden Hale, the first Anglican Bishop of Perth, founded the school. The 

myth was recognised by K.G. Tregonning, Headmaster of Hale School between 1967 

and 1988, who wrote in his history of the school: 

 

It is perhaps unnecessary to add that this good man (Bishop Hale) 
was not the founder of Hale School; although all who have been 
 

                                                 
41 M.A. White, Go Forward: Guildford Grammar School 1896–1996, p. 29. 
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there salute his memory, and keep strong the myth, one of those 
indestructible myths that are the bane of the historian, that he began 
it all.42 

 

Nevertheless, Tregonning considered that Hale’s memory was worthy of preserving 

even if the myth was not. 

 

In terms of lineal descent, various structures were established during the period 1858 

to 1958 to maintain the school’s viability, whether as an Anglican or secular school. 

Modelled on St Peter’s Adelaide, on which Hale, as Archdeacon, had worked with 

the Bishop of Adelaide, Augustus Short, Hale’s school opened in 1858 with twenty–

three pupils. During the period of Hale’s involvement, enrolments ranged between 

six and thirty boys.43 

 

From its foundation in June 1858, the school moved through three phases before the 

Bishop relinquished his financial commitment to it. The first phase was between 

1858 and 1863 when it was the Bishop Hale’s private school. It was not Hale’s 

intention that it should continue in this manner. Three years after his appeal to the 

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge (S.P.C.K.) in 1860 for financial 

assistance to purchase land and construct a school, he wrote to his sister Eliza in 

1863, that the school had been “a very heavy expense and a source of great 

anxiety”.44 The S.P.C.K. approved a grant of £1,100, provided half the amount, £500, 

be raised locally. A brief recession in Western Australia commencing in 1862 meant 

that the Bishop’s wish to have the school incorporated and managed by a Board of 

Governors was delayed, as the amount required was not easily raised. 

 

The delay resulted in the second phase of the Bishop’s involvement, that of a 

provisional committee of management between 1863 and 1865. This committee 

could have overseen the demise of the school if three prominent Perth citizens had 

not agreed to provide surety for £294 of the £500 required by the S.P.C.K. to 

                                                 
42 Tregonning, K.G., Young Hearts Run Free (Perth, Western Australia: Hale School, 1993), p. 

11. 
 
43 Ibid. 
 
44 M. Hale to Eliza Hale, 23 June 1863, MS No 2467A. Battye Library: Perth, Western Australia. 
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proceed.45 During the interim, however, the following financial agreement between 

the Bishop and the members of the provisional committee of twelve, not including 

the Bishop, to cover any shortfall in the schools running costs was novel, to say the 

least: 

 

If…the income of the School should not be equal to its 
expenditure…then the deficiency will be made up by the members 
of the Provisional Committee in equal shares, but no 
member…who shall be unwilling to pay more than £25 in any one 
year shall be called upon to do so; but the deficiency, after each one 
has paid £25, shall be made up by the Bishop.46 

 

Following the school’s incorporation in 1865, this arrangement continued for four 

years in an attempt to ensure the school’s viability. The inaugural Governors 

appointed under the Ordinance to incorporate the school, consisted of twelve elected 

laymen, and the Bishop as Visitor. Also, Archdeacon James Brown and Rev. 

William Mitchell, were ex–officio Governors, both appointed by the Bishop, the 

latter representing the clergy of the Diocese.47 The twelve elected Governors, all of 

whom were prominent citizens, were appointed by those who had subscribed to the 

Bishop’s School Fund. While incorporation provided the legal basis upon which the 

Bishop relinquished control of the school and his financial obligation to personally 

maintain it, the school’s financial difficulties continued. That it resulted in some ill–

feeling among the Governors is not surprising. Two years later, in 1867, Hale 

recorded in his diary: 

 
Paid half the call of some of the guarantors, Luke Leake, Lochée, 
Geo. Stone and Roe, and the Archdeacon’s in full.48 

 
                                                 
45 Western Australian Church of England Magazine, Vol. III, No. 12, 1865, p. 34. The three 

prominent Perth citizens were: F.P. Barlee, Colonial Secretary; G.F. Stone, Attorney General; 
and W. Knight, Auditor–General. These three were members of the Provisional Committee in 
addition to A.P. Burt, Chief Justice; J.S. Roe, Surveyor General; J. Brown, Archdeacon of 
Perth; G.M. Leake, Crown Solicitor; G. Eliot, Magistrate; Luke Leake; J.P., F. Lochée; and R. 
Scholl. 

 
46 Western Australian Church of England Magazine, Vol. 1, No 6, May, 1862, p. 17. 
 
47 The twelve Governors included F.P. Barlee, W.L. Brockman, Lt. Col. J. Bruce, A.P. Burt, J. 

Ferguson, W. Knight, G.W. Leake, A.O’G Lefroy, F. Lochée, J.S. Roe, G.F. Stone and C. 
Wittenoom. 

 
48 Hale, Copy of Diary, 14 May 1867, MS No. 309A. Battye Library: Perth, Western Australia. 
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Two years later, in 1869, when the governors were no longer legally required to 

support the school personally, they ceased to meet, cutting the school adrift and 

leaving the Bishop to oversee its demise in March 1872. Writing in his Diary on 

Christmas Day 1872, Hale wrote: “The closing of the Collegiate School during this 

year was a source of much grief and disappointment to me”.49 This was the end of 

Hale’s school which closed “from want of sufficient funds to defray current 

expenses”. It closed, never to be reopened.  

 

In 1871, the second master of the Bishop’s School, E.W. ‘Paddy’ Haynes, opened a 

private venture school which included boys who had previously enrolled at the 

Bishop’s School. In announcing the opening of the new school in the press, it was 

indicated that the ‘Perth Collegiate School would ‘re–open’ on Monday 8 April 

1872.50 The Governors of the former school leased ‘the Cloisters’ to Haynes at £50 

per annum.51 Although the school assumed the name ‘Collegiate School’ no doubt in 

an attempt to establish lineal descent with the former school, it was a private venture 

conducted in leased premises, under the direction of its Headmaster, E.W. Haynes. 

During his Headmastership, the school enrolled between twenty and twenty–five 

boys, a similar number to that enrolled at the Bishop’s School. By 1875, however, 

Haynes’ intention of establishing a ‘high–class’ school had all but failed.52 This 

resulted in the Governor, William Robinson, in his opening address to the Legislative 

Council in November 1875, announcing that he intended to establish a government–

subsidized ‘high–class’ school.53 Despite considerable opposition, particularly from 

Catholics and the local press, the High School Bill was passed by the Legislative 

Council in December 1875. The school was renamed Hale School in 1930, even 

though it was a non–denominational government–sponsored high school. 

 
                                                 
49 Hale, Copy of Diary, 25 December 1872, MS No. 309A. Battye Library: Perth, Western 

Australia. 
 
50 Inquirer, 3 April 1872. 
 
51 Bishop’s School Ledger, 1865–1872, MS. No 735A, p. 282. Battye Library: Perth, Western 

Australia. 
 
52 A.Burton, Hale School Perth: The Story of its foundation and early years 1858–1900, (Perth, 

Western Australia: Diocese of Perth, n.d.) pp. 36–37. 
 
53 W.A. Times, 3 December 1875. 
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Hale School had, by 1950, become somewhat rundown and overcrowded, lacking 

space for expansion. The school’s Governors, who had been negotiating with the 

Hawke Labor government regarding the sale of the site, finally agreed on a price of 

£225,000, leaving the Governors short of £150,000 to relocate the school to a new 

site located in Wembley Downs. The money was loaned by the Church. This 

financial arrangement attached it to the Church. It also became a Church school in 

terms of Church control by virtue of the following sections of the Hale School Act, 

1958.  

 

The Board shall consist of nine members of whom one shall be the 
Archbishop, four shall be appointed by the Trustees and four shall 
be appointed by the Association.54 

 

Furthermore, its Anglican ethos was to be safeguarded by Section 7 of the Act, 

which formally recognised the Archbishop as Visitor: 

 

The Archbishop shall be the visitor, with power to enter the school 
at any time to examine and instruct the pupils, to inspect the 
accounts and general management of the School, to prevent the 
adoption of any rule or regulation and to correct any act of 
omission which may or may tend to frustrate the intention that the 
School shall be and forever remain a Church of England School.55 

 

Although the Archbishop’s authority did not extend to the making of rules and 

regulations relating to the school’s governance, his power of veto was nevertheless 

an important element in the school becoming and remaining a Church of England 

School. 

 

Parish Schools 

 

The second category of school in 1951 was that of ‘parish schools’ of which there 

was only one, namely, St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, established in 

1921. It will be recalled that St Mary’s resulted from the amalgamation of four girls’ 

schools operating in a parish, two of which approached the vestry of St Mary’s to 
                                                 
54 Parliament of Western Australia, The Hale School Act, 1958, No. 34, Assented to on 11 

December 1958. 
 
55 Ibid. 
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recommend that a single school be opened under the auspices of the Church of 

England. From its foundation, its expansion had been restricted by the availability of 

suitable land in what was a closely–settled urban area, known as West Perth, a short 

distance from the city centre. 

 

The school’s original constitution was drafted by the Rector, the Rev. C.L. Riley. It 

stipulated that the Chairman of the Board be the parish clergyman, and that the Board 

should include a secretary, treasurer and two other vestry members. Its composition 

at the opening of the sub–period included four members from St Mary’s Vestry, 

three parishioners, two others and a representative of the ‘Old Girls’.56 The Board’s 

appointment in 1955 of Peter Henry Atkins, a solicitor, who served as a member 

until 1984, had a significant impact on the school. It was he who drafted the school’s 

constitution, resulting in it becoming a ‘synod school’ in 1964, with the same rights 

and privileges as Guildford Grammar School, Christ Church Grammar School and St 

Hilda’s Church of England Girls’ School. 

 

By the mid 1950s, it was clear that if the school was to survive, consideration would 

need to be given to the cramped conditions in which it operated. The school had 

three options: first, it could remain overcrowded in its present accommodation 

around St Mary’s Church, West Perth; secondly, enrolments could be reduced and 

fees increased; thirdly, it could move to a more commodious site. As far as the first 

option is concerned, St Mary’s had established itself as a boarding school shortly 

after its foundation. Since 1936, students were accommodated intermittently by staff 

in their own homes. Attempts were made during the Headship of Mrs G. L. Myles 

(1945–56) to rectify this situation. The proposed purchase of 22 Stirling Highway, 

Nedlands, as a boarding establishment, approved at a parents’ meeting on 24 April 

1946, was not completed. This resulted, once again, in boarders being located in 

several teachers’ houses, including that of Mrs Myles, whose landlady, Mrs Read, 

threatened to evict them, a situation which was averted by the intervention of the 

Rector. In March 1947, a house was leased from a Mrs Sturkey for two years to 

accommodate fifteen boarders. By July, however, the number had increased to 

twenty–one with twelve on a waiting list; and in 1948 there were thirty–five 

                                                 
56 St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, Prospectus, 1936. S.M.A.G.S. Archives. 
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boarders, with forty on the waiting list. By 1949, three boarding houses operated, 

including 7 and 9 Emerald Terrace and the Rectory. 

 

On 1 January 1950, the Board assumed formal responsibility for the management of 

the boarding accommodation, relieving the Principal of the task for which she had no 

formal responsibility. In November of the previous year, a sub–committee of the 

Board approached the Diocesan Trustees for a grant of £1,000 from the Hackett 

Bequest, to finance improvements, including extensions, to the boarding facilities. 

The Trustees responded by providing the school with its regular income from the 

Bequest and imposing a secured loan of £600 at 4½% interest57 Despite the 

formation of a Parents’ Association to raise funds for boarding facilities, at a Board 

Meeting on 25 April 1952, it was recommended that parents be advised of the poor 

conditions under which their daughters boarded. 

 

By November 1953, fifty nine boarders were being accommodated, resulting in the 

Board accepting responsibility for boarding accommodation. This decision required a 

new constitution to provide for wider representation. The need was expressed as 

follows: 

 

Due to the expansion of the school by the inclusion of a boarding 
establishment, a new constitution is necessary. It is also proposed 
to constitute a new Board comprising the Chairman, three 
representatives of the Vestry which include two wardens and one 
Parish representative nominated at the meeting of parishioners in 
May, together with one parents’ representative and one from the 
‘Old Girls’ Association.58 

 

While the provision of boarding accommodation continued to be regarded as one of 

the school’s principal features, it became apparent that it was beginning to lose 

students because its boarding facilities were sub–standard. A proposal was made in 

June 1954, that numbers 5, 7 and 9 Emerald Terrace should be vacated by the end of 

December 1954 and that St. Mary’s should provide for day scholars only. If 

implemented, this would have resulted in the second scenario noted above coming 
                                                 
57 St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, Minutes of sub–committee Meeting on Boarders 

15 November, 1949. S.M.A.G.S. Archives. 
 
58 St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, Minutes of the Board of Governors, 23 November 

1953. 
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into play. The number of boarders would have been immediately reduced thus 

resulting in an increase in fees for ‘day–girls’ and possible closure of the school. 

 

The third option was the one which needed to be followed in order for the school to 

survive. By 1962 enrolments had risen to 365, of whom 170 were boarders. In 1962 

also, the State Government advised the Diocesan Trustees that a grant of a 25 acre 

site at Karrinyup was available for a school provided building was commenced 

before 1964. The role of the newly–formed Anglican Schools’ Trust in 1961 in the 

relocation of St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School will be considered later in this thesis. 

Nevertheless, it needs to be noted here that the ultimate result was a school where 

expansion in provision led to changes in structure, such that the notion of a ‘parish 

school’ disappeared. In 1962, St Mary’s joined Christ Church Grammar School, 

Guildford Grammar School, St Hilda’s Church of England School for Girls’ and 

Hale School as a ‘synod school’, thus reducing the four categories of schools which 

existed in 1951 to three types, namely, ‘schools controlled by the Trustees of the 

Diocese of Perth, ‘religious–order schools’ and ‘synod schools’ 

 

Religious Order Schools 

 

The third category of school in 1951 was ‘Religious Order Schools’ of which there 

was only one, namely, Perth College, which as has already been noted, opened at St 

Mary’s Hall in Collins Street, West Perth on 4 February, 1902. The year 1952 was 

momentous in terms of the school’s management. It will also be recalled that the 

Mother Superior of the Order visited each state and school in 1947, including Perth 

College, directing that changes in senior personnel be undertaken immediately. This 

resulted in the retirement of Louise Russell Smith, the Headmistress, in 1948, at the 

age of seventy–three; and that of the Principal, Sister Rosalie, aged eighty–two. 

Sister Patricia, who had been carrying much of the Principal’s role since the end of 

World War II in 1945, became Principal, a position which she held until 1951, when 

she returned to England. In 1952 also, Sister Rosalie retired as Senior Sister after 

having served the school for fifty years. 

 

A new generation of Sisters now took control of the school’s destiny. The 

appointment of Sister Karina as Senior Sister and Principal in 1952, at the age of 
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fifty–one, led to a shift in the school’s ethos. Gradually, it changed from a school 

with a religious ethos to a convent–type school, where religion directed its secular 

activities. However, the control which the Sisters exercised over the school remained 

unchanged.59 The new Principal, Sister Karina, a trained teacher, had previously been 

Principal of St. Michael’s Collegiate School in Melbourne, where she had also 

undertaken her noviciate and taken her vows. Whereas the first fifty years had been 

characterised by providing the daughters of the local élite with a good Christian 

education, Sister Karina’s mission was to “deepen the spiritual life of the school for 

the benefit of each girl’s immortal soul”.60 Her vision was of a school where Anglo–

Catholic liturgy lay at the heart of all things, determining every aspect of school life, 

including the curriculum.61 The result was that, rather than the school being a 

community of scholars within a ‘religious order school’, “it became appropriate to 

speak of Perth College as comprising the religious and the academic: cloister and 

classroom”.62 Sister Karina’s impact on the school during this sub–period was 

pivotal, for it was she, who in 1968, had the unenviable task of overseeing the 

withdrawal of the Sisters from Perth College and Western Australia. 

 

The optimism with which Sister Karina commenced her dual role of Principal and 

Head of her Order in Western Australia, was overshadowed by circumstances, most 

of which were beyond her control. World War II brought an end to a period of 

growth and development which was difficult to reactivate in the post–war period. 

Not only was the Mother House in England unable to provide Sisters for Australian 

Schools, the number of Australian Postulants and Sisters was very few indeed. In 

1951, the Mother Superior in England directed Sister Patricia that the school should 

not enrol more than four hundred and twenty students, as this was considered the 

optimum number to ensure the influence of the Sisters over the life of the school. 

Although only ten less than the school’s 1950 enrolment, the decision came at a time 

                                                 
59 C. May, Built on Faith, A History of Perth College (Perth, The University of Western Australia 

Press, 2002), p. 271. Sister Karina was an Australian. She was born in Willoughby, North 
Sydney on 6 April, 1900 and known as Doreen Skoglund before taking her vows. She was 
from a working class family, her father being an Assistant Wool Classer. 

 
60 Ibid., p. 273. 
 
61  Myola, 1955, Annual Report, 1954. P.C.A. 
 
62 C. May, Built on Faith, A History of Perth College, p. 267. 
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in the development of Western Australia when its population increased markedly 

resulting from the post–war ‘baby–boom’ and migration, mainly from the United 

Kingdom. At a time, therefore, when Perth College should have considered 

expanding pupil numbers, it was unable to do so. Although pupil numbers had 

remained around four hundred since the 1920s, what had been a large school then, by 

the 1950s was considered a middle–sized school “trapped by the changing situation 

of its founders”.63 

 

Under Sister Karina’s leadership, the focus of the Order in Western Australia was St 

Anne’s, the Noviciate, located beneath St Mary’s boarding house. Despite being the 

noviciate for the whole of Australia, postulants and novices were few. The year 1960 

was regarded as a ‘good year’, with three novices and a postulant in residence.64 That 

no Perth College girl became a postulant is an indication that, for most, the world of 

the cloister was irrelevant.65 

 

Sister Karina’s unworldly approach to the school and lack of an educational vision, 

resulted in the school depending increasingly on lay teachers to maintain its 

academic rigour. In particular, Edna Strempel, who was officially Senior Mistress, 

but not Headmistress, maintained the school’s academic traditions throughout the 

1950s. Having neither the authority to enunciate a vision for the school, nor initiate 

policy,66 the school began to exhibit signs of academic decline, not all of which were 

of the Sisters’ making. 

 

The shortage of teachers in the 1950s, resulting from considerable growth in the 

State system, brought about financial difficulties for the College. The school had 

operated on low salaries since its inception and it had become customary for 

teachers, many of whom were ‘old girls’ who were fiercely loyal to the Sisters, not to 

enquire about salaries. Not only was there no award covering teachers at independent 

                                                 
63 Ibid. 
 
64 Perth College, Community of the Sisters of the Church, Annual Meetings of the Council 

Chapter, Mother Superior’s Report, 1960. P.C.A. 
 
65 C. May, Built on Faith, A History of Perth College, p. 279. 
 
66 Ibid., p. 286. 
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schools, teachers at the College were paid about two–thirds that of females in 

Education Department schools who were, in turn, paid four–fifths that paid to men.67 

As May indicates: 

 

Unavoidably, the quality of education suffered, with the teaching of 
some subjects affected by the scarcity of staff. Geology, a subject 
with a venerable tradition in the school, lapsed for this reason.68 

 

Sister Karina’s personality, and apparent lack of business acumen, resulted in the 

Parents’ and Friends’ Association assuming responsibility for deciding which 

projects would be undertaken and how they would be financed. Although the 

Association had no control over policy making, its formal composition which 

included parents, Sisters, teachers and previous students, meant that requests from 

Sisters or teachers to the Association were not automatically agreed to. In this way, 

parents assumed considerable control over the management of the school’s finances, 

particularly through the executive committee. 

 

The school’s ethos during the first half century of intellectual growth and 

development began to decline in the first decade of the second half of the 20th 

century. Although enrolments did not decline and the school’s status remained high, 

the Sisters began to realise that the Order was increasingly unable to staff the school 

or manage it effectively. 

 

Schools Controlled by the Trustees of the Diocese of Perth 

 

The Katanning Church of England Girls’ School Limited was founded in 1922. 

Because it was located in the Diocese of Bunbury and was independent of the 

Diocese of Perth since its establishment, it has not been considered up to this point. 

In 1952, however, it came under the control of the Trustees of the Diocese of Perth. 

Consequently, it gave the Diocese of Perth a new category of school, namely, 

                                                 
67 J.M. Hiller, A History of the Independent School Salaried Officers Association, Research 

Essay, 1982, University of Western Australia, p. 6. Battye Library: Perth, Western Australia. 
 
68 C. May, Built on Faith, A History of Perth College, p. 287. 
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‘Schools controlled by the Trustees of the Diocese of Perth’. In order to understand 

how this came about, a brief historical account follows. 

 

Katanning Church of England Girls’ School had humble origins. It began as a 

kindergarten in St Andrew’s Rectory at Katanning in 1917, presided over by the 

rector’s wife, Mrs Mary Eleanor Burbidge. The ‘Brownies School’ as Mrs 

Burbidge’s school came to be known, grew steadily. By 1919, ten pupils were 

enrolled and after having been declared ‘efficient’ by the State Education 

Department, was formally registered as an approved school for 1920. Following the 

death of a Mr F.H. Piesse in 1922, his relatives offered the family home, known as 

‘Kobeelya’,69 to the Bishop of Bunbury, the Rt. Rev. Cecil Wilson, for £5,000 for the 

purpose of establishing a Church of England School. As the Diocese was not in a 

position to purchase the property outright, a public company was floated. This was 

successful and the Union Bank advanced the company the purchase price at 6.5% per 

annum, using ‘Kobeelya’ and the 20 acres upon which it stood, in addition to the 

uncalled capital resulting from the public float, as security. Mr E.B. Anderson, who 

played an important part in the formation of the Church of England Schools’ Trust in 

1961, was inaugural Chairman of the Council of Management, a position which he 

held between 1923 and 1925. 

 

Katanning Church of England Girls’ School opened on 12 September 1922, with the 

official opening by the Archbishop of Perth, The Most Rev. C.O.L. Riley, two days 

later. Mrs Burbidge was appointed the school’s first Headmistress, a position which 

she held until 1929, when she retired. In 1952, control of the school was transferred 

to the Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School Inc. However, the public company 

which originally purchased the school in 1922, continued to hold the school land and 

buildings for which it charged rent to Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School Inc. 

Between 1952 and 1958, the day–to–day–management of the school was vested in a 

Council of Management responsible to the Perth Diocesan Trustees, who nominated 

certain members of Council. In 1958, control of the school was transferred to the 

                                                 
69 F.I. Synott, (ed.) Kobeelya, 1922–1982: Nemo sibi vivat (Albany, Western Australia: Kobeelya 

Historical Society, 1986).p. 6. According to Sir John Forrest, the name Kobeelya, an 
Aboriginal word meaning ‘place of sleep’, may have been a play on words on the name of Mr 
F.H. Piesse, the previous owner of the property. 
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Diocese of Bunbury and the following year the outstanding shares of the Katanning 

Church of England Girls’ School Ltd were transferred to the new association, 

Kobeelya Church of England Girls School, before the company’s liquidation. By the 

early 1950s the school was finding it increasingly difficult to repay its debts This, 

together with dual management during the period 1952 to 1958 involving both the 

Council and the Company, appears to have contributed to the school’s financial 

instability also. 

 

Although enrolments for the years 1952, 1953 and 1954 of 143, 140 and 143 

respectively, gives the appearance of stability, increased costs, including interest 

charges, and the construction of domestic quarters and a dining hall, contributed to 

the decline in the school’s profit from $15,390 in 1952, to $5,040 in 1953 and $220 

in 1954.70 Without a substantial building programme to provide for increased 

enrolments or a substantial increase in fees, or both, the school would not be viable. 

Table XV below indicates the declining profitability of the school between 1952 and 

1960: 

 
Table XV 

 
Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School: 

Enrolments, Profit and Loss 
1952–60 

 
 

Year 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
Enrolments 143 140 143 132 109 
Profit / Loss $15,390 $5,040 $220 $–2,570 $–1,880 
 
Year 1957 1958 1959 1960 
Enrolments 103 90 87 82 
Profit / Loss $–4,310 $–3,660 $–9,870 $–10,220 

 
Source: Cooper Brothers, Goyder and Co., Report to The Church of England Schools’ Trust 

Incorporated on the affairs of Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School, 3 May 1967 
(Perth, Western Australia), Appendix B. 

 

Kobeelya was principally a boarding school ‘topped up’ with ‘day–girls’ and 

enrolments were difficult to predict. The school’s financial problems commenced 

with the retirement of the Headmistress, Miss Russell, at the end of 1953. There is no 

                                                 
70 Cooper Brothers, Goyder and Co, Report to The Church of England Schools’ Trust 

Incorporated on the affairs of Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School, Appendix B. 3 May 
1967. Atkins Papers. 
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evidence to suggest that Miss Russell’s retirement had any bearing on the school’s 

future viability, indeed, at the time, the school’s financial position, although 

satisfactory, declined substantially between 1952 and 1953. It has been suggested 

that the next three headmistresses, Miss J.S. Thewlis (1954–1956), Miss D.M. May 

(1957–1964) and Miss E.C. Riley (1965), were not highly regarded and contributed 

to the decline in enrolments.71 To what extent this is an accurate reflection of their 

competence, both educational and administrative, is difficult to ascertain. While the 

level of enrolments was obviously a critical factor in the school’s viability, 

increasing costs resulted in the school’s income and expenditure being too finely 

balanced. 

 

During the period 1952 to 1958, when the Perth Diocesan Trustees were ultimately 

responsible for the actions of the Council of Management, the concerns of the 

Secretary, Mr A.T. Crouch, that the school’s financial position was deteriorating, 

were ignored.72 Such warnings were contained in his reports on the annual accounts 

and budget estimates at the beginning of each year in which references were made 

regarding the financial problems resulting from declining enrolments and higher 

interest rates. The responsibility for managing the decline in enrolments was clearly 

the responsibility of the Council of Management. Although Mr Crouch made 

numerous comments regarding the school’s financial problems there is little evidence 

to suggest that either he or the Council did little more than discuss the problem.73 

That the Council undertook a building program in 1954 (which included domestic 

quarters and a dining hall) the last year of the decade in which there was a small 

surplus of some $220, is either an indication of the Council’s optimism for the 

school’s future, or a lack of business acumen. 

 

The period 1951–60, witnessed the formation and ending of schools controlled by 

Trustees as a separate category. During the Trustees’ oversight of Kobeelya between 

1952 and 1958, enrolments began to decline and its financial instability increased. 

                                                 
71 Ibid., p. 2. 
 
72 Ibid. 
 
73 Ibid. 
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Although responsibility for the school was transferred to the Trustees of the Diocese 

of Bunbury in 1959, the school’s decline continued. The circumstances surrounding  

the school’s closure in 1975 will be considered in the next chapter. 

_________________________ 
 

Overall, this chapter has demonstrated how the demise of the Council for Church of 

England Schools in 1951 led to a situation whereby four types of Anglican schools 

existed in the Diocese of Perth during the period 1951–1960. These types, which 

represented the structures within which Anglican schooling was provided, were as 

follows: ‘religious–order schools’, ‘parish schools’, ‘synod schools’, and ‘trustee–

controlled schools’. The situation regarding pupil numbers in all of these schools, 

and the relationship between the situation and the structures for provision, were 

considered. It was also demonstrated that only three types of Anglican schools 

remained in the Diocese of Perth at the end of the period: ‘religious–order schools’, 

‘parish schools’ and ‘synod schools’. Furthermore, no overarching structure 

encompassing all types of schools existed for the provision of Anglican education, 

akin to that provided by the Council for Church of England Schools from 1917 to 

1950. This situation changed with the establishment of the Church of England 

Schools’ Trust in 1961, a matter to which the next chapter of this thesis, Chapter 

Five, now turns. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

THE ORIGINS, GROWTH, ACHIEVEMENTS AND DECLINE OF THE 

CHURCH OF ENGLAND SCHOOL’S TRUST 

1961–80 

 

In the previous chapter, it was demonstrated that only three types of Anglican 

schools existed in the Diocese of Perth at the end of the period 1951–60, namely, 

‘religious–order schools’, ‘parish schools’ and ‘synod schools’. This situation 

changed with the establishment of the Church of England Schools’ Trust in 1961, a 

matter to which this chapter now turns. The Trust, which functioned until 1985, saw 

itself as constituting an overarching structure for maintaining existing provision and 

facilitating expansion of Anglican schooling of all types. This chapter deals with the 

role of the Trust in this regard. It is in five parts. Part One outlines the broad social, 

economic and educational background. Part Two then deals with the manner in 

which the Church of England Schools’ Trust was organised and functioned. Part 

Three considers the Trust’s brief to establish new schools, a situation which led to 

the establishment of only one new school and that being a school of an existing type, 

namely, a ‘synod school’. Part Four, deals with the extent to which such lack of 

involvement by the Trust in the provision of new schools resulted from various 

distractions including that created by a number of existing Anglican schools using 

the Trust to finance their own expansion, once again. Finally, Part Five of this 

chapter considers the role of the Trust in the emergence by 1967 of four types of 

Anglican schools, once again. 

 

The new fourth type of Anglican school introduced in that year was brought about by 

Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School, which had been removed from the 

Diocese of Perth in 1958, being brought under Diocesan control once again. The 

previous removal, it will be recalled, led to the redundancy of ‘trustee–controlled 

school’ as a classification for a particular type of Anglican school within the Diocese 

of Perth. Now Kobeelya found itself, once again, under a structure located within the 

Diocese of Perth for the provision of Anglican education. This time, however, it was 

the only school of a new type, namely, a ‘trust–controlled school’. By the end of the 
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sub–period only one type of school existed, namely, that of ‘synod–controlled 

schools’. 

 

The broad social, economic and educational background 

 

The significant contribution made by religious orders to the provision of Roman 

Catholic education in Western Australia since the 1930s began to decline in the 

1960s. It is doubtful that Roman Catholic schools would have survived the Great 

Depression and World War II had it not been for the contribution of religious orders, 

whose presence in Western Australia was initiated by Archbishop Redmond 

Prendiville in 1935.1 The importance of their contribution can be gauged from the 

fact that, in 1950, at least 450 of the 542 teachers in Roman Catholic schools were 

nuns, brothers or priests.2 

 

The years between 1950 and 1970 were demanding ones for Catholic schools as they 

found it difficult to keep pace with an increasing school population resulting from 

the ‘baby boom’, immediately following the end of World War II. Additional factors 

included higher retention rates and the rapid development of new suburbs – all of 

which contributed to the ‘system’ gradually slipping into decline. At the same time, 

the number of lay teachers slowly began to increase, mainly at the secondary level, 

resulting from a steady decline of recruits into the ranks of the relgious orders. 

 

The re–emergence of state aid in Western Australia occurred in a minimal way in 

1955, resulting from a decision by the Hawke Labor government to provide subsidies 

for specified equipment, and access to items which were normally given to State 

schools free of change. Access to this aid was made available to all non–government 

schools in recognition of the budgetary problems which many of them had. However, 

                                                 
1 P.D. Tannock, ‘Catholic Education in Western Australia, 1829–1979’, W.D. Neal (Ed.) 

Education in Western Australia (Perth, Western Australia: The University of Western 
Australia Press, 1979), p. 158. New male teaching orders included: Jesuits from Melbourne 
(1938), Servite Fathers from the United States of America (1951), De La Salle Brothers from 
Sydney (1954), Norbertine Fathers from Ireland (1959), and the Society of African Missions 
from Ireland (1959). Female orders also accepted responsibility teaching. These included: 
Brigidine Sisters from Sydney (1942), the Poor Sisters of Nazareth from London (1965), and 
the Sisters of the Holy Family of Nazareth from the United States of America (1957). 

 
2 Ibid., p. 159. 
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it was not until the 1960s, that more serious consideration was given by both State 

and Federal governments regarding the plight of non–government schools, 

particularly Catholic schools. In 1963, Archbishops Prendiville and Moline, heads of 

the Catholic and Anglican Churches respectively, wrote an historic joint letter to the 

Premier of Western Australia, Mr David Brand, on 12 March 1983, requesting 

assistance with both capital and recurrent costs, as well as assistance with teacher 

training: 

 

We are anxious that the service offered by our schools to children, 
to parents, and to the whole community, should not be restricted to 
the well–to–do.  We are disturbed by the limitation of freedom of 
educational choice that the present cost–structure imposes.3 

 

With the election of the Liberal Party at the Federal level, later that year under the 

leadership of Mr R.G. Menzies, state aid to non–government schools became a 

reality. While on the one hand, initial grants included mainly science facilities and 

scholarships at the secondary level, nothing was available to assist Catholic primary 

schools. On the other hand, non–Catholic denominational schools in Perth, which 

had a considerable number of secondary students, were able to benefit from the 

initiatives. However, the Brand government’s commitment to extending assistance to 

non–government schools resulted in the Education Act being amended in 1965 to 

provide recurrent expenditure, which had been withdrawn under the Forrest 

government in 1895. Further assistance was provided in 1967 with per capita grants 

to children in all non–government primary schools. The greatest input came from the 

Liberal Federal government during the period 1964–72, which gradually widened the 

scope of both capital and recurrent grants to ensure that existing non–government 

schools throughout Australia would remain viable. 

 

The election of a new Federal Labor Government in December 1972, under Mr E.G. 

Whitlam, brought about a fundamental change in the funding of non–government 

schools. The recommendations of the Karmel Report (1973), which resulted in the 

foundation of the Commonwealth Schools’ Commission, provided generous funding 

                                                                                                                                           
 
3 Letter, Archbishops Prendiville and Moline, to Mr David Brand, Premier of Western 

Australia, 12 March 1983. The complete text of the letter may be found at, Ibid., p. 175. 
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to schools with low resources and high needs. Although Whitlam’s term of office 

was somewhat brief (1972–1975)4, the initiatives continued under the incoming 

Liberal government led by Mr Malcolm Fraser. 

 
Seizing the initiative in 1971, the Catholic Church in Western Australia established 

the Catholic Education Commission to coordinate the benefits accruing from the 

acceptance of state aid at both State and Commonwealth levels. Since then there has 

been a dramatic increase in the number of lay teachers in Catholic schools and a 

consequent decline in the number of religious involved in actual teaching. 

Furthermore, this has been accompanied by a coordinated approach to the provision 

of Catholic education and greater sophistication in the funding of schools. 

 

The growth in Catholic education between 1960 and 1977 was remarkable when 

compared to all other schools, excluding State schools. In 1960, there were 173 

Catholic schools with 28,850 students being taught by 758 teachers, while the total 

enrolment in all schools, both government and non–government, totalled 81,797. By 

comparison, in 1977, there were 146 Catholic schools with 34,265 students being 

taught by 1,632 teachers, while the total enrolment in all schools, both government 

and non–government, totalled 256,887 students.5 By 1978, there were eight Catholic 

schools in the Diocese of Broome, eighteen in the Diocese of Bunbury, 11 in the 

Diocese of Geraldton, and one hundred and five in the Diocese of Perth. By 

comparison, apart from Penrhos College (the second Methodist Ladies’ College in 

Western Australia) established in 1952, no more non–Catholic independent schools 

were created for another 20 years until, the foundation of Bunbury Cathedral 

Grammar School, a co–educational school located in the Diocese of Bunbury in 

1972. 

 

The gradual introduction of state aid at both the State and Federal levels, benefited 

all non–government schools, particularly with the formation of the Commonwealth 

                                                                                                                                           
 
4 The Whitlam Government was dismissed by the Governor General, Sir John Kerr, in 1975 

resulting from the Senate refusing to pass a ‘Supply Bill’, effectively cutting off the 
government’s source of income. 

 
5 Statistical Registers, Western Australia, 1960–77. 
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Schools’ Commission in 1973. The foresight of the Catholic Church in Western 

Australia to form the Catholic Education Commission in 1971 placed it in a strong 

position to take advantage of increased State and Commonwealth aid. 

Denominational schools were slow to see the benefits accruing from the 

Commission. At the same time, the advent of the Commission provided support for a 

number of small, independent, non–denominational schools of the ‘alternative’ type 

and contributed to the formation of others, particularly between 1975 and 1980. 

 

All non–government schools and non–Catholic schools operating at the end of sub–

period are indicated in Table XVI, below: 
 

Table XVI 
 

Non–Catholic Schools in Western Australia, 1978 
 

 
Anglican 
Bunbury Cathedral Grammar School 
Christ Church Grammar School 
Guildford Grammar School 
Hale School 
Perth College 
St Hilda's Church of England School for Girls(Inc.) 
St Mary's Church of England Girls' School (Inc.) 
 
Presbyterian 
Presbyterian Ladies' College (Inc.) 
Scotch College 
 
Methodist 
Methodist Ladies' College Penrhos College 
Wesley College 
 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Carmel College (Seventh Day Adventist) 
Seventh Day Adventist High School, Victoria Park 
Seventh Day Adventist School, Bickley p/o 
Seventh Day Adventist School, Busselton 
Seventh Day Adventist School, Manjimup p/o 
 
Ananda Marga 
Ananda Marga Independent PrimarySchool 

Lutheran 
John Calvin School, Albany p/o 
John Calvin School, Armadale p/o 
 
Other Christian Schools 
Rehoboth Christian School 
 
Independent Schools 
Beenong School, Darlington p/o (formerly Lance 
Holt School) 
Carmel School 
Helena School, Darlington p/o 
Kids Centre, Fremantle p/o 
Moerlina School, Claremont p/o (formerlyLance 
Holt School) 
Montessori School, Kingsley Montessori School, 
Mundaring 
Oberon School, North Perth 
Ombulgurri School 
Strelley Community School 
The Beehive, Montessori School p/o 
The Community School, Fremantle 
The Foothills Alternative High School, Midland 
The Lance Holt School, Fremantle 
The Quintilian School p/o 
Yanchep Community School 

 
p/o: Primary only 
 
Source: D. Leinster–Mackay and D. Adams, ‘The Independent Schools of the Twentieth 

Century’, W.D. Neal (Ed.) Education in Western Australia (Perth, Western Australia: 
The University of Western Australia Press, 1979), p. 185. 
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The growth in State secondary education in Western Australia continued apace. The 

first half century was marked by a steady increase in provision, whereas the second 

half was marked by considerable growth.  This can be seen from Table XVII below: 

 
Table XVII 

 
Summary table of government secondary education 

in Western Australia, 1915–75 
 

 

 1915 1925 1935 1945 1955 1965 1975 

Senior High Schools 2 5 5 6 9 22 53 

High Schools – – – – 12 18 13 

Central Schools; 
Junior/District High Schools 

9 11 11 13 26 38 1 

Secondary teachers 32 78 82 157 800 1,896 4,196 

Secondary students 2,813 7,388 7,561 9,879 16,389 38,721 62,820 
 
Source: Planning Board, Education Department of Western Australia, 1978. 
 

The implementation and expansion of comprehensive high and senior high schools in 

the 1950s was accompanied by a number of investigations into the secondary 

education, initiated by the Education Department. These included the ‘Box Report’, 

19546, ‘The Interim Report of the Secondary Education Curriculum Committee’, 

19587, ‘Report on Secondary Education’, 19638, ‘The Secondary School Curriculum: 

a review of developments in Western Australia 1958–1964, with proposals for the 

future’9, and ‘Secondary Education in Western Australia’, 196910 The latter known 

as the ‘Dettman Report’, was particularly significant, as it resulted in the 

introduction of the Achievement Certificate which provided for internal assessments 

                                                 
6 E.D.F., 1342–52, V. Box, Secondary Education, 13/5/1954. 
 
7 E.D.F., 460–59, Notes on Conference, 5/12/1958. 
 
8 Education Department of Western Australia, Report on Secondary Education 1963 (T.L. 

Robertson), (Perth: Government Printer, 1963). 
 
9 Education Department of Western Australia, The Secondary school curriculum: a review of 

developments in Western Australia 1958–1964 (W.D. Neal), (Perth: Government Printer, 
1964). 

 
10 Education Department of Western Australia, Secondary Education in Western Australia (W.H. 

Dettman), (Perth: Government Printer, 1969). 
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in lower secondary schools, with its multi–level approach. Concurrently, the Board 

of Secondary Education, to oversee the education of all schools in Western Australia, 

both government and non–government, was established. Included amongst these 

reports was the ‘Review of Educational Standards in Lower–Secondary Schools in 

Western Australia, 1981.11 These developments were undertaken to ensure the 

relevance and preparedness of the system to respond to the needs of all students as 

they prepared for life in a modern, and increasingly changing, economy. 

 

The organisation and function of the Church of England Schools’ Trust 

 

It will be recalled from the previous chapter that the Rt. Rev. R.E. Freeth had been 

appointed Chairman of a committee established by Synod in 1954, to enquire into the 

future of Anglican Schools in the Diocese of Perth. One of the needs identified by 

the committee in its 1956 report, was for the immediate establishment of schools for 

both boys and girls in suburbs south of Perth, including Applecross, Manning Park, 

Mt. Pleasant, Attadale, Bicton and Melville Heights. The Diocese had no funds to 

establish such schools. Thus, the committee’s findings did little more than identify 

the need for additional provision in the Diocese of Perth. Things began to look up 

however, with the establishment of the Church of England Schools’ Trust in 1961. 

 

The Anglican Church in Western Australia has historically relied upon individual 

philanthropy to further its mission and the provision of education was no exception. 

The establishment of the Church of England Schools’ Trust resulted from a donation 

of three portions of land, totalling 232 acres, at Ravenswood, located approximately 

95 kilometres south of Perth, between Pinjarra and Mandurah, in the south–west of 

Western Australia. It was owned in 1961 by a syndicate of property developers led 

by Mr E. B. Anderson.12 The donation provided a source of financial security to 

Church of England schools for nearly a quarter of a century, until it merged with the 

                                                                                                                                           
 
11 Education Department of Western Australia, Review of Educational Standards in Lower–

Secondary Schools in Western Australia, (T.A. Priest), (Perth: Government Printer, 1981). 
 
12 The Church of England Schools’ Trust (C.E.S.T.), Constitution and Rules, 1961. Atkins 

Papers. 
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Anglican Education Commission in 1985, to form the Anglican Schools Commission 

(Inc.). 

 

Bishop Freeth knew of Mr E.B. Anderson’s involvement with Kobeelya Church of 

England Girls’ School at Katanning, and of his willingness to donate some of the 

land at Ravenswood to charities in order to assist with the subdivision. Mr P.H. 

Atkins, a Perth Lawyer, was not only the Trust’s inaugural Secretary, but also 

Chairman of the Board of St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School. Atkins, 

Bishop Freeth and Ms M. Feilman, a town planner, who was also an inaugural 

Member of the Board, visited the Ravenswood site in 1961. Although they rejected 

the site as unsuitable for St. Mary’s, Atkins wrote to Anderson indicating that if he 

would give it to a body for the purpose of Church of England Schools, he would 

dedicate his time to the project.13 He was well aware that it would be a long time 

before Anderson’s desire for a boys’ and girls’ school could be realised. Further, he 

knew that by vesting the land in a Church body, there was a distinct possibility of 

building more Church of England schools.  He also knew that the land would be of 

lasting benefit to St. Mary’s School, by assisting it in relocating to a larger site in 

order to permit it to grow. 

 

Anderson’s influence was short–lived as he died in May, 1962. Although his 

appointment as a member of the Trust was endorsed by Diocesan Council, it was a 

position he refused to accept.14 Anderson’s motives in donating land to the Trust 

were not entirely philanthropic, as the syndicate hoped to profit by the sale of land at 

Ravenswood. Irritated by what he perceived to be tardiness on the part of the 

fledgling Trust, Anderson accused the Trust’s Secretary, Mr P.H. Atkins, of not 

‘pulling his weight’, complaining that delays in formally establishing the Trust were 

deliberate and quite unnecessary. Anderson believed that the Trust was giving little 

assistance to his partners and that “procrastination awaiting legal formalities, etc, is 

                                                 
13 J. Coverdale, (Ed.) Transcript of an interview with P.H. Atkins, Chairman, St Mary’s School 

Board of Governors 1955–1984, OH 2577/7, 1994. (Battye Library: Perth, Western Australia), 
p. 6. 

 
14 Letter, E.B. Anderson to Rt. Rev. R.E. Freeth, 6 October 1961. Atkins Papers. 
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all rot”.15 From the tenor of his correspondence with the Trust, it seems likely that 

had Anderson lived longer, his relationship with it would have become increasingly 

acrimonious. Although the donation of land was not preceded by a demographic 

survey to assess the suitability of the site, the Trust accepted the donation. While the 

land was to prove unsuitable for the purpose for which it was intended, it provided 

security for the Trust to borrow monies to begin its philanthropic activities. 

 

Three issues relating to the structures which were put in place by the Trust to 

progress its aims require comment. First, the decision by Anderson’s Syndicate not 

to vest the Ravenswood land in the Perth Diocesan Trustees, but in the Church of 

England Schools’ Trust, resulted in on–going tension between the Trust, Diocesan 

Council and the Trustees during the Trust’s 25 year history, from 1961, until it 

merged with the Anglican Education Commission in 1985 to form The Anglican 

Schools Commission (Inc.).16 Anderson was concerned that if entrusted with the 

Ravenswood land, the Diocesan Trustees might attempt to use it for other more 

pressing financial needs, depriving the Diocese of an endowment specifically 

intended to further the cause of constructing more Church of England schools. 

Secondly, at its foundation, the purpose for which the Trust was established, namely, 

the foundation of both a boys’ and girls’ school at Pinjarra, was unviable at the time, 

and remained so throughout the life of the Trust, despite attempts by the Trust to 

revive the project throughout its history. Thirdly, the framing of the Trust’s 

Constitution by Mr P.H. Atkins reflects a conflict of interest. While most members of 

the Trust thought that it was being established for a school south of the river or at 

Pinjarra , Atkins wrote in the Trust’s Constitution that it was also “to assist already 

                                                 
15 Ibid. 
 
16 P.H. Atkins, A History of The Church of England Schools’ Trust Inc., Perth, Western Australia 

(typescript copy, n.d.), Atkins Papers, p.1. The Trustees are analogous to a Board of Directors 
of which members of Synod are the ‘shareholders’. It was established by Act of Parliament in 
1952 which regulates its operation and method of election. It consists of the Archbishop, ex 
officio, two clerical and two lay Trustees nominated by Diocesan Council and six lay Trustees 
nominated by Synod. Consequently, it is composed of five members of Diocesan Council, 
including the Archbishop, and six lay members of Synod. 

 See also Appendix II, ‘Diocesan Educational Structures of the Diocese of Perth, Western 
Australia, 1917–1992’. 
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established schools”,17 a clear indication of his intention to press the cause of 

relocating St Mary’s to a more commodious site. 

 

At the Trust’s second meeting of Governors held at the Palace Hotel, Perth, on 25th 

August 1961, following its inaugural meeting earlier the same day, its policy 

regarding the provision of new schools was enunciated in the presence of the 

Archbishop of Perth, Dr. R.W.H. Moline:18 

 

...to launch an appeal for Church of England Schools 
particularising a project for both a boys’ and girls’ school at 
Ravenswood, and a boys’ and girls’ school south of the river.19 

 
While there is no clear statement regarding the lack of such assistance to existing 

schools in the declaration, it was this assistance which inhibited the Trust’s ability to 

pursue its principal aims. 

 

The Trust’s Constitution made clear the reasons for its formation. While Objects 3a 

and 3c were concerned with its proposed commercial activities, Object 3b 

specifically referred to education provision: 

 

To construct buildings and other improvements on any land 
(whether belonging to the Association or otherwise) for the 
purposes of the Church of England Schools in Western Australia.20 

 
                                                 
17 C.E.S.T., Constitution and Rules, 1961. 
 
18 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 25 August 1961. Inaugural members of the C.E.S.T. included The 

Archbishop of Perth, The Most Rev. Robert William Haines Moline, M.C. (1947–1963), The 
Right Rev. Robert Evelyn Freeth, Hon. Sir Ross McLarty, K.B.E., M.M., Dr Guy Gavin Henn, 
Edwin Borrowdale Anderson Esq., Peter Henry Atkins Esq., Harold Alfred Doust Esq., Miss 
Margaret Anne Feilman, Michael Stevenson Gregg Esq., Graham Malcolm Esq., Ernest Tindal 
Esq. and Vernon Robert Whittaker Esq. The Trust’s Constitution provided for twelve 
members, of which nine were to be Governors responsible for its management. Three of the 
inaugural members were not Governors but entitled to attend and vote at Annual General 
Meetings, viz. Sir Ross McLarty, K.B.E., M.M, Edwin Borrowdale Anderson Esq and Harold 
Alfred Doust Esq. were appointed in recognition of their varying contributions to the project. 
Both Anderson and Doust were prominent members of the donating Syndicate, while McLarty 
(State Premier between 1947–1953) represented ‘local interests’ in Pinjarra, where he resided. 

 
19 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 31 August 1961. 
 
20  C.E.S.T., Constitution and Rules, 1961. See also: J. Coverdale, (Ed.) Transcript of an 

interview with P.H. Atkins, Chairman, St Mary’s School Board of Governors 1955–1984. 
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This object, amplified in the Constitution’s section entitled ‘Powers and Duties of the 

Board of Governors’, enabled the Trust to consider a degree of involvement in the 

construction of new Church schools and improvements to existing ones. On this, it 

was stated in Section vi: 

 
Subject to the majority of the members of the Association agreeing 
if it so desires: 
 

(a) Establish schools in Western Australia with 
constitutions approved by the Diocesan Council. 

 
(b) Transfer and/or make over to any Church of England 

School in Western Australia any of the assets of the 
association.21 

 

Although the Diocese, through the Trustees, had previously provided financial 

support to existing Church schools, the Trust now accepted the responsibility for 

providing financial assistance too.22 

 

Reminiscent of the Woodard Schools in England, and The Council for Church of 

England Schools (1917–1951) which was based on the Woodard model, Dr Guy 

Gavin Henn’s (son of Canon P.U. Henn) recommendation that “the Trust should 

appoint a Provost for the purpose of ensuring that the work of the Church was 

directed correctly in Trust activities”, was accepted.23 Although Bishop Freeth was 

appointed to the position of Provost, it lapsed over time, never to be mentioned 

again. Provisions in the Trust’s Constitution regarding the election of members 

reflected Mr E.B. Anderson’s demand that the Ravenswood land be protected from 

the Trustees. The Trust’s Constitution lists the inaugural members, but the manner in 

which new members were to be appointed, limited the powers of Synod and its 

standing committee, Diocesan Council, to one of ratification rather than nomination. 

                                                 
21 Ibid., Church of England Schools’ Trust, Constitution and Rules, 1961. 
 
22 Interview with M.S. Gregg, 7 October, 1997. Gregg explained that the Trust took the view that 

the capacity of schools to repay loans, with or without interest, was taken into account in 
providing financial assistance. The Trust was prepared to provide money as a gift if it could be 
shown that the school’s well–being would be jeopardised if it were regarded as a loan, with, or 
without, interest. 

 
23 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 21 September 1961. A.S.C. Archives. 
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The Trust had sole right of nomination and where new members were to be 

appointed, for whatever reason, the list was forwarded to Diocesan Council for 

approval. Where both the Trust and Diocesan Council could not agree on a suitable 

candidate, Diocesan Council had the right to make an appointment, or appointments, 

as the case might be, after a period of six months. Such a method of appointment to 

the Trust made it virtually self–regulating, so that even though the Archbishop was 

the official ‘Visitor’, it was the Trust, rather than Synod or its Standing Committee, 

Diocesan Council, which had the right to decide its policy and procedures relating to 

educational provision. 

 

Two other aspects of the Trust’s Constitution, regarding the degree to which it was 

self–regulating, require clarification. First, the Constitution could only be changed by 

a resolution of Diocesan Council and approved by Synod: 

 

These Rules shall not be amended added to or replaced except by 
resolution of the Diocesan Council. This rule and the succeeding rule 
shall not be amended to or repealed except by a two–thirds majority of 
Synod.24 

 

Secondly, as only Synod could dissolve the Trust, it placed Diocesan Council in a 

somewhat difficult position as neither it nor Synod had any right to initiate the 

appointment of members to the Trust, which it could dissolve: 

 

The Association may be dissolved by resolution of synod and in no 
other manner and any such resolution shall be by a two–thirds 
majority.25 

 

The restrictions on the influence of the Synod on the Trust, placed it in a position of 

influence and power which was inconsistent with Synodical government, even 

though the Trust was required by its Constitution, which Synod approved, to report 

annually to it. The manner in which members were elected to the Trust meant that it 

did not represent the will of Synod to which it was ultimately accountable. These 

constitutional arrangements were to lead to varying degrees of distrust, 

                                                 
24 Church of England Schools’ Trust, Constitution and Rules, 1961. 
 
25 Ibid. 
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misunderstanding, antagonism and, at times, open conflict between the Trust and 

Diocesan Council. 

 

The Church was not ungrateful to Anderson’s syndicate for the gift. At the First 

Session of the thirty–first Synod of the Diocese of Perth in 1961, a resolution was 

passed which not only recognised the generosity of the syndicate, but also the 

importance of the work upon which the Trust was about to embark: 

 

That this Synod having heard of the gift of approximately 200 acres 
of land in the Ravenswood area for the purpose of establishing 
Church of England Schools, thanks the syndicate of business men 
responsible for this gift and offers its best wishes to the Church of 
England Schools’ Trust for its success in developing this project.26 

 

Although Diocesan Council offered encouragement and support to the fledgling 

Trust,27 amicable relationships between it, Synod, Diocesan Council and the Trustees 

were short–lived. The level of disputation which continued throughout the life of the 

Trust indicates that the relationship between it and Diocesan administrators had not 

been clearly established before the Trust’s incorporation. From the outset, this 

relationship had the potential to materially affect the ability of the Trust to carry out 

its ‘objects’. Within six months of the Trust’s foundation, the Trustees expressed 

concern that the Trust would not dispose of any land under its control without first 

obtaining approval from the Diocesan Trustees.28 The Board of Governors responded 

by stating “that if the Diocesan Council and the Diocesan Trustees required the Trust 

to be restricted in the manner mentioned...there was little use for the Trust being in 

existence”.29 

 

A major dispute arose between the Diocesan Council and the Trust over land which 

the Council owned at Bibra Lake, known as the Jandakot Land, which it had 

                                                                                                                                           
 
26 Letter, W.S. Bastian to P.H. Atkins, 30 August 1961. Atkins Papers. 
 
27 Letter, W.S. Bastian to P.H. Atkins, 9 October 1961. Atkins Papers. 
 
28 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 24 July 1962. 
 
29 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 29 August 1962. 
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previously purchased for the purpose of building Church of England schools. The 

Trust was of the view that as it had been established by Synod, this gave it the 

unfettered right to own, use or dispose of the land, free of any hindrance from 

Diocesan Council, “for the purpose of exchange or consideration for the acquisition 

of school sites south of the Swan River...and for the land so acquired to be registered 

in the name of the Church of England Schools’ Trust Incorporated”.30 For its part, 

the Diocesan Trustees initially maintained their policy regarding the vesting of land 

in parishes, whereby “upon allocating a particular site to a parish to either debit the 

parish with the then value of the land or to debit the parish with the cost of acquiring 

the land, plus legal fees, stamp duties and interest”.31 Although the Diocesan 

Trustees were keen to maintain this policy with regard to the Jandakot land, it was 

prepared to make an exception, provided the Trust met the following conditions: 

 

...that upon the Schools’ Trust proving itself with the completion of 
the St Mary’s project, namely assisting St. Mary’s to move from 
West Perth to Karrinyup (a site which the Schools’ Trust had 
acquired for St. Mary’s) the Diocesan Trustees would hand over to 
the Schools’ Trust for no consideration whatsoever the Jandakot 
land or any land acquired in exchange for it.32 

 

The decision by the Diocesan Trustees to hand over the Jandakot land for “no 

consideration” was of considerable importance. Although the decision needed to be 

endorsed by Synod, it indicated the willingness of the Diocesan Trustees to recognise 

the Trust as the principal broker in the acquisition of sites for Church of England 

Schools and as having the responsibility for building them. The Trust was well aware 

that the Jandakot land was unsuitable for a school. Indeed, the Diocesan Trustees 

indicated to Synod in 1960 that the proximity of an aerodrome made it unsuitable for 

a school. Clearly, the ability to exchange land for a more suitable location and utilise 

its investment potential was the Trust’s principal interest. 

 

                                                 
30 Minutes of a Meeting Held Between Representatives of the Perth Diocesan Trustees and 

Members of the Church of England Schools’ Trust (Inc.) held in the office of the Archdeacon 
of Perth, 12 November 1962. Atkins Papers. 

 
31 Ibid. 
 
32 Ibid. 
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A further dispute arose in 1962 when the Trust began its search for suitable land for 

a school, to find that Diocesan Trustees were involved in similar negotiations on 

their own behalf, prejudicing negotiations on both sides. The Trust was of the 

opinion that it should have sole authority to purchase land for new schools and be 

given any land which the Diocesan Trustees had previously acquired for school 

purposes.33 In its first Annual Report to Synod in 1962, the Trust complained of 

difficulties it was experiencing in dealing with Diocesan Council: 

 

The Trust must ask the Diocesan Council for a ruling on its future 
policy with regard to land already held...because members of the 
Trust feel that if the Diocesan Council...is to deal with this matter, 
the only function of the Trust is that of a money raising concern, a 
purpose for which we do not feel that we were established.34 

 

At the same Synod, the Chancellor of the Diocese requested the Trust to agree to an 

addendum to his report wherein there would be recognition by the Trust that it would 

not dispose of any land under its control without approval from the Diocesan 

Trustees. This request was rejected by the Trust. Had it agreed, it would have 

become a committee of the Diocesan Trustees, subject to its direction, a situation 

which the Anderson Syndicate clearly wished to avoid. 

 

A further constitutional issue arose in September 1965. The Chairman of the Trust 

was advised by Diocesan Council that it had appointed three Governors of the Trust. 

This was contrary the Trust’s Constitution which provided that appointments could 

only be made directly by the Council if, after a period of six months, positions could 

not be filled by mutual agreement.35 Having refused to accept Diocesan Council’s 

                                                 
33 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 30 April 1962. 
 
34 C.E.S.T., Annual Report, April 1962. 
 
35 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 7 September 1965. See also: The Church of England Schools’ Trust (Inc. – 

Constitution and Rules, 1961. Clause 8 provides: “Upon the death retirement or removal from 
office of any member, a successor shall be appointed in [the] manner following – the 
remaining members who are members of the Board of Governors shall by resolution approve 
the appointment of some person suitable in their opinion to be a member and the name of such 
person shall thereupon be submitted by the Secretary of the Association to the Diocesan 
Council for approval. If the Diocesan Council shall approve such appointment the person so 
appointed shall hold office for the remainder of the term for which his predecessor was 
appointed but if the Diocesan Council is unwilling to approve such appointment then the 
remaining members who are members of the Board of Governors may submit the names of 
further persons in their opinion suitable for appointment until the Diocesan Council shall 
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nominees, the Trust advised it of its breach and submitted its own, all of which were 

approved.  

 

At the 1965 Session of Synod, the question was raised regarding how the Trust was 

able to finance an unconditional gift of £60,000 cash, to assist St Mary’s Church of 

England Girls’ School relocate to Karrinyup, while planning for a new school south 

of the river (Swan River) for both boys and girls, which had not yet commenced. So 

that members of Diocesan Council could be made familiar with all aspects of the 

Trust’s activities, the Chairman, Mr G. Malcolm, prepared a report in which he 

detailed its purposes, achievements and goals for the future in the “hope of gaining 

their [the Diocesan Council’s] full co–operation, so that we [the Trust] may 

endeavour to continue to assist this great family of ours in providing for the youth of 

today, a sound Christian education”.36 Malcolm stressed the importance of the 

Ravenswood site for the building of Church schools for both boys and girls. He 

stressed that the Ravenswood land had provided the initial security from which the 

Trust commenced its philanthropic activities in assisting existing Church schools. He 

estimated that in August 1965 the Trust owned, free of any encumbrances, the assets 

indicated in Table XVIII below: 

 
Table XVIII 

 
The Church of England Schools’ Trust: 

Assets 1962 (April) 
 
 

 

 
Source:  C.E.S.T., Annual Report, April 1962. 

 

                                                                                                                                           
approve some person for appointment PROVIDED that if at the expiration of six calendar 
months from the date of the fresh submission to it of a name as aforesaid the Diocesan Council 
shall not have approved some person for appointment then the Diocesan Council may without 
reference to the said remaining members of the Board of Governors appoint such person as it 
thinks fit to fill such [a] vacancy”. 

 
36 G. Malcolm, Report to Diocesan Council, The Church of England Schools’ Trust Inc., 24 

August 1965. Atkins Papers. 
 

Ravenwsood Property £4,250.0.0 
Melville Property £60,000.0.0 
Cash in bank £17,876.0.0 

Total £82,876.0.0 
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These assets did not include the Jandakot land, which the Diocesan Council 

transferred to the Trust in 1966, and which Malcolm believed would assist greatly in 

the raising of the £400,000 necessary for the proposed ‘South of Perth School’.37 

Had the Trust not been successful in acquiring substantial assets, it is unlikely that 

Diocesan Council would have been particularly interested in its activities. The 

greater the Trust’s success, and the ever increasing possibility of it actually building 

a school, the more Diocesan Council demanded control over its activities. 

 

A decision by Archbishop Appleton (1963–68) to relinquish his position on the Trust 

in August 1966, both as a Member and Governor, was made with the best of 

intentions. He was transferred to Jerusalem in November 1968, resulting in the 

appointment of Geoffrey Tremayne Sambell as Archbishop of Perth. Of less 

compromising temperament than Appleton, it was Sambell who sought to bring the 

Trust to ‘heel’ over the building of the ‘South of Perth School’. 

 

The brief of the Church of England Schools’ Trust to establish new schools 

 

This section considers the fact that only one school was established as a ‘Church of 

England Schools’ Trust–owned school’ during the sub–period 1961–80, when the 

official position was that there was to be much more involvement in this sort of 

endeavour. After nearly twenty years of deliberation by the Trust, their ‘South of 

Perth’ school, named All Saints’ College, opened on a 16 acre site at Bull Creek in 

1981, with 120 Year 8 students.38 Delays of various kinds beset the project from the 

outset. The search for a suitable site for the school began in 1963, but it was not until 

1967 that the Trust was allocated 80 acres of Crown Land to construct a school in the 

Bull Creek area in exchange for land of similar value.39 The decision by the Trust to 

                                                 
37 Ibid. 
 
38 K.G. Tregonning, South of the River School, (typescript notes), 1978. Moyes Papers. 

Tregonning suggested the following names as “Some off–the–top–of–my–head possible 
names: 1. South of the River School; 2. South of the Swan River; 3. Swan River Grammar 
School; 4. Swan River College; 5. Bull Creek Grammar; 6. Murdoch Grammar; 7. Peel 
Grammar School; 8. Canning River Grammar or Canning College; 9. Name it after the first 
Archbishop of Perth (Riley); 10. The Prince of Wales School; 11. Perth Cathedral School; 12. 
Melville Grammar School; or 13. Name it after the first benefactor to give $500,000. 

 
39 Land in the Jandakot area known as Miss Thompson’s Land, comprising 59 acres, in which 

Hale School had a joint financial interest with the Trust, was exchanged with the State 
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proceed with the building of the ‘South of Perth School’ in 1969 was to prove a 

thorny issue for both the Trust and Diocesan Council. Although Clause 2 of the 

Trust’s Constitution clearly gave it the right to proceed with the project, it was 

uncharted territory on both sides. While Diocesan Council was pleased with the 

Trust’s acquisition of the Ravenswood land and the assistance given to St Mary’s 

School in its relocation, the Trust was now considering building a school of its own. 

 

The Trust’s decision to build a school in 1969, was not well received by Diocesan 

Council or the new Archbishop, The Most Rev. Geoffrey Tremayne Sambell. In May 

of that year, the Trust sought approval from Diocesan Council to amend its 

Constitution. This gave the Council an opportunity to clarify its relationship to the 

Trust. Essentially, the Trust desired, first, to increase its membership from nine to 

twelve Governors, removing any distinction between ‘Members’ and ‘Governors’, 

and, secondly, to appoint no more than six Honorary Governors for life at any one 

time “in recognition for his or her services to the Association”.40 While the Trust saw 

the latter as a means of rewarding long–standing Members who had served the Trust 

with distinction, Diocesan Council saw such appointments in a more sinister light, 

declaring that “such Governors, notwithstanding the opinion of the Diocesan 

Council...could represent a dominant vocal and persuasive group on the Trust 

notwithstanding they have no vote”.41 Likewise, Diocesan Council also wished to 

make it clear whose prerogative it was to make the final decision regarding the 

establishment of a new school: 

 

The Council considers that as it is the Standing Committee of 
Synod and consequently the governing body of the Diocese when 
Synod is not in session that any major move such as the 

                                                                                                                                           
Government for the Bull Creek site in 1967. The property was purchased in 1962. As the Trust 
had little money at the time, two Governors, Mr P.H. Atkins and Mr M.S. Gregg each paid half 
the deposit. Approximately, £2,000 of the £10,000 purchase price was raised by sending letters 
to 200 potential donors requesting £50 each, after which a loan from the Bank of New South 
Wales financed the purchase. 

 
40 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 29 May 1969. See also: C.E.S.T., Constitution and Rules, 1961. The 

original Constitution provided for the appointment of 12 Members, 9 of whom were to be 
Governors. 

 
41 Letter, A.E. Blanckensee to P.H. Atkins, 9 February 1970. Atkins Papers. 
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establishment of a new school should only be undertaken after the 
Council has been consulted and its approval given.42 

 

That the Trust increasingly found itself in a difficult position in implementing its 

constitutional objectives, can be attributed to five factors. First, Archbishop Sambell, 

apart from being the Trust’s ‘Visitor’, could only attend by invitation, since 

Archbishop Appleton had removed the necessity for the Archbishop to attend in 

August, 1966. Secondly, the Archbishop took more notice of his Education 

Committee, a sub–committee of Diocesan Council, than he did of the Trust. Thirdly, 

from an educational perspective, Governors of the Trust, apart from Bishop Freeth, 

were professional people in areas far removed from educational administration. 

Fourthly, the temperament of Archbishop Sambell was such that collaboration was 

less–valued than confrontation in promoting his particular points of view. Fifthly, 

without joint sittings of both the Archbishop’s Education Committee and the Trust, 

there was little opportunity to resolve divergent points of view without lengthy 

delays resulting in ill–feeling and general distrust on both sides. 

 

A personal record of one of the Trust’s Governors, Mr P.H. Atkins, exemplifies the 

deep division between it and the Archbishop during a visit to the Trust by the 

Archbishop on 23 March 1970. Atkins’ was scornful of the Archbishop’s advisers 

and their influence on him, stating: 

 

...it appears that His Grace has advisers whom he relies upon and 
unless they support the Trust’s action he is not prepared to differ 
with them and this of course can mean only one thing, that there is 
no confidence by the Archbishop in the Trust.43 

 

Atkins believed that the Trust had a Mandate to proceed with the ‘South of Perth 

School’, resulting from its endorsement in Archbishop Appleton’s ‘Five Year Plan’44 

                                                 
42 Ibid. 
 
43 P.H. Atkins, A record of personal reflections on the occasion of the visit of Archbishop 

Geoffrey Sambell to the Trust, 23 March 1970. Atkins Papers. 
 
44 The ‘Five Year Plan’ (undated) resulted in an untitled report prepared by the Ven. M.M. 

Hodgins, Archdeacon of Hackney in the Diocese of London at the invitation of Archbishop 
Appleton to “look at the financial and administrative set–up of the dioceses…of the Province. 
Regarding the provision of education, the report concluded: “The possibility of an association 
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and by general approval of Synod over a number of years, particularly in 1965. 

Atkins was irritated that the Archbishop’s committee was taking such an active 

interest in the Trust’s activities and yet did nothing to assist St Mary’s “when it set 

out to do the impossible”.45 The Archbishop was not one to take criticism lightly. As 

Atkins records: “Unfortunately, His Grace took exception to being informed that the 

Diocesan Council had not demonstrated either an intention or a capacity to finance 

schools”.46 Atkins believed that those who provided financial backing for schools 

should have a direct responsibility for the outcome. He suggested that the Trust’s 

watchword should be that of “no responsibility without taxation”.47 Clearly, Atkins 

was suggesting that Diocesan Council, and the Archbishop’s Education Committee 

in particular, had little or no responsibility in the matter. 

 

Archbishop Sambell was concerned that the Trust was not sufficiently under the 

umbrella of the Church and that the use of the words ‘Church of England’ in its name 

suggested a link, which although tenuous, gave considerable credence to its status, 

both within the Church, and the community generally. Atkins regarded this assertion 

as inconceivable as Synod had ultimate jurisdiction over the Trust’s activities. In a 

‘take it or leave it’ approach, Atkins suggested that if the Diocese would like to 

proceed with building its own schools, without the assistance of the Trust, then 

another Diocese might be grateful of their assistance. Despite the Archbishop’s 

attack on the Trust, Atkins was correct in stating that the provisions of its 

constitution with regard to the ‘South of Perth School’s’ proposed constitution, were 

legally sound: 

 

Not only is it our stated intention to have a school Constitution 
which will ensure that it will at all times be Church of England but 
by reason of the necessity for the Diocesan Council to approve of 
such a Constitution, it is impossible for us to do otherwise.48 

                                                                                                                                           
of Church schools in the Province should be considered, and their financial problems removed 
from the Diocesan sphere”. Perth, Western Australia, November 1964. p. 15. 

 
45 P.H. Atkins, A record of personal reflections on the occasion of the visit of Archbishop 

Geoffrey Sambell’s to the Trust, 23 March 1970. Atkins Papers. 
 
46 Ibid. 
 
47 Ibid. 
 
48 Ibid. 
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Essentially, the hegemonic struggle between the Trust and the Archbishop focussed 

on the extent to which the Trust had responsibility for the establishment of new 

Church of England schools. 

While the Trust had the professional expertise necessary to build a school, it did not 

have, nor did it pretend to have, with one exception, educationalists on its Board. 

This was a problem of considerable proportions. There was nothing to prevent the 

Trust from employing suitable personnel, but it lacked the capacity to deal 

adequately with philosophical, religious, educational and numerous other policy 

issues relating to the establishment of an Anglican school. 

 

Taking the initiative, Diocesan Council appointed Mr David Lawe–Davies, 

Headmaster of Guildford Grammar School, to advise the Trust on matters which 

needed to be addressed regarding the founding of a new school. The Trust took the 

view that Mr Lawe–Davies had been invited to address the Trust: 

 

...in order to ascertain and pass on to the Diocesan Trustees, the 
views of the Board of the Trust regarding the proposal to found a 
new Church School south of Perth, and in particular the 
constitution which would govern the school.49 

 

From notes which Lawe–Davies prepared for his discussions with the Trust, it is 

clear that his agenda was much more than a ‘fact–finding mission’. Not only did he 

request details of the Trust’s intentions, he also made it clear that in his view, and 

one would assume that of Diocesan Council’s view also, that the “Constitution of the 

Council (of the new school) should follow that of established Church Schools, i.e. be 

responsible to the Anglican Synod”.50 Mr Atkins was suspicious of Lawe–Davies’ 

involvement, believing that as Headmaster of an élite collegiate school, his approach 

was “the classical way for people without money to set about to do the job”, 

                                                                                                                                           
 
49 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 5 August 1969. 
 
50 Ibid., Attachment to Minutes, Notes prepared by David Lawe–Davies entitled, ‘Notes on the 

Founding of New Church Schools’. Atkins Papers. 
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especially through fund–raising. The latter filled Atkins with horror.51 Members of 

the Trust were well aware of how unsuccessful this approach had been in 

establishing the Trust in 1961. 

Atkins believed that without a philanthropist to found a school, the Trust’s approach 

of accumulating sufficient assets beforehand was the most appropriate method. 

Having done so, Atkins could find little reason for a joint feasibility study involving 

both the Trust and Diocesan Council. In his view: 

 

…the Diocese comes to us when we are just about in a position to 
finance the erection of a new school and said, let us jointly have a 
feasibility study to decide if Archbishop Moline who set up a 
commission and tried to get funds to start a new school was 
wrong.52 

 

Essentially, Atkins could see no need for the Diocese to be involved at all. The Trust 

was financially sound, was capable of building its own school, and should be left 

alone to ‘get on’ with the job without interference from the Diocese. 

 

Attempts by the Trust to proceed with its school continued to be beset by numerous 

difficulties. The services of educational consultants in Sydney were considered early 

in 1970.53 Negotiations lapsed because of delays regarding constitutional difficulties 

initiated by Archbishop Sambell involving both the Trust and the proposed school’s 

constitution, the latter not being in final draft form until late October of that year. Mr 

Atkins was primarily responsible for drafting the document which, from inception to 

completion, was the subject of much discussion and, at times, animosity with 

                                                 
51 P.H. Atkins, Church of England Schools’ Trust (Inc.) (typescript notes), 3 March 1970. Atkins 

Papers. According to Atkins, the purpose of the document was for Members of the Trust to “be 
able to make a right decision on the suggestion that the Diocesan Council and the Church of 
England Schools’ Trust, jointly employ an investigator to give a report on the feasibility of a 
new school south of the river”. 

 
52 Ibid. 
 
53 Letter, E.C.F. Evans to G. Malcolm, 21 May 1970. Atkins Papers. The Trust began 

preliminary discussions with Knight Howard and Associates Pty Ltd, Educational Consultants 
of Sydney. Its managing Director, Mr E.C.F. Evans addressed the Trust on 1 July 1970. The 
Company’s services were being considered by the Trust to “...submit a proposal for conducting 
a study of the feasibility of establishing a new school about eight miles south of Perth”. The 
Company’s services were not taken up because of the protracted discussions with the 
Archbishop and Diocesan Council regarding the Trust’s and the proposed school’s 
constitution. 
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Diocesan officials, particularly the Archbishop. Atkins drafted the Constitution to 

provide for one or more schools so that if a co–educational school were established, 

it could develop as both a boys’ and girls’ school when enrolments increased 

sufficiently to warrant it. Atkins’ points out that providing for more than one school 

was not unusual as there was provision in Kobeelya’s Constitution for future 

schools.54 Although the Trust did not want to control the proposed school’s board, 

Atkins’ suggestion that land set aside for school purposes should be held by an 

association for that purpose, as opposed to investment properties: 

 

I consider that all land held for school purposes should be held by 
an association set up for establishing a school or schools otherwise 
the land gets intermixed with the Trust’s investment properties.55 

 

Atkins also recognised the need for immediate and practical considerations in 

managing investments in joint projects: 

 

It is essential that when the Crown grants land to us for school 
purposes, Hale School does not think it has got an interest in it. It 
was for this reason that I drafted the Constitution in the way that I 
did”.56 

 

Separating the Trust’s land in this way would, if acceptable to the Archbishop, have 

provided a constitutional framework for a school system. It was the opinion of one 

Governor of the Trust that Atkins, whom he regarded as an expert in such matters, 

had “put forward a number of amendments most of which are designed to give the 

Trust control of the new School Board”. 57 Another Governor, Mr J.B. Morrison, 

                                                 
54 Memorandum, P.H. Atkins to I. Clairs, Undated c1970. Atkins Papers. See also: C.E.S.T., 

Constitution and Rules, South of Perth Church of England Schools Incorporated, Final Draft, 
October 1970. The objects were: “To plan design establish and carry on south of the Swan 
River within the metropolitan region of Perth a Church of England School or Schools for either 
or both boys and girls (hereinafter called “the School”) under such name or names as the 
Board may decide after the approval of the Archbishop and the Trust. Once such initial 
approval is given the approval of a two–thirds majority of synod shall be required to change 
the name of such School”. 

 
55 Ibid., Memorandum. 
 
56 Ibid. 
 
57 Letter, M.S. Gregg to G. Malcolm, 31 August, 1970. Atkins Papers. 
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regarded a clash of personalities as the underlying problem, believing that unless the 

Trust was prepared to recognise the Archbishop’s authority, little would be achieved: 

 

My own view is that the Archbishop is Head of the Church, and the 
Church is run through its organisations as exists, guided by the 
Archbishop. We are only part of that organisation and can make 
suggestions, but should conform with his wishes. 58 

 

In essence, the Archbishop was too powerful for his wishes to be ignored and unless 

the Trust recognised this and was prepared to compromise, and at times acquiesce, 

its very existence was likely to be threatened. Had the Trust been able to establish a 

school system as provided for in the ‘South of Perth School’s’ Constitution’ and 

achieve control over its Board, including financial control, the outcome would likely 

have had far–reaching consequences.  

 

Despite progress being made to resolve disagreements, the Archbishop continued to 

be far from satisfied with the Trust’s operations. A decision by that body in 

December 1970, to establish a sub–committee to meet with the Archbishop “to 

discuss his views as to the role of the Trust in connection with the establishment of 

the proposed school south of the river, and other schools, including Ravenswood,” 

resulted in a meeting between the Archbishop and Messrs Malcolm, Gregg and 

Morrision in early January 1971, at which a number of fundamental issues were 

raised, but not resolved: 

 

A general discussion took place and there appeared to be difficulty 
in reaching common agreement as to what is meant by establishing 
new schools and the extent and the degree of participation that the 
Trust would have in establishing new Schools.59  

                                                 
58 Letter, J.B. Morrison to G Malcolm, 27 August, 1970. Atkins Papers. 
 
59 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 2 December 1970. See also: C.E.S.T., Sub–Committee’s Report of a 

Meeting with His Grace, The Archbishop, 5 January 1971. Atkins Papers. The purpose of the 
meeting as given in the report makes no mention of the proposed South of Perth School: “To 
discuss with the Archbishop the future of the Church of England Schools’ Trust and its 
particular role in establishing new Schools”. 

 The following questions were raised: 
• “Should the Church of England Schools’ Trust itself actively participate in the 

establishing a new school? 
• Should the new body to be established be one which raises funds or should that be the sole 

province of the Trust? 
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It is significant that Mr Atkins was not a member of the sub–committee as 

relationships between he and the Archbishop were strained. Indeed, the provision in 

the ‘South of Perth School’s’ Constitution restricting the tenure of the Chairman of 

the Board’s term of office from six to three years, with the provision of up to six 

years for the inaugural Chairman, had an unexpected consequence.60 Taking the 

restriction as a personal insult orchestrated by the Archbishop, Atkins, who had been 

Chairman of the Board of St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School since 1962, 

did not offer himself for re–election at the Annual General Meeting of the Board of 

Governors in April 1971.61 In his Report to Synod, 1971, the Chairman of St. 

Mary’s, Mr I.H. Hunter, explained Atkins’ decision: 

 

He (Atkins) felt that such a constitutional restriction was bad in 
principle; he stood down to obey the wishes of Diocesan Council, 
of which St. Mary’s is virtually a sub–committee.62 

 

To take such a position was a very public statement of personal discontent. So 

annoyed was he by Diocesan Council’s, and the Archbishop’s attack on the Trust, 

that Atkins drafted a resolution on 4 May 1971, to be considered at the next meeting 

of the Trust on 5 April 1971. He proposed that, apart from its obligations under its 

existing constitution, the Trust should take no further actions until, as he put it: 

 

                                                                                                                                           
• How could a satisfactory arrangement be reached whereby the new School Board would 

have autonomy but the Church of England Schools’ Trust would be financially committed 
to it, but not be in control? 

• How could the interest of the Church of England Schools’ Trust in the new School be 
maintained so that there would not be a conflict between the new School Board and the 
Trust? 

• Should the Trust have a paternal interest in the new School? 
• Should the new Board be called together until the extent of the commitment of the Trust is 

made known? 
• At what stage should the new Schools’ Senior Executive Officer be appointed and who 

would be responsible for his appointment?” 
 

60 C.E.S.T., Constitution and Rules, South of Perth Church of England Schools Incorporated, 
Final Draft, October 1970. In part, Section 7 (b) provides: “... A Chairman shall not hold office 
for more than three consecutive terms, but the first chairman’s tenure of office may be 
extended by the Board, but shall not exceed six consecutive years”. 

 
61 I.H. Hunter, Report to Synod, St Mary’s Church of England Girls School (Inc.), 1971. Atkins 

Papers. 
 
62 Ibid. 
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….the Diocesan Council make clear in writing their intentions 
concerning the suggested amendments to the Constitution of the 
Church of England Schools’ Trust, the activities of the Trust be 
suspended other than for holding such meetings as are obligatory 
under our constitution.63 

 

There is no record of the motion being ‘put’. However, there is a record of a motion 

being withdrawn with the concurrence of Bishop Freeth at a meeting of the Board on 

5 April 1971. While there is no indication of the substance of the motion, on the 

‘balance of probabilities’ it refers to the motion prepared by Atkins. At the same 

meeting a suggested amendment to Clause 16(vi) of the Trust’s constitution was 

considered. The draft amendment, which resulted from a meeting of the Trust with 

the Archbishop and five members of Diocesan Council, was clearly framed to 

diminish the power of the Trust and ensure unequivocally Diocesan Council’s 

ascendancy over it: 

 

After prior consultation with the Diocesan Council and with its 
prior approval, to establish schools in Western Australia with 
constitutions and subject to such other conditions as shall be 
approved by the Diocesan Council.64 

 

The text is not that which was finally agreed to by all parties. However, it began a 

concerted move by the Archbishop to gain the ascendancy of Diocesan Council over 

the Trust. 

 

In addressing the problems of the links between the Trust and any new schools which 

it might establish, a sub–committee of the Trust recommended that by establishing 

effective communication links between school Boards of Governors and the Trust, 

any important issues could be resolved to the Trust’s satisfaction. To this end it was 

agreed: 

 

                                                 
63 P.H. Atkins, Draft Notice of Motion. (handwritten, n.d.) Atkins Papers. 
 
64 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 5 April 1971. The 1961 Constitution and Rules Clause 16(vi) provides: 
 Subject to the majority of the members of the Association agreeing if it so desires 

(a) Establishing schools in Western Australia with constitutions approved by Diocesan 
Council. 

(b) Transfer and/or make over to any Church of England School in Western Australia any 
of the assets of the association. 
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to recommend to the Trust that when His Grace and the Chairman 
of the Trust decide who are to be appointed, consideration should 
be given to choosing people who would be acceptable to the Trust 
so that two of them, together with the Trust’s own nominee would 
become co–opted members of the Board of Governors and thereby 
there would be interchange of ideas and information.65 

 

Clearly, the Archbishop’s influence in making suitable appointments to Boards of 

Governors, along with the compliance of Trust, provided a framework in which the 

Trust’s continuing influence, and that of the Diocese, too, was likely be assured in so 

far as it was possible through each school’s constitution. Essentially, the Archbishop, 

through the Trust, wanted to ensure that the Diocese of Perth would exercise 

considerable influence over the establishment of schools and their continuing growth 

and development. In accepting a position on a school’s board of governors, members 

would be expected to accept and foster the Trust’s position in maintaining links 

between the Trust and the board. However, the schools would be expected to become 

involved in fund–raising of their own volition. Furthermore, once a school was 

established, it would be expected to function without any financial assistance from 

the Church. 

 

Returning to the specific case of the proposed ‘South of Perth School’, although the 

struggle for its Constitution was finally resolved between the Trust and Diocesan 

Council when the school was incorporated on 18 August 1971, the manner in which 

the newly–appointed members of the School Board were to be advised of their 

appointment, provided Archbishop Sambell with ammunition to attack the Trust. He 

attacked it because of what he perceived to be an attempt to exercise a degree of 

control over the new School Board, a matter on which he had firm objections: 

 

I might be wrong in my interpretation of your letter, but it seems 
that the Trust sees its role as developing and controlling, directly or 
indirectly, the policy of Church schools, with particular reference 
to the South of the River Church School.66 

                                                                                                                                           
 

65 C.E.S.T. Minutes, 6 January 1971. Attachment, ‘Report of Sub–Committee’s meeting with His 
Grace the Archbishop to discuss with the Archbishop the future of the Church of England 
Schools’ Trust and its particular role in establishing new schools’. 

 
66 Letter, Archbishop Sambell to Brig. H. Norman, 8 September 1971. Atkins Papers. 
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The Archbishop was aware that the Trust wished to amend its Constitution with 

regard to its number of members. He was also of the opinion that it was a 

Constitution which needed amending “to clarify once and for all the role of the Trust 

as an assisting and enabling body, helping the Church to establish new Church 

schools because we want the influence of Christian schools in our community”.67 

Archbishop Sambell thought it highly unlikely that Diocesan Council would agree to 

handing over to the Trust “the responsibility of ongoing administration and influence 

some members of the Trust wish to have”.68 Sambell’s assertion, too, that any school 

once formed should be completely autonomous of the Trust, was a clear indication 

that under his leadership, there would be no system of Church schools under the 

auspices of the Trust.69 

 

The Archbishop’s demand that the Trust’s Constitution be amended to reflect the 

pre–eminence of Diocesan Council in any matter regarding the structures for the 

provision of education in the Diocese of Perth, made it appear to the members that 

the Archbishop intended to abolish the Trust. They reacted by stating that the Trust 

had “never attempted to interfere with the autonomy of any constituted Board of 

Governors or School Council (and) has no intention of interfering with any such 

body in the future”.70As far as amending the Trust’s Constitution, members resolved 

to withdraw their previous requests and they rejected the Archbishop’s assertion that 

it should be amended. In what must be seen as a statement of clear intent, the 

members of the Trust decided as follows: 

 

When the Trust has fulfilled its responsibilities for the South of 
Perth School, with the gift of land and the grant of $300,000, it 
proposes to channel its efforts to the original and main objective, 
namely the Ravenswood project.71 

                                                 
67 Ibid. 
 
68 Ibid. 
 
69 Ibid. 
 
70 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 6 October, 1971. 
 
71 Ibid. 
. 
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The Archbishop was displeased at the threat to build a school on the Ravenswood 

site. It was his opinion that as it was outside the Diocese of Perth, Diocesan Council 

would have no control over it. The Archbishop’s position was very clear: “I cannot 

have a body such as the Trust determining the strategy of Church schools”.72 As the 

animosity between the Archbishop and the Trust increased, the latter, as a protective 

measure, decided that Board Minutes be circulated only to Governors of the Trust.73  

 

While the Archbishop was in the process of limiting the Trust’s powers, he called 

together the headmasters, headmistresses and representative members of school 

councils in April 1973 to ‘take stock’ of the current foci in Church schools. He 

informed the participants of his expectations for current schools and of his vision for 

those to be established in the future. The Archbishop’s strategy appears to have been 

to ask a question and, after one or more responses, to indicate what he would like to 

happen. In terms of provision, however, the Archbishop indicated that students in 

Anglican schools, regardless of their intellectual or physical problems, should be part 

of a ‘normal’ school environment and subsidies should be available to cater for 

students from lower income groups. He was indicating that ‘exclusivity’ in terms of 

access to Church schools was no longer acceptable and that ways needed to found to 

make Anglican schools more ‘inclusive’, not only to those of lesser means, but also 

to physically or mentally–challenged students, or both. Although it does not appear 

that the issues raised at the meeting were followed up, what is clear is that the 

Archbishop was signalling that the Church’s social conscience in terms of 

educational provision was lacking inclusivity and should be addressed.74 This was 

part of a general movement throughout western society at the time. Also, however, it 

is important to note that Archbishop Sambell, before his appointment as Archbishop 

of Perth was Director of the Melbourne–based, Brotherhood of St Laurence between 

                                                 
72 H.B. Norman, Memorandum to All Governors, Church of England Schools’ Trust, 20 

December 1971. Atkins Papers. The Memorandum contains the record of a meeting between 
Norman and the Archbishop at an undisclosed location in Perth. 

 
73 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 1 December, 1971. 
 
74 Notes of a meeting between the Archbishop, the Headmasters, and Headmistresses and 

representative members of the School Councils, held at Bishop’s House on Sunday 29 April, 
1973. (typescript notes) Atkins Papers. 
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1954 and 1968. The Brotherhood was founded during the height of the Great 

Depression on 8 December 1930.75 It was, and continues to be, a non–government, 

community–based organisation concerned with social justice, with a particular 

emphasis on supporting the poor through social research, policy advice to 

government and practical support. Archbishop Sambell succeeded the founder of the 

order, Fr Gerard Kenney Tucker. Throughout Sambell’s episcopate in the Diocese of 

Perth, he systematically restructured the Church’s social services to cater for the 

disadvantaged. Historically, the Diocese of Perth had been regarded as a bastion of 

conservatism. Thus Sambell’s appointment reflected a major shift in Diocesan 

thinking. 

 

The lack of inclusivity which greatly concerned the Archbishop, also began to be 

voiced by others within the Church, leading to further delays in taking forward the 

‘South of Perth School’. Bishop Holland, the Auxiliary Bishop of Perth, who greatly 

admired Sambell, and who was now Chairman of the ‘South of Perth School 

Council’, advised the Trust in August 1973 that in his opinion the building of a 

Church school could not be justified at that point in time as part of the Church’s role 

in education. 76 In August of the same year, he advised the ‘South of Perth School’ 

Council that “the fundamental question is still being raised, whether another 

independent school should be built at all”.77 His reasons indicate concern for those 

who could not afford to send their children to Anglican schools: 

 

…is it possible to be, and to be seen to be a school that really does meet 
our objectives to be ‘comprehensive in the range of …socioeconomic 
backgrounds of its students’…Put another way, is there any means by 
which the school be for other that than those who can afford it?78 

                                                 
75 Brotherhood of St Lawrence, A brief History of the Brotherhood of St Lawrence (Fitzroy, 

Victoria, 2005) pp. 2. St Lawrence, the patron saint of the poor, was executed during the reign 
of the Emperor Valerian. Lawrence was one of seven deacons appointed by Pope Sixtus (AD 
258–276) responsible for the collection of donations for distribution among the poor. At the 
demand by the Prefect of Rome that the Church hand over its treasures, Lawrence assembled 
the poor and handed them the Church’s ‘treasures’.  For this he was executed by being roasted 
to death on a gridiron. 

 
76 Memorandum, Bishop Holland to the Trust, 29 August 1973. Atkins Papers. 
 
77 Letter, Bishop Holland to the South of the River School Council, 26 June 1973. Atkins Papers. 
 
78 Ibid. 
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For Bishop Holland, and the Archbishop, the issue was how to keep fees as low as 

possible to attract children from low income families. The provision of education for 

the less well–off was an integral part of the awakening of the Church’s social 

conscience. Sambell believed that it had a mission to support the disadvantaged and 

less–well off, whom he believed had a right to be educated in a Church school. 

Bishop Holland fully supported Archbishop Sambell and regarded the problem as 

insoluble. Consequently, he recommended to the Archbishop that the ‘South of Perth 

School Council’ take no further action for three years. The Trust, for its part, decided 

to wait and see the implications of the Karmel Report and the possibility of increased 

federal funding for non–government schools under the newly elected Whitlam Labor 

government, before proceeding further.79 

 

The Karmel Report was commissioned by the incoming Whitlam Government which 

had campaigned for increased equality of opportunity through education. The report 

was underpinned by a commitment to equality of outcomes in schooling by making 

the “overall circumstances of children’s education as nearly equal as possible”, that 

is, funding was to be based on ‘need’.80 Mr Whitlam made his party’s position clear 

at a speech at the Blacktown Civic Centre in Sydney in November 1972: 

 

Education is the key to equality of opportunity.  Sure, we can have 
education on the cheap, but our children will be paying for it for 
the rest of their lives. …We believe that a student’s merit rather 
than a parent’s wealth should decide who should benefit. 
…Education should be the great instrument for the promotion of 
equality.81 

 

The Whitlam years launched the Commonwealth’s active involvement in education, 

establishing a funding role which remained for nearly two decades. The strategy used 

by the Commonwealth to improve the quality of schools was by using inputs – 

general resourcing programs (recurrent and capital) and specific purpose funding 

                                                 
79 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 3 Oct. 1973. 
 
80 Karmel Report, p. 139. 
 
81 Australian Labor Party Leader Gough Whitlam, Policy Speech, Blacktown Civic Centre, 

Sydney, 13 November 1972, p. 5 and p. 12. 
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programs which sought to redress disadvantage and promote teacher development. 

Between 1972 and 1975, Commonwealth expenditure on schooling increased by 

377% from $220 million in the 1971–72 budget, to over $1 billion in 1974–75.82 In 

keeping with the progressivist educational philosophy of the time, the Karmel Report 

focussed on the needs of the individual child and on social justice within society.83 

This philosophy and the considerable increase in Commonwealth grants to both 

government and non–government schools, enabled the Anglican Church throughout 

Australia to consider the founding of low–fee schools. Archbishop Sambell’s 

demand for social justice in educational provision in the Diocese of Perth, continued 

under his successor Archbishop Carnley. The demand for social justice by both the 

Church and the Whitlam Labor government, enabled the Church to establish low–fee 

schools under the auspices of the Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.) founded in 

1985. 

 

In June 1973, Archbishop Sambell called another meeting of the Principals of all 

Independent non–Roman Catholic Schools as he wished to learn their views on the 

tentative objectives of the ‘South of Perth School’ and to hear what innovations they 

might suggest be incorporated in it.84 Although consensus was not reached, the 

Archbishop took the opportunity to advise the group of his concerns regarding the 

need for places in independent schools to be made available for low income families. 

Within a month the School Council of the ‘South of Perth School’ decided, in the 

following words, to move forward as quickly as possible to take advantage of 

Commonwealth funding resulting from the Karmel Report: 

 

….subject to satisfactory Government aid, to proceed with a Day–
and–Boarding school staffed by dedicated and co–operative 
teachers under a carefully selected headmaster who was conscious 

                                                                                                                                           
 
82 J. Dawkins, The Impact of Commonwealth Initiatives on School Education, Macarthur Lecture 

Series, University of Western Sydney, Macarthur, (Australian Government Publishing Service, 
Canberra, August 1990), p.3. 

 
83 J. Lokan, (Ed.) Describing Learning: Implementation of Curriculum Profiles in Australian 

Schools 1986–1996 (Melbourne, Australian Council for Educational Research, 1997), p. 1 
 
84 R. Harrold, Confidential ‘Memorandum to Members of Diocesan Council and South of the 

River Anglican School Board Members’, The nettle of the South of Perth Anglican School, 13 
December, 1973. A.S.C. Archives. 
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of all the requirements of Christian education during the ensuing 
years and would instigate a curriculum of such flexible nature as to 
incorporate both formal and informal and educational objectives.85 

 

The issue of funding was paramount in any consideration, such as lowering fees to 

attract students from less well–off families to the proposed ‘South of Perth School’. 

It was thought the school would cost between $1¾ – $2 million to construct, with an 

additional $½ million for boarding facilities. 

 

The availability of funding for the proposed ‘South of Perth School’ from the Federal 

Government through the newly–formed Australian (Commonwealth) Schools’ 

Commission, which resulted from the Karmel Report, looked promising 86 An 

enrolment of 750 at $1,000 per place, would result in about $¾ million, leaving the 

Trust to find the rest, a task which was not beyond its resources. Mr Ross Harrold, an 

adviser to the Council of the proposed ‘South of Perth School’, mirrored the views of 

Bishop Holland and Archbishop Sambell, stating: “the first [concern] is one held by 

all: will the school avoid being ‘élitist’ in reputation and in fact?”87 Harrold also 

expressed concerns regarding the academic excellence which was expected of 

Anglican Schools: 

 

Will the Church hierarchy be prepared to permit what may seem to 
it to be radical deviations from the ‘proper’ form and nature of a 
Church School, (e.g. always expecting to rank highly in the 
Matriculation distinction) in the name of educational innovation?88 

 

By now it was clear that lay support for low fee–paying schools was spreading, not 

only just for the less well–off in terms of provision, but also in terms of the quality of 

the education provided, which should mirror that of élite Anglican schools. 

 

                                                 
85 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 4 July 1973. 
 
86 P. Karmel (Chairman), Schools in Australia, Report of the Interim Committee for the 

Australian Schools Commission, May 1973. 
 
87 R. Harrold, The nettle of the South of Perth Anglican School. 
 
88 Ibid. 
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The year 1973 was a watershed in terms of the Trust’s responsibilities regarding 

educational provision. Contrary to the Trust’s Constitution, Diocesan Council 

recommended changes to Synod, which were agreed upon, resulting in it virtually 

becoming a committee of Diocesan Council. This was a position which the Trust 

found difficult to accept. In effect, the changes emasculated the Trust.89 Unable to 

accept the amendment to the Trust’s Constitution, Mr Atkins resigned his position as 

Governor, not only in protest, but also because he believed that if he did not do so 

the ‘South of Perth School’ would never be built as the relationship between he and 

the Archbishop had irretrievably broken down.90 Perhaps members of the Trust, and 

Mr Peter Atkins, in particular, failed to acknowledge that Archbishop Sambell was in 

favour of ‘Church schools’ not ‘independent Church schools’. By that he meant, that 

under his leadership, any new school would be a ‘Church school’, responsible to and 

responsive to the wishes of Diocesan Council. The model which the Archbishop 

believed the Trust preferred for the proposed ‘South of Perth School’ was an 

‘independent Church school’, one in which élitism and nominal Christianity would 

prevail. Having championed the poor, as the Director of the Brotherhood of St 

Lawrence between 1954 and 1969, Archbishop’s Sambell’s desire to support the less 

well–off and disadvantaged was widely acknowledged and supported by both the 

bishops, clergy and laity in the Diocese of Perth. 

 

One delay followed another, resulting in the Trust advising the School Council that 

“if by 31 March 1976, the School Council had not officially announced that the 

School would be opened not later than 28 February 1977, the Trust would not 

continue its offer of financial assistance”.91 The School Council responded that it 

                                                 
89 The changes were registered by affidavit on 24 December 1973, and provided for the 

following: Subject to the prior approval of the Diocesan Council the Board may:– transfer and 
or make over to any Church of England School in Western Australia any of the assets of the 
Association; and establish schools in Western Australia provided that – 
(i) in the case of a school to be established in the Diocese of Perth such establishment shall 

be subject to the imposition of such terms conditions and constitutional requirements as 
the Diocesan Council may see fit; and 

(ii) in the case of a school to be established in another Diocese in Western Australia such 
establishment shall be after prior consultation with the Bishop in Council of such other 
Diocese whose approval shall be obtained and who may impose such terms conditions 
and constitutional requirements as he may see fit. 

 
90 Interview with Mr P.H. Atkins, 8 May, 2005. 
 
91 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 5 March, 1975. 
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was now committed to a Secondary College concept (providing for students in years 

7 to 12) rather than a primary school, which Diocesan Council preferred, and that 

further delays could be expected.92 Displeased with the response, the Trust advised 

the School Council that “the Trust cannot consider itself financially committed to the 

‘South of Perth School’ project unless a satisfactory building contract has been 

entered into by not later than 31 March 1976”.93 Finding its relationship with both 

the Diocesan Council and the School Council increasingly at odds, the Trust sought 

clarification from Diocesan Council regarding its role. Diocesan Council advised the 

Chairman of the Trust, Brig. H. Norman, that the Trust would not be permitted to 

make any further decisions regarding the Ravenswood land without the approval of 

both the Council and the Bishop of Bunbury, in whose Diocese the property was 

located. 94 

 

In December 1977, the Trust was advised that the Chairman of the ‘South of Perth 

School Council’, Bishop Holland, had been transferred to Newcastle, a Diocese in 

New South Wales. This resulted in further delays regarding the type of school to be 

built, and the facilities required. As the Trust had little knowledge as to the 

whereabouts of the proposed school’s planning records, its Secretary, Mr A.H. 

Parkes wrote to Bishop Holland requesting their return.95 Following a review of the 

progress of the proposed School’s Council by the Trust, the latter decided that the 

project should be pursued. The Chairman requested a meeting with the Archbishop, 

at which three additional School Council Members were present, to clarify “the 

attitude of Diocesan Council regarding the efforts the School Council proposes to 

make towards the foundation of the proposed ‘South of Perth School’.96 The 

committee reported the following: 

 

                                                                                                                                           
 
92 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 4 June, 1975. 
 
93 Ibid. 
 
94 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 10 December, 1975. 
 
95 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 8 February, 1978. 
 
96 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 7 June 1978.  Members of the Trust attending the meeting included Brig. 

H.B. Norman (Chairman), Mr J.S. Rule, Mr D.C. Briggs and Mr M.S. Gregg. 
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His Grace was then informed that the Trust was most sanguine 
about its ability to establish a school on the Bull Creek land offered 
by the government.  As His Grace is well aware, this project will 
entail the Trust in a great deal of work but we are fully prepared to 
do this if we know that we have the backing of support, other than 
financial, of His Grace and Diocesan Council.97 

 

For his part, the Archbishop made two important comments relating to the Council’s 

relationship with the Trust and the proposed ‘South of Perth School’ project. First, he 

advised that the Trust now had sufficient representation on Diocesan Council for the 

representations of the Trust to gain its support.98 Since 1975, vacancies on the Trust 

could only be filled by Diocesan Council, an acknowledgement that some members 

of Diocesan Council were now also members of the Trust. As far as the Archbishop 

was concerned, the Trust was now, for all intents and purposes, a sub–committee of 

Diocesan Council. Secondly, the Archbishop advised that if the Trust presented a 

report for the October Meeting of Diocesan Council indicating establishment of a 

viable school, he would be pleased to lay the foundation stone.99 This was the first 

time that the Archbishop had given his unequivocal support to the project. A report 

had been written by Mr Briggs, a member of the Trust, to be discussed at the 

meeting. The Archbishop indicated that because of ill–health he had not read it and 

appeared to be little concerned with its contents.  This report and another prepared by 

Mr Briggs, entitled ‘South of the River School’ were recognised as the ‘blueprints’ 

to press the project forward and from which the Trust proceeded with increasing 

confidence.100 In June 1978, the Government of Western Australia confirmed the 

offer of a 16.17 hectare site in Bull Creek which the Trust accepted.101 Thereafter, 

the project proceeded without any further dispute between Diocesan Council and the 

Trust. 

 

                                                 
97 Ibid., Addendum. ‘Summary of a meeting with the Archbishop at Bishop’s House at 3.00 p.m. 

on Friday 26 May 1978’. 
 
98 Ibid. 
 
99 Ibid. 
 
100 Ibid., Both reports are appended to the Minutes. 
 
101 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 5 July 1978. 
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The Trust appointed Mr B.H. Durston as the school’s Executive Officer. As 

Chairman of the Commonwealth Schools’ Commission State Planning and Finance 

Committee at the same time, it was Durston who provided the Trust with information 

and advice regarding the availability of funding through the Commonwealth’s 

Capital and Recurrent Grants Programs, and also through existing State programs. It 

was he who prepared the school’s applications. As a result, it was Durston who was 

largely responsible for the initial planning and opening of the College. Construction 

began in April 1980, with the first stage costing some $600,000. 

 

The proposed ‘South of Perth School’ finally materialised as All Saints’ College and 

was officially opened on Sunday 8 February 1981, with an enrolment of 125 

students: 28 in Year 7 and 96 in Year 8. The previous year, on 31 May 1980, the 

Premier of Western Australia, Sir Charles Court, had unveiled a plaque 

commemorating the establishment of the College and Archbishop Sambell dedicated 

the site. By November 1980, the first stage of a five–year construction programme, 

which would accommodate initially 350 boys and girls from Years 7 to 12, was 

complete.102 The inaugural Principal was Dr N.E. Speed, who had also been 

inaugural Principal of Bunbury Cathedral Grammar School. The Foundation Council 

of Management of twelve members of All Saints’ College was formed in October 

1980, under the Chairmanship of Mr Jack F. Howson, Mayor of the City of Melville. 

 

All Saints’ College, although planned and partly financed by the Church of England 

Schools’ Trust, was a ‘synod school’. It will be recalled that at the commencement of 

the period in 1962, there were four types of schools, namely ‘religious–order’, 

‘synod schools’, ‘parish schools’ and ‘trust–controlled schools’.  At the end of period 

in 1981, only one type of school remained, namely, ‘synod schools’. The provisions 

in All Saints’ College’s Constitution meant that like its sibling schools, it was 

accountable directly to the Synod of the Diocese of Perth, which like the others, 

could close the school, should the need arise. 

 

It is doubtful that the Trust actually had any desire to do more than establish the 

school, contrary to Archbishop Sambell’s protestations that it did. Its Constitution 

                                                 
102 Ibid. 
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provided for the Archbishop as ‘Visitor and stipulated that “The Association may be 

dissolved by resolution of Synod and in no other manner and any such resolution 

shall be by a two thirds majority. Having given life to the School, the Trust, while it 

could continue to support the school financially, had no further direct role in its 

development. 

 

Distractions encountered by the Church of England Schools’ Trust 
in the founding of new Anglican schools 

 

Considerations in this chapter so far have focussed on the manner in which the Trust 

was organised and functioned and also on its brief to establish new schools. 

Throughout all of these developments, however, it was beset with distractions 

resulting from its mandate to establish new schools and assist existing ones. This 

section now deals with three distractions: first, Diocesan Council’s hegemonic 

struggle with the Trust regarding the latter’s activities arising from its Constitution; 

secondly, the distraction of providing loans to Anglican schools; thirdly, relocating 

St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School from West Perth to Karrinyup; and 

fourthly, the awakening of the Anglican conscience in the pursuit of low–fee schools. 

 

Diocesan Council’s Struggle for the Trust’s Constitution 

 

It will be recalled from Part Two of this chapter that no sooner had the Trust begun 

to consider the building of its first school, All Saints’ College, than Archbishop 

Sambell made it clear that he would not permit the Trust to determine Diocesan 

policy regarding the ‘strategy of Church schools’, nor would he permit the Trust to 

operate them.103 The independence which the Trust had acquired as a result of the 

conditions under which Mr E.B. Anderson’s syndicate gifted property to the Trust 

located at Ravenswood, unwittingly set it on a collision course with Archbishop 

Sambell (1969–1980). He was of less compromising mind than either Archbishop 

Moline, an inaugural member of the Trust, on its foundation in 1916, or his 

successor, Archbishop Appleton. Coming to Perth from the Brotherhood of St 

                                                                                                                                           
 
103 C.E.S.T., Memorandum, H.B. Norman to Governors of C.E.ST., 20 December 1971. The 

Chairman of the Trust Brig. H.B. Norman quotes Archbishop Sambell in a conversation he had 
with him regarding the future of the Trust. 
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Lawrence, Sambell’s concern was for the less–well–off, rather than those who were 

well–placed to look after themselves.  

 

The ongoing struggle between the Archbishop and Diocesan Council on the one 

hand, and the Trust on the other, particularly between 1969 and 1975, sapped 

considerable energy from the Trust and distracted it from furthering its constitutional 

objectives. Its amended Constitution which was finally registered in December, 

1973, gave every indication of ending years of uncertainty and animosity. Eighteen 

months later, however, Diocesan Council took the unprecedented step of making a 

further amendment to the Trust’s Constitution without any reference to it 

whatsoever. The amendment was fundamental to the Trust’s right to appoint its own 

members subject to the approval of Diocesan Council. Diocesan Council advised 

that, in future, “Upon a vacancy howsoever being created in the membership of the 

Association such vacancy shall be filled by Diocesan Council”.104 The 

announcement filled the Trust with gloom. It went so far as to complain to Synod in 

1975 about the discourteous way in which it had been treated by Diocesan 

Council.105 The Trust, however, was eventually forced to agree to the amendment. 

Mr P.H. Atkins, who framed the Trust’s original Constitution in 1961, moved that 

Clause 8 be amended in keeping with Diocesan Council’s wishes. He then resigned, 

ending his nearly fifteen years of service to the Trust. 

 

Loans to Anglican Schools 

 

The Trust’s success in both land development and share trading enabled it to assist 

existing Anglican schools. It began its philanthropic work in 1968 with a grant of 

$60,000 to St Mary’s, followed by two loans to that school in 1976 and 1979 

totalling $100,000.106  The two loans were interest free without any defined terms of 

repayment. Other grants which the Trust made, included $25,000 to St Hilda’s in 

                                                                                                                                           
 
104 Letter, Diocesan Secretary (B. Houston) to Brig. H.B. Norman, 8 July, 1975. Atkins Papers. 
 
105 C.E.S.T., Addendum to Annual Report, 1974. 
 
106 ‘Memorandum to Governors of the Church of England Schools Trust, 13 August 1980’. 

Appended to: A.S.T., Minutes, 11 June 1980. 
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1977, and three grants totalling $180,000 to All Saints’ College. During the period 

1976 to 1982, therefore, the Trust made grants totalling $275,000 to three schools. In 

addition to grants, the Trust also made loans to Anglican schools within the Dioceses 

of Perth and Bunbury to finance their expansion, totalling $1,013,670, of which only 

$240,000 attracted interest. Not only was the interest payable and the duration of 

loans generous, the majority of interest–free loans had no defined term for 

repayment. Details regarding these loans is shown in Table XIX below. 
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Table XIX 
 

The Church of England Schools’ Trust: 
Loans to Anglican Schools 1976–82 

 
 

SCHOOL DATE OF LOAN AMOUNT INTERES
T 

TERMS OF REPAYMENT BALANCE AT 
31/12/1982 

Kobeelya Girls’ School           *1976 $ 36,775 Nil No final date. $36,775 
Guildford Grammar School 1978 100,000 Nil No defined term for repayment. Not in accounts. 
Christ Church Grammar School 1980 50,000 8½% Equal instalments over 20 years. $45,000 
Bunbury Cathedral Grammar School 1977 80,000 Nil No defined term for repayment. Not in accounts. 
Bunbury Cathedral Grammar School 1982 90,000 10% Equal instalments over 20 years. 

Also interest free loan of $4,500 p.a. for 5 years. 
$90,000 

Perth College 1977 154,395 Nil No defined term for repayment. Not in accounts. 
Perth College 1982 12,500 Nil To be renegotiated in 3 years. $12,500 
St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School 1976 50,000 Nil No final date.)  
St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School 1979 50,000 Nil No final date.) $60,000 now repaid. $40,000 
St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls 1977 200,000 Nil No defined term for repayment. Not in accounts. 
St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls 1977 40,000 Nil Renegotiated to repay $10,000 in 1981 and 

$30,000 in 1982. Now repaid. 
 
Nil 

St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls 1981 60,000 8½% Equal instalments over 20 years.  
St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls 1981 40,000 9% Equal instalments over 20 years. $95,000 
St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls 1982 50,000 Nil To be repaid 30/6/85. $50,000 

      
Total  $1,013,670    

 
*Date not provided. The loan was actually given in 1976 to Penrhos College, a Methodist Church College, when it took control of Kobeelya Girls’ School. The 
terms and conditions of the loan were disputed in 1986 when the Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.) demanded repayment. 
Source:  Church of England Schools’ Trust, Minutes, 16 February 1983. 
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The demand for additional funds from the Trust in 1980–81 from Anglican Schools 

in the Diocese of Perth could not be met.107 Requests for additional funding were 

such that the Trust’s Chairman reported to Synod in 1981: 

 

In order to maximise assistance to schools in need, the Trust now 
requires loans to be repaid immediately the borrower’s financial 
position allows for this to be done. Grants will continue to be made 
under special circumstances but the main thrust is towards rotating 
our funds between schools as demand arises.108 

 

The continuing ability of the Trust to make loans to schools was of concern to 

Diocesan Council. In 1982, the Diocesan Secretary, Mr R.S. Powers, advised the 

Trust that Diocesan Council was investigating the Trust’s authority to provide loans 

to Anglican schools without Diocesan Council’s approval.109 As a result of an 

investigation by Diocesan Council, Mr Powers advised the Trust that the Diocesan 

Chancellor, Mr Alan Blanckensee, a solicitor by profession, was of the opinion that 

“as there is no clause in the Trust’s Constitution covering the making of loans, the 

Trust will need to apply to Diocesan Council on each occasion”. The Council 

endorsed the Chancellor’s opinion to which Trust acquiesced. 110 

 

Relocating St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School 

 

From its inception, the Trust openly and actively supported St Mary’s Church of 

England Girls’ School to find a more commodious site. Had the school continued to 

function at its cramped premises in West Perth, it would no doubt have ‘withered on 

the vine’ as it lacked both space and facilities expected of a progressive collegiate 

                                                 
107 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 8 April 1981. 
 
108 A.S.T., Report to Synod, 1981. Appended to: A.S.T., Minutes, 8 July 1981. 
 
109 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 16 June 1982. Mr Blanckensee advised that: “I think that the problem here 

is that the Constitution and Rules of the Schools’ Trust are silent on the question of whether 
the Trust can lend money either secured or unsecured to a Church of England School and with 
this uncertainty it has resorted to Rule 12 seeking to use the words “make over” as authorising 
it to lend money unsecured. On balance I think that could be a valid use of the words “make 
over” especially as the action of the Trust has been ratified by the “approval of Diocesan 
Council”. Certainly the action of the Trust could not be said to be a “transfer of the assets”, 
and any moneys advanced would remain assets to the Trust.” 

 
110 Ibid. 
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school. The ground work to ensure the survival of St Mary’s, however, did not begin 

with the formation of the Trust in 1961, but with the appointment of Mr Peter Atkins 

to the School’s Board in 1955. Atkins quickly recognised his inexperience in the 

management of schools, particularly in financial matters. He found the school had no 

forward planning to speak of, operating more like a ‘milk bar’ in which, “you got in 

the quantity of milk in the morning and you sold it during the day and you got a new 

supply the following day”.111 Atkins also realised that the composition of the Board 

had a great deal to do with its lack of effective planning. He recognised, too, that 

there was a tendency for the Board to agree with whatever idea he proffered, shifting 

its position as he changed his. Recognising the necessity for a ‘balanced Board’ 

which would include governors with business acumen, Atkins attempted to achieve 

this through his re–drafting of the school’s Constitution to enable St Mary’s to be 

self–determining, while being responsive to the school’s needs and responsible to the 

Diocese. 

 

Essentially, the re–drafted Constitution provided for the school’s sound financial 

management. In terms of accountability, the Board was required to report to Synod 

annually, recognise the Archbishop as ‘Visitor’ and agree to the appointment of 

governors by Diocesan Council. Atkins preferred the Board put forward the names of 

those it wished to appoint. For its part, Diocesan Council preferred to make its own 

appointments after consultation with the Board. Atkins believed that Diocesan 

Council breached this undertaking on numerous occasions. As the architect of the 

constitutions of both St Mary’s and the Trust, Atkins ensured, so far as he was able, 

that both Boards were self–perpetuating. He believed that if Diocesan Council was 

prepared to endorse appointments, rather than initiate them, a balanced and 

competent membership would be more likely to occur. Like Mr E.B. Anderson, 

Atkins appeared  to have had misgivings regarding the motives of Diocesan Council 

in the management of land for schools, believing that it had little interest in the 

construction of schools, being more interested in income derived from its 

investments. The intent of Atkins’ constitutional writing for both St Mary’s and the 

                                                 
111 Coverdale, J. (Ed.) Transcript of an interview with P.H. Atkins, Chairman, St Mary’s School 

Board of Governors 1955–1984, p.2. 
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Trust was to minimise the influence of Diocesan Council and assert the right of both 

organisations in managing their own affairs. 

 

Although the Trust had no mandate to represent existing schools in the acquisition of 

land for their future development, it decided to approach the Chairmen of St. Hilda’s 

and St. Mary’s, to ascertain whether or not their Councils would be agreeable to their 

being represented by the Trust in future land purchases. Although St. Hilda’s Board 

declined the offer, St. Mary’s indicated an interest in re–locating, as their site in 

West Perth had become cramped and unsuitable, lacking not only space, but also 

numerous facilities which a modern school was expected to provide.112 Its enrolment 

was limited to 300 girls: 150 boarders drawn from all over Western Australia and 

150 day girls. The Junior School was on leasehold land subject to annual renewal, 

making its continued existence precarious.113 Even if St Mary’s Board could have 

raised the £50,000 to purchase the property, it would not have enabled the school to 

grow, but merely own property which it currently leased, out of sheer necessity. 

 

The agreement that the Trust represent St. Mary’s Council in the acquisition of a 

more suitable site was timely. The Board of St. Mary’s had already agreed to become 

a ‘Diocesan School’,114 that is, an Anglican school within the Diocese of Perth, 

answerable to Synod and its standing committee, Diocesan Council. As such, it could 

                                                 
112 St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School was established in 1921. According to C.L.M. 

Hawtrey, The Availing Struggle 1829–1947 (Perth, Western Australia, C.L.M. Hawtrey, 1947), 
p. 118, it resulted from the closure of two small privately owned schools in the parish. 
However, Peter Atkins recalls that St Mary’s resulted from the closure of four schools in West 
Perth, including Miss Hilfirty’s School, Miss Tothill’s School, Mrs Gouly’s, and Cowendilla, 
the latter conducted by the Sisters of the Church which moved to Mt Lawley. Some staff and 
students from these schools formed the basis for St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School in 
1921. The foundation of the school is attributed to the Rector, the Rev C.L. Riley, who later 
became Bishop of Bendigo. 

 
 J. Coverdale, (Ed.) Transcript of an interview with P.H. Atkins, Chairman, St Mary’s School 

Board of Governors 1955–1984, p. 5. The idea that the school should move to a more suitable 
site was proposed by the Rector and Chairman of the Board, the Rev Alan Macdonald. Atkins 
recognised that while the Rector had academic ability and the Principal (his wife), Theresa, 
promotional ability, neither had a good grasp of financial matters. 

 
113 Letter, T. Macdonald to G. Malcolm, 8 November 1961. Atkins Papers. 
 
114 St Mary’s was about to drop its ‘parochial school’ status. The original constitution of 1921 was 

drafted by the Rector, the Rev. C.L. Riley. The Board of Governors consisted of the Chairman 
who was the parish clergyman. The secretary and treasurer were also members of the vestry. 
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rightfully claim assistance from the Diocese. It was not by mere chance that the Trust 

set out to find a new site for the school. Its Board had expressed an interest in a 100 

acre site in the Collier Pine Plantation, in the southern suburbs of Perth, which it had 

hoped to develop in four stages, but this was not obtainable. Re–locating St Mary’s 

on the south side of the Swan River would have achieved one of the Trust’s two 

immediate objectives: 

 

To construct buildings and other improvements on any land 
(whether belonging to the Association or otherwise) for the 
purposes of the Church of England Schools in Western 
Australia.115 

 

Clearly, the Ravenswood land was not suitable for the re–location of St. Mary’s, and 

Atkins was quick to realise that the property would provide the security upon which 

it could re–locate the school to a new site. The Principal of St Mary’s, Mrs T. 

Macdonald, while recognising the importance of the Ravenswood property in terms 

of its being used to secure loans to assist St Mary’s re–location, also believed there 

was little need for a school at Ravenswood.116 She believed the preference of country 

people in Western Australia to send their children into the metropolitan area as 

boarders, rather than to schools such as Kobeelya, should have been carefully 

considered by the Trust when it intervened at the request of Archbishop Appleton in 

1967, to save Kobeelya from financial ruin. Mrs Macdonald stated: 

 

Most country people in Western Australia prefer to send their 
children into the metropolitan area as boarders. A glance at our 
cultural and sporting programme explains why. It is significant that 
the majority of our boarders come from the Kobeelya area, where 
there is already a Church School.117 

 

The acquisition of a site at Karrinyup resulted from an approach to the Western 

Australian Minister for Lands, Mr S. Bovell, by Miss M. Feilman and Dr G. Henn on 

behalf of the Trust and the school. It became known that a grant of a twenty–five 

                                                 
115  C.E.S.T., Constitution and Rules, 1961 (Object 3B). 
 
116 Letter, T. Macdonald to G. Malcolm, 8 November 1961. Atkins Papers. 
 
117 Ibid. 
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acre site could be made available, provided that the site was suitable and that the 

government was agreeable to the building of a girls’ school. The decision of St 

Mary’s Board to give the Trust the authority to negotiate for land on its behalf gave 

it a degree of credibility which it hitherto lacked. The enthusiasm of Mrs Macdonald, 

Miss Feilman and Dr Henn for the proposed site, gave both the Board of St Mary’s 

and the Trust a degree of optimism. The Trust recognised the foresight of Miss 

Feilman and Dr Henn in acquiring the site.118 As Secretary of the Trust, Atkins wrote 

to the Chairman of St Mary’s Board (in effect writing to himself), advising him that 

it had accepted a Crown Grant of approximately 25 acres on its behalf for a school 

offered by the Minister for lands on 9 July 1962.119  

 

The acquisition by the Trust of land for St Mary’s at Karrinyup within twelve months 

of its foundation was a considerable achievement. Fulfilling the requirements of the 

terms of the Crown Grant, however, was no small matter, as neither the Trust nor St 

Mary’s had the money to develop the site. The Boards of both organisations 

established sub–committees to work together in launching a public appeal to finance 

the re–location.120 It is significant that Peter Atkins represented St Mary’s, as 

Chairman of its Board, rather than the Trust. Although the Trust was initially 

prepared to lend support to the development of the first stage, St Mary’s Board 

indicated that it wanted assistance with the entire project. It was agreed by the Trust 

that if the handling of Stage One by the Joint Committee of the Trust and St Mary’s 

                                                 
118 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 30 April 1962. 
 
119 Letter, P.H. Atkins to P.H. Atkins (actually writing to himself as Chairman of St Mary’s 

Church of England Girls’ School), 10 August, 1962. Atkins Papers. Atkins indicated that the 
grant of Crown land was subject to: 
1. provision and maintenance of a school where secondary education at least to Junior 

Certificate standard (Year 10) is provided, buildings to be commenced within two years 
of this approval and completed expeditiously 

2. Town planning approval 
3. production of plans showing proposed land use 
4. payment of any amount that may be assessed by the under–Treasurer as a contribution 

towards the cost to the State of providing essential services to the sub–division 
5. production of buildings plans and specifications endorsed by the local authority for the 

approval of the Minister for Lands”. 
 

120 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 29 August 1962. The sub–committee representing the Trust included Mr G. 
Malcolm, Dr G.G. Henn and Mr M.S. Gregg. St Mary’s was represented by Mr P.H. Atkins 
(Chairman of the Board), Mr I. Hunter (Vice–Chairman and Treasurer), Mr J. Yull and Mrs T. 
Macdonald. See also: Letter, T. Macdonald to G. Malcolm 29 August, 1962. Atkins Papers. 
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was to the satisfaction of both, the Trust would give consideration to assisting with 

further stages. 

In order for the terms of the Crown Grant to be fulfilled within the required two year 

period, it was necessary for St Mary’s to raise funds to commence building the 

school. The joint committee responded quickly by engaging the ‘National Fund 

Raising Council of Australia Pty Ltd’ to raise £50,000 over 5 years. There was 

resistance to the project from two particular groups. First, some of the ‘Old Girls’ 

were not keen to see their school moved. Secondly, Archbishop Appleton reluctantly 

agreed to give approval for the project following spirited support by the sub–

committee, especially from Mr P.H. Atkins and Mr G. Malcolm. Atkins believed that 

if it had not been for Malcolm, who was a skilled accountant with considerable drive, 

St Mary’s would not have survived at its location in West Perth, and now needed to 

be relocated to prosper.121 Atkins recalls a conversation with Archbishop Appleton in 

the drawing room of Mrs Macdonald’s house in West Perth regarding fundraising, 

where he is reported to have said the following to the Archbishop in an attempt to 

mask the latter’s lack of enthusiasm for the project: 

 

“Your grace, will you do one thing for me: and he said, “What’s 
that?” I said, “Concerning your views about fundraising, would 
you shut up until it’s finished?” and he agreed. Very fortunately he 
went off overseas to another place so we never heard any more 
opposition from that quarter.122 

 

It was a bold comment to make to the Archbishop and an equally bold undertaking 

for an organisation with little financial backing to take responsibility for the survival 

of a school for which it had no direct financial responsibility. While St Mary’s 

wanted the Trust to have a continuing interest in its development, the latter ensured 

that the Karrinyup land was vested in St Mary’s as it had no wish to be involved in 

the ongoing management of the school, which was an incorporated body in its own 

right.  

 

                                                 
121 J. Coverdale, (Ed.) Transcript of an interview with P.H. Atkins, Chairman, St Mary’s School 

Board of Governors 1955–1984, p. 6. 
 
122 Ibid., p. 7 
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The Minister for Lands, Mr S. Bovell, agreed to the project proceeding as soon as 

earthworks had commenced. The Trust was willing to pay interest on St Mary’s 

loans provided that if, at some time in the future, the school were able to repay the 

accruing interest, it would do so. Although St Mary’s public appeal for funds had 

been successful in netting in excess of £60,000, the Trust’s offer of a gift of an 

additional £60,000 was looked upon with considerable consternation by the Diocesan 

Trustees.123 The Trust foresaw two alternatives to acquire the required funds: first, 

sell its freehold property at Melville (Miss Thompson’s Land) for £60,000 or; 

secondly, raise an overdraft for the amount, with security provided by a guarantor.124 

Malcolm pointed out that if the Melville property were developed and sold, it would 

be worth in excess of £100,000, well above the amount required by St Mary’s. In 

addition, the investment moneys received from the Jandakot property, provided by 

the Church, would provide a solid financial base for establishing Church Schools 

South of the River. With assets of £82,126, the Trust felt confident about fulfilling its 

commitment to St Mary’s and constructing new Anglican schools in the future.125 

 

The success of the appeal resulted, in no small measure, from the support of Mr 

Thomas Wardle.126 Further evidence of Wardle’s support was his underwriting of the 

Trust’s mortgage to borrow £60,000 at 1% per month providing St. Mary’s with 

much needed cash. However, the Trust’s commitment to St Mary’ set back any 

notion of a school south of the Swan River beginning in the immediate future. By 

April 1966 the Trust had provided $101,000 to St Mary’s. 

 

                                                 
123 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 3 August 1965. 
 
124 Ibid. The minutes record that Mr Thomas Wardle advised the Chairman, Mr G. Malcolm, by 

letter on 3 August, 1965, that he was prepared to guarantee the loan of £60,000. 
 
125 Ibid. The Trust’s assets were listed as follows: 

Ravenswood Property (at valuation 1961)  £  4,250 
Melville Property, estimated minimum value  £60,000 
Cash in bank      £17,876 

       TOTAL  £82,126 
 
126 Ibid. Mr Thomas Wardle, later Sir Thomas, was well–known in the 1960s for his chain of 

retail stores known as “Tom the Cheap Grocer”. He also served for a brief period as Lord 
Mayor of Perth. 
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The new St Mary’s school opened in February 1966 with 210 girls, from first to third 

year, of whom 98 were boarders. The entire complement of the school stood at 408, 

of whom 168 were boarders. The 100 pupils in the Junior School remained at Colin 

Street along with students in their fifth and sixth years.127 By July 1966, the entire 

Senior School had moved to Karrinyup. The Trust’s financial support of St Mary’s, 

and its general interest in its growth and development, continued until the Trust 

merged with the Anglican Education Commission in 1985. 

 

The successful re–location of St Mary’s from West Perth to Karrinyup resulted from 

the support of a number of individuals. In particular, the sustained effort and interest 

of Mr P.H. Atkins who, as Chairman of St Mary’s for nine years until his perceived 

‘forced’ retirement in 1971, was pivotal, not only in successfully re–locating the 

school, but also in ensuring its continuing success.128 Atkins ably combined his 

professional responsibilities, his family responsibilities and his duties at St Mary’s, 

with that of Secretary of the Church of England Schools’ Trust from its inauguration 

in 1961, to 1966 when he relinquished the position. Furthermore, he remained a 

member of the Trust and St Mary’s, resigning from the former in 1975 and from the 

latter in 1984. In all, he served as a Governor of the Trust for 14 years and was on 

the Board of St Mary’s for 29 years. 

 

The Awakening of the Anglican Conscience and the Pursuit of Low–fee Schools 

 

The year 1981, was pivotal in the history of the provision of Anglican education in 

Western Australia. Following the death of Archbishop Sambell in December 1980, 

he was succeeded by The Most Rev. P.F. Carnley, a man of more moderate 

temperament, at times aloof, but nevertheless committed to social justice as Sambell 

                                                 
127 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 8 February 1966. 
 
128 Interview with P.H. Atkins, 8 May, 1996. Atkins believed that he had been ousted by 

Archbishop Geoffrey Sambell with whom he had little rapport. Atkins was of the opinion that 
the Archbishop did not believe in Church schools. In approving the constitution for the South 
of Perth School (All Saints’ College, Bull Creek) Diocesan Council resolved that an inaugural 
Chairman could hold office for six years and any subsequent appointments for three years. 
Atkins regarded this as a personal attack. He believed that St Mary’s was a sub–committee of 
Diocesan Council and the latter had made it clear that he should not seek re–appointment as 
Chairman in 1971. See also: St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School, Chairman’s Report 
to Synod, 1971. Perth Diocesan Archives. 
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had been before him. During the last two years of Sambell’s life he increasingly 

relied upon the Rt. Rev. M.B. Challen, whom Sambell appointed as Assistant Bishop 

in the Diocese of Perth in 1978. Challen greatly admired Sambell’s “vision, intellect 

and courage” during their association over thirty years.129 At Synod in 1981, the 

issue of low–fee schooling was raised and Challen signalled his intention to the Trust 

that he intended to pursue the matter.130 

 

Clearly, a sustained view was now being developed within the Anglican Hierarchy 

that Anglican Schools were sites at which matters of social justice and educational 

provision for the less well–off should be pursued with great vigour. At a meeting of 

the Trust on 11 August 1981, at which the new Archbishop attended as ‘Visitor’, 

Bishop Challen persuaded the Trust to establish a sub–committee to investigate the 

possibility of financing schools for children from lower socio–economic areas.131 

The sub–committee of four, which Bishop Challen agreed to chair, was appointed to 

“research the problem of meeting the recurring costs of the day–to–day running costs 

of such schools”.132 Coincidentally, on 24 August 1981, the Church of England in 

Australia became the Anglican Church of Australia. Consequently, the Trust 

requested Diocesan Council to change its name to The Anglican Schools’ Trust 

(Inc.) to comply with a request of the Archbishop. Legal formalities prevented this 

taking place until December 1982. 

 

No sooner had All Saints’ College opened in 1981, than the Trust began to plan for 

its next school. However, the demand by Synod, supported by Archbishop Carnley 

and spearheaded by Bishop Challen that Synod, through Diocesan Council, would 

pursue its demand for the establishment of low–fee schools, became a major 

distraction for the Trust. Despite the gradual changing of the ‘old guard’, the Trust 

continued to be seen as élitist, to be out of touch with the Church’s demands for 

social justice and be built on a structure which no longer reflected the imprimatur of 

                                                 
129 http://www.media.anglican.com.au/tma/1999/1999_07challen.html 
 
130 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 8 July 1981. 
 
131 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 11 August 1981. 
 
132 Ibid. 
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Synod. This situation was radically addressed during the next period examined in 

this thesis, namely, 1981–92. 
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The role of the Church of England Schools’ Trust in establishing 

a new category of schools – Trust controlled schools 
 

In January 1967, the Bishop of Bunbury, the Rt. Rev. R.J. Hawkins, announced that 

Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School at Katanning, 175 miles south of Perth, 

was uneconomic and would close. It will be recalled that the school was founded in 

1917, as a kindergarten by Mrs M.E. Burbidge, the wife of the local Anglican 

Rector, the school gradually increased its enrolments, to cater exclusively for girls 

from kindergarten to senior secondary.133 In 1952 the school came under the control 

of the Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School Inc. with its management vested in 

a Council of Management responsible to the Perth Diocesan Trustees. In 1958, 

control was transferred to the Bunbury Diocese in which it was located. All assets of 

the Katanning Church of England Girls’ School Limited which had owned the school 

prior to 1952, and to which the school paid rent, were finally transferred to the 

association in 1959. The Limited company must have been established sometime 

between 1921 and 1952. However, no record has been found to ascertain when the 

company came into being or who the shareholders were. It was not until 1959 that 

the school became the wholly owned property of the Association vested in the 

Trustees of Diocese of Bunbury. 

 

The Trust’s involvement with Kobeelya began in February 1967, when the 

Archbishop of Perth, The Most Reverend G. Appleton, with the support of Mr P.H. 

Atkins, outlined the school’s financial problems at a meeting of the Trust.134 It was 

not normal practice for the Archbishop to attend meetings of the Trust. His authority 

as Archbishop, combined with his actual presence, was no doubt instrumental in 

encouraging the Trust to consider providing financial assistance to Kobeelya. The 

Trust agreed to do so provided Kobeelya met the following conditions: 

 

Provided the present management of Kobeelya School rests in the 
guarantors’ management committee until the constitution of 
Kobeelya Association is amended, The Church of England 

                                                 
133 Mrs M.E. Burbidge was affectionately known to the girls as Mrs Brownie. She died in 

Canberra in September 1966, aged 89. 
 
134 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 1 February 1967. 
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Schools’ Trust Incorporated agrees in principle to alteration of the 
constitution of Kobeelya Association so that named persons shall 
become the members of the Kobeelya Association and their 
reappointment or replacement will be subject to the approval of the 
Governors of The Church of England Schools’ Trust Incorporated 
and such Association will then receive the full support of the 
Trust.135 

 

If the conditions of the Trust’s resolution were to be satisfied, it would have to 

accept responsibility for the financial management of Kobeelya. It was consistent 

with the Trust’s philanthropic role to assist Church of England schools which were 

experiencing financial difficulties. A preliminary investigation of Kobeelya’s 

financial position by the Trust was found to be so disturbing that it requested the 

school to permit the Trust to engage the services of a firm of Chartered Accountants, 

of the school’s choosing, to investigate and report to the Trust on all aspects of its 

operations. 

 

The report, prepared by J. Yull on behalf of Cooper Brothers & Co. was critical of 

the school’s Council of Management. It argued that there was a lack of direction by 

the Council of the school’s head and staff. Secondly, it criticised the Council for 

embarking upon building programmes in 1954 and 1966, “which do not appear to 

have been based on sufficiently far reaching examinations of the school’s financial 

position, and in the latter case appears unreasonable in the light of the facts presented 

to it by the secretary”; thirdly, the Council was accused of being inefficient: 

 

The minutes do not record that the Council’s proceedings were 
managed in a businesslike manner. The Council took no effective 
steps to reverse the decline in the number of pupils and refused 
applications by the old girls’ association to send a representative to 
Council meetings.136 

 

The Chairman of Kobeelya’s Council, Mr W.E. Rischbieth, regarded the report as 

biased, as it was in his opinion, based on the opinions of two paid servants of the 

Council, Mr T.G. Blom, the Headmaster, and the Secretary of the Council, Mr A.T. 

                                                 
135 Ibid. 
 
136 Cooper Brothers, Goyder & Co., Report to The Church of England Schools’ Trust Inc. on the 

affairs of Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School, 3 May 1967, p. 16. 
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Crouch.137 Rischbieth regarded Blom, who had been Headmaster for less than a year, 

as ignorant of the workings of the Council. Crouch was accused of substantially 

contributing to the school’s problems. Rischbieth commented: “Mr Crouch has been 

secretary for many years and a very good friend of the school but has an axe to grind 

and his inefficiencies have contributed to a degree to the school’s difficulties”.138 

Rischbieth believed that even although he had been aware of the school’s financial 

problems for some time, “we were a council of management, not the owners of the 

school and felt the Association must make the final decisions about the finance”.139 

With such a belief, sound financial management would have been difficult, and it 

appears fortuitous that the school survived until 1967. The School Council was 

certainly under the impression that the Diocese of Bunbury would not let the school 

close and would provide the necessary finance. Rischbieth asserted: “the Bishop told 

me personally that the Diocese would never shut Kobeelya. They would always 

stand behind it”.140 In a response to Riechbith’s letter, which Peter Atkins requested 

of Mr J. Yull, he says of Riechbieth: 

 

He, like many others, has been taken in by his ‘nibs’...As chairman 
of the council of management he must accept some blame but as 
we well know he was taken in by Bunbury.141 

 

There is little doubt that Yull’s disparaging comment refers to Bishop Hawkins, 

whose words of support were not matched by his actions. Kobeelya’s Council was 

not consulted regarding the decision to close the school in January 1967. Rischbieth 

complained of being informed the day before the announcement was made.142 With a 

capital debt of some $127,000 the Cooper Report believed that with an enrolment of 

                                                 
137 Letter, W.E. Rischbieth to P.H. Atkins, 24 May 1967. Atkins Papers. 
 
138 Ibid. 
 
139 Ibid. 
 
140 Ibid. 
 
141 Letter, J.S. Yull to P.H. Atkins, 1 June 1967. Atkins Papers. 
 
142 Letter, W.E. Rischbieth to P.H. Atkins, 24 May 1967. Atkins Papers. 
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140 pupils, and some outside help, the school could survive.143 Into Kobeelya’s 

financial difficulties, the Trust committed itself. 

 

The Trust put in place several strategies to enable the school to survive. It guaranteed 

the payment of one year’s interest on the school’s overdraft and arranged an 

additional $36,000 overdraft, with $18,000 being guaranteed by the Bunbury 

Diocesan Trustees. The Trust also arranged for a new constitution to facilitate the 

replacement the Council of Management by a Board of Management, thereby 

removing control over the school’s finances from the Diocese of Bunbury. 

 

A physical inspection of the school by Brig. H.B. Norman in May 1967, revealed 

that while “the excellence of the basis on which a public school may be established” 

was clearly evident, the maintenance of the school had until fairly recently been 

neglected and that which had been undertaken was done as a matter of expediency 

and at the cheapest possible cost.144 Although some buildings were reported to be in 

good condition, heating, plumbing and sewerage in several were inadequate. In 

particular, the Norman Report indicated that the school lavatory block was, “antique, 

unsuitable and quite inadequate for a school of this size and calibre”.145 The Report 

concluded: 

 

...provided the examination of the financial position reveals that the 
School stands a reasonable chance of achieving success with 
increased enrolments, then it is felt by the writer that the Trust 
should render it as much assistance as the Board of Governors 
considers reasonable...It can be regarded only as a most worthwhile 
subject for the Trust’s aid.146 

 

The recommendations of the Norman Report, and the Trust’s adoption of Messrs 

Cooper Bros Report on Kobeelya’s financial position, persuaded the Trust to 

                                                 
143 Cooper Brothers, Goyder & Co., Report to The Church of England Schools’ Trust Inc. on the 

affairs of Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School, 3 May 1967, p. 20. 
 
144 H.B. Norman, Report of Inspection of Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School, 

Unpublished Report, Church of England Schools’ Trust, May 1967, p. 1. Atkins Papers. 
 
145 Ibid., p. 2. 
 
146 Ibid., p. 5. 
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consider the school’s educational management also, as both were clearly linked. In 

accepting de facto responsibility for Kobeelya’s financial management, the Trust 

became involved in the internal matters of a school for which it had neither the 

mandate nor any clear responsibility. That responsibility resided with the Kobeelya 

Board.147 

 

The Trust considered that managing the school’s finances without addressing matters 

of educational provision was only considering half the problem. Consequently, the 

Trust requested Bishop Freeth to prepare a questionnaire to be put to the Board of 

Kobeelya on academic and domestic aspects of the School’s management.148 He 

regretted that the Cooper Report, although excellent in terms of the School’s 

financial position, was not concerned with its internal organisation. Contrary to the 

Norman Report, Bishop Freeth found a school whose resources were basically 

mismanaged.149 Among his concerns were the small number of enrolments. With less 

than one hundred students and a resulting teacher student ratio of 1 – 17, either fees 

had to be higher or teacher’s salaries reduced and the number of subjects reduced to 

a minimum, if the school were to be financially viable. With a Primary School 

enrolment of 8 pupils, he estimated that on a ‘per capita’ basis from an annual pupil 

fee of $1,944, of which 62¢ in the dollar, amounting to $1,205 went towards the 

teacher’s salary of $1,817, this resulted in a loss of $612 on teaching alone. Not only 

did the pupil teacher ratio need to be increased in the Primary School to classes of 

between 12 and 16 students, there was also an increasing demand for more primary 

places which was inconsistent with existing enrolments. From Freeth’s assessment, it 

was clear that not only was the lack of enrolments a problem, but the number of 

subjects available to students, while well within the competence of the teaching staff, 

were too numerous and too generously staffed. 

 

Despite the best intentions of the Trust and the Kobeelya Board, whose Constitution 

had been amended to include two Governors appointed by the Trust, enrolments 

                                                 
147 Ibid., p. 2. 
 
148 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 21 March 1967. 
 
149 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 10 May 1967. 
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could not be maintained at economically viable levels. The school did not recover 

from the rural recession, resulting from a drought, which took hold in 1970–71, 

which once again brought about a decrease in enrolments, recovering temporarily 

between 1968 and 1970. An operating loss of $22,566 in 1971 resulted in a 

determined effort, once again, to save the school.150 According to the Cooper Report 

the ‘break even’ enrolment, where income equalled expenditure was 120 students, 

provided all other factors, including interest rates, remained constant.151 This did not 

happen and by March 1972, the school had an overdraft of $43,865.66 and an 

anticipated operating loss of $18,000 for 1973.152 

 

The Board requested the Education Department of Western Australia to prepare a 

report on the appropriateness of the school’s educational programmes. This resulted 

in ‘The Mossenson Report’.153 Unfortunately, when Mossenson visited the school it 

had closed for the year which he regarded as a serious deficiency.154 Little notice 

appears to have been taken by the School Board of the report which was highly 

critical of its entire operations, preferring instead to consider a further advertising 

campaign to improve its enrolments.155 It is not clear if the contents of the report 

became known to parents. What is clear, however, is that the Headmaster sent a 

‘Notice to Parents’ defending the school, which he believed: 

                                                 
150 V.R. Cooper, Kobeelya Confidential Report to Members of Church of England Schools’ Trust, 

Board of Governors, 24 October 1972. Atkins Papers The relationship between enrolments and 
the school’s financial position between 1967 and 1972 were given as follows: 

  
YEAR INCOME EXPENDITURE PROFIT LOSS ENROLMENTS 
1967 $77, 568 $81,332  $3,746 83–86 
1968 88,748 87,370 $1,378  92–94 
1969 134,070 121,693 12,377  123 
1970 143,748 138,186 5,562  125 
1971 118,415 140,981  22,566 92–101 
1972 127,000 127,000   87–94 

 
151 Ibid. 
 
152 Letter, J.S. Yull to P.H. Atkins, 26 January 1973. Atkins Papers. 
 
153 D. Mossenson, M. Bennett, and E. Styles, Report on Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ 

School (Education Department, Perth, Western Australia, Dec., 1972), p. 2. Atkins Papers. 
 
154 Ibid. 
 
155 K.C.E.G.S., Minutes of Sub–Committee of the School Council, 21 April, 1972. Atkins Papers. 

One somewhat novel suggestion was an approach to the Jewish Community in Perth 
recommending the establishment of a Jewish House. 
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...has often been the target for unconsidered remarks. Why this is 
so I do not know. Possibly it is regarded jealously as a seat of 
financial privilege...It could be just the desire most of us have in 
conversation to embroider a story to make it more dramatic – not 
really expecting to be believed by our friends.156 

 

A school which performs well rarely needs to write to parents to convince them of its 

attainments in a self–effacing manner. Indeed, the academic performance of students 

in public examinations in 1972 resulted in ‘Leaving Certificate’ candidates passing 

77% of their subjects; and ‘Junior Certificate’ candidates passing 84% of subjects.157 

The school’s continuing financial problems provided the basis whereby the school’s 

performance generally was regarded as having suffered, rather than its academic 

results. 

 

By March 1974, the Trust, engaged in the planning of the ‘South of Perth School’ 

and its ongoing disagreements with Archbishop Sambell regarding the Trust’s 

Constitution, decided that Kobeelya’s ongoing operating losses could no longer be 

accommodated. At Speech Night 1975, the Archbishop announced that Kobeelya 

Church of England Girls’ School would not re–open in 1976, resulting from 

increased operating losses which the school and the Church of England Schools’ 

Trust could no longer accommodate. The imminent closure of the school, led to an 

approach being made to several schools with a view to its re–opening in 1976 under 

a new owner. Finally, Penhros College, a girls’ school of the Uniting Church of 

Australia, accepted responsibility for the school. 

 

_________________________ 

 

It was demonstrated in the previous chapter that only three types of Anglican schools 

existed in the Diocese of Perth at the end of the period 1951–60, namely, ‘religious–

order schools’, ‘parish schools’ and ‘synod schools’. This situation changed with the 

                                                                                                                                           
 
156 K.C.E.G.S., Minutes, 13 March, 1973. ‘Notice to Parents’ is an attachment to the Board’s 

Minutes and intended for the parents of pupils attending Kobeelya in 1973. 
 
157 Ibid. 
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establishment of the Church of England Schools’ Trust in 1961, a matter which this 

chapter has considered. The Trust, which functioned until 1985, saw itself as 

constituting an overarching structure for maintaining existing provision and 

facilitating expansion of Anglican schooling of all types. 

 

The chapter dealt with the role of the Trust in this regard. It was in four parts. Part 

One dealt with the manner in which the Trust was organised and functioned. Part 

Two considered the Trust’s brief to establish new schools, a situation which led, 

however, to the establishment of only one new school and that being a school of an 

existing type, namely, a ‘synod school’. Part Three, dealt with the extent to which 

such lack of involvement by the Trust in the provision of new schools resulted from 

distractions including a number of existing Anglican schools using the Trust to 

finance their own expansion. 

 

Finally, Part Four of this chapter considered the role of the Trust in the re–emergence 

by 1967, of four types of Anglican schools. The new fourth type of Anglican school 

introduced in that year was brought about by Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ 

School, which had been removed from the Diocese of Perth in 1958, being brought 

into the Diocese once again. The previous removal, it will be recalled, led to the 

redundancy of ‘trustee–controlled school’ as a classification for a particular type of 

Anglican school within the Diocese of Perth. Now Kobeelya found itself, once again, 

under a structure located within the Diocese of Perth for the provision of Anglican 

education. This time, however, it was the only school of a new type, namely, a 

‘trust–controlled school’. Also, developments were such that by the end of the period 

one type of school remained, namely that of ‘synod–controlled schools’. 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

 

LOW FEE SCHOOLS: THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF 

THE ANGLICAN SCHOOLS COMMISSION (INC.) 

1981–92 

 

The previous chapter considered the establishment of the Church of England 

Schools’ Trust in 1961, a body which continued to function until 1985. The origins 

of the Trust were considered, as was its organisation and function. The Trust’s brief 

to establish new schools resulted in the foundation of only one school, All Saints’ 

College, in 1981. The chapter also dealt with the extent to which a lack of 

involvement in the provision of new schools resulted from such distractions as 

assisting existing Anglican schools in using the Trust to finance their own expansion. 

 

The Trust saw itself as constituting an overarching structure for maintaining existing 

provision and facilitating expansion of Anglican schooling of all types. On this, the 

Diocesan Council frequently challenged the Trust’s role. The Council believed that it 

should be fulfilling this role and that the Trust should be merely a fund–raising body. 

The members of the Anglican Hierarchy in Western Australia also were disappointed 

at the poor response of the Trust to their growing concern regarding the lack of 

provision of low fee–paying Anglican schools for the less well–off. 

 

By 1981, the year at which the sub–period under consideration in this chapter 

commences, there was only one ‘type’ of Anglican school in the Diocese of Perth. 

This type was that of the ‘synod schools’. The schools within this type were Christ 

Church Grammar School, Guildford Grammar School, St Hilda’s Anglican School 

for Girls, St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School, Perth College, All Saints’ College and 

Hale School. There was no question of the Anglican Hierarchy trying to turn these 

middle–class schools into schools for the less well–off as there was a general 

acceptance among Anglicans that they were necessary for a certain section of the 

population. Nevertheless, the Hierarchy agreed that there was no going back in its 

crusade for low fee–paying schools. It was recognised too, that an appropriate 
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bureaucratic structure was necessary to coordinate the building of schools. 

Furthermore, Diocesan Council, the Standing Committee of Synod, and the 

Archbishop who was President of Synod, agreed that The Anglican Schools’ Trust 

was not an appropriate structure. Nevertheless, it took the Church from 1981 to 1985 

to set up a new structure, namely, The Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.). 

 

The remainder of this chapter deals with the structures for the provision of Anglican 

education during the period 1981–92 in light of the scenario outlined so far. It is in 

three parts. First, the replacement of the Anglican Schools’ Trust (the Trust) with a 

new organisation, the Anglican Schools Commission (the Commission), is 

considered. Secondly, the establishment of a number of low fee–paying schools for 

the less well–off by the Commission is outlined. Thirdly, provision of education 

under the existing ‘synod schools’ (which continued to operate independent of the 

Commission), is examined. Overall, this means that by 1992, there were now two 

types of Anglican schools in Perth, namely, ‘Anglican Schools Commission schools’ 

and ‘synod schools’. 

 

Structures Leading to the Foundation of 
The Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.) 

 

During the period from 1981 to 1992 the number of students in non–government 

schools throughout Australia increased while those in government schools declined.1 

In the decade after 1983, enrolments in government schools fell by 2.3 per cent, 

while private school enrolments increased by 18.4 per cent. The latter was due 

largely to students moving into schools in the non–government sector. Indeed, the 

movement of students into the non–government sector had reached such a degree of 

acceptance that the ideal of the universality of the idea of élite private school had 

taken hold throughout Australia. Between 1990 and 1992, the government sector’s 

share of enrolments throughout Australia stabilised at 72.1 per cent.2 During the 

period the funding of non–government schools by the Commonwealth increased by 

                                                 
1 S. Marginson, Educating Australia (Cambridge University Press, 1997), p. 238. 
 
2 G.B. Burke and A.Spaull, ‘Australian Schools: participation and funding 1901–2000’ Year 

Book Australia 2002, Centenary Article (Canberra, Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2002). 
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about 49 per cent, while by contrast, the funding of government schools increased by 

about 15 per cent. 

The increasing movement of students from government to non–government schools 

prompted the Federal Labor government to restrict the growth of the non–

government sector through its New Schools Policy in 1985.3 Essentially, new non–

government schools were allowed to open only if they were not in direct competition 

with an existing government school. If they were allowed to do so, they were entitled 

to a fixed level of government subsidies in their early years, regardless of the 

school’s income, or that of the parents of its students. Until the Federal Coalition 

government abolished Labor’s New Schools Policy in 1997, the foundation of new 

non–government schools was restricted. Between 1990 and 1996, an average of 

seven new schools were registered each year compared with twenty–four new 

schools between 1997 and 1999. Throughout the period, Catholic schools maintained 

their majority share of non–government school enrolments. Furthermore, the fastest 

growing were the low–fee non–Catholic independent schools. 

 

The educational environment in the 1980s, in Western Australia, underwent a 

significant degree of reform under the Burke Labor Government. The Beazley 

Report, which addressed the lower secondary curriculum, resulted in the introduction 

of the ‘Unit Curriculum’ whereby students could gain access to a wider variety of 

subjects.4 Changes in Upper Secondary schooling too were implemented. These 

related mainly to university entrance and access to further education and training, 

resulting from the McGaw Report of 1984.5 

 

The provision of low–fee Catholic education in Western Australia during the sub–

period made significant progress. In addition to increased government support, 

                                                 
3 J. Buckingham, ’School Funding for All: Making Sense of the Debate over Dollars”, Issue 

Analysis, Centre for Independent Studies, No. 17, 12 October 2000, p. 2. 
 
4 Committee of Inquiry into Education in Western Australia, K.E. Beazley (Chairman) 

Education in Western Australia: report of the Committee of Inquiry appointed by the Minister 
for Education in Western Australia (Perth, Western Australia: Government Printer, 1984). 

 
5 Western Australia. Ministerial Working Party on School Certification and Tertiary Admissions 

Procedures, B. McGaw (Chairman), Assessment in the upper secondary school in Western 
Australia: report on the Ministerial Working Party on School Certification and Tertiary 
Admissions Procedures (Perth, Western Australia: Government Printer, 1984). 
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particularly from the Commonwealth Government, there was also significant 

improvement in its organisation and in the commitment of parents. The Catholic 

Education Commission was established in 1971, resulting from initiatives arising 

from the Conference of Bishops and Heads of teaching orders, to coordinate the 

provision of Catholic education throughout the State.6 Since the reforms of the 

Whitlam Government (1972–75) the Catholic community had contributed 75 per 

cent of the costs of the provision of school buildings.7 No other denominational 

group had been able to match this. Another significant reform of the Burke 

Government was the introduction in 1986 of interest subsidies on loans to non–

government schools. The 1980s was a decade in which a ‘thread’ of confidence 

existed in the ability of the Catholic Education Commission, supported by both State 

and Federal Governments and the Church generally, to fulfil its mandate.  

 

During the sub–period under consideration in this chapter, namely, 1982–92, the 

long–established independent schools of all denominations continue to prosper, 

despite annual increases in fees which, by the mid 1990s, averaged about 11 per 

cent.8 These increases highlighted a growing discontent among some members of the 

Anglican community regarding the entrance policies of traditional Anglican schools 

that restricted the access of less well–off Anglicans. Nevertheless, the prospect of 

low–fee Anglican schools was not initially universally accepted. There were those 

who considered that children from Christian families should not be segregated from 

the wider community and that fees would still be too high for the less well–off, 

particularly where enrolment policies might have more do to with élitism than 

Christianity.9 It was against this background that a ‘Schools’ Task Force’ was 

established by the Perth Diocesan Council in 1981 to investigate structures for the 

establishment of low fee–paying Anglican Schools in Western Australia. 

 

                                                                                                                                          
 
6 The West Australian, 8 July 1986. 
 
7 Ibid. 
 
8 The West Australian, 4 July 1984. 
 
9 The West Australian, 17 October 1983. 
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Diocesan Council’s Task Force on Schools 

 

The Church of England Schools’ Trust was slow to grasp the possible consequences 

of the demand by the Anglican Hierarchy and Synod for low–fee paying Anglican 

schools in the Diocese of Perth. Although the matter had been raised by the Trust on 

previous occasions, it was not until August 1981 at a meeting of the Trust at which 

both the Archbishop, Dr Peter Carnley, and Bishop Challen were present, that a sub–

committee was established under the leadership of the latter to investigate the 

possibility of financing schools for children in lower socio–economic areas.10 While 

Archbishop Carnley was present, ostensibly to request the Trust to change its name 

from the Church of England Schools’ Trust to the Anglican Schools’ Trust, there is 

little doubt that he was there to support his brother Bishop in initiating a fundamental 

change in the Trust’s unspoken philosophy of supporting and building schools for 

the more affluent. 

 

Following the 1981 Synod, the Trust noted briefly that although the committee it had 

established to consider ‘low–fee’ schools had nothing to report at its October 

meeting, it recognised that “Synod had discussed Christian Schools at relative low 

cost”.11 Confident of its pre–eminent position, and careful to impose its collective 

will through its constitution, the Trust requested Bishop Challen “to advise Diocesan 

Council that the Trust would support wholeheartedly, within its powers, a Diocesan 

Committee investigating ways of giving Anglican education to children residing in 

lower socio–economic areas”.12 The response from Diocesan Council was prompt. 

By seizing the initiative, Diocesan Council made it clear in a letter to the Trust, that 

while a working party would be formed under its auspices, only two of its five 

members would be nominated by the Trust: 

                                                 
10 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 11 August 1981. A.S.C. Archives. Members of the committee included: 

The Rt. Rev M.B. Challen, Dr G.G. Henn, Brig. H.B. Norman and Mr R.H. LaM Stowell. 
 
11 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 21 October 1981. 
 
12 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 18 November 1981. 
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…that Diocesan Council forms [sic] a working party to investigate 
the provision of schooling opportunities for people in lower socio–
economic conditions and the formation of low–cost parent–controlled 
Christian Schools, the working party to consist of 5 people, 2 of 
whom would be nominated by the Church of England Schools Trust 
(Inc.) and the Committee to be given the power to co–opt – to report 
to Diocesan Council by September 1982.13 

 

With approximately nine months for the Working Party to prepare its report to 

Diocesan Council, it should have been evident to the Trust that unless it took the 

matter of ‘low–fee schooling’ seriously, it would undermine its position to represent 

Anglican education in Western Australia regardless of the constraints of its 

Constitution. 

 

The working party, which became known as the Task Force, met on four occasions 

to consider low–cost, parent–controlled Christian Schools and educational 

opportunities for low socio–economic families. It established that the issue of ‘low–

cost’ was actually ‘low–fee’ and that it could only become a reality by either 

reducing costs or by obtaining monies from a source other than student fees. The 

adoption of this position is not surprising since Bishop Challen, the Convenor of the 

Task Force, was well–known for his egalitarian approach to social issues, including 

education. 

 

Parental influence in schools was an issue which the Task Force considered at some 

length. It recognised contemporary trends in school management, societal 

expectations of schools, as well as a theological basis for ‘parent–controlled’ 

schools. It is not surprising that it favoured ‘parent–participation’ rather than 

‘parent–controlled’ schools,14 because while the former implied a degree of control 

by the Diocese, the latter could well have led to the continuation of collegiate 

foundations which could exercise a considerable degree of independence, including 

the right to determine fees. In terms of school management, the Task Force 

                                                 
13 C.E.S.T., Minutes, 6 December 1981. Dr G.G. Henn and Mr R.H. LaM Stowell were 

nominated on behalf of the Trust. 
 
14 Diocese of Perth, Synod Papers 1982, Appendix 1 to Business Papers, Matters arising from 

previous Synod item 11.1, Synod 1981, ‘Low–Cost Parent–Controlled Christian Schools’, pp. 
17–24. 
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recognised the difficulty in dealing with parents of differing perceptions and 

priorities for their children’s education and whose interest in school affairs would be 

most likely limited to the period of their enrolment. 

 

The Task Force found some difficulty in determining the characteristics of a 

Christian School.15 It recognised that six models, which resulted from their 

deliberations, were not mutually exclusive and represented personal perceptions of 

members of the ‘Task Force’ regarding various facets of the Christian faith. In each 

of the models, it was inherently clear that the majority of staff appointed to schools, 

including the Principal, would need to be both committed and active Christians. 

Nevertheless, the Diocese grappled with the issue over the next four years. 

 

Instead of making a recommendation for or against the establishment of low–fee 

schools, the Task Force asked a series of questions which it paraphrased in a single 

question: “Does the Diocesan Council believe that this Diocese should establish a 

Christian School and if so what model?”16 By asking questions of Diocesan Council 

rather than making specific recommendations to it, the Task Force gave it the 

opportunity to exercise its authority in determining its position. 

 

In considering educational opportunities for low socio–economic families, the Task 

Force was unable to do more than recognise that a prima facie case existed for 

accepting the notion that children, brought up within a culture of poverty, would be 

likely to experience difficulties at school. Brief though this section of the report is, 

its recommendation “that a special committee, including people with the appropriate 

expertise...be formed to investigate the matter further”, provided sufficient reason to 

                                                 
15 Ibid. 
 
16 Ibid., p. 23. Questions addressed to Diocesan Council included: “Should not the Church use 

the resources of the State and direct its own influence to shaping the policy of State schools? 
Should the Anglican Church contribute to further divisions of society by having explicitly 
Christian/Anglican schools? If society now recognises that education is not value free and 
allows pluralism, why not have education developed by a Christian/Anglican school? Are not 
Christian parents rightly looking for an alternative to both the State System and the present 
high fee independent schools? Is the current concern for a “Christian School” a desire to have 
a school based on the Christian faith or rather a request for stability and certainty at a time of 
social change? Should this investigation go further?” 
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investigate further the feasibility of low–fee schools.17 Although the report sought to 

steer a middle course, attempting conciliation on all sides, it was a conservative 

document lacking in recommendations. However, it provided the basis for Diocesan 

Council to establish the Interim Anglican Education Commission under the 

leadership of Bishop Challen. 

 

The Interim Anglican Education Commission 

 

The Interim Anglican Education Commission (I.A.E.C.) was established by a 

resolution of Diocesan Council on 7 October 1982. Although the Council recognised 

the need to work closely with the Anglican Schools’ Trust, its brief to the 

Commission was unequivocal. The Commission was requested to: 

 

…investigate the need for low–fee schools in the lower socio–
economic and new housing areas and to recommend to Diocesan 
Council early in 1983 the steps that should be taken to found such 
schools.18 

 

Members of the Interim Commission, some of whom were also members of the 

Trust, must surely have been concerned about divided loyalty as well as possible 

conflict of interest regarding the deliberations of each.19 For Diocesan Council, it 

was not a matter of whether or not low–fee schools should be established, but when? 

Although it was thought that quicker results could be obtained by a joint approach 

with either the Catholic Education Commission and/or the Uniting Church, the 

I.A.E.C. recognised that if Commonwealth funding were to be available through the 

Commonwealth Schools’ Commission in 1985, it would be necessary for the 

Commission to submit an application to the State Planning and Finance Committee 

of the Schools’ Commission immediately following acceptance of the Interim 

Commission’s report to Diocesan Council in early 1983.20 

                                                 
17 Ibid., p. 24. 
 
18 Diocese of Perth, Diocesan Council Minutes, 7 October 1982. Perth Diocesan Archives. 
 
19 Ibid. 
 
20 Interim Anglican Education Commission, Minutes, 28 October 1982. A.S.C. Archives. 
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The die was cast. If the Interim Commission was to achieve success, it would 

immediately have to plan to make a submission to the Commonwealth for funding. It 

was evident from its first meeting that the approach taken would be thoroughly 

pragmatic, based upon an analysis of demographic data. It was thought also that it 

would be more economic to begin with the planning of a primary rather than a 

secondary school. In the event of the Commission being involved with any other 

Church, members of the Commission expressed the opinion that they preferred an 

alliance with the Roman Catholic Church rather than with the Uniting Church.21 

Apart from reasons of Western Australians Anglicans’ religious empathy with the 

former, the Catholic Education Commission founded in 1971, had an excellent 

record of establishing low–fee schools. The Interim Commission wished to emulate 

the Catholic Education Commission’s image of being “a united, responsible, prudent, 

and forward–looking institution within Australian society”.22 The I.A.E.C. clearly 

recognised the success of Catholic Education in W.A., particularly the authority 

bestowed on it by the Conference of Bishops and Superiors of Religious Orders. It 

desired similar authority regarding the foundation of Anglican Schools. Thus, it 

resolved that: 

 

All proposals affecting the extension or reduction of major change 
of schools are to be referred to the Commission for consideration 
before any final decision is implemented.23 

 

Neither the Church of England Schools’ Trust, nor any of its antecedents could claim 

such authority. 

 

Although Bishop Challen was Convenor of the Interim Commission, it was clear 

from its first meeting on 28 October 1982, that Mr P.M. Moyes would play an 

important role in its development. It will be recalled that Moyes was appointed 

Headmaster of Christ Church Grammar School in 1951, a position from which he 

                                                 
21 Ibid. 
 
22 J. Nestor, Basic Consultation Requirement, Official Statement of the Catholic Education 

Commission of Western Australia, 6 February 1976. 
 
23 Ibid. 
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retired in 1981, after thirty–one years of outstanding service. When Moyes took over 

the school, it was on the brink of closure with an enrolment of 259 pupils. By 1979, 

it had reached 884 pupils.24 It was Moyes’ desire to take over a struggling school and 

make a success of it that led him to Christ Church. This he did through extensive 

building programmes, modernising the curriculum and improving markedly 

academic standards through an emphasis on self–improvement.25 Having made a 

success of one school, he was about to ‘spearhead’ a project of building a number of 

schools when others of less drive would have considered a quiet retirement. Having 

made a success of what became an élite collegiate school, Moyes, whose social 

conscience he attributed to his father’s influence,26 believed that Anglican education 

should be available to all, whether rich or poor. It was Moyes then, who articulated 

Diocesan Council’s brief, and ensured its success by surrounding himself with like–

minded people who would provide information and advice which he subsequently 

moulded into an acceptable blueprint for the future of Anglican Education in 

Western Australia. Although Diocesan Council prescribed the Commission’s brief 

with regard to low–fee Christian schools and educational opportunities for families 

of low socio–economic status, the Interim Commission advised the Council that it 

would not pursue these matters within one model, but diversely.27 This gave the 

Commission much wider scope to consider the way in which it could assist families 

to attend its proposed schools, rather than consider such opportunities as a precursor 

to commencing building. 

 

Bishop Challen wrote to every parish in the Diocese, not only to let them know of 

the Interim Commission’s existence, but also to ascertain the extent to which there 

was a “genuine and substantial interest for the formation of a local Christian 

                                                                                                                                          
 
24 Christ Church Chronicle, No. 19, May 1979. 
 
25 Mitre, Vol. XIX, No. 9, 1981. 
 
26 Peter Moyes’ father, the Rt. Rev. J.S. Moyes, was Bishop of Armidale (N.S.W.) from 1929–

1964. He was a social reformer who frequently defended the rights of ordinary Australians. At 
times regarded as the ‘Conscience of the Church’, he vehemently opposed the Vietnam War, 
much to the annoyance of the Prime Minister, Sir Robert Menzies. See also: Moyes, John 
Stoward (1884 – 1972), http://www.nswera.net.au/biogs/UNE0295b.htm, 4/5/2005 

 
27 I.A.E.C., Minutes, 10 November 1982. A.S.C. Archives. 
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school”.28 The intent was to cater for children of lower middle–income families to 

the lowest economic stratum, especially in areas of comparative economic and social 

deprivation, including Lockridge, Girrawheen/Koondoola, Coolbellup and Westfield, 

which were areas of considerable State housing. In terms of fees, the Interim 

Commission thought that between $300 and $900 per annum respectively for 

primary and secondary students not an unreasonable goal.29 A comparison of fees 

charged by the more prestigious independent schools in Western Australia between 

1980 and 1984 gives an indication of the paradigm shift in terms of educational 

funding which the Interim Commission was considering. This is shown in Table XX 

below: 
Table XX 

 
Private Secondary Schools: 

Tuition Fees 1980–88 
 
 

ANGLICAN *1980 *1984 
All Saints’ College $570 (1981) $790 
Christ Church Grammar School $640 Inc. Books $985 Incl. Books 
Guildford Grammar School $620 $940 
Hale School $600 $945 
Perth College Not known $809–$913 
St Hilda’s Anglican School For Girls $590–$690 $820–$935 
   
ROMAN CATHOLIC   
Aquinas College $220–$250 $390–$460 
John XXIII College $225–$250 $330–$360 
   
UNITING CHURCH   
Methodist Ladies College $525–$575 $790–$885 
Presbyterian Ladies College Not known $805–$915 
Scotch College $610 $945 
Wesley College $620 $940 

 
*Fees shown are per term. 
The cost of uniforms (approximately $500 per annum.) and boarding fees are not included. 
 
Source: The West Australian, 4 February 1984. 

 

From studies carried out by the Interim Commission, it was well aware of the 

necessity to begin schools at the primary level in less well–to–do areas where a ready 

supply of students was more certain. 

                                                 
28 Letter, Bishop Challen to Rectors in the Diocese of Perth, 12 November 1982. A.S.C. 

Archives. 
 
29 I.A.E.C., Minutes, 10 November 1982. 
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The Interim Commission was quick to learn from the experiences of other educators. 

Bishop Challen approached the Chairman of the Commonwealth Schools’ 

Commission, Dr Peter Tannock, previously Professor of Education at The University 

of Western Australia, who had a particular interest in the furtherance of Catholic 

education.30 Both the Western Australian (State) Education Department and the 

Catholic Education Commission gave the Interim Commission their unequivocal 

support. 

 

While the Trust was pursuing the possible purchase of sites in the north–west 

corridor, including sites in Duncraig and Joondalup, and possibly near Armadale in 

the south–east corridor, it was clear from the Commission’s initial investigation that 

considerable interest was shown by residents of Whitfords in the north–west 

corridor; and Gosnells in the south–west corridor. As the Interim Commission 

analysed information from the parishes, it began to identify planning principles and 

problems which would guide its future action. It was important to work closely with 

the Education Department so that new schools would be located in areas in the early 

stages of development to attract maximum numbers of primary school–age children. 

While it was recognised that a school, linked with a neighbourhood rather than a 

region, is more vulnerable to fluctuating enrolments, a school with desirable 

characteristics can transcend these changes. With an emphasis on the building of 

primary schools, the Interim Commission recognised its moral obligation to provide 

secondary schools with a similar ethos. The acquisition of suitable land raised the 

obvious question of who should pay for both the land and the buildings. As the 

Commission had no funds of its own, it began to develop an expectation that either 

Diocesan Council, or its financial arm, the Trustees, or the Anglican Schools’ Trust, 

would provide the necessary funds. 

 

Initial investigations carried out by the Interim Commission in the Whitfords area 

revealed a number of positive signs for the establishment of an Anglican school.31 

                                                 
30 I.A.E.C., Minutes, 29 November 1982. 
 
31 Ibid. 
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The congregation in the Whitfords Parish indicated a high degree of interest which to 

some degree was motivated by dissatisfaction with local government schools. A 

number of children from Anglican families were attending Sacred Heart at Sorrento, 

a Roman Catholic school, and others were interested in attending the proposed St. 

Stephen’s College, a Uniting Church school, at Craigie. While it was recognised that 

Anglican families in the area were reasonably well–off, it was significant that a 

number of families in Heathridge had come from Balga, where numerous social 

problems existed. There was also evidence that the Mormons and the Salvation 

Army had developed ‘latch key’ ministries in the area.32 

 

The desire by the Commission to appoint a part–time Executive Officer to be shared 

with the Anglican Schools’ Trust to carry out administrative tasks, including 

demographic surveys, at a cost of between $8,000 and $10,000 per annum, brought a 

negative response from the Trust, in whose opinion such an appointment was not 

related to its objects or defined by its constitution.33 Undaunted by the Trust’s 

refusal, the Commission decided to approach Diocesan Council which it regarded as 

having an obligation to support the appointment or redefine its role. Had Diocesan 

Council not agreed to the appointment, the evolution of the Commission would have 

been severely curtailed.  

 

The appointment of Ms Ruth Goodwin as the Interim Commission’s Executive 

Officer gave it the opportunity to widen its enquiries and its membership through the 

formation of a number of committees to enquire into staffing, curriculum, co–

operation with other churches, land and buildings, financial structures, school 

government and, most importantly, opportunities for families of limited means. As 

part of the consultative process, a ‘Day of Reflection’ was held at St George’s 

College within The University of Western Australia, “to check as to whether it is 

God’s will that we go forward with low–fee Christian schools within the Diocese”.34 

It was attended by several educators from both the government and private systems, 

                                                 
32 ‘Latch key’ ministries cater for children left unattended while their parents are at work. 
 
33 I.A.E.C., Minutes, 6 April 1983. 
 
34 I.A.E.C., Programme, Day of Reflection and Prayer, 23 July 1983. 
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with wide expertise in educational and educational administration. Anglicans with an 

interest in fostering Christian schools throughout the Diocese were also invited to 

attend.35 Few took up the challenge as only twenty people were recorded as having 

attended the meeting,36 most of whom were personally invited. The outcome of the 

meeting, therefore, was not surprising. It recognised the existence of long waiting 

lists at existing Church schools, the inability of many lower income families to send 

their children to such schools, the lack of religious education in government schools 

and the necessity to provide alternative schooling to that provided by the State 

system. In terms of the politics of religion, however, one of the meeting’s 

recommendations provided a catalyst for the Diocese to recognise the Commission 

as a substantive rather than an interim body: 

 

As part of the Anglican Church’s commitment to education, the 
Education Commission (Interim) should cease to be “Interim” and 
should have a director. If the decision to proceed with low–fee 
schools is made, then a teacher and/or parent who is inspired and 
committed should be employed to get it going.37 

 

Bishop Challen could not have wished for a more gratifying outcome. The meeting 

not only provided a public forum to articulate and clarify perceptions which he 

wished to disseminate regarding the Commission’s objectives, but also public 

recognition that it represented the Diocese in educational matters, particularly 

regarding the establishment of low–fee schools. Buoyed by the recommendation 

regarding the future direction of the Commission, it was agreed at its next committee 

meeting that in its report to Synod it would recommend that ‘Interim’ be dropped 

from its name and the Anglican Education Commission (A.E.C.) be recognised with 

a mandate to set up schools. It was also anticipated that the A.E.C. would continue 

under the auspices of Diocesan Council which would also appoint its members.38  

 

                                                 
35 The Anglican Messenger, July, 1983. 
 
36 I.A.E.C., Summary of Ideas Expressed at the Day of Reflection and Prayer for Low–Fee 

Anglican Schools, St. George’s College, Perth, Western Australia, 23 July 1983. 
 
37 Ibid. 
 
38 I.A.E.C., Minutes, 3 August 1983. 
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The Anglican Education Commission 

 

Three motions establishing the Interim Anglican Education Commission as a 

permanent body to be known as the Anglican Education Commission were approved 

at Synod in 1983. The first motion articulated the reasons for establishing the 

Commission as a permanent body: 

 

The Interim Anglican Education Commission, set up by the 
Diocesan Council in accordance with the recommendation of the 
Task Force whose report was subsequently accepted by the first 
session of the 38th Synod, has addressed itself to the terms of the 
Brief as passed by the Diocesan Council on 7 October 1983. Its 
findings now require implementation. To enable the Interim 
Anglican Education Commission to act with authority, with 
respect to these findings, this Synod agrees to the Interim 
Anglican Education Commission having permanent status and 
being named the Anglican Education Commission.39 

 

The Anglican Education Commission was formally recognised by Diocesan Council 

on 11 October 1983, with members of the interim body continuing until Diocesan 

Council appointed new members as provided for in the guidelines approved by 

Synod. The formal recognition of Commission as a substantive and enduring body 

generated considerable debate within the Church, local educational circles and the 

press. 

 

Within the Church there was concern that low–fee schools would not only encourage 

greater segregation of Anglicans from the wider community, but also would 

encourage greater élitism. Although fees would be lower than at collegiate schools, 

there would still be many Anglicans, and others, with a desire to send their children 

to Anglican low–fee schools, who would not be able to do so. One educator who was 

well placed to comment on the issue was Dr John Bunday40, an Anglican, who was 

Principal of Lesmurdie Senior High School, and was a member of the Beazley 

                                                 
39 I.A.E.C., Synod Motions 1983. A.S.C. Archives. 

 
40 Dr Bunday’s sister, Margaret, was a member of both the Interim Anglican Education 

Commission and the Anglican Education Commission; and also Principal of a government 
primary school. 
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Committee41 which inquired into education in Western Australia in 1984. Bunday 

perceived that such schools would be “low–cost...have poor facilities and be unable 

to afford either the resource base or the staff required to make them viable”.42 

 

While Bunday had reservations on both ethical and practical grounds, Bishop 

Challen characterised the demand for low–fee schools as having both parochial and 

universal perspectives. On the one hand, he recognised the frustration which some 

Church members experienced over the entry policies of the collegiate schools. In his 

view, access to these schools was only available to those of considerable means, 

many of whom were not motivated by Christian values or beliefs, but élitism.43 On 

the other hand, Challen argued, “the move from the old Protestant/Catholic 

dichotomy to a modern pluralistic society means there is a place for low–fee 

Anglican schools”.44 Pluralism had brought with it non–sectarian State education 

which, in Challen’s view, “propagated an atheistic, materialistic and pragmatic view 

of life”.45 Archbishop Carnley, believed that cultural “pluriformity”, which 

proportionately diminished the demands by Christians for specific religious teaching 

as part of the curriculum, was increasingly weakened.46 While Bunday was grateful 

for the influence of the many Christian teachers who ‘salted’ the schools with which 

he had been associated, Challen was convinced that neither the existing collegiate 

schools, nor State schools which, by law, prohibited teachers from promoting 

sectarian or party–political views, could further the educational and religious aims of 

the Anglican Church. Challen believed that the failure of collegiate schools, and the 

State system, to cater adequately for Anglican families, could substantially be 

                                                 
41 Beazley, K.E. (A.O.), Education in Western Australia, Report of the Committee of Inquiry into 

Education in Western Australia, Perth, Western Australia, 1984. The Committee’s report 
resulted in far–reaching changes in government schools in Western Australia. 

 
42 The Anglican Messenger, July 1983. 
 
43 The West Australian, 19 October 1983. 
 
44 Ibid. 
 
45 Ibid. 
 
46 The Anglican Messenger, April 1983. 
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redressed by establishing low–fee schools in less affluent areas in which “positive 

acts of worship without apology” would be an integral part of school life.47 

 

Supportive of the establishment of low–fee Anglican schools, the Archbishop was 

keen to see the Interim, and later Anglican Education Commission develop a 

‘blueprint’ which was defensible and sustainable. Ever the pragmatist, the 

Archbishop knew well that the support, or at least tacit consent of existing Church 

schools, especially collegiate Anglican schools, as well as financial support from 

Commonwealth and State Governments, was necessary for success. It did not escape 

the attention of the Minister for Education, Mr R.J. Pearce, in 1984, that a wide 

range of salary earners were able to send their children to non–government schools 

because of financial assistance from State and Commonwealth Governments which 

provided about 60% of the funding.48 Pearce, who had taught in government 

secondary schools before entering State Parliament, was of the opinion that “most 

parents opted to send their children to non–government schools for snobbish 

reasons”, believing that it gave them a social advantage and separated them from the 

undesirable elements in Government schools.49 

 

The appointment of Mr Peter Moyes by Diocesan Council to the Anglican Schools’ 

Trust in January 1982, was of considerable importance. After his retirement from 

Christ Church Grammar School in 1981, between 1982 and 1985, he worked in a 

part–time capacity for the Catholic Education Commission, developing programmes 

for handicapped and disadvantaged children. Furthermore, he was impressed by the 

financial acumen of the Commission in funding low–fee schools, and was 

particularly influenced by Mr Michael Beech from the Catholic Education 

Commission who had particular skills in school planning and financial 

administration. Having also been a member of the Working Party appointed by the 

National Council of Independent Schools to plan the conference on School 

Governance in Sydney May 1981, Moyes was well aware of current trends in school 

                                                 
47 The West Australian, 19 October 1983. 
 
48 The West Australian, 4 February 1984. 
 
49 Ibid. 
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management, in particular the necessity of the Commonwealth Schools’ Commission 

to provide adequate funding for independent schools.50 

 

Moyes’ role was pivotal in steering a course which would eventually lead to the 

merger of the Trust with the Anglican Education Commission to form the Anglican 

Schools Commission in 1985. At a meeting of the Trust on 20 October 1982, he 

expressed the view “that the Church of England Schools’ Trust should approach 

Diocesan Council to co–ordinate its programme with the Interim Anglican Education 

Commission”51 a clear indication that there was only room for one body. Moyes 

brought a new dimension to the Trust. He injected into it a realisation that there was 

more to schools that just “bricks and mortar”, but matters of Christianity and 

educational philosophy, as well as the ability of parents to pay fees. As a member of 

the National Council for Independent Schools’ Working Party on ‘School 

Governance in the Eighties’, he was impressed by the prospect of shared facilities in 

South Australia’s Aberfoyle Park Primary School project which was outlined by the 

Director General of Education for South Australia, Mr J.R. Steinle at the Third 

National Conference held in Sydney in May 1981.52 Moyes used the project to 

introduce the Trust to the notion of shared facilities, which, at Aberfoyle, involved 

four schools; two conducted by the State government, one by the Uniting and one by 

the Catholic Church. 

 

The formation of the Interim Anglican Education Commission provided a far–

reaching role for it, which clearly had the potential to bring it into conflict with the 

Trust. At this stage, however, Moyes intended that the Trust and the Commission 

should work together. The proposed acquisition of school sites was the catalyst 

which brought both bodies into conflict. On the one hand the Archbishop was 

encouraging the Trust to be more active in acquiring a site in the northern corridor, 

lest other bodies step in. On the other hand, the Trust had increasing difficulties 

                                                 
50 National Council of Independent Schools, School Governance in the Eighties, Sydney, 1981. 
 
51 A.S.T., Minutes, 20 October 1982. 
 
52 National Council of Independent Schools, Steinle, J.R., ‘The Relationship Between the 

Education Department and Non–Government Schools in South Australia’, in School 
Governance in the Eighties, Sydney, 1981, pp. 53–56. 
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which proved difficult to resolve, as it had neither had the resources of the Catholic 

Education Commission, nor the confidence that it was acting with the full support of 

Diocesan Council. In attempting to clarify its position in early 1983 regarding what 

type of school it should be building, it re–stated the collegiate model upon which All 

Saints’ College, had been founded: 

 

The Trust should obtain a site, fund the buildings so that the 
establishment of a school was a viable proposition and then allow 
the Board of the new school to stand on its own to make 
decisions.53 

 

Such a position was inconsistent with the founding of low–fee schools. A greater 

degree of control on a continuing basis was essential, combined with an acceptance 

of the principle of low–fee schools. Whether as any act of defiance, or simply an 

oversight, the Trust’s aims for 1983 contained no reference to the Interim Anglican 

Education Commission. Its aims included the continuing quest for school sites in the 

northern and south–eastern corridors. Discussions had taken place with Guildford 

Grammar School regarding land being reserved for a day school for girls in 

Guildford54 and long–term planning for a school at Ravenswood was once again 

considered as part of the Trust’s on–going vision for Anglican education. Both 

schools never proceeded beyond early planning stages. There was little interest in the 

Diocese of Perth for another élite school for either girls or boys. 

 

A decision by the Trust in October 1983, to register its interest with the 

Commonwealth Schools’ Commission in the construction of a school at Whitfords in 

the northern corridor, brought it into open conflict with Bishop Challen.55 Concerned 

                                                 
53 A.S.T., Minutes, 16 February 1983. 
 
54 A 38.1 acre property in south Guildford was available for purchase at a cost of $551,000 

($14,000 per acre). It was approximately 1 mile south of Guildford Grammar School. The site 
was bounded by West Parade, Queen’s Road, Rosehill Country Club and the Swan/Helena 
River. A report on the site, “An Anglican Day School for Girls” was prepared by Mr Richard 
Stowell in 1981. 

 
55 Bishop Challen to Archbishop Carnley, Memorandum, 18 October 1983. Bishop Challen 

wrote: “I believe it quite inappropriate for the Schools Trust to be indicating not only to the 
National Mutual, but now I hear the Commonwealth Schools Commission also, that it intends 
to construct a school at Whitfords. This surely is a decision of the Diocesan Council which 
presumably will be looking for recommendations from our Education Commission”. 
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about the developing conflict of roles, Mr David Malcolm Q.C. a member of the 

Trust, expressed the view that the debate over the evolving responsibilities of each 

was rather sterile.56 The Trust took the view that All Saints’ College was a good 

model for a school and could see nothing wrong with establishing a similar school in 

the northern corridor. Responding to the struggle which ensued, Mr Malcolm placed 

his concern in the form of a question which highlighted the central issue: 

 

...should the Trust cease the activity now which it has been 
embarked for some years because the new Anglican Education 
Commission is taking a wider survey and there has been policy 
decision confirmed by Synod on the desirability of the 
establishment of low–fee schools?57 

 

Conscious of the ramifications of dissension between the Trust, the Anglican 

Education Commission and Diocesan Council, the Archbishop agreed that “All 

Saints’ College was the best model the Trust had at the moment, being co–

educational and as low a fee structure as possible”.58 However, he believed the 

situation had changed over the last year and parents were now asking why it was not 

possible for the Anglican Church to establish schools with fees as low as John XXIII, 

a new Roman Catholic school. In terms of the competing roles of the Trust and the 

A.E.C., the Archbishop suggested complementary roles: 

 

...the Anglican Education Commission had to evolve the models 
and the way of implementing them. It had to advise the Trust, 
through Diocesan Council, of the long term plans for schools to 
enable the Trust to do its job of acquiring the land.59 

 

Clearly, the Archbishop’s statement tacitly supports Bishop Challen by relegating the 

principal role of the Trust to that of land acquisition. Even if the Trust believed it had 

a wider educational role, its membership did not reflect this. Neither did it seek 

                                                 
56 A.S.T., Minutes, 9 October, 1983. 
 
57 Ibid. 
 
58  Ibid. 
 
59 Ibid. 
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members who were educators, preferring instead to appoint people with financial 

ability who had entrepreneurial flair.60 

 

Rather than wait for an approach to Diocesan Council, Bishop Challen wrote to the 

Chairman of the Trust, Mr M.S. Gregg, submitting a list of proposals to enable the 

Trust and the Commission to work together.61 He made it clear that the Trust, apart 

from financial assistance to build new schools, had no other role whatsoever. The 

Trust resolved that it regarded the 

 

...development of school models as a responsibility of the Anglican 
Education Commission, while the responsibility of the Trust within 
its constitutional powers required direct involvement in schools to 
the stage where the buildings were under way and the Trust had the 
knowledge that the schools would be financially self–supporting.62 

 

In hindsight, it is arguable that the detailed work of determining the role of the Trust, 

Diocesan Council and the Interim Anglican Education Commission, and its 

successor, the Anglican Education Commission, should have been carefully 

considered by Diocesan Council following the motion approved by Synod in 1981 to 

set up a Working Party to consider low–fee schools. That it did not, suggests at least 

three possibilities. First, little thought was given by Diocesan Council to any 

possibility of conflict; secondly, the evolution of the Working Party into the I.A.E.C. 

and A.E.C. and gradual articulation of their position, unwittingly brought it into a 

collision course with the Trust; thirdly, the Trust’s pre–eminent position in 

determining the direction of education within the Diocese, principally because of its 

financial success, would have made it difficult for Diocesan Council to influence its 

decision–making processes without making it look like plundering its resources. That 

the Archbishop had to intervene personally suggests an element of all three. Both 

bodies agreed in principle that their roles were complementary and that there should 

be no clash of interests. 
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61 Letter, Bishop Challen to Mr M.S. Gregg  24 October 1983. A.S.T. Archives. 
 
62 A.S.T. Minutes, 16 November 1983. 
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The appointment of Mr Peter Moyes as Chairman of the A.E.C. at the Commission’s 

third meeting on 20 December 1983, brought a new resolve to settle problems 

between the Trust and the A.E.C. by conciliation rather than confrontation. Bishop 

Challen decided to move aside for Moyes, who accepted the position for a maximum 

of three years, while Challen accepted the role of Chairman of the Social 

Responsibilities Commission (S.R.C.), established at the Synod of 1983. While the 

Bishop considered that being Chairman of both the A.E.C. and the S.R.C. would 

have been too heavy a work load, his departure from the A.E.C. gave Moyes the 

opportunity to articulate Diocesan Council’s vision for Anglican education, as well 

as his own. In his ‘Introductory Statement’ as Chairman of the A.E.C., he dismissed 

the difficulties of the past, insisting that a new era was beginning, although there 

would be many obstacles and disappointments to be overcome and consideration 

would need to be given: 

 

...to develop a diversity of schools and educational processes to 
answer the needs of Christian parents and their children – primary 
and secondary schools, composite schools, co–educational schools; 
special units within schools for the disabled and educationally 
handicapped, educational processes for those with special needs – 
the drop–outs, the rejected, and to develop a religious education 
programme for use in all schools, Christian and State.63 

 

Inherent in such an amplification of the A.E.C.’s priorities, was the establishment of 

‘low–fee’, ‘parent–participating’ Christian schools. Moyes’ chairmanship, and the 

considerable support, although not entirely unequivocal, within Diocesan circles, 

including the A.S.T., clearly gave the formation of such schools the possibility of 

success.  

 

A decision by the Trust to purchase a school site at Whitfords resulting in an 

application to the Commonwealth Schools’ Commission in late January 1984 for 

funding brought it into open conflict with the A.E.C. Its Chairman, Mr P.M. Moyes 

complained that not only did the A.E.C. not receive a copy of the submission, but 

                                                 
63 Moyes, P.M., ‘Introductory Statement on his appointment as Chairman of the Anglican 

Education Commission’, Perth, Western Australia, 20 December 1983. Moyes Papers. 
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“little, if any, opportunity was given to contribute to the submission”.64 The A.E.C. 

requested Diocesan Council to refer the submission to it for comment before making 

a final decision. In a strongly worded communication to the A.S.T., the A.E.C. 

accused it of a lack of courtesy and failing to comply with normal practice: 

 

The Anglican Education Commission asks the Anglican Schools’ 
Trust as a matter of normal practice and courtesy, to first send to 
the A.E.C. a copy of any documentation being forwarded to the 
Commonwealth Schools Commission and/or the Diocesan Council, 
especially documentation pertaining to the A.E.C’s business.65 

 

The A.E.C’s complaint to the A.S.T. was on the basis that its decision to deal 

directly with the Commonwealth Schools’ Commission was a breach of the agreed 

guidelines prepared by the Archbishop to which both parties had agreed. 

Nevertheless, the Trust proceeded to purchase the 10 hectare Whitfords site for 

$540,000 from Whitfords Beach Pty Ltd, a subsidiary of National Mutual Insurance 

Company, subject to the Shire of Wanneroo approving plans for the construction of a 

primary and secondary school on the site. 

 

The Merger of the Anglican Schools’ Trust and 
the Anglican Education Commission 

 

The purchase of the Whitfords site by the Trust created an immediate dilemma for it 

and the A.E.C. It was not simply a matter of the manner in which the proposed 

school should be governed, but by whom. While the Trust believed that its only 

foundation, All Saints’ College, which was governed by an independent council, was 

the most desirable model, the A.E.C. realised that unless a structure was established 

to ensure its ‘low–fee’ status, there was a distinct possibility that the school would 

grasp its independence, with the Trust’s approval, and exclude the A.E.C., thwarting 

the will of Diocesan Council and, indeed, Synod too. 
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The A.E.C. believed that the form of governance of the Whitfords school was its 

prerogative and it was not prepared to let the Trust have its way.66 This responsibility 

had clearly been stated in the Archbishop’s Memorandum of 1 December 1983, to 

which both parties had agreed, which made reference to “The most desirable way to 

constitute schools”. In response to a question regarding the possibility of a merger 

between the A.S.T. and the A.E.C. at the latter’s first official meeting on 20 

December 1983, members were reminded that four members of the A.S.T. were also 

members of the A.E.C. and that “the aim is to work together in a spirit of co–

operation”.67 However, with the imminent construction of a school at Whitfords, it 

was imperative for the governance of the school to be resolved, not only to ensure its 

funding from the Commonwealth as a Group 3 School, but also to ensure the 

relationship between the A.S.T. and the A.E.C. was viable and sustainable. Clearly, 

if both these bodies remained as separate entities, a hegemonic struggle would have 

ensued leading to strife. At the request of the A.E.C., although initiated by Mr P.M. 

Moyes, Mr D.K. Malcolm Q.C., prepared a paper entitled, ‘In Search of the Most 

Desirable Way to Constitute Schools’. The paper outlined the features of 

incorporation, provided a brief historical analysis of the history of the constitutions 

of Anglican schools in the Diocese of Perth and gave a brief summary of the 

constitutional arrangements for Catholic Schools under the ‘aegis’ of the Catholic 

Education Commission (C.E.C.).68 The importance of the paper to the A.E.C. was, as 

Malcolm indicated in a covering letter to Moyes, that it would essentially consider 

“both the question of incorporation and the possible amalgamation of existing 

Anglican Schools, the Trust, and the Anglican Education Commission”.69 Having 

reviewed the roles of both the A.E.C. and the A.S.T., Malcolm recognised the 

difficulty of both bodies working together: 

 

                                                 
66 A.E.C., Minutes of the Sub–committee to examine the Whitfords Development Plan, 29 

February 1984. 
 
67 A.E.C., Minutes, 20 December 1983. The Rt. Rev. M.B. Challen, Mr D.K. Malcolm, Q.C., Mr 

P.M. Moyes and Mr M.D. Padbury were members of both the Anglican Schools’ Trust and the 
Anglican Education Commission. 

 
68 Malcolm, D.K., ‘In Search of the Most desirable way to Constitute Schools’, Perth, W.A., 11 

April 1984. A.S.C. Archives. 
 
69 Letter D.K. Malcolm to P.M. Moyes, 11 April 1984. A.S.C. Archives. 
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It can be seen at once that the property owning, financial fund raising 
and initial budgeting functions of the A.S.T. will overlap with the 
supervisory and administrative functions of the A.E.C., including the 
constitution of the school board.70 

Of the two bodies, only the A.S.T. was incorporated. Malcolm believed that by 

changing the name of A.S.T. to the A.E.C. and by amending the constitution of the 

former to accommodate appropriate membership (including existing membership 

from both bodies) and additional powers, it could function by means of three 

standing committees co–ordinated by an executive and the full commission, and be 

responsible for “planning and policy; land acquisition, construction and finance; and 

the supervision of administration of schools in terms of guidelines and the provision 

of advisory, assistance and coordination of services”.71 Malcolm recognised the 

benefits which could accrue for Anglican education. Not only would the 

amalgamated body continue to assist existing Anglican Schools but, with the consent 

and authority of Diocesan Council and Synod, all new Anglican schools would be 

established under the aegis of the A.E.C. In the meantime, Malcolm proposed a 

structure which would not only ensure the planning and construction of a school on 

the Whitfords site would continue, but also provide a basis upon which at an 

appropriate time in the future, amalgamation, if it were to proceed, would not require 

a further upheaval within the Church. The proposed general framework showing the 

powers, rights and responsibilities of each body, including School Boards 

recommended by Malcolm, is shown in Table XXI below: 72 

 

                                                 
70 D.K. Malcolm, ‘In Search of the Most Desirable way to Constitute Schools’. p. 15. 
 
71 Ibid., pp. 15–16. 
 
72 Ibid., pp. 17–18. 
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Table XXI 
 

Proposed Structure to Coordinate the Activities of the Anglican Schools’ Trust, 
the Anglican Education Commission and School Boards Showing Areas of Responsibility 

 
Anglican Schools Trust Anglican Education Commission School Boards 

As trustee, school land and 
buildings be vested in the 
A.S.T. 

 

Be trustee for funds 
borrowed or received as 
grants from Governments or 
other bodies. 

 

Confer on local school 
boards responsibility for 
financial management 
subject to the adoption of a 
constitution and approval by 
Diocesan Council and 
Synod. 

Policy, planning, management 
guidelines and general 
supervision of new Anglican 
schools. 

 

If the school board ceases to 
function in accordance with its 
Constitution, assume 
responsibility for financial 
management 

Function, membership (local 
priest, a local layman, one 
person nominated by the Parents 
and Friends Association and 
three other appointed members) 
and parent participation similar 
to the Catholic system. 

(Malcolm preferred the Anglican 
tradition of the Principal being 
employed by the Board rather 
than the Catholic practice of the 
Principal, as school manager, 
being a member of the school 
board.) 

 
Source: D.K. Malcolm, ‘In Search of the Most desirable way to Constitute Schools’. Perth, 

Western Australia, 11 April 1984. A.S.C. Archives. 
 

Malcolm’s legal expertise, and his desire to further the cause of ‘low–fee’ schools, 

provided a process whereby the Trust and the A.E.C. could resolve their differences. 

It was Malcolm also who charted the course of amalgamation on behalf of both 

bodies, bringing the matter to resolution in a dignified manner over a period of some 

fourteen months, from October 1984 until December 1985. It is significant that 

Moyes’ announcement to the A.S.T. of the Archbishop’s choice of a name for the 

Whitfords School as St Mark’s Anglican Community School on 24 October 1984, 

coincided with the A.S.T’s decision to set up a committee to consider a merger with 

the A.E.C.73 Initially, however, members of the Trust were guarded in their 

acceptance of any notion of a merger. At a meeting of the Trust on 6 November 

1984, two members were in favour, four against, two non–committed and one open–

minded, subject to financial support from the Church.74 The result not only gave a 

clear indication to Moyes of the level of support for the merger, but more 

                                                 
73  A.E.C., Minutes, 24 October, 1984. The A.S.T. envisaged a committee of five persons; two 

from its own ranks, two from the A.E.C. and a fifth being independent. 
 
74 A.S.T., Minutes, 6 November 1984. 
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importantly, a clear indication of those upon whom he could depend, those who 

needed convincing of the need for the merger, and those who would continue to 

oppose him. It is significant also, that of the four members of the Trust who retired 

after the 1984 Synod – Messrs G.G. Henn, P.M. Moyes, M.D. Padbury and R.S. 

Powers – all of whom the Trust wished to be re–appointed, only Dr G.G. Henn was 

not re–appointed. Diocesan Council advised the Trust that one vacancy would 

remain until the proposed merger with the A.E.C. was resolved. Dr Henn had been a 

member of the Church of England School’s Trust since its inception in 1961. His 

forced retirement from the Trust after nearly twenty–three years service, brought to 

an end the influence of the Henn family in educational matters in the Diocese of 

Perth.  

 

Establishing the Legislative Framework of the Merger 

 

Mr Peter Moyes was well aware of the authority of Synod when in 1984, he not only 

strengthened the position of the A.E.C. by convincing Synod to confirm its structure 

which it had established in 1983, but also by successfully achieving a resolution 

whereby both the Trust and the A.E.C. would be required jointly to consider a 

merger.75 Diocesan Council was quick to act upon the resolutions. At its first 

meeting following immediately Synod, it approved and adopted the A.E.C’s 

Mandate and established a sub–committee under the Chairmanship of the 

Archbishop “for the purposes of progressing discussions in accordance with Synod’s 

resolution” to consider a merger between the Trust and the A.E.C. Messrs P.M. 

Moyes and D.K. Malcolm were appointed to represent the A.E.C.; and Messrs M.S. 

Gregg and F.G. Stone representing the Trust, together with the Chairman of the Perth 

Diocesan Trustees, Mr C.R. Leith. 76 Because of the Archbishop’s unavailability, the 

                                                 
75  Diocesan Council, ‘Memorandum to all Members Perth Diocesan Synod’, Synod Resolutions 

1984, 3 December 1984. The full text of the resolution is as follows: “That this Synod requests 
that Diocesan Council in consultation with the Anglican Schools’ Trust (Inc.) and the Anglican 
Education Commission take such steps as may be necessary or appropriate to explore the 
possibility of establishing a single incorporated body to be known as the “Anglican Schools’ 
Trust and Education Commission” to combine the functions of the Anglican Schools’ Trust 
and Anglican Education Commission”. 

 
76 Diocesan Council, Minutes, 14 February 1985, A.S.C. Archives. Attachment 8. 
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sub–committee met four days later under the Chairmanship of Mr C. R. Leith.77 Of 

all the issues raised, the matter of funding for the proposed merged body was an 

integral, if not the most important element, in all matters which were discussed. 

Subsequently, the Board of Governors of the Trust acknowledged the issue in 

December 1984, when it resolved to advise the Diocesan Secretary: 

 

….that this body considers that the deadline of 28 February 1985, 
is desirable for an answer to be known as to whether adequate 
funding will be available to enable a merged body to be formed 
incorporating this Trust and the Anglican Education 
Commission.78 

 

Reflecting on the proceedings of the Trust’s January meeting, the Diocesan 

Secretary, Mr Richard Powers, who was also a member of the Board of Governors of 

the Trust, was of the opinion that while, in principle, there was general agreement to 

a merger, he believed “the way forward had become clouded, in part, due to 

expectations on the part of the Trust”.79 On presenting his ideas to the Trust, he was 

requested by the Chairman, Mr M.S. Gregg, to prepare a paper which was duly 

presented at its February meeting in 1985. In essence, Powers presented the Trust 

with three options. First, to wind up the A.E.C., secondly, to wind up the A.S.T. and 

thirdly, to create a new school authority which Powers clearly defined. The 

Chairman of the Trust interpreted Power’s paper with a mixture of optimism and 

cynicism. He agreed that three options, but different ones, were available to the 

Trust.80 First, a merger with the A.E.C. without additional funds from the Diocese, 

secondly, Synod might wind up the Trust, and thirdly, it could continue with its 

current constitution. Although Powers indicated these proposals were an expression 

of his personal opinions, he made it clear that he had discussed them with the 

Archbishop who supported them as a basis for further discussion. The paper stops 

short of being openly critical of the Trust for its lack of responsiveness to the 

                                                 
77 Ibid.  
 
78 A.S.T., Minutes, 21 December 1984. 
 
79 Diocesan Council, Minutes, 14 February 1985. 
 
80 R.S. Powers, Working Paper, ‘Merger Anglican Schools’ Trust/Anglican Education 

Commission prepared for the Board of Governors, Anglican Schools’ Trust, 30 January 1985. 
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changing direction of educational provision in the Diocese. It does, however, 

recognise the incompatibility of both bodies as currently constituted, the necessity to 

avoid possible conflict, and the need for a new body. Powers’ suggestion, that land 

held by the Perth Diocesan Fund on behalf of the Perth Diocesan Trustees at either 

Stoneville or Wanneroo, to the value of $500,000, be set aside as security for the new 

body to secure mortgages for the development of new schools, was eventually agreed 

to by the Perth Diocesan Trustees on behalf of the Perth Diocesan Council, with land 

at Stoneville being made available. 

 

The authority of the Archbishop for the success of the merger was a critical element 

in its success. During a meeting between the Chairman of the Trust, Mr M.S. Gregg 

and the Archbishop on 26 February 1985, Gregg asked the Archbishop if it was his 

wish that the merger proceed, to which he responded in the affirmative.81 Clearly, the 

Trust had no other alternative than to accept the Archbishop’s decision. While the 

Trust acknowledged that it could view the Archbishop’s decision in a number of 

ways, Gregg reported that “as his Grace wishes the merger to proceed, the Board of 

the Trust should now give very serious consideration to his wishes”.82 Two motions 

prepared by the A.E.C. and considered by Diocesan Council on 13 February 1985, 

were favourably received. The Council adopted the following motion: 

 

If a working party was formed to bring about a merger as soon as 
possible the Council would accept responsibility for the on–going 
costs of the Commission’s secretariat; the Council would then 
accept responsibility for any financial losses which St Mark’s 
Anglican Community School might incur, and the Council would 
provide capital in addition to government financial assistance to 
establish new schools.83 

 

Another motion requesting the transfer of Diocesan assets to the value of $500,000 

was deferred until the Council could consider the most appropriate way to achieve 

this. As a result of Diocesan Council’s acceptance of the first motion, it established a 

                                                                                                                                          
 
81 A.S.T., Minutes, 12 March 1985. 
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83 A.E.C., Minutes, 13 February 1985. 
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working party consisting of the Archbishop, Mr M.S. Gregg, Mr P.M. Moyes and Mr 

R.S. Powers to take the matter forward. The Trust formally resolved to participate in 

the working party with the proviso that: 

...any merger be subject to the clarification of the nature and extent of 
the commitment made by the Diocesan Council in Paragraph 3 of the 
Memorandum to the satisfaction of the Trust, and pursuant to that 
commitment, that funds or assets to the value of say $500,000 be 
made available to the merged body as an additional capital base for 
use for the purpose of the establishment of new schools.84 

 

Having committed nearly $1.0 million to establish St Mark’s, it was clear to the 

Trust that without a substantial financial commitment from the Diocese, the 

construction of any new schools in the near future would probably not be realised. 

By insisting on funding from the Diocese, the Trust was not only supporting the 

success of the merged body, but also contributing to its own demise. As an apparent 

act of goodwill, the A.E.C. noted the Trust’s willingness to participate in the working 

party. As a result, Diocesan Council “agreed that instructions be issued regarding the 

preparation of a new Constitution for the merged body incorporating both the 

existing Constitution of the Anglican Schools’ Trust and the Mandate and Terms of 

Reference of the Anglican Education Commission”.85 Diocesan Council also agreed 

to request the Perth Diocesan Trustees to make a commitment to transfer funds or 

assets to the value of $500,000 when the merged body became a reality, provided: 

 

That in the event that the funds cannot or are not used for the 
establishment of low fee schools and upon the winding up of the 
merged body (Anglican Education Commission/Anglican Schools’ 
Trust), they be returned to the fund from which they came.86 

 

Clearly, Diocesan Council had not only approved in principle the proposed merger, 

but was now prepared to provide financial security on behalf of the merged body to 

meet the objectives of the A.E.C. in building ‘low–fee’ schools. However, the refusal 

by Diocesan Council to provide additional funds to fund the secretariat was not well 

received by the A.E.C. which thought it would inhibit their ability to function. 
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The appointment of Mr D.K. Malcolm, Q.C. as Chairman of the Trust in April 1985, 

resulted from the decision of its Chairman, Mr M.S. Gregg not to seek re–

appointment. Malcolm brought his considerable legal skills to the forefront in 

steering both the Trust and A.E.C. towards the merger. Concern was expressed to Mr 

Malcolm by the Trust’s inaugural secretary, Mr Peter Atkins, that the Trust’s 

property at Ravenswood, which was made available by a syndicate led by the late Mr 

E.B. Anderson in 1961, for the purpose of building a school or schools, could be 

used by the merged body to meet its debts “and thereby completely erode any chance 

that the objective sought and hoped for by Mr Anderson could be lost”.87 Malcolm 

recognised the need for the Trust to enter into a ‘Trust Deed’ declaring the purposes 

of the Anglican Schools’ Trust applicable to the Ravenswood land. Historically, the 

Trust operated two Trust Funds, one relating to Ravenswood and a second for its 

building fund. Maintaining the Ravenswood property as a separate Trust also 

provided an historic link for the proposed merged body. Atkins recognised its 

significance and there is no doubt that, apart from legal necessity, Malcolm 

recognised it too. 

 

Amending the Trust’s Constitution to accommodate the merger was considered in 

great detail by the Trust, the A.E.C. and Diocesan Council. At the Trust’s September 

meeting the Draft Constitution of 25 July 1985, was carried by one vote, with six in 

favour and five against, with the Chairman abstaining. The Trust also agreed to 

change the name of the Trust to the Anglican Schools Commission. The closeness of 

the vote was indicative of the intensity of feeling which the issue had generated. Had 

the Trust voted in the negative, Bishop Kyme, an Assistant Bishop of Perth, made it 

clear at a meeting of the Trust, prior to the vote being taken, that it would not survive 

if it did not agree to the amalgamation. At least two members of the Trust were 

openly critical of Bishop Kyme’s attitude. Brig. C.H.B. Norman complained that the 

Bishop had indicated “there was a strong body in Diocesan Council which would 

take the necessary action required to finish the Trust...[and] it would not take five 
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minutes!”88 Mrs J.E. Young, a member of the Trust, was also critical of the Bishop’s 

remarks, expressing the view that: 

 

I do not react well to this type of pressure. If it is the wish of His 
Grace the Archbishop and Synod that the amalgamation takes 
place, so be it. I will rather vote no, and force Synod to take the 
initiative, than meekly agree to disband an organisation which I 
regard as being most worthwhile.89 

 

Following the vote of the Trust to merge with the A.E.C. on 2 September 1995, Mrs 

Young was clearly distressed by the course of events and could have caused the 

Trust considerable embarrassment, having replaced Mr M.S. Gregg as the Trust’s 

representative at the forthcoming Synod in October. She took the view that 

“representing the Trust as a Synod member, does not in any way make me a servant 

or employee of the Trust”.90 She made it clear to the Trust that while her sense of 

honour would prevent her from speaking out against the merger, she would content 

herself by refusing to second the motion.91 That, however, did not occur. An 

interesting insight into the passage of the motion was provided by Mr R. LaM 

                                                 
88 Letter, C.B.H. Norman to D.K. Malcolm, 23 August 1985. A.S.C. Archives. 
 
89 Letter, J.E. Young to D.K. Malcolm, 2 September 1985. A.S.C. Archives. 
 
90 Ibid. 
 
91 Diocesan Council, Minutes, 12 September 1985. Appendix 1 to Attachment 13. 
 Draft motion (as amended) to be presented to Synod 1985. 

That this Synod noting that: 
(a) in compliance with the 1984 Synod resolution the Diocesan Council in consultation 

with the Anglican Schools’ Trust (Inc) (“the Trust) and the Anglican Education 
Commission (“the Commission”) has taken steps to explore the possibility of 
establishing a single incorporated body known as the “Anglican Schools Trust and 
Education Commission” to combine the functions of the Trust and Commission; 

 
(b) it has now been agreed between the Diocesan Council, the Trust and the Commission 

that the Commission should merge with the Trust and that the constitution of the Trust 
should be amended by the Diocesan Council so as to combine the functions of the Trust 
and the Commission; 

 
(c) clause 4 of the Constitution of the Trust provides that: 

“the name of the Association shall not be changed except with the consent in writing of 
Synod” 

 
hereby resolved: 
firstly, that the merger of the Trust and the Commission be and is hereby approved, 
and, secondly, that the name of the Trust be changed from the “Anglican Schools Trust 
(Inc.)” to the “Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.)”. 
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Stowell in a letter to Mr Malcolm.92 Stowell was concerned that after seconding the 

motion proposed by Mr Moyes, he discovered from the Trust’s minutes that Mrs 

Young was its representative and that he may have acted improperly. While on the 

one hand, Stowell reflected that while the President (the Archbishop) indicated the 

matter was not a contentious issue, “if I had not seconded the motion, there would 

have been several others who might have done so”.93 

 

Having seconded the motion, Stowell reflected on the éclat of the reconciliation 

between the various parties: 

 

The main point I made was that I considered the motion a 
masterpiece of reconciliation between the Trust, the Commission, 
the Diocesan Council and the Diocesan Trustees and therefore 
forwarded the work of the Church as a whole rather than in 
fragmentary fashion.94 

 

Stowell commented further that although some had found the process somewhat 

unpalatable, under Mr Malcolm’s Chairmanship “democratic processes were 

exercised, the best intellectual and legal advice were received and the final 

consequence was that the Trust as a whole and the Commission as whole were 

jointly applauded (both literally and figuratively) by the Synod”.95 As a member of 

both the Trust and Commission, Stowell appears to have regarded himself as 

performing an honourable role in concluding the matter and was particularly pleased 

that the President recognised the excellent work carried out by Mr Moyes, Mr Gregg 

and Mr Malcolm, which was greeted with applause.96 

 

The last meeting of the ‘old’ Trust on 12 November 1985, was a rather ‘low–key’ 

affair with only six members present and seven in absentia, with Mrs Young having 

resigned on 1 November 1985. Of those present, three resigned, Mr M.S. Gregg, 

                                                 
92 Letter, R.H. LaM Stowell to D.K. Malcolm, 23 October, 1985. A.S.C. Archives. 
 
93 Ibid. 
 
94 Ibid. 
 
95 Ibid. 
 
96 Ibid. 
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Brig. H.B. Norman and Mr F.G. Stone. Mr Malcolm regretted his inability to attend 

and suggested to the Secretary, Mr P. Rowe, that it would not be politic for the 

merged body to meet until after Diocesan Council met on 14 November 1985, to 

reconstitute the membership. Mr Moyes accepted this advice and the merged body, 

The Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.), met for the first time on 12 December 

1985, with Moyes as Chairman.97 The Commission had inherited the funds and 

property of Trust with an undertaking that $500,000 in cash would be provided by 

the Diocese from which the Commission could fund its secretariat and its educational 

endeavours. And so began a period of outstanding growth in Anglican education in 

Western Australia, marked by the opening of The Anglican Community School of St 

Mark in February 1986. 

 

The Establishment of Low Fee–Paying Schools 
 

In the early 1960s, the Church of England Schools’ Trust was well aware that areas 

south of the Swan River were being developed as dormitory suburbs for the evolving 

‘middle–class’. The location of All Saints’ College was determined by the 

availability of residential land, in which the State Government granted a school site 

to the Trust at Bull Creek. By the early 1980s, however, it was clear to the Trust that 

the development of any new schools would require more consideration than a general 

appreciation of where they might be located. 

 

The Corridor Plan for Perth,98 which recommended the development of Perth in a 

number of ‘corridors’, was published in 1970. However, it was not endorsed by the 

State Government until 1973. It was this document which became the ‘blueprint’ for 

The Anglican Schools Commission to identify the possible location of future 

schools. The Corridor Plan was an integral part of a report commissioned in 1980 by 

the Trust regarding the siting of future Anglican schools.99 The aim of the Corridor 

                                                 
97 Members of the merged body included Mr C.V. Ellis, Mr A.J. Good, Dr L. King, Mrs C. 

McGowan, Mr D.K. Malcolm, Mr G. Meredith, Mr J.M. Moody, Mr P.M. Moyes, Mr M. 
Padbury, Ms C. Nixon and Mr R.H. LaM Stowell. 

 
98 The Corridor Plan for Perth, Metropolitan Regional Planning Authority, Perth, MRPA, 1970. 
 
99 B.H. Durston, The Need for Additional Anglican Schools in Metropolitan Perth, Report to the 

Church of England Schools’ Trust, 1980. A.S.C. Archives. 
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Plan was to develop five sub–regional centres along corridors: Fremantle (southern), 

Joondalup (north–west), Midland (Eastern), Armadale (south–eastern) and 

Rockingham (south–western), where city–centre functions, if not already established 

would, in time, exist. Before the plan was endorsed a number of regional centres had 

been developed including Karrinyup (1973), to which St Mary’s Church of England 

Girls’ School had been relocated in 1966. Although population growth was projected 

for each of the five ‘corridors’, the northern ‘corridor’ was projected to have the 

greatest growth. It was here that St Mark’s Anglican Community School was to be 

established in 1986. The estimated and projected population growth for each of the 

‘corridors’ is indicated in Table XXII below. 
 

Table XXII 
 

Population Distribution by local Government Area Group (a) Perth Metropolitan 
(a) Estimated 1971, (b) Projected 1981–2001 

 
*LGA Group 1971 1981 1991 2001 
North 299,775 391,500 523,000 700,400 
South 135,000 163,100 213,700 279,100 
East 101,683 140,000 192,400 262,200 
South–East 166,561 236,800 328,100 450,000 
Total 703,199 932,200 1,257,200 1,691,700 
 

Notes: 
*LGA: Local Government Area Group 
(a) The L.G.A. Groups are made up as follows – 

North: North Metropolitan and Central Metropolitan Statistical sub–Divisions excluding that part of the City of Perth 
which is south of the Swan River. 
South:  South–West Metropolitan Statistical Sub–Division. 
East:  East Metropolitan Statistical Sub–Division 
South–East: South–East Metropolitan Sub–Division and that part of the city of Perth which is south of the Swan 
River. 

(b) Assumes net migration of 16,000 per year. 
 
Source: Armadale Sub–Regional Centre, Metropolitan Regional Planning Authority, Perth, 

M.R.P.A., 1979. 
The report recognised that there was a lack of provision for girls in the foothills and 

hills area east of Perth, a co–educational school would impact negatively on the 

enrolments at Guildford Grammar School and that a co–educational school in the 

south–east corridor appeared to be the only workable compromise. As to where the 

Trust should consider locating its future schools, the report recommended two 

locations, the north–west corridor in the vicinity of the suburbs of Craigie/Edgewater 

within five years, and in the south–east corridor in the Gosnells area. In both cases, 

the report endorsed the Trust’s model of All Saints’ College for the development of 

future Anglican schools. 
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Structures for the Provision of Schools by the Anglican Schools Commission 

 

In 1985, the year in which the Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.) was founded, the 

principal documents which formed the basis of the structures for the provision of 

low–fee schools within the Diocese of Perth were its Constitution, in conjunction 

with its Mandate and Terms of Reference.100 The Constitution was structured to unite 

the Commission’s constituent schools, which were to be unincorporated. The 

Commission was to be an incorporated body responsible to Diocesan Council, the 

Standing Committee of Synod, which in turn was to be responsible to Synod. Each of 

the Commission’s schools would to be governed by Constitutions approved by 

Diocesan Council, which provided school councils with specific powers, subject to 

the Commission’s oversight. In short, the Commission would own the schools and 

each School Council would act as a Board of Directors. 

 

Membership of both the Commission and its constituent schools is prescribed in their 

constitutions as is the role of the Archbishop, or his commissary, as ‘visitor’, in the 

provision of Episcopal oversight. From 1986 until 1992, the Anglican Schools 

Commission opened four Kindergarten to Year 12 schools, and one kindergarten to 

Year 7 school. The structure for the provision of schools by the Anglican Schools 

Commission is shown in Table XXIII below. 

                                                 
100 The Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.), Constitution (1985), Archives of the Anglican 

Schools Commission. Also, The Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.), Mandate and Terms of 
Reference. A.S.C. Archives. 
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Table XXIII 
 

The Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.) 
Structures for the Provision of Schools 1986–92 

 
 

SYNOD OF THE DIOCESE OF PERTH 
 

President 
(The Archbishop of Perth) 

 
DIOCESAN COUNCIL 

 
(The Standing Committee of Synod) 

Chairman 
(The Archbishop of Perth) 

 
THE ANGLICAN SCHOOLS COMMISSION (INC.) 

(Incorporated) 
 

‘Visitor’ 
(The Archbishop of Perth) 

 
Chairperson 

 
Members of Council 

The members of the Association shall be: 
1. the Archbishop or his nominee 
2. the Diocesan Secretary 
3. twelve persons appointed by Diocesan Council for a term 

of three years who shall be Communicants; and 
4. two persons co–opted by the members of the 

Association. 
 

Dissolution 
The Association may be dissolved by resolution of synod 
and in no other manner and any such resolution shall be by 
a two–thirds majority 

 
COMMISSION SCHOOLS 

(Not Incorporated) 
 

‘Visitor’ 
(The Archbishop of Perth) 

Chairperson 
Members of Council 

 
All schools are governed by School Councils in which the 
locus of control rests with the Anglican Church 

 
Dissolution 

The Diocesan Council at the request of the Commission 
may dissolve the Council and cease the conduct of the 
school 

 
Schools 

A.C.S St Mark. 
John Wollaston A.C.S. 
Thomas Scott A.C.S. 

John Septimus Roe A.C.S. 
Frederick Irwin A.C.S. 

 
The Anglican Schools Commission and its constituent schools 
are required by their Constitutions to report to Synod annually. 
 
Sources: The Constitution of The Anglican Schools 

Commission (Inc.), 1985, and the Constitutions of 
the Commission’s constituent schools. A.S.C. 
Archives. 
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Rationale for the location of school sites 

 

A rationale for the location of school sites was first adopted by the Interim Anglican 

Education Commission and continued under the Anglican Schools Commission 

when it was established in 1985. Although demographic surveys of potential school 

sites continued to be an integral part of the process, a number of other factors were 

also taken into account. The Interim Commission was aware of a requirement by the 

Commonwealth Schools Commission that existing schools should not be adversely 

affected by the establishment of new ones. The Interim Commission, mindful of not 

antagonising existing ‘synod schools’, decided that new low–fee Anglican schools 

would be located in middle to low socio–economic areas, where parents were unable 

to afford existing Anglican schools. Each would be close to a Parish Church, if 

possible, if not actually in the grounds of the Church. While the Interim Commission 

recognised the necessity of obtaining land at a reasonable price, both the State and 

Commonwealth Governments stipulated that a minimum of 4 hectares was necessary 

for a primary school, and 10 hectares for a secondary school. Ready access to public 

transport and close proximity to community facilities were also regarded as 

important factors. Essentially, the Interim Commission wanted schools to be located 

in areas where they would be an integral part of the local community, rather than 

isolated. In this sense, schools were to be in every regard ‘community schools’, 

catering for students from kindergarten to Year 12. 

 

St Mark’s Anglican Community School 

 

The origins of St Mark’s resulted from an initiative of the Anglican Schools’ Trust. It 

purchased a 10 hectare site at Hillarys in 1984, from Whitfords Beach Pty Ltd, who 

were in the process of developing land in the area and were keen to have an 

independent school established, to assist in marketing their development. As an 

inducement, Whitfords Beach Pty Ltd offered the land, valued at $600,000, to the 

Anglican Schools’ Trust for $540,000, an offer which was eventually accepted.101 It 

will be recalled that following the foundation by the Trust, of All Saints’ College, the 

Trust began searching for a suitable site for a school in the northern suburbs of Perth, 

                                                 
101 Letter, D.C. Seal to the Chairman A.S.C., 6 February 1984. A.S.C. Archives. 
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bringing it into conflict with the Interim and later Anglican Education Commission. 

St Mark’s opened in 1986, under the auspices of the Anglican Schools Commission, 

as a low–fee, single stream pre–primary and primary, and four–stream secondary 

school, with provision for handicapped children, a feature of all the Commissions’ 

schools. 

 

John Septimus Roe102 Anglican Community School 

 

The school which became known as John Septimus Roe Anglican Community 

School had its origins in the Northside Christian School (Northside C.S.), a non–

denominational school, which the Anglican Schools Commission purchased in July 

1989, resulting from that school’s financial difficulties. As many of the staff 

remained during the transition, including the Principal, relationships became strained 

between the Commission and the previous owners, who held fundamentalist 

Christian views and who regarded the Commission’s form of Christianity as 

‘progressive’.103 The school was renamed Northside Anglican Community School 

(Northside A.C.S.) in 1990 and then Thomas Scott104 Anglican Community School 

(Thomas Scott A.C.S.) in 1991. In that year, the school had an enrolment of 335 

pupils, of whom 236 were primary pupils and 139 were secondary pupils. The 

purchase of the school, located in Beechboro, overtook the Commission’s proposed 

                                                                                                                                          
 
102 A.E. Williams, ‘In Remembrance – John Septimus Roe’, a Eulogy delivered by the President 

of the Royal Western Australian Historical Society on the occasion of the East Perth Memorial 
Service, 6 June 1976. A.S.C. Archives. John Septimus Roe was appointed Surveyor–General 
in the new Swan River Colony. He accompanied the newly appointed Lieutenant–Governor, 
James Stirling, arriving in the ship ‘Parmelia’ in 1829. He remained in the colony which 
became known as Western Australia for the remainder of his life. He held the post of 
Surveyor–General for forty–two years, was a Member of both the Executive and Legislative 
Councils from their establishment in 1832 until 1870, was active in the affairs of the Church of 
England throughout his life. He attended the inaugural Synod of the Church held in Perth in 
August 1873. 

 
103 Letter, P.M. Moyes to P.F. Carnley, 23 November 1990. Moyes Papers. 
 
104 Thomas Scott served as Archdeacon in the Colony of New South Wales from 1825. Scott was 

responsible for the establishment of a network of schools and chaplaincies in New South 
Wales. On his way home to England on the ship ‘Success’ in 1829 it ran aground on Carnac 
Island in Cockburn Sound. He arrived at Perth on 6 December 1829. He built the first Church, 
the ‘Rush Church’, which was used as a place of worship for the next seven years. Scott was 
regarded as an energetic educationalist and priest during Western Australia’s early colonial 
period. 
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establishment of its ‘Mirrabooka School’, located in an adjoining suburb. When the 

Northside C.S. was purchased, approval by the Commonwealth Schools Commission 

to fund the proposed ‘Mirrabooka School’ had initially been rejected. Consequently, 

the Commission decided to close Years 11 and 12 for the 1991 academic year, 

offering places at St Mark’s Anglican Community School for students who wished to 

attend a similar school.105 Had the Commission not made provision for these students 

it could have lost $300,000 in fees.106 

 

Negotiations regarding the purchase of the Mirrabooka site from Homeswest, the 

State Government’s provider of public housing, had taken six years to achieve.107 

This gives an indication of the problems the Commission had to deal with regarding 

the purchase of suitable land, achieving the necessary planning approvals and the 

acquisition of funding from both the Commonwealth and State Governments 

 

The funding for the ‘Mirrabooka School’ was subsequently approved on appeal in 

July 1990, resulting in the opening of the school in February 1992, twelve months 

later than anticipated, as John Septimus Roe Anglican Community School (John 

Septimus Roe A.C.S.).108 When the Commission discussed with the Western 

Australian Ministry of Education the possibility of operating two schools in close 

proximity, the Ministry expressed the view that this would adversely affect 

enrolments at neighbouring Senior High Schools, namely, Girrawheen, Mirrabooka 

and particularly Balga, a position which the Chairman of the Commission, Mr P.M. 

Moyes, disputed.109 Moyes believed that the demographic data available at the time 

indicated that most students would come from developing areas east of John 

Septimus Roe A.C.S., whereas students attending existing Government secondary 

schools resided in the older western suburbs.110 

                                                 
105 A.S.C., Chairman’s Report, 31 December 1990. A.S.C. Archives. 
 
106 A.S.C., Letter to Parents, n.d. A.S.C. Archives. 
 
107 A.S.C., Minutes, 9 September 1986 and 9 April 1991. 
 
108 A.S.C., Minutes, 14 August 1990. The Commission considered either Bishop Parry Anglican 

Community School (A.C.S.) or John Septimus Roe A.C.S. as suitable names for the school. 
 
109 A.S.C., Minutes, 10 October 1989. 
 
110 Ibid. 
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The Commission decided that Thomas Scott A.C.S. would be a pre–primary and 

two–stream primary school, and John Septimus Roe A.C.S. would be a single stream 

pre–primary/primary and a four stream secondary school. Initially, consideration was 

given to running the schools as separate entities, but this was regarded as less 

economical than two schools with a single administration.111 . In 1997, both schools 

became known as John Septimus Roe A.C.S., continuing with the same 

administrative structure. 

 

John Wollaston112 Anglican Community School 

 

The impetus to build an Anglican school in the South–east corridor of the Perth 

Metropolitan Area, emanated from the Rector and Vestry of the Parish of 

Gosnells.113 The request by the Rector, on behalf of the Parish, was received by the 

Anglican Education Commission in September 1983. As the Commission had no 

funds of its own to purchase a suitable site, it worked with the Anglican Schools’ 

Trust to investigate the availability of suitable sites. This resulted in the purchase of 

a site in an area known as ‘Westfield’ in November 1985, by the Anglican Schools’ 

Trust. This was one of the final decisions of the Trust as it merged with the Anglican 

Education Commission in December 1985, to form the Anglican Schools 

Commission. 

 

In November 1986, the new body notified the Commonwealth Schools Commission 

of its intention to open a school within two years, thus giving the required twenty–

four months notice of intent to the Commonwealth Schools’ Commission to open a 

new school. In December 1987, approval was given by the Commonwealth. Delays 

were experienced in the construction of the school which should have opened on 1 

February 1989. This resulted in students spending the first few weeks at the Uniting 

Church Hall in Westfield, where pre–primary students and those in Years 1 and 2 

                                                                                                                                          
 
111 A.S.C., Minutes, 9 October 1990. 
 
112 John Wollaston was the first Anglican Archdeacon of the Diocese of Perth, Western Australia. 
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were accommodated, and at Murdoch University, where students in Years 3, 4 and 8 

were accommodated.114 On Monday 27 February, Stage 1 of the building program 

was sufficiently complete for students to commence their studies at the school. This 

was preceded by the inaugural assembly on the school property at which the Rt. Rev. 

Brian Kyme, an Assistant Bishop of the Diocese of Perth, blessed the school. The 

school opened with an actual enrolment of 240 students. The school was planned to 

be constructed in five stages over 5 years from 1989 to 1993. 
 

John Wollaston A.C.S. was established as a single stream pre–primary and four–

stream secondary school. The school’s close proximity to the Perth/Armadale 

railway line contributed substantially to expanding the schools ‘catchment area’ well 

beyond the suburbs surrounding the school. At the commencement of 1993, the 

school’s fifth year of operation, it continued to cater for students from Kindergarten 

to Year 12, with an anticipated total enrolment of 867 students. 

 

Frederick Irwin115 Anglican Community School 

 

Approval by the Supreme Court of Western Australia to vary the conditions of the 

Ravenswood Anglican Schools’ Land Trust (as established in 1961 and amended in 

1986) in February 1989, to sell the land which provided the security for the 

foundation of the Church of England Schools’ Trust in 1961, provided the funds to 

construct a school in Mandurah in the Diocese of Bunbury and in which 

Ravenswood was also located.116 As the school was located in that Diocese the 

Commission sought, and was granted, approval by the Bishop of Bunbury to 

proceed. The school was located on a 10 hectare site in Gordon Road in an area 

                                                                                                                                          
113 ‘Notes on the opening of John Wollaston Anglican Community School’, n.d. Moyes Papers. 
 
114 John Wollaston Community School, ‘Meeting of Parents’, 26 January 1989. Moyes Papers. 
 
115 Letter, B. Williams to P. Moyes, 30 July 1990. A.S.C. Archives. Williams, the Diocesan 

Archivist, wrote of Frederick Chidley Irwin “He (Irwin) was ‘an honest soldier’ (Wollaston’s 
phrase, not mine), proud of his profession, Deputy Governor of the Swan River Colony during 
Stirling’s absence in England – Stirling only returned in 1832 – and the man who took the first 
Anglican Church services in our Western Third…He arranged for the government to bring 
Bishop Augustus Short and his Archdeacon Matthew Hale over on an Episcopal visit to the 
Swan on the schooner ‘Champion’”. Hale became the first Bishop of Perth. 

 
116 A.S.C. Annual Report, 1989. Perth, Western Australia. P.D. Archives. 
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known as the Meadow Springs Estate. It opened in February 1991 with classes from 

kindergarten to Year 5, with plans to accommodate Year 8 students in 1992. It was 

proposed to accommodate students to Year 12 by 1996. The school had no problem 

in attracting students. At the commencement of the 1992 school year, it had a waiting 

list of some 90 students, 43 boys and 47 girls.117 

 

Enrolments in the Commission’s Schools 

 

In February 1992, the Anglican Schools Commission catered for 2,467 students in 

five schools. Of these students, 1,142 were primary school students and 1,325 were 

secondary school students. Enrolments in each of the Commission’s schools, and the 

distribution of enrolments in each year, are shown in Table XXIV below: 
 

Table XXIV 
 

The Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.): 
Enrolments 1992 
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Pre–Primary  27 47 37 25  
Year 1  32 64 33 26  
Year 2  32 33 33 3  
Year 3  34 33 27 16  
Year 4  34 31 36   
Year 5  33 32 31   
Year 6  34 32 36   
Year 7  34 33 25   

Total Primary 249 260 305 258 70 1142 
       

Year 8 134 130 78  43  
Year 9 129 129   40  

Year 10 126 131   19  
Year 11 100 127   18  
Year 12 – 121     

Total Secondary 489 638 78  120 1325 
       

Total School 738 898 383 258 190 2467 
 
                                                 
117 Frederick Irwin Anglican Community School, Principal’s Report to Council, April 1992. 

A.S.C. Archives. 
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Source: Anglican Schools Commission, Minutes of the Executive Committee, 4 February, 1992. 
A.S.C. Archives 

At the commencement of 1992, only one of the Anglican Schools Commission’s 

schools, St Mark’s Anglican Community School, was in its fifth year of operation, 

accommodating students from pre–primary to Year 12. John Wollaston Anglican 

Community School, which opened in 1989, was in its fourth year, catering for 

students from pre–primary to Year 11. Thomas Scott Anglican Community School 

was a primary school catering for students from pre–primary to Year 7. Frederick 

Irwin Anglican Community School, located at Mandurah in the Diocese of Bunbury, 

was in its first year, catering for students from pre–primary to Year 8. Finally, John 

Septimus Roe Anglican Community School opened in 1992, catering for students 

from years 8 to 11. Only St Mark’s Anglican Community School and Thomas Scott 

Anglican Community School could be considered fully operational with 898 and 258 

students, respectively. Fees payable at the Commission’s Schools at the 

commencement of 1993, are shown in Table XXV, below: 
 
 

Table: XXV 
 

The Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.): 
Fees Payable by School 1993 

 
 

Name of School Pre–
Primary 

Primary Year 7 Junior 
Secondary 

Senior 
Secondary 

Thomas Scott A.C. S. (Beecboro) $756 $956 $956   
John Septimus Roe A.C.S. 
(Mirrabooka) 

756 956 956 $1500 $1624 

John Wollaston A.C. S. 960 1000 1080 1620 1740 
St Mark’s A.C.S. 916 964 964 1500 1624 
+Frederick Irwin A.C. S. 600 950 990 1500 1624 
 
Source: The Anglican Schools Commission ‘Budget Analysis by School, Version 0.02’. Anglican 
Schools Commission Archives, 1993. Fee structure established to allow a remissions policy to operate 
granting fee remissions on the grounds of economic capacity of parents, siblings attending school, 
family misfortune and hardship. Remissions were expected to be about 10% of gross fees. 
 

In keeping with the community nature of the Commission’s schools, fees could be 

remitted where parents were experiencing financial hardship or when siblings 

attended the school. The commission anticipated that remission of fees would be no 

more that 10 per cent of gross fees annually. As Table XXV shows, fees were 

divided into five categories, three in the primary years and two in the secondary, 
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ranging from the lowest pre–primary fee of $600 at Frederick Irwin A.C.S. to the 

highest secondary fee of $1,740 at John Septimus Roe A.C.S. 

Establishing a System of Anglican Schools 

 

In May 1988, the Commonwealth Government’s Economic Statement’ gave rise to a 

concern by the Anglican Schools Commission in Western Australia that unless it 

formed a ‘system’ of its two existing schools, namely, St Mark’s Anglican 

Community School and Wollaston Anglican Community School, it could not fulfil 

its Mandate of establishing new low–fee schools, and would place in jeopardy, 

schools currently being planned to be located at Mirrabooka and Mandurah.118. The 

issue was first raised a meeting of the Anglican Schools Commission on 9 August 

1988.119 Although the Commission was of the opinion that it “appeared to have the 

authority and the practical organisation of a system,” it was clearly understood at its 

foundation in 1985, that it would give schools as much autonomy as possible, even 

though it had the power to direct the activity of schools, should the need arise and 

only in extreme circumstances.120 To meet the probable resource arrangement, it 

appeared that an increase in the Commission’s staffing levels would be necessary, 

but it would clearly be unacceptable if it resulted in the formation of a large 

bureaucratic system similar to that of the Catholic Education Commission of 

Western Australia.121 

 

While the Commission was considering the financial gains accruing from the 

formation of a ‘system’, from both the Commonwealth and State governments, it 

awakened a deep–seated desire on the part of the Council of St Mark’s Anglican 

Community School, to press the Commission for its independence.122 Seeing no 

apparent benefit in being a member of a system, St Mark’s embarked upon a 

                                                 
118 The Commonwealth Government’s Economic Statement, 1988 resulted in the ‘States Grants 

(Schools Assistance) Amendment Act 1988’, No. 141, 1988. 
 
119 A.S.C., Minutes, 9 August 1988. 
 
120 A.S.C., Minutes, 13 September, 1988. 
 
121 A.S.C., Minutes, 9 August, 1988. 
 
122 Letter, G. Watkins to P. Moyes, 21 February, 1989. A.S.C. Archives. 
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concerted campaign, not only to discredit the notion of belonging to a system of 

schools, but also the commission for interfering in the school’s management.123 

Regardless of St Mark’s pursuit of independence, the Commission authorised Mr 

P.M. Moyes to make application to the Commonwealth “for the Anglican Schools 

Commission to be an approved non–government school system, provided that 

negotiations were not concluded or agreements entered into without discussion and 

approval by the Council of the Commission”.124 Moyes took no action. As the issue 

gathered momentum, a special meeting of the Commission was held some three 

months later in September 1988, to consider, once again, what action, if any, the 

Commission should take. On this occasion, negotiations with the Commonwealth 

Department of Education and Training were unanimously approved “with a view to 

determining what terms and conditions were required to recognise the Commission 

as a system can be achieved”.125  

 

St Mark’s Chairman, Mr G. Watkins, advised Moyes that his Council was of the 

opinion that the Commission could incorporate St Mark’s thus enabling the school to 

retain its autonomy while remaining as a Commission school. Watkins wrote: 

 

If it were argued that the A.S.C. could not have both system and 
non–system schools (and we do not believe this to be the case) then 
the problem could be overcome by incorporation St. Mark’s. The 
constitution could be such as to preserve the A.S.C’s ultimate 
absolute control over St. Mark’s affairs.126 

 

Moyes annotated Watkins’s letter as being “Not acceptable to the Archbishop or 

Diocesan Council”.127 As Moyes was a member of Diocesan Council and had the 

Archbishop’s unequivocal support, there is little doubt that he was on firm ground. If 

St. Mark’s had achieved incorporation, the Commission would have been reduced to 

                                                 
123 Ibid. 
 
124 Ibid. 
 
125 A.S.C., Minutes, Special Council Meeting, 13 September, 1988. 
 
126 Ibid. 
 
127 Letter, G. Watkins to P. Moyes, 21 February, 1989. Annotations in Mr P.M. Moyes’ 

handwriting, n.d. Moyes Papers. 
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an enabling or funding body, a position which Church Hierarchy would not accept. 

Furthermore, incorporation by St Mark’s could have led the School Council to 

demand total autonomy. Moyes acted swiftly to quash the Council’s initiative. 

Following intervention by Bishop Kyme, the Council agreed that it only had the 

Commission’s interest at heart and would do whatever was required of it: 

 

The members of St Mark’s Council indicated that the letter should 
be read in the context of full support for the Commission and the 
establishment of further schools and with a willingness by St 
Mark’s to be part of the system if necessary. The Council members 
indicated that their objections only existed if it was possible to 
form a system without St. Mark’s.128 

 

It is doubtful that St Mark’s desire for incorporation could have succeeded as the 

Commission’s Constitution had been drafted to ensure that constituent schools would 

remain the property of the Commission. 

 

Had the Commission’s schools remained as non–systemic schools, it would have 

meant that because of the 12 Categories of Commonwealth funding (1 being the 

lowest and 12 being the highest) available following the passing of the 

Commonwealth Government’s ‘States Grants (Schools Assistance) Amendment Act 

1988’, No. 141, 1988, funding for new schools would have been restricted from 

Categories 1 to 7. If the Commission had been limited to Categories 1 to 7 this would 

have resulted in its continuing pursuit of low–fee schools coming to an end. In 

December 1979, the Commission achieved recognition by the Commonwealth 

Department of Employment, Education and Training as an Approved Authority and 

System and it was placed in Category 10.129 This meant that students enrolled in the 

Commission’s schools would receive funding at this level. 

At the time, the Anglican Schools Commission in Western Australia was the only 

Anglican System in Australia. For its part, the Commission was required to comply 

with a series of conditions prescribed by the Commonwealth which, in time, would 

lead to increasing involvement and control by the Commission over its constituent 

                                                 
128 Notes of Meeting with St Mark’s (Council) 23 March 1989. A.S.C. Archives. 
 
129 A.S.C., Annual Report, 1990. A.S.C. Archives. 
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schools. These conditions included the provision of a common set of educational 

policies and standards in order to manage and distribute funding to schools within 

guidelines set by the Commonwealth. The A.S.C. also had to be responsible for 

staffing matters of constituent schools, be able to demonstrate non–profit status, have 

a separately located administrative head office, undertake planning responsibilities 

with other systems and government bodies, plan for the long–term viability of the 

school System and finally, ensure that all schools would have separate financial 

statements. As a consequence, between 1990 and the end of the sub–period in 1992, 

the A.S.C. established numerous committees to plan for the provision and delivery of 

services to schools.130 Furthermore, the level of autonomy which the Commission’s 

schools were intended to have at its foundation in 1985 could no longer be sustained 

now that they become constituent members of a school system. 

 

The Commission’s Bureaucratic Structure 

 

Approval by the Commonwealth Schools’ Commission in December 1989, of the 

Anglican Schools’ Commission as a ‘system’ resulted in an increase in the 

Commission’s staffing complement necessary to fulfil its ‘system’ requirements. 

These increases in staffing had been imposed upon an administrative structure 

established in 1986, which consisted on an Executive Chairman, or Chief Executive 

Officer, his assistant or Executive Officer and a part–time secretary. Mr P.M. Moyes, 

the inaugural Chairman, announced in 1990 that he had discussed his continuing 

tenure with the Archbishop with whom lay the right to nominate the Chairman.131 

Moyes indicated that he was prepared to continue for up to three years, provided the 

Commission agreed. By 1991, the Commission had five salaried officers, while the 

structure established in 1986, remained basically the same. Consequently, the 

Commission, with considerable input from Moyes, began to consider the 

administrative structure which should prevail after his retirement.132 

 

                                                 
130 Ibid. 
 
131 Anglican Schools Commission, ‘Discussion Paper, 1992 Onwards’. A.S.C. Archives. 
 
132 Ibid. See also: Anglican Schools Commission, ‘Report of the 1991 and beyond planning 

meeting’ and ‘The Ultimate Position’. A.S.C. Archives. 
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The outcome of these deliberations was that the Chairman would no longer be an 

Executive Chairman. Indeed, during Moyes’ period as Executive Chairman he 

received no salary whatsoever, although he was given a small allowance to cover his 

expenses relating to the Commission’s activities. The Commission realised that to 

appoint a successor to Moyes under the conditions which he had accepted, and with 

the same responsibilities, was unrealistic, if not impossible. The Commission 

decided that “the Chairman should be an experienced and practicing educationist 

and, preferably, a Head of an Anglican school who was respected by the Education 

community”.133 With a clear separation of the two functions of Chairman and Chief 

Executive Officer, the Commission recognised that after Moyes’ departure, the 

Commission’s bureaucratic structure would be well placed to meet the demands of 

an expanding ‘system’ of schools.134 Moyes did not remain at the Commission long 

enough to see the changes implemented. He was forced into ‘early’ retirement in 

1992 resulting from ill–health, at the age of 75 years. He was awarded Life 

Membership of the Anglican Schools Commission in 1994. 

 

The Provision of Education in Existing Synod Schools 

 

During the sub–period 1982–92, there was a trend towards increasing enrolments in 

non–government schools throughout Australia. Although student numbers were 

increasing in both government and non–government schools, comparatively more 

students were enrolling in non–government schools.135 The numbers of students in 

Independent Schools, as distinguishable from Roman Catholic schools, materially 

increased from 153,667 in 1981 to 259,701 in 1991, an increase of some 106,034 or 

69.00%. For the same period, enrolments in Roman Catholic schools increased from 

534,329 to 598,210 or, 11.19%. Enrolments in Government schools for the same 

period declined from 2,299,403 to 2,217,226, a loss of 3.57%. In 1991, 87% of the 

Australian population indicated a religious affiliation, 27% Roman Catholics, 23% 

Anglicans and a further 25% affiliated with the major protestant groups. Clearly, the 

                                                                                                                                          
 
133 Ibid., Anglican Schools Commission, ‘Report of the 1991 and beyond planning meeting’. 
 
134 Ibid. 
 
135 Australian Bureau of Statistics, Schools. Catalogue No. 4221.0. Australia 1994. 
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Roman Catholics achieved a significant advantage in the provision of education 

when compared to Anglican and the major Protestant groups.136 

 

Despite fee increases of approximately 11% between 1987 and 1988, enrolments in 

independent schools in Western Australia increased from 28,344 to 29,648 or 4.6%. 

Fees payable at Synod schools for these years is shown in Table XXVI below. 
 

Table XXVI 
Synod Schools in the Diocese of Perth: 

Fees Payable by School 1987–88 
 
 
1987 1988 School Tuition Boarding Tuition Boarding 

All Saints’ College $2,980 N/A $3,320 N/A 
Christ Church Grammar School 3,440 $4,200 3,900 $4,580 
Guildford Grammar School 3,560 4,040 3,920 4,460 
Hale School 3,640 4,040 4,000 4,440 
Perth College 3,412 3,960 3,760 4,360 
St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls 3,580 4,060 3,992 4,648 
St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School 3,252 3,888 3,676 4,392 
N/A: Not Available 
 
Source: The West Australian, 4 February 1988. 
 

For the same period, enrolments in Government schools declined by 1.72% from 

76,537 to 75,220.137 During the sub–period under consideration in this chapter, 

namely 1981–92, the demand for places in non–government schools in Western 

Australia increased. However, existing Anglican schools, although under pressure to 

provide additional places, were mostly unable to do so. Between 1980 and 1981, 

existing provision can be gauged by the extent of the demand for places, in particular 

the intake of Year 8 students, being the first year of secondary schooling, as shown 

in Table XXVII, below: 

 

                                                                                                                                          
 
136 National Report presented to the 45th session of the International Conference on Education, 

Geneva. 30 September – 5 October 1996. 
http:/www.ibe.unesco.org.International/databanks/Dossiers/raustral.htm 

 
137 The West Australian, 4 February 1988. 
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Table XXVII 
 

Anglican Schools in the Diocese of Perth Western Australia: 
Year 8 Intakes 1980 (Actual) 1981 (Planned) 
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Actual Intake 1980 88 
girls 

125 
girls 

63 
girls 

138 
boys 

136 
boys 

149 
boys 

N/A 

Applicants Denied 
Admission 

Nil 19 Nil Nil 20+ N/A N/A 

Unfilled Year 8 
Places 

Nil Nil 15 2 Nil N/A N/A 

Boarders 17 42 29 53 52 N/A N/A 

Day Students 71 83 34 85 84 N/A N/A 

Metropolitan 
Students 

66 83 34 91 84 N/A N/A 

Planned Intake 
1981 

87 126 100 150 136 150 96 boys/ 
Girls 

Anticipated 
Variation 1980–81 

–1 +1 +27 +12 0 +2 N/A 

 
Source: B.H. Durston, The Need for Additional Anglican Schools in Metropolitan Perth, Report to 

the Church of England Schools’ Trust, Perth, Western Australia, 1980. 
 

All Saints’ College, a ‘synod school’, planned to open 1981 with Year 8 students 

only. In October 1980, when the survey was taken and before enrolments for 1981 

closed, 58 boys and 35 girls were enrolled, although it had a planned capacity of 96 

pupils.138 

 

Perth College had an intake of 88 Year 8 girls in 1980, with a similar enrolment 

planned for 1981. Although no student was denied entry in Year 8 in 1980, it did not 

have any place unfilled. 

 

                                                 
138 B.H. Durston, The Need for Additional Anglican Schools in Metropolitan Perth, Report to the 

Church of England Schools’ Trust, Perth, Western Australia, 1980. 
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Guildford Grammar School enrolled 138 boys in Year 8 in 1980, with 150 planned 

for 1981, of whom 91 were from the metropolitan area and 6 were boarders. The 

school had a capacity to enrol 2 additional pupils in 1981. St Mary’s Church of 

England Girls’ School enrolled 125 girls in Year 8 in 1980 and was unable to enrol 

additional students due to a lack of space. It was anticipated that 19 girls would be 

denied admission in 1981. Hale School enrolled 136 boys in Year 8 in 1980, with a 

similar enrolment planned for 1981. The demand for places exceeded available 

accommodation and the school maintained a waiting list of 20 names. St Hilda’s 

Church of England Girls’ School enrolled 63 Year 8 girls in 1980. The school had a 

capacity to enrol an additional 27 girls in 1981. When they were in fact enrolled, it 

gave the school a total of 90 Year 8 girls. All Saints’ College planned to open in 

1981 with an enrolment of 58 boys and 35 girls, a total of 93 students. Christ Church 

Grammar School enrolled 149 boys in 1980 with a planned enrolment of 150 for 

1981. In 1980, the school experienced the largest number of enrolments since its 

opening in 1910, with a total enrolment of 937 boys. 

 

Immediately before the commencement of the sub–period, the number of students 

attending government primary schools in the period 1978–79 in Western Australia 

was approximately 142,000 students, while those at government secondary schools 

in the same period declined from 65,500 to 64,900, a loss of 0.9%.139 By contrast, the 

non–government sector for the same period demonstrated a growth of 1.2% from 

25,100 to 25,400 in primary enrolments and 2.5% in secondary from 19,700 to 

20,200.140 Clearly, the advent of the trend towards the demand for greater access to 

non–government schools precedes the sub–period 1981–92. 

 

It will be recalled that at the commencement of the sub–period 1981–92, all Anglican 

schools in Western Australia were ‘synod schools’. This included all the schools 

mentioned above, and the newest of these, All Saints’ College, established by the 

Anglican Schools’ Trust in 1981, was unable to cope with the demand for places. In 

1984, for example, in its third year of operation, it was only able to enrol 120 

                                                 
139 Australian Bureau of Statistics, March 1980. 
 
140 Ibid. 
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students in Year 8, rejecting a further 140 students (80 boys and 60 girls).141 Its 

Principal, Dr Eric Speed, indicated that since the school opened in 1981, all its 

classes had been filled. The demand for places at Guildford Grammar School was 

such that a number of parents, or more correctly, expectant parents wishing to enrol 

their sons, resorted to a somewhat novel approach. The Registrar indicated that a 

number of ‘Old Boys’ had taken to registering their child as soon as their wives 

became pregnant. They also took the precaution of registering at girls’ schools too.142 

 

Commenting on the demand for additional places in independent schools, the 

Principal of Perth College, Mr Christopher Ellis, indicated that there had been an 

additional 400 to 500 places made available resulting from the opening of two new 

Roman Catholic schools and of St Stephens, a Uniting Church school in the 

‘Northern Corridor’. Mr C. Ellis indicated that Perth College, a ‘synod school’, was 

under pressure to increase its enrolments, but was unable to do so.143 

 

Christchurch Grammar School was also under pressure to accept additional 

enrolments. In 1984, for example, the school had 3,000 students on a waiting list 

which extended to 1997. The Headmaster, Mr Anthony Hill, was of the opinion that 

this meant that between two–to–five boys were competing for every one place 

available. St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls and St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School 

too, were in similar positions, with a waiting list extending to 1990. 

 

In 1997, 7690 students were enrolled in ‘synod schools’ and 4160 in ‘schools of the 

Anglican Schools Commission’, a total of 11,850 students, i.e. 35.90% of the total in 

A.S.C. schools and 64.10% in ‘synod schools’, not including Bunbury Cathedral 

Grammar School, owned by and located within the Diocese of Bunbury.144 

                                                 
141 The West Australian, 4 February 1984. 
 
142 Ibid. 
 
143 Ibid 
 
144 See Appendix 3: ‘Anglican Schools in the Diocese of Perth: Enrolments 1997’. The location of 

of schools is shown in Map 1: ‘Anglican Schools in the Diocese of Perth, Western Australia 
1992’. 
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It is unlikely that the Diocese of Perth will, in the foreseeable future, permit the 

foundation of additional ‘synod schools’ of the ‘collegiate type’, as they no longer 

reflect the dominant view of the Diocese that Anglican schools should be available to 

parents of limited means who wish to send their children to Anglican schools. At the 

end of the sub–period, and beyond, ‘synod schools’ continue to attract a full 

complement of students. While their place in Western Australian society is assured, 

additional Anglican Community Schools will continue to be founded and, in time, 

might overtake existing ‘synod schools’ in term of provision. The relationship 

between ‘synod schools’ and Synod; and ‘schools of the Anglican Schools 

Commission’, Diocesan Council and Synod is shown in Table XXVIII, below. 
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Table XXIX 
 

The Diocese of Perth: 
Structures for the Provision of Education 

1992 
 

SYNOD OF THE DIOCESE OF PERTH 
 

President 
(The Archbishop of Perth) 

 
DIOCESAN COUNCIL 

 
(The Standing Committee of Synod) 

Chairman 
(The Archbishop of Perth) 

 
SYNOD SCHOOLS 

 
School Councils 

Schools are Incorporated under the Associations Incorporations 
Act 1895–1892 

 
‘Visitor’ 

(The Archbishop of Perth) 
 

Chairperson 
 

Members of Council 
 

Schools 
 

‘Visitor’ 
(The Archbishop of Perth) 

 
School Councils 

All schools are governed by School Boards or Councils in which 
the locus of control rests with the Anglican Church 

 
Dissolution 

The Association may be dissolved by resolution of synod and 
in no other manner and any such resolution shall be by a 
two–thirds majority 

 
Perth College 

 
Christ Church Grammar School 

 
Guildford Grammar School 

 
St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School 

 
St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls 

 
All Saints’ College 

 
Hale School 

 
Members of Council and Dissolution 

Incorporation as an Anglican School resulted from the passing 
of ‘The Hale School Act, 1876–1955, which provides for a 
Board to consist of nine members, of whom one was to be the 
Archbishop, four were to appointed by Diocesan Council (i.e. 
the Trustees) and four by the Association.. As Diocesan Council 
is the Standing Committee of Synod, should the school need to 
be closed, Diocesan Council would need to refer the matter to 
Synod. The Archbishop’s role as the school’s ‘visitor’, 
Chairman of Diocesan Council and President of Synod, provides 
a critical decision–making link between the three levels of 
Church government in this respect. 

 

THE ANGLICAN SCHOOLS COMMISSION 
(Incorporated) 

 
‘Visitor’ 

(The Archbishop of Perth) 
 

Chairperson 
 

Members of Council 
The members of the Association shall be: 

1. the Archbishop or his nominee 
2. the Diocesan Secretary 
3. twelve persons appointed by Diocesan Council for a term 

of three years who shall be Communicants; and 
4. two persons co–opted by the members of the Association. 

 
Dissolution 

The Association may be dissolved by resolution of synod and 
in no other manner and any such resolution shall be by a 
two–thirds majority 

 
COMMISSION SCHOOLS 

(Not Incorporated) 
 

School Councils 
 

‘Visitor’ 
(The Archbishop of Perth) 

Chairperson 
Members of Council 

 
All schools are governed by School Councils in which the locus 
of control rests with the Anglican Church 

 
Dissolution 

The Diocesan Council at the request of the Commission may 
dissolve the Council and cease the conduct of the school 

Schools 
St Marks A.C.S. 

John Wollaston A.C.S. 
Thomas Scott A.C.S. 

John Septimus Roe A.C.S. 
Frederick Irwin A.C.S. 

 
The Anglican Schools Commission and its constituent schools 
are required by their Constitutions to report to Synod annually. 

 
Sources: The Hale School Act, 1876–1958, Parliament of Western Australia. The Constitution of The Anglican Schools Commission 

(Inc.), and the Constitutions of the Commission’s constituent schools. 
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The structures for the provision by both ‘synod schools’ and those of the Anglican 

Schools Commission are regulated in such a manner as to ensure the ascendancy of 

the Anglican Church in the Diocese of Perth. In one sense, they are all Diocesan 

Schools. However, the manner in which they have been constituted has resulted in 

two clearly distinguishable types of schools. In both types, the unifying factor is the 

Archbishop as ‘Visitor’. Furthermore, his authority at each and every level of the 

bureaucratic structures ensures that his influence and executive authority is 

substantial. 

__________________________ 

 

This chapter considered the foundation of the successor to the Anglican Schools’ 

Trust, the Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.) which resulted from the culmination 

of a process consisting of four stages over a period of five years. During these stages 

the Diocese formulated its policy regarding the establishment of new schools for the 

less well–off which were to be low–fee. A major influence was the Anglican 

conscience regarding the provision of schools for the less well off which was 

articulated and enshrined in the Mandate and Terms of Reference of The Anglican 

Schools Commission (Inc.). This Mandate and Terms of Reference also recognised 

that while the establishment of future schools would be low fee, existing collegiate 

schools had a legitimate place in the provision of Anglican education, all of which 

continued to prosper as ‘synod schools’ during the period. 

 

The chapter indicated that during the sub–period under consideration, namely, 1981–

92, St Mark’s Anglican Community School (the planning for which began under the 

auspices of The Anglican Schools’ Trust in 1981), was opened by the merged body 

in 1986 as a ‘Anglican Schools Commission–controlled school’.145 It was also 

outlined that the structures for provision of new schools established by the 

Commission during the period were determined by the Commission’s Mandate and 

Terms of Reference. The new schools established during the period were John 

Wollaston Anglican Community School in 1988, Frederick Irwin Anglican 

Community School in 1991, and John Septimus Roe Anglican Community School in 

1992. 

                                                 
145  See Appendix IV, ‘Categories of Anglican Schools in the Diocese of Perth 1901–92’. 
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This chapter also detailed why the Anglican Schools Commission became a school 

system in 1989. The process leading to the Commission’s success in being regarded 

as a system was considered. The difficulties which the Commission encountered in 

the process, as well as the benefits and obligations which resulted, were also 

considered. 
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CHAPTER 7 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Within the State of Western Australia, from its early years, education has been provided 

not only by the State, but also by religious denominations, particularly the Catholic 

Church, the Anglican Church and other Christian groups. This thesis was concerned 

with Anglican education in the State from the years 1917–92. The particular focus was 

on the structures established for the provision of Anglican education in the Diocese of 

Perth throughout the period.  

 

The Commonwealth of Australia came into being with the passing of the 

Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act by the British parliament on 9 July 1900, 

resulting in the proclamation of the Commonwealth on 1 January 1901. The Act 

provided for a federated system of government with the Commonwealth and the States 

having specific rights and responsibilities across an island continent of some 

7,682,300 km² with a population of 3,773,801. Western Australia’s landmass of some 

5,525,500 km², or one third of the total landmass, had a population of 184,124, being 

2.39% of the total population, small in comparison to the major centres of population on 

the eastern seaboard. Furthermore, Perth, Western Australia’s capital city was, and 

remains today, the most isolated capital city in the world. 

 

Australia’s economy has gradually changed during the 20th century from an agricultural 

base to a highly developed industrial economy in which most of the workforce is now 

employed in tertiary–type industries, with a solid manufacturing base and thriving 

primary industries, including both mining and farming. Like the rest of the world, 

Australia was adversely affected by World Wars I and II, and the Great Depression in 

the 1930s. It was also affected to a lesser extent by the cyclical nature of local and 

international economics. The resulting effect on employment impacted on other aspects 

of national life, including education. 
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The Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act did not provide for education and 

even today it still remains a responsibility of the States. Nevertheless, since 1941, the 

Australian government has increasingly become involved in education using provisions 

within the Constitution to facilitate such involvement using the provisions of Section 96, 

‘Financial assistance to States’ or the wide range of provisions under Section 51, 

‘Legislative powers of the Parliament’. However, the Australian colonies had almost 

implemented universal education in the last quarter of the 19th century. Thus, it was the 

challenges of secondary education that dominated educational politics throughout the 

20th century. In 1900, Australia had 22,213 teachers working in 9,353 schools with a 

total enrolment of 887,137, and Western Australia had 551 teachers working in 223 

schools with a total enrolment of 18,484. By comparison, in 1991, Australia had 160,000 

teachers working in 9,980 schools with a total enrolment of 3,075,137 students. These 

figures relate to both the State and the non–State sectors. 

 

During the 1950s, non–government schools in Western Australian expanded, 

particularly due to the substantial growth in Catholic education during the first half of 

the 20th century. Indeed, the contribution of religious orders enabled Catholic schools to 

maintain their dominance of the non–State sector, at times under difficult circumstances. 

The growth of Catholic schools was unmatched by all other denominations, including 

Anglicans who were the most dominant group numerically. Nevertheless, the benefits 

accruing from the Karmel Report (1973) enabled all non–government schools 

throughout Australia to benefit from its provisions, which were based on ‘need’ and 

implemented through the Commonwealth School’s Commission. 

 

The Anglican schools which form an integral part of this study include Guildford 

Grammar School (1896), Perth College (1902), Christ Church Grammar School (1910), 

Kobeelya Church of England Girls School (1917), St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ 

School (1921), St Hilda’s Church of England School for Girls (1930), Hale School 

(1958), All Saints’ College (1981), St Mark’s Anglican Community School (1986), John 

Wollaston Anglican Community School (1988), Frederick Irwin Anglican Community 
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School (1991), Thomas Scott Anglican Community Schools (1991) and John Septimus 

Roe Anglican Community School (1992). Because Guildford Grammar School did not 

come under the Diocese of Perth until 1911, it is apparent from the dates of the 

foundation of all the aforementioned schools, that at the beginning of the 20th century 

the Diocese of Perth did not operate any schools whatsoever. 

 

It is also important to safeguard against talking about these schools as having constituted 

part of a system of Anglican education in Western Australia for over a century. 

Similarly, it is too easy to simply identify Anglican schools and trace the number of their 

pupils in order to homogenise developments and conclude that ‘the Church’ promoted 

Anglican education. What is problematic about this, centres on what constitutes ‘the 

Church’. What this thesis has demonstrated is that ‘the Church’ was no single entity. 

Rather, different groups with varying degrees of power and influence, which were 

aligned in various ways under the general umbrella of ‘the Church’, were involved in the 

establishment of structures for the provision of Anglican education. Furthermore, the 

nature of the alliances which existed from time to time, were not always harmonious. 

 

The main focus of this thesis arose out of the latter observation. The central argument of 

the thesis is as follows. During the period 1917–92, the structures established for the 

provision of Anglican education in the Diocese of Perth changed across four sub–

periods: 1917–50, 1951–60, 1961–80 and 1981–92. The sub–periods reflect significant 

periods in the development of the structures. The years 1917–50 covers the sub–period 

of the foundation, growth and decline of the Council for Church of England Schools. 

Although the Council was abolished at Synod in 1950, remnants of its influence 

continued until 1956. The second sub–period began in 1951, with schools previously 

under the Council for Church of England Schools achieving a measure of independence 

with the acquisition of independent councils and incorporation. It was during this sub–

period that the Diocese set up an inquiry into education, although no increase in 

provision resulted. Overall, the sub–period 1951–60 was a hiatus in terms of increased 

provision, with considerable discussion at Annual Synods, but no action. The third sub–

period, 1961–80, opened with the foundation of the Church of England Schools’ Trust 
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and ended with the foundation of its first school, All Saints’ College. Finally, the sub–

period 1981–92, witnessed the foundation of structures established by the Diocese of 

Perth for the purpose of establishing low–fee schools. The final outcome of this 

development was the establishment of the Anglican Schools Commission in 1985. 

 

During the first sub–period, provision was made under structures which allowed for the 

schools which existed, to be classified according to three ‘types’: ‘religious–order 

schools’, ‘parish schools’, and ‘schools of the Council for Church of England Schools’. 

The ‘religious–order’ category consisted of Perth College, a school of the Sisters of the 

Church which was established in 1902. St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School was 

a ‘parish school’ established in 1921. The third type, ‘schools of the Council for Church 

of England Schools’, was established in 1917. Initially, this type consisted of two 

schools, namely, Christ Church Grammar School and Guildford Grammar School. In 

1930, these two schools were joined by a third school, the Church of England Girls’ 

High School, Claremont, which was renamed St Hilda’s Church of England School for 

Girls. 

 

Also, during this first sub–period, the three different structures which existed for the 

provision of Anglican education were not connected to each other in any way other than 

that the Anglican Bishop of Perth was designated the ‘Visitor’, a traditional 

ecclesiastical role within the Anglican Church ascribed to the Bishop, or his 

commissary, to ensure an institution conducted under the auspices of the Church 

functioned within prescribed limits determined by the Church. Also, while no conflict 

took place between the schools within the ‘religious–order schools’ type and the ‘parish 

schools’ type, there was conflict with the ‘schools of the Council for Church of England 

Schools’. The Council was established in 1917 to promote the provision of additional 

schools in both the Diocese of Perth and Province of Western Australia. It was 

constituted in such a way that profits from one school could be diverted to another 

Council school without that school’s approval. Christ Church Grammar School had 

struggled to survive since its foundation in 1910. Consequently, of the two schools 

which formed the Council, Guildford Grammar School was clearly the senior partner in 
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terms of financial viability. Guildford’s profits were regularly used to rescue Christ 

Church. Indeed, between 1917 and 1950, the school was frequently threatened with 

closure and Guildford Grammar School regularly voiced its discontent at its profits 

being siphoned off to support Christ Church. The entry of St Hilda’s Church of England 

School for Girls in 1930 as the Great Depression took hold, also placed additional 

financial pressures on the Council and, therefore, on Guildford too. For its part, St 

Hilda’s, although it required some financial assistance during its early years, became, 

and remained, a profitable school. At the same time, the imposition of comparatively 

high fees at Guildford prevented many of the lower clergy from sending their sons there. 

This resulted in complaints at Synod from time–to–time about the élitist nature of the 

school. This reached a crescendo during the headmastership of the Rev. R.E. Freeth 

(1928–50). 

 

Two types of schools continued during the second sub–period 1951–60, namely 

‘religious order schools’ and ‘parish schools’. The schools within these types were Perth 

College and St Mary’s Church of England Girls’ School. These were joined by two new 

types. The first new type was that of ‘Perth Diocesan Trustees’ schools’. This had only 

one school, Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School. Secondly, schools which were 

previously under ‘schools of the Council for Church of England Schools’ became ‘synod 

schools’. These ‘synod schools’ were Christ Church Grammar School, Guildford 

Grammar School and St Hilda’s Church of England School for Girls. A fourth school, 

Hale School, an independent boy’s school, became an Anglican school in 1958 of the 

‘synod–type’, with the passing of the Hale School Act. By the mid 1950s, ‘synod 

schools’ were experiencing strong enrolments. 

 

During this sub–period also, 1951–60, the Synod of the Diocese of Perth established a 

committee to ascertain whether or not new schools were required. Although it was given 

one year to report, it took two years to do so. Synod must have been aware of the growth 

in the State sector, particularly the expansion of comprehensive high schools throughout 

the State from the early 1950s. With such expansion taking place, the committee 

identified a need for at least one new school in the southern suburbs of Perth. Unable to 
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separate secular from religious education, the committee’s report fell short of 

determining the direction of the provision of Church schools in the Diocese over the 

next decade or so. A further issue which the committee considered, was the provision of 

hostels attached to government schools. The committee was of the view that if the 

Church could not provide its own schools, then hostels controlled by the Church would 

be the best way to ensure a combination of religious and secular education. Indeed, it 

even thought that this would benefit children who may have had little religious 

education at home and could benefit from such an arrangement. In the end, though, the 

committee realised that it had no powers to act. Without the necessary funds to establish 

new schools, the committee’s report achieved little. 

 

During the third sub–period, 1961–80, ‘synod schools’ continued as a type and 

subsumed within it, the schools of the other three types as they ceased to exist. The one 

exception was Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School located at Katanning. For a 

brief period, 1967–76, it constituted the one school of a new type, namely, ‘schools of 

the Church of England Schools’ Trust’. This meant that there were two types of school 

in the Diocese for a short period of time. However, the situation reverted to only one 

type, that of ‘synod schools’, when in 1976, Kobeelya was returned to the control of the 

Diocese of Bunbury, in which Diocese it was located.  

 

The Church of England Schools’ Trust, which controlled Kobeelya from 1967–1976, 

was established in 1961 to financially assist existing Anglican schools and possibly 

establish new ones. The inaugural membership of Trust reflected an organisation whose 

primary purpose was a business enterprise established to invest in shares and property, 

solely for the purpose of profit. Its members, apart from Bishop Freeth who had been 

Headmaster at Guildford Grammar, were not educationalists. Rather, they were 

professional people with diverse but complementary interests. Although the Trust was 

required to report to Synod annually, its independence went unchallenged until the 

appointment of Archbishop Geoffrey Tremayne Sambell, in 1969. 
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Archbishop Sambell was well–known for his reforming zeal, having been Director of the 

Brotherhood of St Lawrence, based in Melbourne. The Brotherhood’s concern was with 

social justice, particularly the plight of the poor. Thus, it is not surprising that Sambell 

had an objection to élite schools. He made it clear to members of the Trust on a number 

of occasions that he was not in favour of independent schools, but he was in favour of 

Church schools. What he meant was that he was not in favour of incorporated, 

independent schools of the ‘collegiate’ model which only the wealthy could attend. By 

Church schools, he meant schools which were truly Church schools directly under the 

control of the Church, not under the influence of the Church through the legalism of 

incorporation. 

 

For as long as the Trust continued successfully to raise money and use it to support 

existing Anglican schools, Archbishop Sambell grudgingly continued to let them do so. 

However, by the mid 1970s, when the Trust began to plan for a new ‘south of Perth’ 

school, the Archbishop eventually made it clear that he could not have such a body 

directing education in the Diocese. Consequently, the Archbishop began, through 

Diocesan Council, to whittle away its independence, principally through the 

appointment of members of the Trust’s Board. As the ‘south of Perth’ school came to 

fruition, the Archbishop decided that the Trust would not have control over the school 

and insisted that it be incorporated in the same manner as existing ‘synod schools’.  

 

The reason for a delay of nearly twenty years in the Trust establishing its first school 

resulted from its successes rather than its failures. The more successful it was in its 

business endeavours, the more existing Anglican schools imposed upon it to facilitate 

their own expansion through loans and grants. Had the Trust adopted the same business 

principles with the schools it assisted, as it did with its commercial activities, there is 

little doubt it would have embarked on the building of schools at a much earlier stage. 

The Trust’s loans to schools ranged from no interest whatsoever, to interest of no more 

than 8 per cent, while grants did not have to be repaid. Such activity served to delay the 

benefits accruing from the Commonwealth Schools’ Commission in the mid 1970s, to 

construct Anglican schools which would be more affordable. When the new ‘South of 
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Perth school’ was established in February 1981, as ‘All Saints College’, its fees were 

less than existing ‘synod schools’, yet were still out of the reach of rank–and–file 

Anglicans. 

 

The fourth sub–period which was considered in this thesis, namely, 1981–92, was one in 

which there was considerable activity within the Diocese regarding the provision of 

education, and one too in which the Church of England Schools’ Trust was placed under 

increasing scrutiny by Diocesan Council. During this sub–period, there was, once again, 

two types of schools within the Diocese. ‘Synod schools’ continued as a type, and a new 

type was established, namely, ‘schools of the Anglican Schools Commission’. This two–

type structure for provision which was established during the sub–period 1981–92, is 

still that which exists to the present day for the provision of Anglican education within 

the Diocese of Perth. 

 

Before the commencement of this fourth sub–period, Archbishop Sambell had died and 

was replaced by Archbishop Peter Frederick Carnley, who, although outwardly much 

more conservative, was no less a reformer. Equally, the Assistant Bishop of Perth, the 

Rt. Rev. Michael Challen, who was appointed in 1978, was also reformist minded. 

Together, Carnley and Challen saw that the assets of the Anglican Schools’ Trust could 

be used to provide education for the children of the less well–off. To this end, they 

established the following Synod–initiated bodies: Diocesan Council’s School Task Force 

1981–82, the Interim Anglican Education Commission 1982–83 and the Anglican 

Education Commission 1983–85. The outcome of the activities of these bodies resulted 

eventually in the establishment of the Anglican Schools Commission in 1985. 

 

When the merger of the Anglican Schools’ Trust and the Anglican Education 

Commission occurred in December 1985, it had been preceded by a year marked by 

open hostility, animosity and distrust between both bodies. Some of the ‘old guard’ 

remained on the Trust and hoped to the last that the Trust should remain intact. When 

the Trust was eventually wound up, it was a rather low–key affair. As some saw it, it 

was sad that a body, that had raised substantial sums of money and assisted Anglican 
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schools to expand their facilities, had disappeared. The opening of St Mark’s Anglican 

Community School in February 1986, a school which had been planned by the Anglican 

Schools’ Trust following the opening of All Saints’ College in 1981, did so under the 

auspices of the Anglican Schools Commission. 

 

Between 1986 and 1992 four new schools were founded by the Anglican Schools 

Commission, John Wollaston Anglican Community School (1989), Northside Anglican 

Community School (1989), renamed Thomas Scott Anglican Community School (1991), 

Frederick Irwin Anglican Community School (1991) and John Septimus Roe (1992). 

Thomas Scott A.S.C. and John Septimus Roe A.S.C. became one school in 1997. This 

was a considerable achievement in such a short time. However, between these years, 

three significant events occurred regarding the Anglican Schools Commission’s survival 

and development. First, in 1988, the Commission decided that it would be beneficial for 

it to become a ‘school system’ as financial benefits would accrue. Secondly, St Mark’s 

Council challenged the Commission’s decision, asserting that it could see no benefit in it 

being part of a ‘system’. This was followed by a demand that it be permitted to become 

incorporated and determine its own future, without what it perceived to be another level 

of bureaucracy being imposed upon it. Had the school achieved its objective, it would 

have become another ‘synod school’, with higher fees, as indeed All Saints’ College had 

become. If such a precedent had been set, the Commission would have become an 

enabling body, just at the Anglican Schools’ Trust had become. However, the school’s 

constitution made it clear that this was not an option. Furthermore, power rested with the 

Commission to dismiss the Council if the situation had become unworkable. Thirdly, the 

final stage in the structural development of the Anglican Schools Commission began in 

the late 1980s, when Mr P.M. Moyes, the inaugural Chairman of the Commission, 

indicated that he was considering retirement. In 1990, Moyes was 73 years of age. 

Although he was officially Chairman, he was in fact Executive Chairman, in charge of 

every aspect of the Commission’s management. Before retirement, resulting from ill–

health in 1992, he participated in the development of the administrative structure which 

remains today. Essentially, the Chairman under this structure was to be an Anglican 

educationalist of considerable standing, with the day–day–day management of the 
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Commission being entrusted to a Director with a small staff. From the outset, Moyes 

made it clear that he wanted the Commission’s schools to be as autonomous as possible, 

rather than be along the lines of those under the Western Australian Catholic Education 

Commission (C.E.C.), a body he considered too bureaucratic. Nevertheless, when the 

Commission became a ‘system’ in 1990, it was clear that the additional responsibilities 

accruing from this decision would lead to an increase in administrative staff. As the 

‘system’ continues to grow, it is doubtful that the Commission will be able to remain 

small in comparison to the C.E.C. 

 

Overall, this thesis has also demonstrated that as the structures for the provision of 

Anglican education changed through each sub–period, some existing schools changed in 

terms of their type. As new schools came on the scene, they became one of the existing 

types. Furthermore, only one school ever went out of existence, namely, Kobeelya 

Church of England Girls’ School,  

 

Also, during each sub–period tension, existed between those who supported the notion 

of Anglican schools being almost exclusively for the better–off sections of the Anglican 

community, and those who believed that Anglican education should be available to all 

those Anglicans and non–Anglicans who wished to access it, regardless of wealth or 

status. In the first sub–period, 1917–50, the balance of favour was very much towards 

the former notion. Nevertheless, the view that Anglican schools should be accompanied 

by schools for the less well–off was occasionally voiced. Furthermore, while it was not a 

strong voice in this first sub–period, it became more and more amplified through each 

sub–period. During the third sub–period, 1961–80, there was a significant change in 

direction, particularly with the appointment of Archbishop Sambell in 1969. 

 

It was during the fourth sub–period, 1981–92, that pressure from Synod for low fee–

paying schools for the less well–off took on unprecedented momentum. Archbishop 

Sambell died in 1980 and was replaced by Archbishop Carnley who continued to give 

voice to the role of the Church in the promotion of social justice through education. 

From 1981 to 1985, the will of Synod to establish low–fee schools increased in intensity. 
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Significantly, in this sub–period, both Synod and the Anglican Hierarchy were of the 

same mind. The demise of the Church of England Schools’ Trust and the emergence of 

the Anglican Schools Commission brought to an end the last vestiges of the pursuit of 

exclusiveness in the provision of Anglican education by the Church. Furthermore, the 

merger of both bodies was achieved through the cooperation of both clergy and laity, 

with the Hierarchy harnessing the talents of significant Anglicans to good effect. This 

strategy had been used in the past but never for the purpose of making educational 

provision for the lower classes. Some Anglicans were ambivalent about the 

establishment of low–fee schools, others were openly antagonistic, and others, yet again, 

resented the demise of the Trust. In the end, however, the Hierarchy, in collaboration 

with the laity, achieved results satisfactory to all concerned. The outcome was the 

establishment of the Anglican Schools Commission, and its commitment to low–fee 

schools, with Synod also making a commitment to maintaining and expanding provision 

in the more exclusive Anglican schools. In this way, the Anglican Church in Western 

Australia demonstrated that while in the interest of social justice, it favoured the 

provision of access to Anglican schooling to a much wider spectrum of society than had 

hitherto been the case, it was not committed to the use of schooling in order to facilitate 

a radical reconstruction of society. 

 

In time, though, such a position may not prevail. By continually increasing the provision 

of ‘low–fee’ schools, the Church may also have to recognise that, by not proportionately 

increasing the number of ‘high–fee’ ‘collegiate’ schools, these will become even more 

exclusive as the population of Western Australia continues to grow. In Chapter 6, it was 

shown that the demand for places in existing ‘collegiate’ schools in 1981 was high. 

There is no evidence to indicate that the demand for places in these schools at the end of 

1992 had declined, despite the increasing number of ‘low–fee’ schools. Perhaps 

unwittingly, with the passage of time, ‘collegiate’ schools will become the bastions of 

the most wealthy, creating highly exclusive schools where only the children of a small 

influential élite may attend. As far as the Anglican Church is concerned, its provision of 

‘low–fee’ schools has resulted in a three–tier structure of provision in Western Australia; 

‘collegiate’ schools for the most wealthy; ‘low–fee’ schools for an ever–increasing 
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number of middle–income earners; and ‘State schools’ for pupils whose parents do not 

wish them to attend such schools as a matter of principle or impecunity. 

 

The provision of education by the Anglican Church in Western Australia from its 

foundation, did not, with some notable exceptions, result from the philanthropy of 

Anglicans. Indeed, despite its greater numbers, the Anglican Church’s achievement in 

the provision of education has been meagre when compared to the achievements of the 

Roman Catholic Church, whose expansion resulted from the contribution of religious 

orders and the overwhelming support of the faithful. Throughout the period, 1917–92, 

the structures which the Anglican Church established to provide for education were, in 

the main, responses to pressures from within the Church voiced at Annual Synods. The 

changing pattern of the structures for provision resulted from changing perceptions of 

the role of Anglican education, particularly the increasing demand for the availability of 

education for all those who wished to access it, both wealthy and the not so wealthy. 

Without assistance from both State and Commonwealth governments, particularly the 

latter, with the formation of the Commonwealth Schools’ Commission in the early 

1970s, ‘low–fee’ schools would have remained an elusive dream for Anglicans and for 

other denominational and independent schools, but probably not for Roman Catholic 

schools. That two types of schools existed by the mid 1990s, ‘collegiate’ and ‘low–fee’, 

resulted from the ‘evolution’ of the former since colonial times, and the ‘progressive’ 

approach taken by Archbishop Sambell in the 1970s, to provide schools for less well-off 

Anglicans. This approach continued to flourish under Archbishop Carnley, leading to the 

foundation of the Anglican Schools Commission in 1985. 

 

For the first twenty years or so after the foundation of the Swan River Colony, the 

Anglican Church had no connection with the Eastern seaboard. In all things spiritual and 

temporal, it was derived from England. It is not surprising, therefore, that the ethos 

inherent in English Public Schools became the enduring benchmark in the provision of 

Anglican schools in Western Australia. This ethos, which was well–developed in the 

Church’s ‘collegiate–type’ schools throughout the period 1917–92, was no less evident 
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in the ‘low–fee’ schools of the Anglican Schools Commission from its establishment in 

1985, until the end of this study in 1992. 
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APPENDIX I 
 
 

THE DIOCESE OF PERTH AND PROVINCE OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
COLONIAL CHAPLAINS, BISHOPS AND ARCHBISHOPS: 1829 – 1992 

 
 
 
EPISCOPAL OVERSIGHT 
 
1829 – 1836 
Part of Bishopric of Calcutta 
 
1836 – 1847 
Part of Bishopric of Australia; Bishop Broughton, 
residing at Sydney 
 
1847 – 1856 
Part of Bishopric of Adelaide; Bishop Augustus 
Short 
 
 
COLONIAL CHAPLAINS 
 
Colonial Chaplains exercised pastoral oversight 
over the Perth congregation before the 
establishment of the Diocese under its first Bishop 
Mathew Blagden Hale in 1858-1875. 
 
John Burdett Wittenoom 
Colonial Chaplain 30 January 1830 
Died 23 January 1855 
 
John Ramsden Wollaston 
Arrived in Western Australia 20 April 1841 
Colonial Chaplain 18 December 1842 
Archdeacon October 1848 
Died 3 May 1856 
 
 
BISHOPS AND ARCHBISHOPS 
 
Mathew Blagden Hale 
Bishop 1857-1875 
Consecrated (Lambeth) 25 July 1857 
Enthroned 4 January 1858 
Translated to,Brisbane 15 December 1875 
Died (England) 3 April 1895 
 

Henry Hutton Parry 
Bishop 1877-1893 
Consecrated (Barbados) 15 November 1868 
Enthroned 29 May 1877 
Died (Bunbury) 15 November 1893 
 
Charles Owen Leaver Riley 
Bishop 1894-1914 
Archbishop 1914-1929 
Consecrated (London) 18 October 1894 
Enthroned 5 February 1895 
Died (Perth) 21 June 1929 
 
Henry Frewen Le Fanu 
Archbishop 1929-1946 
Primate 1935-1946 
Consecrated (Brisbane) 21 September 1915 
Enthroned 20 December 1929 
Died (Perth) 9 September 1946 
 
Robert William Haines Moline 
Archbishop 1947-1962 
Consecrated (London) 25 April 1947 
Enthroned 2 July 1947 
Retired 31 December 1962 
Died (Brisbane) 8 August 1979 
 
George Appleton 
Archbishop 1963-1969 
Consecrated (London) 24 June 1963 
Enthroned 12 August 1963 
Appointed Bishop in Jerusalem 14 November 1968 
Died (Oxford) 28 August 1993 
 
Geoffrey Tremayne Sambell 
Archbishop 1969-1980 
Consecrated (Melbourne) 24 February 1962 
Enthroned 24 October 1969 
Died (Perth) 19 December 1980 
 
Peter Frederick Carnley 
Archbishop 1981 
Consecrated and Enthroned (Perth) 26 May 1981
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APPENDIX  II 
DIOCESAN EDUCATIONAL STRUCTURES 

OF 
THE DIOCESE OF PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

1917 – 1992 
 

The Council for Church of England Schools 
1917 – 1950 

 
 

The Church of England Schools’ Trust (Inc.) 
1961 – 1982 

renamed 
The Anglican Schools’ Trust (Inc.) 

1982 – 1985 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Diocesan Council’s School Task Force 
1981 – 1982 

 
 

The Interim Anglican Education Commission 
1982 – 1983 

 
 

The Anglican Education Commission 
1983 – 1985 

 
 
 

 
Merger of 

The Anglican Schools’ Trust (Inc.) & The Anglican Education Commission 
establishing  

The Anglican Schools Commission (Inc.) 
1985 
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APPENDIX III 
 

ANGLICAN SCHOOLS IN THE DIOCESE OF PERTH: 
ENROLMENTS, 1997 

 
Name of School Location Grades Enrolled Enrolment Gender Boarding 

Yes/No 
Synod Schools      
*Bunbury Cathedral Grammar School Bunbury PP – 12 525 M/F Yes 
All Saints’ College Bull Creek PP – 12 925 M/F No 
Christ Church Grammar School Claremont 1 – 12 1,240 M Yes 
Guildford Grammar School Guildford PP – 12 980 F (PP – 2) 

M (PP – 12) 
Yes 

M Only 
Hale School Wembley Downs 1 – 12 1,120 M Y 
Perth College Mt Lawley PP – 12 900 F Yes 
St Hilda’s Anglican School for Girls Mosman Park PP – 12 1,000 M (PP) Yes 
St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School Karrinyup PP 1 12 1,000 F Yes 
  Total 7,690   
      
Schools of The Anglican Schools Commission      
John Septimus Roe Anglican Community School Mirrabooka PP – 12 643 M/F No 
John Septimus Roe Anglican Community School Beechboro PP – 7 407 M/F/ No 
John Wollaston Anglican Community School Kelmscott PP – 12 870 M/F No 
St Mark’s Anglican Community School Hillarys PP – 12 1,080 M/F No 
+Frederick Irwin Anglican Community School Mandurah PP – 12 1,160 M/F No 
  Total 4,160   

 
* Included for the sake of completeness. This school, located in the Diocese of Bunbury, is owned and controlled by that Diocese. 
+ This school, located in the Diocese of Bunbury, is owned and controlled by the Anglican Schools Commission. 
 
Source: The National Anglican Schools Committee, Perceptions of the Role the Roles of Anglican Schools, A Research Report Prepared for General Synod 
(Sydney, Anglican Church of Australia), November 199 
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APPENDIX  IV 
CATEGORIES OF ANGLICAN SCHOOLS IN THE DIOCESE OF PERTH 

1901-92 
 

CATEGORY OF SCHOOL 1901 – 1916 1917 – 1950 1951 – 1960 1961 – 1980 1981 – 1992 
 
(1) Religious Order 

 
Perth College (1902) 

 
Perth College 
 

 
Perth College 
 

 
 

 

 
(2) Synod 

 
Guildford G.S. 
1909: Managed by the Diocese 
1911: Purchased by the Diocese 

  
Christ Church G.S. 
Guildford G.S. 
St Hilda’s C.E.S.F.G 
Hale School (1958) 

 
Christ Church G.S. 
Guildford G.S. 
St Hilda’s C.E.S.F.G. 
Hale School 
St Mary’s (1964) 
Perth College (1968) 
 

 
Christ Church G.S. 
Guildford G.S. 
St Hilda’s A.S.F.G. 
Hale School 
St Mary’s A.G.S. 
Perth College 
All Saints’ College (1981) 
 

 
(3) Parish 

  
St Mary’s C.E.G.S. (1921) 
 

 
St Mary’s C.E.G.S. 
 

 
 

 

 
(4) Perth Diocesan Trustees 
 

 
 

  
** Kobeelya C.E.G.S (1952–58) 
 

  

 
(5) Rectory School 
 

 
Christ Church P.S. (1910) 
 

    

 
(6) The Church of England 

Schools’ Trust (Inc.)* 
 (1961 – 1985) 
 

    
Kobeelya C.E.G.S.(1967-76) 
Closed June 1976 

 

 
(7) The Council for Church 

of England Schools 
 (1917 – 1951) 
 

  
Christ Church G.S. (1919) 
Guildford G.S. 
St Hilda’s C.E.S.F.G. (1930) 
 

   

 
(8) The Anglican Schools 

Commission (Inc.) 
 1985 

     
St Mark’s A.C.S. (1986) 
John Wollaston A.C.S. (1988) 
Frederick Irwin A.C.S. (1991) 
Thomas Scott A.C.S. 1991 
John Septimus Roe A.C.S. (1992) 
 

 
* The Church of England Schools’ Trust was re-named The Anglican Schools’ Trust (Inc.) in 1981 in keeping with the Church’s new name in Australia 

** Kobeelya Church of England Girls’ School, located in the Diocese of Bunbury, was under the financial control of structures that existed within the Diocese of Perth from 1952 – 1958 and 1967 – 1976. 
Between 1922 and 1951 Kobeelya CEGS was known as Katanning Church of England Girls’ School. 
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MAP  I 
 

LOCATION OF ANGLICAN SCHOOLS IN THE DIOCESE OF PERTH 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 1992 

 

 
 

 

 

It is unlikely that the Diocese of 

Perth will, in the foreseeable 

future, permit the foundation of 

additional Synod schools of 

‘collegiate-type’, as they no 

longer reflect the dominant view 

in the Diocese that Anglican 

schools should be available to 

parents of limited means who 

wish to send their children to 

Anglican Schools. At the end of 

the sub-period, and beyond, 

Synod schools continue to attract 

a full complement of  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

+ Anglican Community School of St Mark 
 
 
 
 
 

++ St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School 
+ John Septimus Roe Anglican Community Schoo1 

 
++ Guildford Grammar School 

++ Hale School 
 

++ Perth College 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
++ All Saints College 

 
 
 
 

+John Wollaston Anglican Community School 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

+ Frederick Irwin Anglican Community School 
(Diocese of Bunbury) 

 
LEGEND 
 
+ Synod Schools 
++ Schools of the Anglican Schools Commission 
 
Notes: The Anglican Schools Commission 

purchased Northside Christian School 
(Beechboro) in 1989. Re-named Northside 
A.C.S. 1990. Re-named Thomas Scott 
A.C.S. in 1991. Amalgamated with John 
Septimus Roe (Mirrabooka) in 1997 under 
that name. 
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